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Voorwoord
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This study is about learning a language, in particular a second language. Learning
a second language implies the acquisition of a new communicative system outside
the classroom but in social interaction with native interlocutors in the host
country. In contrast to what happens during child language acquisition, the adult
Moroccan and Turkish learners of the present study cannot count on the world
to provide them with food and shelter while they are struggling to communicate.
They have to use whatever information they can collect from the speech stream
of their Dutch and French interlocutors, native speakers  of the target languages
of the present study. At the same time their communicative tasks are vitally
important as they have to look for a job, ask for social services and buy bread.

The general aim is to describe and to compare this acquisition process of
Turkish and Moroccan learners of Dutch and French from a longitudinal
perspective, during a two-and-half-year period of language acquisition. The data
is taken from the European Science Foundation's longitudinal and cross-linguistic
database (c£ Feldweg 1991)  and was collected from the onset of the acquisition
process in the host countries. The approach I follow is based on language use and
communicative needs, and analyses how a second language user succeeds, or does
not succeed, in expressing temporal reference in the target language. Right from
the beginning of the acquisition process, it is necessary for an adult to
contextualize or to anchor in time the events/states he is talklng about and
whether one event happens/occurs after, before or simultaneous to another one.
Therefore, the acquisition of temporal reference is a good testing-ground for
investigating the communicative needs of second language learners. The primary
goal of this study is a comparative description of what linguistic forms the
Moroccan and Turkish learners use at different stages of acquisition to express
temporal reference.

A more challenging goalis to identify which factors determine the acquisition
process of temporal reference. To this end, I make a distinction between factors
that shape, e.g., semantic, structural and formal properties of the first and second
language, and factors that push the acquisition, e.g., communicative needs. I
investigate how the learner's linguistic repertoire is organised at a given moment,
how this repertoire is put to use in particular communicative tasks, and how the
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repertoire changes over time in respect to the same tasks. Not surprisingly, it will
turn out that both types of factors conspire to determine the outcome of the
acquisition process.

In this introductory chapter, I first describe the rationale of this study (1.1).
Section 1.2 lays out the contrast between time as physicists think about it and time
as psychologists think about it, and drives home the point that event order is all
important to us psychologically and therefore must be represented in language
somehow, never mind what physics has to say about this. I then explain in section
1.3 how languages differ in the linguistic repertoire they offer to express
"common" temporal notions and how this implies that the second language
learner already has some cognitive and linguistic predispositions by virtue of what
he already knows from his first language. This is followed by a discussion of
shaping factors, i. e., the cognitive and linguistic make-up of the learner (1.4) and
pushing factors of the acquisition process, i.e., the learner's propensity to acquire
(1.5). In the last section (1.6),   I describe the organization of this study.

1.1 The rationale of this study

A question that has been puzzling and driving me throughout my study of the
acquisition of temporality by second language learners, is the one posed to me by
an English learner of Dutch as a second language: "How can you live without a
progressive?". In fact, it was a cry of despair at a time when she was struggling
with the minimal set of morphological aspect markings that Dutch offers. Her
question directly reflects the rationale of this study, that is, differences in the
impliat and explicit linguistic devices that languages use to express temporality
and the consequences of this cross-linguistic variation for the second language
learner. The scope of this rationale means that I do not concentrate only on the
morphosyntactic tense and aspect possibilities that languages dispose of. I
investigate the use of the whole array of temporal expressions, from implicit
pragmatic means to explicit verbal inflectional means. Particularly in second
language acquisition, the functioning of temporality is based on the interaction
between what is explicitly said in words at the local utterance level and what can
be implicitly inferred on the basis of context at the global discourse level.
Moreover, I think that ignorance of this interplay between a rich set ofpragmatic,
semantic, and (morpho)syntactic devices and exclusive concentration on tense and
aspect marking yields a misleading picture of the acquisition process.

One aim of this study is to give a detailed description of the stages of
development in the organization of temporality as they were acquired by Turkish
and Moroccan learners of Dutch and Moroccan learners of French over a two-
and-half-year pebod of untutored language acquisition. The data were collected
from the moment the learners began to acquire the target language of their host
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countries. The comparison of two source and two target languages in combination
with a relatively long period ofdata-collection allows the adoption of both a cross-
linguistic and a longitudinal design. In addition to this aim, which can be
reformulated in the general acquisition research questions ofwhat is acquired and
how it is acquired, I also want to answer the following question: Why does the
learner move on, that is, what mechanisms or factors push learners to develop a
particular linguistic device? Or, the other way around, why does the acquisition of
linguistic devices stagnates at a particular stageP

I examine what could be language-internal explanatory factors and in
particular the communicative and structural forces that shape the acquisition
process and its outcome. My aim is to capture the mechanisms and factors
determininganadults' construction ofa newlinguistic-communicative system, and
their interaction. In this vein, I regard two clusters of explanatory factors as
important One is the cognitive and linguistic make-up of the learner, i.e., the
knowledge that a learner brings along into the acquisition task. Second, the
learner's propensity to acquire, namely his communicative needs, his motivations
and attitudes towards the target language and its speakers. I explain in the next
section how languages differ in the linguistic repertoire they offer to express
"common" temporal notions. This implies that the second language learner
already has some cognitive and linguistic predispositions by virtue of what he
already knows from his first language. Of course, the formal and the functional
characteristics of the second language input are also taken into account in the first
cluster ofexplanatory factors that shapes the acquisition process. Still, this cannot
be the whole story. I show in detail that second language learners produce
constructions, utterances and discourse which cannot be explained directly by the
way temporalinformation is organised in their mother tongue nor in the language

they are learning.
With respect to the second cluster ofexplanatory factors, namely the learner's

propensity to learn the second language, I will first compare the communicative
needs ofa second language learner with those ofa first language learner. Although
I consider the entire sociolinguistic matrix a learner brings to the acquisition as
relevant to its speed and rate of success, I will concentrate on language-internal
communicative factors, that is, the expressive power of linguistic repertoires. An
important aim of this study is to discover the precise communicative shortcom-
ings that can be considered to be the most important system-internal explanatory
factors of language acquisition. But first I want to present in a nut-shell how time
is organized in language and how different languages provide different tools to
handle temporal reference.
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1.2 Temporality

At the age of 26, Albert Einstein demolished the 300-year-old idea of absolute
time. He overthrew the entire foundations of classical Newtonian physics and
replaced them with a revolutionary reassessment ofreality in which time and space
took on a new meaning. This was called relativity. Einstein demolished almost eve-
rything that common sense had to say about time. However, one essential aspect
of time eluded him. He failed to account for the arrow of time (see The Arrow of
Time, Coveney and Highfield 1990): that's to say, time flows in one single
direction, it points from past to future, like an arrow (astrophysicist Arthur
Eddington 1923. We may yearn to turn back the clock, to undo mistakes or to
relive a wonderful moment but time cannot run backwards, as Victor Hugo
expresses so well: 1

0 souvenirs ! tnsor dans Tombre accru !
Sombre  boriZon des anciennes pensies 1
CbBre lueur des cboses Eclipsies !

Rgonnement du passE dispant !

This non-reversibility of time makes time a major source of hope (dine will heal
all wounds) but also of fear. In our culture, time is often regarded as a scarce and
therefore valuable resource, to be "saved" or at least not to be "wasted". We often
see our problems as resulting from not having enough time, we face deadlines and
time limits. Time becomes a source of much of our anxiety.

Compare time with space. Space surrounds us, yet time is experienced bit by
bit. The distinction between left and right is trivial compared with the distinction
between past and future. We can shuffle around freely in space, yet, by our actions
we can only affect the future, not the past. We have memory, not precognition
(clairvoyants excepted). So it seems that although space has no pre-determined
directional characteristics, time does.

The common-sense view of time finds its most eloquent expression in some
of the great works of literature. Uni-directional time gives us the idea of
transience, captured in the title of Proust's novel "A la recherche du temps
perdu". Uppermost in this author's mind is the knowledge that we have only a
finite and short amount of time to live and that there can be no going back.
Moments must be snatched as time continues its ineluctable progress, each
moment appreciated with poignant intensity.

The great edifices of modern science -Newton's mechanics and Einstein's
relativity- would all appear to work equally well with time running in reverse. For
these theories, events recorded on a film would be perfectly plausible no matter
which way the film was run through the projector. Uni-directional time, in fact,

1

Victor Hugo: Un soir que le regardais le del, LzE Conte,*latio,u, liv. II, XXVIII, 116.
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comes to appear as simply an illusion created in our minds. Frequently, saentists
who investigate this problem refer to our everyday sense of the flow of time,
rather sneeringly, as "psychological time"or"subjective time". However, although
it is not to the taste of modern scientists, in our culture and language people still
conceptualize time and speak about it as if it is uni-directional and abstract. And
this is how it is expressed in language. No matter what physics has to say about
possible orderings of time spans, event order is all important to us psychologically
and therefore must be somehow represented in language. Uni-directionalityseems
to be the common denominator of all types of temporal expressions in all types
of languages. In the following section I  explain how this irreversibility   of time
that seems psychologically so important, is represented in language.

1.3 Time in language

One typical temporal notion expressed in language is tense. Tense is a deictic
category that places a time talked about in the past, present, or future in relation
to the moment of utterance and seems to be the most obvious candidate for
expressing the uni-directionality oftime. Aspectis another candidate and encodes
the temporal relationship between a time talked about and the time of the
situation. It is often metaphorically described as "viewing the internal temporal
constituency of a situation" (Comrie 1976: 3). Following the example of Klein
(1994), I define tense and aspect as abstract temporal relations which relate in
different ways the three relevant time spans for expressing temporal relations: the
time talked about or topic time (IT), the time of situation (Tsit), and the time of
utterance (TU). The temporal relation between'IT and TU conveys tense. The
temporal relationship between 'IT and Tsit conveys aspect. Languages encode
these tense and aspect relations in different pragmatic, lexical or morphological
ways.

This study does certainly not aim to offer the final theory of temporality, i.e.,
the relation between the mental concept of time and its expression in language.
Such an endeavour would be too naive given the complexity of this domain of
language and, in any case, is not my primary concern. Although the Reichen-
bachian (1947) tripartite system (point of reference R, point of event time E and
point of speech S) is widely used in the acquisition literature, I have reason to
believe that Klein's approach is an appropriate framework for analysing in a
language-neutralway the expression oftemporalityin my acquisition data (see also
chapter 2). I have opted for this account becauseit dearly distinguishes whatKlein
calls external (tense, aspect, and positional adverbials) and internal temporal
features of linguistic devices ("Aktionsart" and temporal adverbials of duration
etc.). Grammatical aspect, for example,  is a difficult to define grammatical
category and this has been teasing many students of temporality since At:istoteles.
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Internal temporal characteristics like durativity and punctuality are often mixed up
with the grammatical category of aspect and the distinction with tense is often
obscure. I show in this study that Klein's separation of tense and aspect
encodings, internal and external temporal features, and the fact that he gives
Reichenbach's insubstantial point ofreference a straightforward definition, allows
a better analysis ofthe way and the order in which temporal concepts or functions
are expressed in acquisition data. The factors that might shape and push the
acquisition of linguistic devices are discussed in the next two sections.

1.4 The cognitive and linguistic make-up of the learner

Different languages give different formal priorities to temporal functions which
are nevertheless shared. For example, a tense-less language without morpho-
syntactic tense marking like Moroccan-Arabic has an important set of lexical
temporal adverbials to accomplish temporal tense reference. This implies that a
Moroccan speaker will look for means in the second language to fulfill the
temporal notions he already knows in his/her first language. These cognitive and
linguistic predispositions must cause second language learners much frustration,
as expressed by the English learner of Dutch described at the beginning of this
chapter. The grammatical encodingoftheprogressive inhermothertongue makes
this learner believe that this must be a basic concept of time. This is captured   by
Slobin (1991: 23):

"In brief, each native language has trained its speakers to pay different
kinds of attention to events and experiences when talking about them.
This training is carried out in childhood and is exceptionably resistant to
restructuring in adult second-language acquisition.

Apart from these "pre-conceptions" of the second language learner about the
form and function of the language being learnt, I consider the perceptual saliency
of the linguistic devices in the second language as an important factor in the
shaping of the acquisition process. In this study, French and Dutch are the target
languages. It is generally assumed that spoken French can be characterized as an
opaque linearization ofunstressed and homophoneous morphemes. This implies
that it is very difficult for someone who learns French in every-day communica-
tion to tear apart morpho-phonologically clusters into semantic units. This is
reflected in the way the Moroccan learners of French in the present study
hypothesize about French verbal forms. Their local hypotheses are built firstly on
frequent tokens  from the input, such as  ilm'a donne''he has given it to me', and tu
m'a dit 'you have said to me' and they then take over the cluster of subject
pronoun tu, oblique pronoun m'and auxiligry  a to other verb stems.  In  the
following example, Abdelmalek retells part of a Charlie Chaplin film (Modern
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Times, 1936). Although Charlie Chaplin, the police, and a woman are the only
protagonists,Abdelmalek fuses the first and secondpersonpronoun clitics (m'and

tu) to the verbs:

(1.1)     Abdelmalek 2.9
bon, il [matrape] le charles
okay they catch charles
[mevjen] le dam
come the woman
[tumadi]: non  [se]  pas le cbarles  [ilmavole]
say "no it is not (the) charles steal
[okay, thepolice-men catch Charlie Chaplin and then a woman arrives and
she says: 'No, it is not Charlie Chaplin who has stolen the bread'l

A comparison with the perceptually more transparent Dutch in the empirical
analyses of learner utterances provides a good testing-ground for the influence of
perceptual saliency of the second language on the acquisition process. But this
cannot be it. Apart from these formal and functional explanations of the learners'
first (Ll) and second language (L2), other factors seem to be at work during the
acquisition process. The reality of the learner utterances presented in the present
study provides observations such as the following (from Fatima, a young
Moroccan woman):2

(1.2) Fatima 2.6
nog beeft geen    kinder
st£11 has no children

In all of the source and target languages (Turkish, Moroccan-Arabic, Dutch, and
French), the occurrence of still in utterance initial position is highly marked
(strongly focussed) or ungrammatical. The fronting of this adverb can only be
explained as the outcome of a general learner principle of information organisa-
tion.

In addition I also found constructions of double "auxiliary" marking in the
later stages of acquisition which also cannot be explained by Ll or I.2 influence.
Both (1.3) and (1.4) from Mohamed, a Moroccan learner of Dutch, contain two
forms of the Dutch auxiliaries of bebben 'to have' and R#n'to be: Such doubling
of ailrili,ries obviously does not occur in native speech and typically belongs to
learner language:

2 At this occasion I would like to Cite Wolfgang Klein's parable (1991:170) about the susceptible
relation between theory and empirical findings: "You know that much", said the wise man to the
explorer, "but your knowledge is not really forceful. You know all these things about the sun, when
it raises and when it sets, how far it is and how hot. But I know a formula. and when I spell it, the
sun begins to shine. Do you know such a formula? "-  "No", said the explorer, '1 am impressed. And
this formula really works?" - "On occasion, at least'; said the wise man, "but you don't even have
a formula, do youP".
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(1.3)    Mohamed 3.4
dan 8 b# beeft werk aanvragen
then is he has work ask

(1.4) Mohamed 3.9
toen wai die meisje beeft brood stelen

then \Vas that girl has bread steal

Interestingly, these doubling constructions are only used by those learners of
Dutch who have passed the initial stages ofacquisition. It is argued in the present
study that double auxiliary marking in learner utterances can be explained as the
learner's need to spell out the target tense and aspect system through free
morphemes (one for tense: is versus was and one for aspect: is versus be€,/0,
irrespective of the semantic properties of these linguistic devices in the target
temporal reference system.

In fully-fledged languages, tense and aspect notions are often packaged into
one complex inflected verbal form. The grammatical encoding of these notions
differs from language to language. The adult learners of the present study create
at first a system of free morphemes expressing tense and aspect regardless of
language-specific properties. They create their own system based on general
principles of information organisation. An important aspect of this study is that
the structural properties (i. e. the position in the utterance) of these free mor-
phemes parallel the structural embedding of temporal adverbials like nog 'still'
described in example (1.1): The tense marking is/wm is embedded in the topic
component of the utterance, like nog 'still' in utterance 1.1. Being sentence initial
elements, nog and is/,vas clearly take in their scope what is surface syntactically to
their right, that is, the entire utterance. This structural embedding of the early
morphosyntactic tense marking and the lexical temporal adverbiallocate the entire
utterance on the time axis. In contrast, the aspect marking be€#/is is embedded in
front of the verb, after the subject, to indicate the aspectual character of the
situatton description. This utterance organisation cannot be explained byLl orI.2
influence, but must also be attributed to the outcome ofgenerallearner principles
of information organisation. Based on evidence from empirical analyses of
longitudinal and cross-linguistic data, I will suggest that the position of temporal
adverbials in an early lexical stage ofacquisition functions as a mould for plugging
in free morpheme markings of tense and aspect in a later morphological stage of
acquisition. The structural properties of lexical temporal adverbials like nog shape
the structural properties of the emergent tense and aspect markings in the later
stages of acquisition. I explain this information organisation with the general
learnerprinciple that learners put together what belongs together before the target
language-specific (morpho)syntactic properties come into play.

The general approach adopted in this study starts from the assumption that
there is a limited number of phrasal (morphosyntactic), semantic, and context-
related (situational and discourse) organisational principles at work in learner
languages and that their interaction determines the actual organisation of a learner
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variety at a given time. These principles are very well re0ected in the "basic
variety", a language variety that according to Klein and Perdue (1993 is developed
after a while by all learners. They claim that a basic variety is a well-structured,
efficient, and simple form of language whose organisation constraints belong to
the core attributes of the human language capacity. One of the most typiCal
features of the basic variety is that it consists of lexical stems. There is no
morphological inflection The adopted approach also considers communication
difficulties as crucial in understanding what may push the learner to further
acquisition and to leave the flexible and safe basic variety. Communication
difficulties are defined as clashes of the basic organisational principles. The
challenge of this study is to pinpoint as precisely as possible these communication
difficulties and shortcomings.

1.5 The learner's propensity to acquire

What are the communicative needs of a second language learner? In the case of
migrant workers, like most of the informants of the present study, these
communicative needs are often vitally important. The learners have to seek a job
and a place to live, they have to ask for social services and where to buy bread. It
is clear that these needs are totally different from those of a child learning his or
her first language. Slobin (1993: 153), whose major research field is child language
acquisition, says that he is struck by the successes of (migrant) second language
learners. They have so much working against them:

"-    Whatever may be the advantages of youth (critical period etc.) these
learners have begun with some degree of fiological handicap'.-  Their communicative needs are vastly more complex and vital than
are  those of pre-school age children, and their communicative tools
are inadequate to those tasks.

-   They cannot count on the world to provide them with food and
shelter while they are learning how to communicate.

-    They cannot help but process the target language through filters that
have developed for another pufpose - to perceive and produce source
language sound patterns ana map them onto source language
conceptual schemes.

-   They nave learned to use language within a socio-cultural matrix of
norms and expectations different from those of the host society."

Still, migrant L2 learners acquire the new language without a guarantee of success
as is common in first language acquisition. The adult Moroccan and Turkish
learners  of the present study have to communicate to get things done but at the
same time they also have to acquire the basics of the new language in order to
communicate. What are these basics? More particularly in the perspective of the
present study, what are the basic skills in French and Dutch that the learner has
to acquire in order to successfully express temporal relations? The overall picture
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that emerges from my empirical analyses is that of a developing system which first
allows the expression of temporal relations via discourse means and temporal
adverbials. Then follows a stage where finer temporal distinctions can be
expressed through the clever management of the interaction between structural
and semantic properties of adverbials in conjunction with the internal temporal
characteristics of the event denoted in the utterance towards the development of
verbal morphology. The acquisition pattern can be roughly divided in two stages,
a lexical stage and a morphological stage, in this order. The acquisition of the last
stage implies that the learner leaves the safe and stable lexical basic variety. Why?

It is generally assumed that such a step is a long and complicated process. Do
learners develop inflectional morphology because their social environment
exhibits this kind of linguistic behaviour? Or are there system-internal reasons,
such as temporal relations thatlexical adverbials alone cannot express, which drive
the learner to develop morphological means? To the extent to which the latter is
the case, that is, to which the acquisition of morphology is more than mimicking
the input, I want to provide some evidence in this study.

1.6 The organisation of this study

This study consists of nine chapters and is divided into two main parts, a
theoretical part (chapters 2 to 4) and an empirical one (chapters 5 to 8). Chapter
2 describes the analytic temporal framework which, in combination with a
discourse framework, serves as a basis for the empirical analyses in this study. I
discuss three ways to mark temporal relations and characteristics. These are
morphological tense andaspectmarkings (section2.1),lexical temporal adverbials,
and internal temporal properties ofverbs (section 2.2), andprinciples ofdiscourse
organisation which act as a default interpretation (section 2.3). In section 2.1, I
explain why I have adopted Klein's Basic Time Structure (1994) and not
Reichenbach's (1947) tripsrtite system of E (point of event), R (point of
reference), and S (point of speech). I present Klein's definitions of the three
relevant temporal parameters, i.e. topic time Tr, time of situation Tsit and time
of utterance TU, and show in detail how Klein's definition of the topic time 'IT
gives content to the rather vague and multi-interpreted point of reference R.
Section 2.2 describes the lexical ways ofexpressing external temporal relations by
deictic positional adverbs and internal temporal expressions by adverbs of
durativity, contrast, and frequency. Special attention is paid to the scope propertiesof temporal adverbials which, as far as I know, have never been studied in relation
to second language acquisition.  I finally point to the question of whether lexical
temporal adverbials can compensate for the morphologicalmarking of tense and
aspect

In section 2.3, I present three discourse organisational principles which I
consider essential for investigating the interaction between local utterance and
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global discourse means for expressing temporal relations. The presupposed shared
knowledge of these information organisation principles allows the establishment
of temporal inferences on the basis of (situational or discourse) context without
the necessity of linguistic means rendering the temporal relations explicit. This is
essential for a study of second language data because implicit discourse pragmatic
means call establish temporal relations in discourse without the necessity of
developing furtherlexical andmorphological means. To show that these discourse
organisation principles are not only important in minimally equipped learner
varieties, I  describe the extreme case of Yukatek Maya (c f. Bohnemeyer  1998), a
fully-fledged language in which the interpretation of the temporal ordering of
events in discourse mainly relies on implicit pragmatic discourse principles.

In chapter 3, I give a survey of some selected features of the linguistic means
for the expression of temporality in the source languages Turkish and Moroccan-
Arabic, and in the target languages Dutch and French. Special attention is given
to a cross-linguistic comparison ofdifferences and similgrities in the way temporal
concepts are grammaticalized or notin these languages. This"contrastive analysis"
is taken into account while formulating some of the the predictions for
acquisition in the empirical part of this study.

Chapter 4 reviews pertinent literature on the methodological and theoretical
considerations of the research of the acquisition of temporality in a second
language (section 4.1), its previous findings (section 4.2), and the theoretical
explanations of these findings (section 4.3). A main distinction is made between
those studies which take a temporal function or concept as a startingpoint oftheir
analysis (function-to-form studies) and those which trace a form (e.g a morpheme
on the verb) and look at its distribution in the learner data (form-to-function
studies). The former studies are interested in the total repertoire of linguistic
means that learners develop for expressing temporality, the latter ones are mainly
interested in the verbal inflections of tense and aspect The form-to-function
analyses can be further divided into two groups according to the function of the
morphemes that they investigate, as markers of lexical aspectual category or of
discourse organization. I propose to re-integrate the 'classic' grammatical aspect
before grammatical tense hypothesis because I do not want to exclude beforehand
a grammatical aspect or grammatical tense function of emergent morphological
means (e.g., auxiliaries and infections).

In the eA*incalpart of the study, I start in chapter 5 with an elaboration of the
main research questions and hypotheses of the present study (section 5.1). Then
more specific information is provided in section 5.2 on the seven key informants
involved in this study. Section 5.3 describes the verbal tasks these informants were
asked to carry out duringthe datacollection. I then explain the general procedure
for data-analysis in section 5.4, which consist of a combination of function-to-
form and form-to-function analyses.  I also explain the selection and the coding
of the learner data. Finally, I describe the multi-media possibilities and the
structure of the data-set on which the empirical part of this study is based.
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Chapter 6 describes the initial repertoire of the second language learners of
Dutch and French of the present study. After an elaboration of the procedure for
data-analysis for this part of my investigation (6.1), I describe the working of this
basic repertoire which consists o f a combination of impliat discourse-pragmatic
means and lexical temporal adverbials (section 6.2). In section 6.3, I explain how
the learners' clever management of the semantic and the structural (scope)
properties of lexical temporal adverbials can potentially block the morphological
development of tense and aspect.

The central question addressed in chapter 7 is whether the emergent
morphological tense and aspect markings (e.g., auxiliaries and inflection) in L2
Dutch do express grammatical aspect, grammatical tense or the lexical aspect of
the verb. First of all, I review what other researchers trying to answer the same
question have said about how the learners of Dutch I follow in the present study
developed verbal inflection(section 7.1). In section 7.2, I first explain the
procedure of the function-to-form discourse analyses, which consists of analyses
of what I refer to as "diagnostic contexts". The reality'check' of the stimulus (the
Modern Times film fragment (1936) which had to be retold by the informants)
allows the researcher to give temporal or aspectual meanings to the various
temporal adverbials, connectives, preverbal auxiliaries and morphemes on the
verb. I then present these discourse analyses in great detail for each informant
(7.3). In section 7.4, these findings are compared to personal narratives and to data
from other inforrnants. In section 7.5, I show how I carried out form-to-function
frequency analyses in order to see if there is a distributional bias of particular
morphemes (including alixiliaries) towards certain semantic types ofverbs in the
Modern Times data. To conclude, I present a developmental overview of all verb
forms that occur in the total data-Set

Chapter 8 provides a cross-linguistic comparison with the French data and
follows the same procedure as chapter 7. First I review previous findings on the
same data (section 8.1). Then I present the function-to-form analyses of the same
diagnostic contexts as I analysed for the Dutch data (section 8.2). I also compare
them to another type of data namely personal narratives (section 8.3). Finally, in
section 8.4, I check the lexical aspect hypothesis by looking for correlations
between a particulgr verbal morpheme (including auxiliaries) and a particular
semantic type of verb in the Modern Times data.

Chapter 9 provides an overall picture ofthe acquisition process ofthe learners
in the present study. First, I summerize the two main conclusions of the present
study (section 9.1). Then, in section 9.2, I recollect the establishment of the
temporal and the discourse-analytic frame-work which forms a substantial part of
the present study. In section 9.3, I present a stepwise description of the most
similar structural and semantic properties ofthe temporallinguistic devices ateach
stage of acquisition of the Moroccan and Turkish learners of Dutch and French.
At last (section 9.4), a more tentative answer is given to the central question of this
study: why do learners move on?



Chapter 2

Time concepts
and their expression in language

The concept of temporality has occurred in a wide range of linguistic approaches,
variously associated with morphology, finiteness, a (discourse) pragmatic or
semantic definition, or with a combination of these. This means that the literature
on temporality is extremely rich but also inconsistent in its findings, its
approaches, and above all in its terminology. The main purpose of this chapter
is to provide an analytic temporal framework which, in combination with a
discourse framework, serves as a basis for the empirical analyses in this study of
temporal references in second language learner varieties. General linguistic
theories about temporalityoften concentrate heavily on morphosyntactic markings
of temporality, i.e., tense and aspect. Acquisition studies on temporality seem to
follow this "inflectional paradigm bias" and they often confound the acquisition
of temporal reference with the acquisition of verbal morphology. This
misstatement yields an incomplete and misleading picture of the developmental
process and it makes cross-linguistic comparisons almost impossible because of
the high degree of language-specificity of, for example, past tense and present
perfect markings. However, I think one of the most serious consequences of
concentrating exclusively on tense and aspect is the risk of Inissing the most
essential and interesting aspects of the learner's capacity to express temporality:
the interplay between implicit (contextual information), lexical (temporal
adverbials, henceforth tadvs), and morphosyntactic devices (Le., verbal auxiligries

and affixes).
The primary concern of this study is to discover the explanatory force that

appears to be responsible for the development of all types of linguistic markings
oftemporality in second language learnervarieties, and the particular shape ofthis
development For cross-linguistic and developmental purposes, we need a
language-neutral framework which can handle the changing interaction over time
between the various linguistic temporal devices at the morphosyntactic, lexical,
and discourse-level. To this end, an analytic framework is proposed which draws
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mainly on Klein (1994), following the clessic three parameter approach (Paul
1872). Although the Reichenbachian tripartite system is widely used in the
acquisition literature, I have opted for Klein's account because it is the only one
that clearly distinguishes external (tense, aspect, and positional adverbials) and
internal temporal features of linguistic devices ("Aktionsart" and temporal
adverbials of duration etc.). My particulgr interest is in (the scope properties  of)
temporal adverbials because these lexical devices play a primary role in learner
varieties.

The second part of this chapter examines the interaction between temporal
reference at the local utterance level and at the global discourse level. As I have
said above, the functioning of temporality is always based on the interaction
between what is explicitly said in the words and what  is left to contextual
information. This interplay is two-fold; implicit discourse pragmatics conveys a
crucial contribution to the temporal coherence in a sequence ofutterances and at
the same time these principles of information organization determine which
explicit linguistic devices are used at the local level. This balance between implicit
discourse pragmatics and explicit linguistic markers is extremely important in
learner varieties of language and changes over time. At the beginning stages,
learners do not use the full range of lexical and morphosyntactic temporal devices
which provide cohesion in target language performance. It is only at the latest
stages of development that (some) learners process to the morphologisation of
linguistic markings in order to organise the temporal information in their
discourse.

In the first section of this chapter (section 2.1), I present Klein's (1994) Basic
Time Structure (henceforth Klein's BTS), a temporal framework that in a
language-neutral way can handle cross-linguistic and developmental comparisonsof learner varieties. I give reasons for not opting for Reichenbach's multi-
interpreted account and I explain how Klein's BTS is related to Reichenbach's
approach to temporal relations. In addition to this temporal framework, in the
second part of this chapter (section 2.3) I discuss three types of discourse
principles which act as default constraints in the organization of (temporal)
information indiscourse: the Principle oftheNaturalOrder ofevents (Clark 1971,
Labov 1972, henceforth PNO), Klein and von Stutterheim's  Quaestio-model
(1986), and Bohnemeyer's (1998) Boundary-to-Order principles which I refer to
as Bohnemeyer's BTO-model. This is a discourse framework that allows to carry
out analyses of the temporal order of events in discourse on the basis of explicit
or impliat information of boundaries of these events in discourse. The
combination of these frameworks gives me the tools to define most of the terms
needed in order to conduct an empirical analyses of temporal reference in learner
discourse as described in the later chapters.
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2.1 Temporal relations: A three parameter approach

This is not a study about theories of tense and aspect. I do not compare the most
popular frameworks for temporal notions and try to take the best one. This means
that this work does not aim to offer the optimal theory of temporality, i.e., tile
relation between the mental concept of time and its expression in language; such
an endeavour would be too naive given the complexity ofthis domain oflanguage
and is, in any case, not my primary concern. The primary concern of this study is
to analyse the way an adult learner, without substantial exposure to classroom-
teaching, breaks down, at least to some extent, the complex concept of temporal
relations as it is encoded in the target language. Moreover, the comparative cross-
linguistic framework of analysis of time-reference that I have adopted in this
study should also provide original evidence on the way in which temporality  is
organised in language. An adult learner's struggling with the semantics of time in
a second language can shed some light on the underlying concepts as well.

I first start from the conceptual side: how are 'common' temporal notions
expressed by speakers at different levels of language proficiency? This question
immediately raises two problems. The first problem is, what are "common"
temporal notions? The second one concerns the form ofexpression. With respect
to the latter problem, it is known that in many studies of language acquisition the
expression of temporality is often equated with morphosyntactic tense and aspect
forms. In this study, I do not want to exclude all the other possibilities that
languages in general provide in order to convey temporality. Besides the obvious
and often studied grammatical devices, languages also exploit temporal adverbials
and pragmatic means -principles oforder, implicit reference, etc.- which languages
exploit for conveying temporal concepts. In fact, the distinction between
lexicalization and grammaticalization of temporal means in terms of obligatority
and morphological boundedness consists of many borderline cases (Comrie
1985). Moreover, grammatical devices like auxiligries and morphemes on the verb
are often not acquired or are acquired very late by second language learners.
Learners of a second language, especially those who already dispose of a
conceptual and a formal system representing temporality, can be expected to look
for distinguishing (morphosyntactic) forms in the target language in order to
convey the temporal distinctions they know. This makes it very difficult to analyze
the form-function distinctions made by learners which often do not correspond
to the form-function distinctions in the target language.

With respect to the problem of how to define conceptual universals of
temporality, I start with the following question: is the way we think and speak
about temporality not totally dependent on the way it can/has to be expressed in
a particular language? Do native speakers of French have different
conceptualizations of time than speakers of Russian? Don't we all have to follow
time's arrow in our comings and goings and in our speech? The relation of
linguistic expression to mentalimpression can not be a direct or unique one. It is
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not the case that for each object/concept in reality there is an individual
distinguishing expression. The Greeks might never have discovered the three
tenses, Past, Present, and Future, if they had not developed the idea of analogy.
This three-time, three-tense view of the verb has since become an integral part of
the Western grammatical tradition be slpt,  be slees, be will sleep. For a long time
(maybe two millennia) grammarians and students have tried to describe all the
"temporal-like" markings on the verb in various Indo-European and non-Indo-
European in the three-tense system. Then it turned out that some languages have
too many and some languages too few or no tense marking on the verb at all (but
do have an important aspect marking like Chinese, Yukatek Maya, and Classical
Arabic; see also Binnick, 1991: 7-9). Is it then impossible in tense-less languages
to refer to time? Do speakers ofthese languages have a different concept of time?

Previous analyses of their temporal reference system have showed that these
languages have other linguistic means to refer to Past, Present, and Future, like
temporal adverbials and particles (Caubet 1986, Li Ping 1989). Time-reference in
these languages can also be heavily based on pragmatic implicatures arising from
aspect markings, world-knowledge, and surrounding context (see Bohnemeyer
1998, Caubet 1986, Li Ping 1989). The same reasoning applies to aspect-less
languages, if these do exist (see Dahl 1985). German, like Dutch, for example, is
said to be an aspect-less language. These languages do not show the same explicit
and wide range of morphosyntactic aspectual codings on  the verb as English  or
Turkish. However these languages do offer other linguistic possibilities, as I will
explain later. The challenge for linguistic theories on tense and aspect marking
must then be to explicate the use of these other means in languages and language
varieties without morphosyntactic tense and aspect markings in order to convey
information about situations and events in time. It is also the challenge of this
study to describe the changing interaction between pragmatic, lexical,  and
morphosyntactic devices in the acquisition of a second language. Therefore we
need a basic concept of time.

Such a concept of time -a Basic Time Structure-is defined by Klein in his
book "Time in Language" (1994). The BTS is based on a three parameter
approach of time Paul (1872). His definition of tense, aspect, and inherent
temporal characteristics of time spans has already been shown to function as a
temporal framework which allows the comparison of temporal systems in
different (mainly Indo-European) languages and in different learner language
varieties (see Dietrich et al.  1995). It indudes the notion of the entities between
which temporal relations exist (the dine spans themselves) as well as a
characterisation of the possible relations between them such as BEFORE, PARTLY
BEFORE, AFTER etc. This means that it accounts for deictic and anaphoric
relations between time intervals (conveyed by tense, aspect, and/or temporal
adverbials) and for inherent temporal characteristics oftime intervals (often called
"Aktionsart' D. For this study, I use a rather minimal version of Klein's elaborated
framework which defines the notions ofgrammatical tense and aspect, the notion
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of inherent lexical features of the verb  ("Aktionsart'D, and the function of
temporal adverbials.

In order to analyse the language variety of "real" beginners of a second language,
morphologically- based theories of tense and aspect are useless. Looking at the
utterances of these learners, it can easily be seen that verb morphology is not a
necessary precondition for telling quite complex personal narratives, with a dense
web of temporal relations. In example (2.1), which comes from Ergun, a Turkish
learner of Dutch, we see how beginning I..2 speakers manage to anchor events in
time by means of lexical items such as calendric descriptions, or by deictic
reference, direct speech, anaphoric'after' (dan), and special discourse organisation
principles:

(2.1) vandaag boqfdpgn today headache

ikga  met naarfabriek I 80 not to factory
ik vanmo,*n I this morning
baf ne*n zk hellen half east eight I phone

''

' a ik zomt niet vandaag "yes 1 come not today"
'ik ben 4ek" "1 am sick"

vandaagavond Ref uur today evening six o'clock
ik beb slapen I have sleep
dan klein bee(ie lopen then a little bit walk
dan ik gaan naar cafee  of Ro then I go to pub or so

In contrast to what several researchers have found (e.g., Andersen 1991, Andersen
& Shirai 1994, Bardovi-Harlig 1998, Flashner 1989, Giacolone-Ramat 1992,
Housen 1994, Robison 1995, Schumann 1987, Shirai & Andersen 1995), this
example shows that the very nature of these natural data precludes the coding of
the distribution patterns of tense and aspect morphology, because there are no
such patterns. In fact, it is often the case that in these basic learner varieties, there
is no verb at all.

Klein'sBasic Time Structure (BTS) offers atemporal framework which makes
the different individual language learner systems comparable. This is because it is
not based on a formal critetion like the use of verbal infection: the comparison
is based on semantic categories. Notions like PAST, PRESENT, and FUTURE;
IMPERFEC1TVITY versus PERFECITVITY; and DURATIVITY versus PUNCTUALITY
are all explained in Klein's compositional frame-work of external temporal
relations and inherent/internal temporal features.

2.1.1 Why not a Reichenbachian account?

In the literature on temporality, the tripartite Reichenbachian system (1947 ofthe
point of speech (S), the point of event (E) and the point ofreference (R) is often
mentioned to describe the three essentiallime-spans yieldingthe traditional notion
oftense. However, there are anumberofproblems associated with Reichenbach's
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system (see also Binnick 1991: 111-116). The first problem is that his definition
of the three temporal parameters is so to say pointless; they consist of time points
instead of time spans. This has a number of implications for his total temporal
system; time points cannot include each other whereas the difference between the
aspectual notions imperfectivity and perfectivity have to be explained in terms of
time spans which can include each other, as we will see below.

Another problem is that whenever a temporal relation is expressed, be it by
a grammaticalised category such as tense or aspect or by lexical means such as
temporal adverbials, then there is typically a functional asymmetry between the
two time spans involved. One of the time spans called here the 'relatum' is
supposed to be given, and the other one, the 'theme', is then temporally related
to this relatum. The traditional Reichenbachian notion of tense, takes the time
of situation (E) to be the theme; tense serves to locate some event E in the
broadest sense of theword, into the past,present, or future. Reichenbach presents
"nine fundamental forms" which he labels -anterior" when E precedes S,
"posterior" when E follows S, and "simple" when E coincides with S. Klein
(1994: 15-23) gives a number of arguments why this view is not totally correct
The time span located in time is not the time of the situation (E in Reichenbach's
description) but the time for which such an assertion is made (see below).

Thirdly, Reichenbach's definition of  '1" is rather vague and insubstantial
This could be one of the reasons that his theory, which was certainly not the first
in a three-parameter form (see Paul 1872), has become so popular. His definition
of the reference point R is multi-interpretable: R is an event described in context,
R is given by a temporal adverbial in the utterance, R is given by a subordinated
clause, etc. Reichenbach's theory does not account for the fact that a temporal
adverbial in an utterance can specify a time span other than the reference time. It
can, for example, also specify the time of situation in an utterance. Consider an
utterance like (2.2):

(2.2)     He had left yesterday at three o'clock

It is not clear ifyester*y at tbne clock is specifying the reference time (the time of
ba4  or the time of the leaving itself. Consider an utterance like:

(2.3)      When I went to his house yesterday, I heard that he had already left four
days ago.

The reference time (following Reichenbach's system) ofthe matrix-clause is given
by the subordinated clause,lesterdl wben I went to bis house. What then does four
d€ys ago specify in the matrix-clause? In this utterance (2.3), it is clear that the
temporal adverbialjour *ys ago does specify the time of leaving.  It can not be  the
reference time give by the subordinated temporal clause which isyester*y. In the
first utterance (2.2), it is not clear ifyesterdqy at tbree o 'clock be bad alreadyk# (then
the tadv is specifying the time of  bad, the reference time) or thatyesterdqy at three
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o'dock  is the exact time of his leaving E and the time of badis not specified (but
must be somewhere after the time of the leaving). For Reichenbach, the time of
adverbials is the time of the reference point and not the time of the event.

Therefore, his theory fails in the following cases explained by Binnick (1991), who
gives Reichenbach's citation:

 <In the sentence Now I sballgo the simple future has the meaning S, R-E;
this follows from the principle of positional use of the reference point.
However, in the sentence Isba#go tomonwv the same principle compels us
to inter ret the future tense in the form S-R, E. The simple future, then,
is capable of two interpretations, and since there is no prevalent usage of
the one ore the other we cannot regard one interpretation as the correct
one" (Reichenbach 1947: 295f).

Reichenbach identifies one interpretation with the French prospectiveje vaispaiir
T'm going to go' (S,R-E) and the other with the French futurejepartirai, 'I shall
leave' (S-LE), depending on the initial or final position of the adverbial in the
utterence.1 This result is following Binnick all artifact of Reichenbach's failure to
recognize that adverbials may relate to different times within the same sentence:2

"In I sballgo tomonow the future reference point is not indicated by the
adverbigl, compare be knew tbat be was going to go tomorrow, wAth past
reference point. Rather the reference pOlnt 15 assumed; in discourse or
text it would be gotten from the context The future tense is not
ambiguous as regards the relationship of R to S, althou$h, as we haveindicated, it is aspectually ambiguous (Binnick 1991: 134) '.

Comrie (1981) also points out that Reichenbach's system is too rich. In the case
of a past or future perfect, the only thing that matters is that R follows S (future)
or that R precedes S (past) and that E precedes R (perfect). The future and past
perfect does not state anything about the relationship of E to S. So, instead of
treating the future perfect as three ways ambiguous (S-E-R, S, R -E and S, E, -R),
as Reichenbach does, Comrie proposes two paired orderings of E and R, and R
and S.

This interaction between the position of temporal adverbials and their function are the seeds ofthe
interaction between scope properties of temporal adverbials and their temporal function in the
utterance to be discussed later.

2 I believe that Binnick's explanation is incorrect What is happening in utterances like Now hballgo
(tomonvw) is that the time of speech is further specified by now (the present). In the case of a future
tense as in (Now) Isballgo (tomonow), the only relation that matters is the relation between S and R (R
> S). This relation is marked by the future tense and R is specified by tomonviv. In the utterance be
kneiv tbat be wargoing togo tomonuL with a past reference time, it iS impossible to have a relation of R
after S, R must be before S marked by the past tense, and it is the aspectual prospective markinggoing
to which indicates that E is after K
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Below we shall see that Klein's proposal for a precise definition of  "R" and, in
addition, the separation of tense and aspect relations (by explicitly identifying the
separate roles of R-S and R-E) allows a better explication of the presumed
ambiguities described above.

2.1.2 Klein's Basic Time Structure

Klein (1994) uses the following definitions of the three parameters involved in his
BST: (1) the topic time, (2) the time ofutterance, and (3) the time of situation. The
topic time TI' is the time span in the past, present, or future for which an asser-
tion is made in the utterance. The temporal relation between the TI' and the Hme
of utterance TU gives   past, present, or future tense (not all utterances make an
assertion, but that is not relevant here; see Klein 1994, chapter 11). This
grammaticalmarkingoftensein Indo-European languages is often associated with
the finite verb. It is important to distinguish the time for which an assertion is
made 'IT from the time at which a situation Tsit (as referred to by the utterance)occurs. This latter time is called the time of situation TSit and it is associated with
the non-finite part of the sentence/verb (for example, in case of an auxiliary plus
a main verb, the main verb is considered to be non-finite).In Klein's view, aspect too can be reconstructed as a temporal relation, viz.,the relation between the particular time spans in the tripartite system. Aspect is,
in fact, the relation between the time of assertion/topic time 'IT and the time of
event/situation itself Tsit, which is normally expressed by the verb  and its  argu-
ments. The relations which can obtain between the three essential time spans are
purely temporal such as BEFORE, AFTER, (partly) SIMULTANEOUS relation. In
short, the Basic Time Structure gives the following definitions of temporal
relations:

(a) The elements of the temporal structure are time spans, not time points
(labelled here as t4, t„ etc.).(b)   there are two types of relations between time spans:  order relations, such as: 5 'after' 6; t, > t„ t, 16efore' t,; t, < 4,) topological relations, such as: 4 'is included in'  4 and t, 'overlapping'  t,;4 and 4 overlap, i.e., they have a common subinterval.

(c)   Tense is the temporal relation between topic time 'IT and time of utteranceTU.
(d)  Aspect is the temporal relation between topic time Tr and time of situationTsit.

These temporal relations are called external temporal properties and can be
expressed by tense and aspect morphology, and by positional temporal adverbials
(see 2.2.2) , and  they show up in principles of discourse organisation (see 2.3).
These external temporal properties must be distinguished from internal temporal
properties which are either part of the inherent properties of the lexical content
ofverb, or can be marked by other types of temporal adverbials (e.g., of duration,
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see 2.2.2). One of the important advantages of this distinction between external
and internal properties of time spans is that it solves the problem of the
ambiguous term"aspect", which in the literature often ambiguously refers to both
grammatical and lexical aspect This ambiguity is the main source of confusion in
many studies on the acquisition of temporality and it makes the comparison of
frameworks and results difficult I discuss grammatical aspect and tense in the
following section as an external temporal relation between the two relevant time
spans

2.1.3 Tense and aspect: External temporal relations

As I have already said, Klein distinguishes three temporal parameters: the time of
utterance TU, the time of situation Tsit, and the topic time Tr (which is often
incorrectly considered to be the same as Reichenbach's R). Tense is traditionally
defined as the grammaticalised expression of location in time (Comrie 1981: 9).
The question is which of the three time spans we locate in time by a
morphological past tense marking such as:

(2.4) John sang

In traditional analyses, the time span to be located in the past would be the time
of the event (Tsit), the time ofthe singing. Klein, however, makes it very clear that
tense is a matter of how the topic time TI' relates to the time ofutterance TU and
not of how the situation time Tsit relates  to the time of utterance TU. Consider,
by way of illustration, his example in the introduction to his volume:

(2.5) Yesterday, John was ill

This utterance says nothing about John's health at this moment, the time of
speech. There is  no relation between the situation time Tsit Jobn being ill (E)  and
the time of utterance TU 'now' (S). The assertion this sentence makes is an
assertion  for the dme  span-yester*y (or, if you like, this  state of affairs is claimed
to be true for the time span'the day before today') and says nothing aboutJohn's
health today. At this moment, he can be better or he can still be ill Hence, as
Klein says (p 24), we must carefully distinguish between the time of the situation
Gohn's illness), which is selectively described by the utterance, and the time for
which an assertion is made by this utterance. In contrast to traditional notions,
tense is defined by the temporal relation between TU (the moment of speech) and
TI' (the time we are talking about) and not between TU and Tsit (the time of the
event).

Furthermore Klein states that, in Indo-European languages, tense is often
marked morphosyntactically by a present, past or future tense inflection on the
finite verb, depending on the relation of the topic time to the time of utterance
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(which can be AT, AFIER or BEFORE).Thus, in example (2.6a), the topic time is in
the present and this is marked by the present tense form walks. In (2.6b), the topic
time is in the past, marked by the past tense form walked. In (2.6c), the topiC time
is in the  future, marked by the future tense will walk.

Tense

(2.6) a.   He walks present (tense):    'IT = TU
b.   He walked past (tense): Tr<TU
c.   He will walk iuture (tense): rr >TU

This configuration of the two relevant time spans that establish different tenses
according to their topological or order relationship, can be captured in the simple
illustration in figure 2.1.

TT=TU=now
(a)                                     [11]

Tr=past TU0) [  1 11
TU IT  = future

GO                         11            [       1

topic time = [IT]
time of situation =  < Tsit>

time of utterance  = 1 TU I

F un 2.1       Differentiation of the three relationships  of 'IT and TU establishing

present (a), past (b), and future (c)tense.

Here I have to recall that early or fossilized learner varieties do not show this tense
marking on the verb. As I have said before, they often do not contain a verb at all.
Classical Semitic languages (like Classic Arabic) and Chinese also lack tense
marking on the verb and there has been a debate over what their verbs do mark
"aspect", for example (Binnick 1991, chapter 8). Even languages that are now
tensed, lacked grammatical tense marking in their early varieties. What is required
is an account of how tense-less languages (early learner varieties included) indicate
temporal distinctions. This is exactly why I opted for Klein's Basic Time Structure
as the analytic tool to help me finding out how learner varieties "lacking" explicit
morphosyntactic tense (and aspect, see below) markings express the relation
between topic time 'IT and time of utterance TU. Klein's definition of tense as a
temporal relation between 'IT and TU is an abstract temporal relation, not
necessarily an explicit morphosyntactic marking on the verb. This means that this
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temporal framework offers the possibility to analyse the functional relation
between a topic time and a speech time no matter how it is marked in the learner
variety (e.g., by auxiliaries, verbal affixes, lexical temporal adverbials, or in an
implicit way).

Asped
A new feature in Klein's approach is that aspect too can be described as a temporal
relation, that is the relation between the topic time •IT and the Tsit This makes
his approach less metaphorical than other frameworks, where *'grammatical"
aspect is often explained in terms of "seen as a bounded whole" (Bybee 1992) or
"partial" or "full" views (Smith 1997).  It is important to note here again,  that the
precise form in which temporal aspectual relations are linguistically encoded varies
from language to language. In the examples in (2.7a)-(d), we see a description of
the situation <he walk>. In Klein's BTS, the aspectual notions are defined like
this:

(2.7) a.    He is walking now 'IT  'is included in' Tsit imperfectiveb.   He walks 'IT 'includes' Tsit perfectivec.   He has walked IT> Tsit perfectd.   He is going to walk       TT < Tsit prospecuve

As an illustration, the scheme in figure 2.2 shows that the topic time of (2.7a) is a
time span which is included in the time of situation at which he is walking and
which is simultaneous with the time of utterance.

'IT=TU=now
Ca)                     ---<-------Il-l]            >Tsit <he walk>

tOpiC time = TIT]
time of situation =  <Tsit>
time of utterance  =  I TU I

Fkum 2.2 Imperfective aspect as the topological relation between 'IT and Tsit

In (2.7a), the present 'IT is marked by the finite part of the verb 'is'. The
grammatical aspect marking 15 + ing indicates that the TI' is (properly) included in
the Tsit (imperfective). This explains the use of ideas like "viewing without
boundaries" for the use of the imperfective. Note that these aspectual (and
temporal) concepts are notional in the sense that languages can use an explicit
aspectual coding which can combine two or more of these notions in one coding.
There are also languages (like German) which are said to be largely aspect-less and
in which, for example, the perfectivity-imperfectivity aspectual distinction is not
overtly coded but arises mainly from the inherent temporal characteristics of the
verb meaning (see section 2.2.1 below).
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2.1.4 The aspectual viewpoint as a camera lens

Although in general the metaphorical descriptions of aspectzml notions are
theoretically less clear then the specific defined temporal relationships that Klein
proposes in his BTS, it will help to illustrate the definition ofthe aspectual relation
between TI' and Tsit  with the metaphor of a video camera and its camera lens.
This is just a way of representation and I am certainly not the first to compare
grarnmatical aspectual viewpoint with a camera lens (Smith 1991, 1997, Comrie
1976).  If we imagine the 'IT as a video camera which can zoom in on particular
parts of a total event time, then the pure temporal description of the relation
between the &ne spans TI' and Tsit, between the (time span of the)video camera
and the time of the event at which it is shooting, becomes much clearer. The
difference between the imperfective versus perfective aspectual viewpoint on
events can be defined imagining the topic time Tr to bea camera which shoots
at a selected part o f the total time of situation. I f the camera shoots in the middle
of the action/situation ofa total time ofsituation I call this "imperfectivity" ("seen
without boundaries"), if the camera shoots at the total action/situation, including
its end, I talk about "perfectivity" ("seen as a completed whole'D. In the
imperfectivity-perfectivity contrast this boundary-contrast plays an essential role,
in the perfect-prospective contrast it is the dissociation of the topic time and the
situation time which is essential, as we will see.

Impelfectivity  and pe«ectivity
Take the example of Klein (1994: 39-40) in which he introduces the notion of
tOpiC time:

(2.8)      a. What did you notice when you entered the roomP
b. A man was lying on the floor.
c.  He was Chinese or Japanese
d. He did not move
e. A woman was bending over himf. She was taking a purse from his pocket
g. She turned to me
h. She said:
i. They have gone

The first sentence could be a question asked by a judge in court, with (2.81))-(i)
representing the answers of the witness. (2.8a) defines a time interval, the time
interval which the video camera occupies at the time axis -the time starting with
the witness' entrance and leading up to the woman turning to the witness- with
respect to which (2.8b)-(g) are asserted. This is the global topic time of the entire
discourse. The events described in (h) and (i) are asserted for a time interval
following the time interval defined in (a) for reasons we will explain later. Imagine
now a video camera which focuses on the room and imagine that the video camera
is stabilized on a standard at the time axis in the past yesterday at exactly three o'clock
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then this is the default (local) topic time (see figure 2.3). This 77  is more or less
the same as the time of entrance; the simple past (perfective) marking indicates
that the  time of entrance Tsit is included in this TI'. From this Oocal) time span
'IT on the time axis, all the events seen by the witness (Le., the video camera) (a)-
(i) are retold. Whether the local 'IT shifts or maintains this position on the time
axis depends on the aspectual viewpoint marking which metaphorically directs the
standard of the video camera. This means that at that particular time span some

,'events are the same as they ever were, e.g., '*he was Chinese orJapanese  : they are
a-temporal G--------). Other events/situations are not a-temporal but they were
already going on for some time:  "a man was lying on the floor"i "she was bending
over him", and could go on for a while after this Tr ( j -------  ). The witness does
not make any claim about the left or right boundaries of these situation times
within the zoom range/the topic time interval of the video camera ( 1 ---[video]----

). Because of the fact that the situation times of these events are not given a right
boundary within the range of the video camera (i.e., the TT, the scene the wimess
sees), these events do not seem to be shot in a sequence but to temporally overlap
each other. Notice that this simultaneity is not overtly marked by temporal
adverbials indicatingsimultaneity like wbile. Itis the progressive form (the aspectual
viewpoint marking, Smith 1991) which offers a temporal frame in these cases (see
Jespersen 1931, chapter 12.5) for another time interval, notably that of some event
talked about in a subsequent utterance. The topic time camera does not have to
shift on the time axis, it can shoot more events at the same time.

However, in  ®, it is clear from the aspectual perfective viewpoint marking
of the turning event that it must be definitely AFTER the woman turned to the
witness that she said something. The right boundary of the turning event time is
asserted within the TI' (-[-----   ]-) and the Tsit of the saying event starts after the
right boundary of the turning event Notice again that this sequence of events as

opposed to simultaneity of events, is not marked by temporal adverbials/connec-
tives like after or and tben.3   During the subsequence  of utterances  (g)  and (i)  the
camera must have been shifted from its starting point lester*y at exaa# tbne o'clock
to  a later time spanyester*y at tbne oWock and 10 secondr (or any later time span).
You cannot try to take a purse and turn to someone else at the same time. The
problem is that you can not know exactly when the woman turned to the witness;
the imperfective aspect indicates no right boundary within the projection range
of'IT (= the videocamera). The simple (perfective) past ofsbe turned to me indicates
that the 'IT totally includes the Tsit of the turning, so the end/right boundary of
the event-time of tuning is also in the camera lens.

3 If two subsequently coded events are presented as bounded, one is led to assume that they are
asserted for different T['s, and hence infer a shift of TI' (cf. Bohnemeyer 1998: 112).
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I.CI13 1TAKE A PI IRSE

She was taking a purse from his pocket

IBF.NDOVER  I
A  woman was bending  over  him

BE CHTNESE/IA  . NESE

He was Chinese ofJapanese

1 T.TF.  ON  THE  FT.0      R           1

A man was lying on the floor

A                         A                              
timeTr

cntcr

1  ENTER   

What did you notice when you entered the roomP

F#un 2.3 Selection of Tsit's  by the aspectual viewpoint markings which define
the 'IT-projection (based on Bohnemeyer 1998:105)

The entire tuning event from beginning to end took place AT this shifted Tr. The
quoted speech of the witness sbe.raidwhich is described in the next utterance must
then follow the turning event, because of the right boundary of the preceding
turning event. The topic time is shifted, the aspectual marking simple (perfective)
past indicates again that the shifted'IT includes the beginning and the end of the
saying event time and that theTT of saying is still before TLI. Note, however, that
in the quoted speech another TU is introduced TU' which is the 'IT ofher saying
what she said (=present). This possibility of establishing a Tr=TU' present tense
temporal relation in a piece o f past discourse where TT is in fact BEFORE TU via
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quoted or direct speech is a very productive strategy in second learner varieties.

These circum-descriptions of the pure temporal relation between TI' and Tsit by
means ofa camera and its lens explain our intuitions about differences between an
imperfective notion, "a man was lying on the floor", "she was bending over him"

.,

(seen without boundaries) and a perfective aspectual notion, "she turned to me
(seen with a clear right boundary). What these aspect;ual viewpoint notions actually
express is the temporal relationship between the position of the video camera on
the time axis and the time that the event actually takes place. These two different
time spans can include each other (IT c Tsit = imperfective or Tsit c 'IT =
perfective) and then they are simultaneous, like the events designed in the
diagramme above (Figure 2.3). However, these two time spans 'IT and Tsit can
also  follow each other (IT < Tsit = prospective and TT > Tsit= perfect) and
then they are not overlapping each other.

Pe,fect and prospective
Imagine again the scene of the crime above and compare (2.84 sbe was taking tbe
purse»m bis pocket and G.9b, below)  sbe bad taken  tbe purse»m  bis pocket.

(2.9) a. She was bending over him
b. She had taken the purse from his pocket
c. She turned to me

The (past) perfect marking sbe bad taken indicates that the 'IT is after the Tsit and
the camera is only shooting at a trace left by event of the taking the purse. The
camera shoots, for example, her hands holding the purse. In that case, the time of
situation of the taking the purse must already be over at the default (sub) 'IT
which was still valid for this utterance. Because the perfect marking indicates that
Tr> Tsit, the time of taking the purse must have been beforeyester*y attbne, say
at 14.55. Notice that the camera in that case does not go back to the 14.55 time
span on the time axis: the utterance is not asserted for the 14.55 time span but for
the three o'clock time span (and then the event was already in its post-state) This
is a clear case of dissociation between the time span on the axis where the video
camera is (at three o'clock) -the time span one is talking about- and the time of
situation (at 14.55) of the event (taking out the purse) which is asserted to be in its
post-state at 'IT.

The same reasoning goes for the prospective marking as we can see in the
following examples:

(2.10)    a. She was bending over him
b. She was going to take the purse from his pocket
c. She turned to me

In this sub-sequence ofutterances, the prospective markingindicates that the topic
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time is before the time of event The topic time is still at the three o'clock time
span but is shooting at the pre-trajectory of the event to happen somewhat later,
for example at 15.10.

Summag
The examples above all show that in the adopted temporal framework, the
description of the external temporal referential properties of any given utterance
can always be narrowed down to three questions:

(1)   How is the Tr of this utterance determined in context; what is the global 'IT-
TU relation for a related sequence of utterances?

(2) How is the Tsit related to Tr at the local utterance level; how is the event
encoded in the utterance related to the'IT for which the utterance is asserted?

(3)  How are the local'ITs related to each other,

This means that temporal coherence in discourse is established by the explicit or
implicit marking of the global 'IT-TU relation (tense), the local Tr-Tsit relation
(aspect), and the anaphoric relation between TY's (b€»E, €Rer or wbile). It will
become clear in the next sections that the way in which a situation time Tsit is
linked to the topic time •IT (seen by the video camera) depends on grammatical
aspectual viewpoint operators like perfective, imperfective, prospective, and
perfect markers but also on the internal temporal properties of the verb and its
arguments which describe the event. This is usually called "Aktionsart".

2.2 Lexical ways of marking temporality

In this section, I explain that a supplementary analysis of the inherent temporal
properties of the event described in the utterance is necessary because of its
influence on the way that Tsit is related to TI'. The examples in the last section
(2.1.4) have shown that the main influence on the TY-Tsit relation comes from a
dissociation of TI' and Tsit (perfect and prospective), or not (imperfective and
perfective), and a markingof the boundaries of the situation time (perfectivity), or
not (imperfectivity), within the projection range of the topic time TY. Different
parts of the total event are selected to be asserted at a certain Tr or, to say it in
other words, to be shot by the camera at a certain time span. An analysis of these
aspectual operators in combination with the lexical properties of the verb and its
arguments will give us the temporal relationship between 'IT and Tsit.

In section  (2.2.2), I show that tadvs can specify the internal and the external
properties of time spans in a very precise way. Then, in 2.2.3, I argue that it
depends on the structural embedding of tadvs in the utterance which of the two
relevant time spans, Tr or Tsit, is specified. Temporal adverbials have scope
properties and depending on their position in the utterance they have scope over
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the Tr or over the Tsit. Finally, I argue that although temporal adverbials can
specify virtually all temporal aspects of Tr and Tsit, they cannot express an
ordering relation between a dissociated TT and Tsit, nor can they express whether
or not 'IT is included in Tsit. This means that tadv cannot express a perfect,
prospective, imperfective, and perfective marking like aspectual viewpoint
markings can.

2.2.1 Internal temporal properties: Aktionsart and lexical aspect

The internal/inherent lexical temporal properties of the verb are often also called
"lexical aspect" in the literature in order to distinguish grammatical viewpoint
aspect and lexical temporal properties of the verb. In order to make this distinction
clear, Smith (1997) talks about the difference between (lexical) situation types and
(grammatical) viewpoint types. Klein (1994) notes that it is important to
distinguish between a situation as such and the way it is selectively described in a
sentence. This already makes it clear that he, just like Smith  (1997) and others
(Over:steegen 1988, Verkuyl 1988), argues that not only the lexical content of the
verb is important for identifying the temporal properties of a situation; it is the
combination of the verb and its arguments and the way that they are put together
which determines the temporal properties of the selectively described situation.
Smith (1997) distinguishes five types ofsituation: State, Activity, Accomplishment,
Semelfactive, Achievement. They differ in the temporal properties  of dynamism,
durativity, and telicity and can be summarized as follows (Smith 1997: 3):

State: static, durative (know tbe answer, love Mag)
Ac vity: dynamic, duntive, atelic (laugh, stroll in the par/i)
Accomplishment: dynamic, durative, teliC, consisting of process and

outcome (build a house, walk to school)
Semelfactive: dynamic, atelic, instantaneous (t« knock)
Achievement: dynamic, telic, instantaneous (win a race, nacb tbe *)

The distinction between telic and atelic events depends on whether an event has
a natural endpoint or not: a goal outcome, or other change of state. Telic events
have natural endpoints, whereas atelic events do not This division corresponds to
Vendler's (1961 four basic event structure types of statives, activities Glynamic
atelic), accomplishments (durative telic) and achievements (punctual). Although
widely used, the Vendler classification is not unproblematic, and it continues to be
refined and reformulated (see e.g., Moens 1987, Shirai & Kurono 1998, Smith
1991).

Klein (1994) describes the temporal features of the lexical content of an
event/situation according to its link to some topic time:

0-state expressions:   be, bve; no topic time contrast involved (states; durative
+ atelic)
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1-state expressions: swim, look st least one topic time contrast involved
(activities; dynamic + atelic)

2-state expressions:   pnd,  break,  die, give  a  letter,  steal a  loaf of bread; with an
internal TT-contrast for a source ana a target state
(achievements and accomplishments; dynamic + telic))

This means that world knowledge tells us that a lexical content like <the square of
an odd number be odd> and <to be Chinese> are a-temporal there is no topic
time at which this situation is not true. A lexical content like <he lie on the floor>
is normally limited in time, there are topic times at which he does not lie on the
floor (or he must be as Bohnemeyer (1998) says a habitual-"floor-lyer'D. Finally,
a lexical content like <he die> and <she take a purse> does contain 2 states, a
source-state and a target-state and in a temporal order "to be alive, to be not alive"
and "to be in source position, to be no longer in source position and under control
of the agent".  One of these two states (the so-called "distinguished state'D
behaves like the single state of 0-state expressions or 1-state expressions but
languages vary in this regard.  In this study,  I also call 2-state expressions change-
of-state expressions.

In the design above (figure 2.3), I did not explicitly mark the two stages that
<take out a purse> and <turn to> contain. In the analysis of a verb like <take>,
the core part of this lexical content involves a positional change of something, as
brought about by the activity of someone. Hence, it includes two states, a source
state, abbreviated as SS, and a target state TS. This is in contrast to a lexical
content like a <man's lying on the floor> which comprises one state. Two state
lexical contents like <take a purse> can be linked to aTT in various ways: Tr can
be included the first state, it can include the second state, or it carl include a part
of the first and a part of the second state.   In this particular example this would
mean that within the topic time TI'yester*y at tbne o 'cbck (or within the projection
range of the video camera):

(a)  the purse is still in the source position (war takinb;
(b)   the purse is no longer in the source position but under the control of the agent

took);
(c)   the purse is first in the source position, then in the target position (bad taken).

The lexical content is the same in all cases; what is different is the way in which it
is hooked up to Tr. This does not mean that a language necessarily distinguishes
these three ways of linking a lexical content to a 'IT in a systematic way, for
example, by morphological devices. English, though, does so by the use of
continuous, perfect, and simple form. By saying sbewa taking tbepum»m birpocket
(example 2.8), the witness indicates that, at the time of his entrance, she is still in
the first state o f this activity.  I f, at the time of entrance, the second state had been
reached already, then the witness, if truthful, should have said sbe bad taken
(example 2.9). If she had managed the takingof the purse within the short time of
his entrance, then sbe took tbepurse.»m bispocket (example 2.10) would have been
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appropriate. So, depending on the inherent temporal properties of the events
described in the utterance, the relation between parts of their Tsit that are asserted
at  'IT can be different. This is a problem for the analyses of learner varieties.
Although most researchers agree that the internal temporal properties of events
described in the utterance are not contained in the lexical verb alone (as "inner
aspect", Verkuyl 1988) but in the verb and its argument (Verkuyl's "outer aspect'D,
it is very difficult to decide based on the learner" words alone if the lexical content
belongs to a  0-, 1-, or 2-state category. Learners at the beginning stages often use
one verb for various functions as in the extreme case of search for search and»d,
or see for see, look, and watcb. Do we have to analyse these verbs as 0-, 1-,  or 2-state
verbs? This problem of analysis is even greater in the case of the use of for
example definite or indefinite arguments: the 1-state be ate sandwiches versus the 2-
state be ate four sandwiches. At what stage of acquisition do learners know
perceptively and productively the definite versus indefinite formsP This is not the
place to discuss how difficult the definite/indefinite distinction is for second
language learners, but it is clear that these apparent subtle differences betweenje
boir un c€19'  7 drink one coffee' versus je boir du 4'I drink coffee' have a great
influence on the lexical aspect of the verb and its arguments. The inherent
temporal properties oftime spans can also be described by temporal adverbials like

for three boun but they also can specify external temporal relationships, as we will
see in the next section.

2.2.2 Functions of temporal adverbials

Temporal adverbials (I'ADV) have a broad range of functions in specifying
temporal properties and these functions seem to cluster in four general semantic
categories (Klein 1994):

- TAP Positional adverbials; they specify the position of a time span on the
time axis in relation to other t me spans (BEFORE, AFTER, AT) which
are supposed to be given in context: in 1976,yesterday, later.

- TAD Adverbials ofDuration; they specify the duration of temporal entities,
like time spans and situations obtaining at these time spans: two weeks,

six years.
- TAQ  Adverbials of freQuency; they indicate the frequency of temporal

entities, like time spans or possibly situations which obtain at these
time spans: often, twice.

- TAC Contrastive anaphoric adverbials which imply a comparison between
the interval referred to and another interval which is contextually
imphed. already, still, yet.

Positional adverbials (TAP) clearly specify the external temporal relationship
between two time spans. The position of the time span to be talked about 'IT is
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related to another time span on the time axis which is given in context in an
anaphoric (tak4, deictic (tomonvw), or calendric way (on tbe 8  ofMarcb)  Temporal
adverbials of duration (TAD) express the internal temporal properties of time
spans by specifying their duration and their boundaries. Adverbials of frequency
FREQ specify their occurrence. The fourth category, the contrastive adverbials
(TAC), is more heterogenous and its precise function is difficult to grasp.
However, temporal adverbials play an important role in learner varieties (Dietrich
et al. 1995: 25) and the learner's struggle with both the structural (= positional) and
the functional properties of temporal adverbials in a new language will give us a
new insight into the temporal properties of all types of temporal adverbials.

Traditionally, authors like Kamp and Rohrer (1983), Hinrichs (1981) and
Hornstein (1991) provide a classification ofpositional Tadvs (TAP) based on their
ability to be interpreted anaphorically and /or deictically. Oversteegen's "two track
theory of time" (1988) differentiates between Tadvs that can anchor at
Reichenbach's speech point S  "+s" (TU), and/or at Reichenbach's reference point
R "+t" (IT).4 By introducing these two features "s" and "t" with two values each
(+ or -), Oversteegen creates the possibility of four tadv categories A, B, C, and
D which can be compared with Smith (1991), Kamp and Rohrer (1983):

A: [+s, -t] can only anchor at TU B: [+s, +t] can anchor at TU and 'IT
yesterday a week ago
last Sunday in the next week
next week last weekend

C: [-s, +t]  can only anchor at 'IT D: [-s, -t] do not anchor at 'IT and TU
one week later since Christmas
after one week after the reunion
one week afterwards on the 234 of February

Oversteegen's category A [+s, -t] corresponds to Smith's rigid deictics, the
category which K&R wish to proclaim empty ('last Sunday'). Tadvs from this
category can only anchor at S (TU), not at R (TD. Category B [+s, +t] is matched
by Smith's permissive deictics and a fusion ofK&R's category 1 and 2 ('in the next
week'). These tadvs can anchor at both TU and TT. Category C Es,+4
corresponds to Smith's dependents md K&R's typically anaphoric tadvs ('one
week later'), which can only anchor at 'IT and, finally, her category D [-s, -t] is
called flexible anchoringin Smith's classification and, givingits non-indexical non-
anaphoric nature it is missing in K&R's classification ('since Christmas').
Oversteegen investigates these semantic properties in several syntactic
configurations and concludes that tadvs depending on their different syntactical

4 Note that this is again a reinterpretation of Reichenbach's (1943 framework Reichenbach
considers temporal adverbials by default as specifiers of the reference point R; see section 2.1.1  of
the present study.
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positions in an utterance anchor at different time points (which are actually S/TU
and R/'IT).

Hornstein (1991) also describes the complex relation between the structural and
functional properties of tadvs. He considers positional Tadvs as modifiers of
Reichenbach's E and R (or, in this study, Klein's TSit and 'IT). In a three
parameter approach with two spans that can be modified (speech time cannot), the
question is what time span is modified by the multiple Tadv in

(2.11) a. Yesterday,lohn left for Paris a week ago
*b. Yesterday, J ohn,  a week ago left for Paris

In (2.1 la), the sentence-initiallester*y has mapped onto R (TI) and the sentence-
final a week ago has mapped onto E (I'sit). However, for utterance (b), Hornstein
states that both the sentence-initial adverbyester*y and the one in the immediate
post-subject position a week ago preferentially map onto R (IT), asyesterday alone
in (a). So, he predicts that the sentence in (b) is unacceptable because there are two
temporal adverbials in the pre-verbal domain which both compete on mapping
onto R (IT):

"Ifboth adverbial positions (ms. one before and one after the subject but
both in the pre-verbal domain) map onto R, then one will be left stranded,
modifying nothing." (Klein 1994: 33)

Klein states that not only the syntactic position and the meaning of the tadv affect
the temporal function of the tadv. There are at least four factors (see also
Oversteegen 1988) which cruciallyinfluence the interaction of temporal adverbials
with other temporal characteristics ofthe utterance: (1) the nature of the time span
to which the time talked about (IT) is related and which can be deictically,
anaphorically, or calendrically given; (2) the utterance structure and in particular
the ordering of informational aspects such as topic-focus; (3) inherent lexical
properties ofother parts ofthe utterance (especially the lexical content of the verb
and its arguments); (4) tense and aspect relationships; (5) the intonation contour
of the utterance. In the next section, I explain using some illustrative examples
how complex the interaction of tadv with other pieces of (temporal) information
in the utterance can be. I concentrate on just one aspect, the utterance structure.
How do positional/structural properties of tadv influence their precise temporal
function? Given the fact that one of the three relevant time spans is already given
(the time of utterance TU), which of the two other time spans, Tr or Tsit, do
tadvs specifyP
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2.2.3 Scope properties of temporal adverbials

Temporal adverbials have scope properties just like quantifiers and negation parti-
cles. Depending on how syntactic scope is organised in a particular language, the
temporal components 'IT and Tsit with which tadvs interact vary according to
their position in an utterance. Note that intonation may overrule marking by
position. Intonation may single out focussed elements for interaction with tadv
regardless of their position. Consider the examples (2.122)-(c), each of which
selectively describes the sending away of an article in the past (yester*y  emoon).
These examples pose the general problem of the scope of tadvs within an
utterance. The examples are in Dutch, one of the target languages of our adult
informants in my empirical study. The English translation shows that languages
use contrastive linguistic means to encode the same tense and aspect notions. The
examples relate to the following situation. Two months ago, you promised the
editor of a well known journal to send in your article. Yesterday was the deadline.
Today, the editor calls you to say that he did not receive your article, so he will not
publish it. You are sure that you sent it away on time by fax (Le.,yesterdqy at five)·
If he does not believe you, he should call your secretary to confirm your reading,
because:

(2.12)       2..         IGisteren  om  dif voor  v#fj,
toen ik m#n artikel aan betfaxen was,
kwam de secretaresse binnen
[Yesterday at five to five],
when I was faxing my article,
the secretary came in.

When the editor calls your secretary, she may use the following wording to
confirm your reading

(2.12)    b.     pisteren  om  ba# fes]
bad bg  Rlin  artiket jefaxt
 Yesterday at halt past five]
he had faxed his article

In these examples, tense morphemes (the past auxiliary forms of'be; 'have; and
the past perfective of 'come') specify the temporal relation between the here-and-
now (TU) and the past time span for which an assertion is made (IT). Aspect
morphemes like the imperfective marker (for Dutch, the verbal cluster '19 aan bef;
in English, auxiliary if plus the inflected lexical verb -ing) and the perfect
construction (in both languages, the auxiliary bebben 'to have' plus past participle
of the lexical verb) specify the various temporal relations between this time in the
past and the time of the situation itself, the time of the sending off of the article
(see section 3.3 for more details about the Dutch language specific markings for
imperfective and perfect) . They specify the temporal relations between the video
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camera on the time axis 'IT and the state of affairs Tsit  In the first utterance, the
video camera shoots at the sending away in the middle of the action (the time that
the secretary came in,'IT c Tsit) and in the second utterance only a trace of the
event, the post-state of the sending action (for example, a fax-registration form),
is filmed (IT > Tsit). The global 'IT stays the same and is in the past, before TU.
The examples demonstrate that tense and aspect markers are relational notions.
They specify temporal relations, either between TI' and TU (= tense) or between
the 'IT and TSit (= aspect). However, what morphosyntactic tense and aspect
markers cannot do is to explicitly make precise the topic time or the time of the
situation itself. This seems to be the task of tadvs. If they do so, like yesterdqy  at
16.55 in (2.12a)-(c), how do they specify 'IT and TSit?

In (2.12a), it is clear which time span of the two relevant time spans is
explicitly specified by the tadv-yester*y at 16.55, namely the TT. The imperfective
aspect marking indicates that the time for which an assertion is made (Tr) falls
within the time of faxing the article (TSit). It takes some time to send an article off
by fax and in the middle of this process the secretary (=the video camera = the
TI) came in. The whole time of situation of the process of sending off the article
by fax could already have been started at 16.45 and there is no marking of a right
boundary of this process within TT (---<--[--]--->--). So,yesterdqy at 16.55 can only
be a sub-part of the total situation nine and specifies dearly the time span (IT)
about which you are making a claim (the moment that you were in the middle of
the action of fnxing the article and that the secretary came in). TI' and Tsit are
partly simultaneous.

In (2.12b),one possible reading is that the TAI)v specifies the'IT, the time of
bad, the time for which the secretary is making a claim. In that case, the explicitly
specified -IT yesterde at bafpastfive is AFrER the unspecified time of situation as
is marked by the morphosyntactic perfect marking (IT > Tsit,  ----<->-H--).
However,lester*y atba»artjive can also specify the time of situation of the faxing
itself, the time of»ed(---[<->]-). In Dutch, in that case the secretary would
have sdd: Gisteren om baf tes beeft (present) b# R#n artikel gefaxt. If you use the
plusquam perfectum form b# bad ventuurd 'he had faxed' then you almost
automatically indicate that at ba»art«#ve you were alreadyin the post-state of the
fax event. Note that the English equivalent translation 'yesterday at half past five,
he has  faxed & mucle'  of  theDutch  Gisteren  om  baf Res  beeft  bij  R#n  artikel gefaxt is
ungrammaticaL This shows the incompability of past tadv and a present tense in
English. Ifyesterdqy at balfpastjive spec es the Tsit, the time off xed, then the tadv
would normally, in English, not have been placed at utterance initial position but
in utterance final position close to the event specification, the verb, as in (2.12c):

(2.12)      c.       H#  beeft  R#n  artikel gefaxt

fitsteren om  baf Tes]Re had faxed his article
[yesterday at half past five]
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Since we know (from the utterance before) that the actual faxing event (TSit) was
around 16.55, and since we also know (from experience)  that the time of sending
a fax does not normally take longer then 30 minutes, only the first reading can be
correct

This interaction between the position of the tadvs md the time span they specify
is what I call the scope properties of tadvs. The examples (2.122)  and (b) clearly
show that if an adverbial is placed in the utterance initial topic component, it has
scope over the tensed part of the utterance, the TI'. and if is placed in utterance
final focus component of the utterance, close to the event specification itself, it has
scope over the Tsit. In English, the adverbial in the pre-verbal domain specifies
preferably the 'IT whereas the adverbialin post-verbal domain seems to prefer the
time of the situation as in:

(2.13)   a.   At ten, he had left
b.   He had left at ten

For the former utterance it is normally understood that at ten specifies the time of
the 'IT which is at the post-state of the leaving and for the latter that at ten
specifies the time of the leaving itself. The same link between the type of
embedding ofa tadv and the reading ofthe embedding utterance can be observed
in (2.149)-(b).

(2.14)    a. On Monday, I work from 2 to 5
b.   I work on Monday from 2 to 5

In (a), on Mon*y specifies a 'IT which is in clear contrast to other TI"s like on
Tues*y or on IFednest£ y. It could be an answer to the question, "What are your
working hours on Monday?". In (b), as answer to the question "When do you
workP", no such contrast is involved because 'IT is not explicitly marked. An initial
adverbial like in (a) narrows 'IT down to a certain time span and does so in
contrast to some other time span, for which a comparable claim could be made.
In (a), the time for which an assertion is made is narrowed down to on Mon*y and
the claim is that the working hours are from 2 to 5. In (b), the time for which an
assertion is made is not narrowed down at all except that it must include TU, and
the claim is that the working hours are on Monday from 2 to 5. Again, we see that
the position of the tadv determines the function of the tadv. The interesting
question for this study about second language acquisition is how learners acquire
familiarity with not only the structural and the semantic properties of tadvs but
also the interaction between them.

2.2.4 The expressive power of tadvs

Finally, I would like to say something about the expressive power of tadvs. This
is extremely relevant considering the subject of my study: learning a second
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language. A lot of learners learners "fossilize" at a basic level in which they use
tadvs and do not develop morphosyntactic tense and aspect makings. The use of
tadvs can be considered as the most basic way of expressing temporality . Most
languages use a wide variety of all types of tadvs and because these express
temporality in a lexical and notin a language specific morphosyntactic way, second
language learners use them very succesfully. I showed already that temporal
adverbials express both internal and external temporal properties of time spans
(see 2.2.1). They can specify the internal duration, the boundaries, and the
frequency of a time span and they can specify the external relationship between a
Tr, the time talked about, and another time span which is given in context. If this
other time span is deictically given, the temporal relationship which is specified
is  the one between the time talked about TT and the time of utterance TU.   The
tadvyester*y, for example, indicates the temporal relationship between TU todl
and the 'IT tbe by b#on to*y. From section 2.1.2, we know that this lexical
temporal marking indicates exactly the same external relationship as grammatical
tense marking does on the verb; in this  case, the BEFORE relation of 'IT to TU
(e.g., past tense).

Here, I argue that the same is not true for grammatical aspect marking, the
relationship between TI' and Tsit. Although tadvs can specify very precisely  Trs
or Tsits, they cannot specify an ordering relationship between a TI' and a Tsit, nor
the difference between a 'IT included in Tsit and a 'IT included in 'IT. This
implies that tadvs do use the same expressive power to indicate the aspectual
perfect prospective, imperfective and perfective variation as aspectual viewpoint
markings do around or at the verb (as we have seen in section 2.1). What happens
in the case of languages which do not (yet) use aspectual viewpoint markings, e.g.,
learner varieties? Can tadvs compensate for grammatical aspect marking? Some
researchers (see e.g., Smessaert 1999) consider one particular type of adverbial
namely temporal adverbials of contrast (I'AC) like still and al,ea*, as aspectual
operators in fully-fledged languages. However I totally agree with Bohnemeyer
(1998) who argues on the basis of an in-depth analysis of the use of these
adverbials in a fully-fledged German discourse (the German Tempest corpus, see
2.3) that these TACs do not contribute to the TI'-Tsit relation in one utterance:

"In particular, in no case did the adverb contribute anything to the
claritication of one event order in one reference  act. As long as we look
at any particular reference act containin$ one of the adverbs m isolation,
we can always omit the adverb and still obtain exactly the same expression
ofevent oraer. The adverbs exclusively serve to contrast two event orders
expressed in two reference acts." (Bohnemeyer 1998: 599)

As I said before, the precise temporal contribution of TAC is difficult to describe.
Indeed, Bohnemeyer (1998) suggests a contrast in their basic semantic meaning,
namely, the contrast between two Tr-Tsit relations in different utterances. This
is not the place to discuss in detail the precise semantic function of TACs. What
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is  important  for  us  now is  that the temporal information   of TACs  do  not  seem
to contribute to the individual'IT-Tsit relation within one utterance. I assume that
aspectual viewpoint markings in fully-fledged languages do overnlle the use of
TACs. The use ofan adverbial like alna4 could, at first sight, express that the time
of situation is over at a particirl:,r 'IT and so express the perfect post-state
aspectual viewpoint In contrast, the use of an adverbiallike stillcould express that
the time of situation is not over at a partioilgr TI' and so express the imperfective
aspect  See the following example, where the expressive power of the TAC is
ruined by the use of aspectual viewpoint markings.

(2.15)   a.   He is (already) swimming
b.   He has (soll) been eating pap

In (2.152), the aspectual viewpoint progressive marking overrules the contribution
of al,ra* the swimming is not over yet Al,ra y seems to indicate a contrast here,
namely the contrast between what one would normally expect from the agent (for
example, a three year old boy) and what he is actually doing. The same holds for
(2.15b), the aspectual viewpoint perfect marking indicates that the eating is over
despite the still  StiN only indicates that in contrast to what one would normally
expect he has been eating pap. However, this does not mean that in learner
varieties which at a certain stage do not (yet) use these aspectual viewpoint
markings as shown in (2.163)-(b), these TACs could be considered  as
compensatory devices for indicating that a time of situation is already over at 'IT
or that it is still going on:

(2.16)   a.    He already swim 'he has already swain'
b.     He still eatpap 'he is still eating pap'

The problem is that one (the listener) has to assume an unmarked 'IT and an
unmarked Tsit on the basis of these basic verb forms which can vary among
learners. This is exactly the difference between aspect and tense marking. Because
tense marking is a deictic relationship between the time of utterance TU and the
time talked about TT, one of the two time spans is already given, namely the  me
of utterance TU. One deictic adverbial likeyester*yis enough to create the IT-Tu
relationship.  In the case of aspect marking, considered as a temporal relationship
between the time talked about 'IT and the time of the event talked about Tsit,
both time spans are unknown. This means a triple specification is needed. The
individual time spans 'IT and Tsit need to be specified, as does the relationship
between these two. Tadvs do not have the same unambiguous and expressive
power as grammatical aspect:ual viewpoint markings. A more synthetic linguistic
device is needed and this involves grammaticalization of the language variety.

These examples clearly show that the interplay between tadvs of each type, their
structural embedding, and, therefore their scope over other (temporal) elements
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in the utterance is very complex. The empirical analyses in the later chapters will
show us how second language learners deal with both the structural and the
semantic properties of tadvs. Their versatility in productive use and their capacity
to contribute directly to the coherence of discourse by linking the temporal
contributions of two utterances/assertions acts could be the reason why these
tadvs play a significant role in the acquisition process of second language learners
pimroth 2000, Benazzo 2000).

2.3 The interaction between discourse and utterance
organisation of time

Temporal references cannot be interpreted without considering preceding and
following utterances. Context is needed for making the right inferences. The
integration of linguistic meaning proper and other information  (e.g., from
previous utterances, from situational perception, or from general world
knowledge) makes it possible to construct (for the speaker) and to reconstruct (for
the interlocutor and the researcher) semantical representations. Moreover,
temporal reference in one utterance is the outcome of the complex interaction
between several explicit (the lexical content of the verbs, nouns and adverbs,
verbal inflection) and implicit linguistic devices (such as how the words are put
together), world- and context knowledge, the temporalrelation with preceding and
following utterances, etc. In fact, it has often been proven that global discourse
organisational principles have an essential impact on the (acquisition and) use of
local means in individual utterances.

In this section, I present three types of discourse organization principles: (I)
the classic Principle of mentioning the events in their Natural Order (PNO), (II)
the Quaestio-model which considers each set of related utterances as an answer
to a particular "quaestio", and (III) the Boundary-To-Order principles which
assume a complementary relationship between boundaryinformationvia aspectual
viewpoint markings and ordering information via tadvs and connectives like'after'
and 'before'.

2.3.1  The Principle of Natural Order of events: PNO

Information is organised in a particular way, depending on the communicative
goal. Consider information organisation in a personal narrative in contrast to
information organisation in a description. In a personal narrative, one recalls all the
events that happened (yesterday, for example) and one normally does this in
chronological order. One tells about the events and/or situations that happened
and/or occurred yesterday in their natural order. This is called PNO; the Principle
of mentioning events in their Natural Order (Clark 1971, Labov 1972). To use
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again the metaphorical video camera, one starts by putting the video camera at
eight in the morning and with mentioning all the events  of yesterday, the camera
shifts automatically along the time axis till evening (following the arrow of time,
see chapter 1). Remember from the temporal framework we are using (described
above in section 2.1.2) that the relation between 'IT and TU remains the past
(yesterday) and that within this global 'IT [yesterday] the camera can move,
probably going from eight o'clock in the morning till eleven o'clock in the evening.
So, when asked "what did you do yesterday"  you may give an answer like

(2.1 D       a. at eight  I  got up
b.    I washed my hair
c.    I brushed my teeth
d.   at ten I went out to do some shopping
e.   at five  (and so and so on)

Note that the relation between the time of events Tsit and the local Trs is always
more or less simultaneous: TI'=Tsit, the video camera shows the beginning and
the end of the events, which is typical for a narrative style of discourse. The
following narrative is a typical example of one of my native Dutch informants
(Atno), who tells about his wedding day:

(2.18)   a.    ik stond Of
'I got up

b.   en <bek> gegten
'and I have eaten'

c.    en toen beb ik m'n eigen aangekleed
'and then I got dressed (fnyself)'

d.   en dan weet ik bet eivent#k nia meer
'and then I actually don't remember anymore'

e.     onder de doucbe geweest
'been under the shower'
(I-)

f.    en dan Wjn we nogfoto's wefen maken
'and then we went away making some photographs'

g.    en toen R#n we weer naar mas gegaan
'and then we (have) went home again'

h.   en badden we een doorlopende receptie
'and we had a continuous reception'

i.      maar we  hadden vantevoren nog  de  taart gesneden
'but before we had cut the pye'

j.       en  toen  dan  om  6  uur  badden wg  doorlopende  receptie  tot  10  uur
'and then at six o'clock we had a continuous reception till ten o'clock'

Note first of all the variation between the use of the simple past ik stond op 1 got
up'  and the present perfect  ik  beb  m'n e*en aangekleed 'I got dressed myself.  In

5 In (i) nog 'still' is not a temporal adverbial but an additive focus particle which indicates in this
utterance that of a list of things that they did 4/or, they had the reception, the <cut the pie> event
was one of the last This nog is difficult to translate into English (Nederstigt 2000).
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chapter 3, I refer in more detail to the differences in use between these two past
tense markers in Dutch. Arno's short narr:it:ion shows a typical narrative style
whereby the (local) topic times and the (parts of the) events which are linked to
these topic times follow each other in a pure chronological way, following the
Principle of Natural Order. Note that the natural order of taking a shower after
getting dressed is a strange natural order but"permitted" because of the preceding
break: 'and then I don't remember anymore'. In the remainder of this stretch of
discourse, the topiC times of all the utterances form an "anaphorical chain"
because  (a)  TI'l >TI'2>TTJ and (b) the Tsit's are included in the Trs (perfective
viewpoint aspect). Note, however, that the events in the utterances (11) and (i) are
not retold chronologically but simultaneously. This violation of PNO has clear
consequences for the linguistic means used in utterance (i):

(a) the connective maar indicates that the local Tr does not shift (it stops the
video camera from shifting further on the time axis: TI'2=Trl);

(b) the temporal adverbium vantevolen 'before' indicates that the <cut the pie>
event happened b#on the <have a reception> event Tsit2<Tsitl;

(c) the morphosyntactic plusquam perfectum marking on tile verb we badden

gesneden 'we had cut' indicates that it is the post-state of the <cut the pie>
event (Tsit2) which is hooked up to Tr2 : Tsit2<TI'2.

So, the metaphorical video camera turns at the same time to the post-state   of the
<cut the pie> event and to a subinterval of the ongoing reception. The video
camera does not have the <cut the pie> scene in its focus; it can only shine on the
after-state of the <cut the pie> event; everybody has a piece of pie in thier hands
during the reception, for example. In this utterance, there is a dissociation between
the Tsit of the <cut the pie> and  the topic time/the video camera on the time
axis. The ordering adverbial vantevomn 'before' is, in fact, redundant because the
plusquarn perfectum already specifies that the Tsit2 of the <cut the pie> event is
before the TT2 of that assertion act which in turn coincides with the Trl for
which the Tsitl of the reception is asserted:

/)' grl) en badden we een doorlopen& receptie (I'sitl, TI'l 'includes' Tsitl)
'and we had a continuing reception

(1)'          Crrl-ITZ)maar we hadden vantevoren (nia<Tsitl) nog & taart gesneden'but before we had cut the pie

This is one example of a how a violation of PNO in the global organization
structure of narrative discourse has consequences at the local utterance level. The
narrative style  of this discourse asks  for a sequence  of Trs to which the Tsits  o f
each assertion acts are anchored. If the speaker wants to tell the events in any
order other than a chronological one (not following the arrow oftime) then he has
to indicate explicitly that (a) the 'IT must stay (and not shift) and (b) Tsit 2<Tsitl.
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In  the case o f a description, however, the video camera certainly does  not have to
move along the time-axis; it has to stay at one point and shoot from there, which
means that, (a) Trl =Tr2 =Tr3 =Tr4 and (b) the local TTs are included in the
Tsits. For the sake of clarity, I repeat here the description of the "scene of the
crime" (see 2.1.4) the answer to the question, "What did you see when you entered
the room?":

(2.8)'    a.   A man was lying on the floor
b.      He was Chinese  or Japanese
c.   He did not move
d.   A woman was bending over him
e.    She was taking a purse from his pocket
f.    She turned to me
8.   She said:
n.   They have gone

As follows from my temporal analysis of this piece of text in section 2.1.4, I
consider the utterances (a) to ® as part of a description: the video camera (='IT)
stays at the same point on the time axis and the witness is using an imperfective
marking on the verb in order to indicate that she does not make any assertion
regarding the right boundaries of these events /situations at the given 'IT. From
utterance (g) on, when the local 'IT shifts, the witness changes her testimony into
a narrative style and marks the verbs with a perfective (boundedness) marking. The
anaphoric linkage goes now from right boundary to right boundary of the events
which are asserted for sequencing TTs in an anaphorical chain. In the next section,
I explain on the basis of the so-called "Quaestio-model" how the general question
determines whether the answer will be on the form of a narrative, a description,
an instruction, etc.

2.3.2 The Quaestio-model

The examples in 2.1.3 showed that temporal (and spatial, causal etc.) information
in a text is organised in a certain way depending on the communicative goal.
Depending on the type of text, organization principles operate in different ways.
In my analyses, different types of texts are distinguished on the basis of the
"quaestio"(Klein & von Stutterheim  1992), the abstract notion of the general
question to which a certain text provides response. The quaestio determines the
structure of the text which answers it in different ways: it defines the partitioning
into main and side structures, the way in which the information flows from one
utterance to the next ("referential movement'D, the topic-focus structure of all
main structure utterances, etc. Descriptions, reports, narratives, argumentations,
and instructions have different organization principles and the form of the
..

constraining   question will constrain the semantics of the complex answer: static
versus dynamic verbs, present vs past tense, type ofmodality, topic-focus partition
as in:
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(2.19)    a.    How did he repair the punctureP First of all he took a ...
b.   How does one repair a punctureP One takes a ...
c.   How carl I repair this puncturel You must take a...

The macro-organization of texts has -via the global (abstract) quaestio- an
important impact on the use of linguistic means at the micro-organization level of
the utterance. The semantic organisation thus (partly) defines the linguistic means
to be used. In the case of a narrative, the quaestio answered by the discourse is
generally assumed to be "What happens next (to P)?", which leads to a reference
to time (and the known protagonists) in the topic component and reference to
events in the focus component. This distribution ofinformation is only found in
utterances that directly answer the discourse quaestio (i. e., the main structure of
the text). Utterances that do not provide a direct answer to the quaestio, and thus
do not push forward the main story line, belong to the side structure. Their
information structure has to be analyzed by means of an individual reconstruction
of the question they answer (Dimroth & Watorek 2000).

Therefore, when producing a text, speakers have to interrelate information
spanning different conceptual domains (using temporal, causal and spatial
relations, for example) in order to form a coherent whole. This means that we do
not talk any longer of the time reference of utterances but of temporal coherence;
the time structure inherent in the representational context ofa (piece of) discourse.
In the field of formal semantics, several truth-conditional semantic analyses of
discourse representations are provided. In the domain of temporality, the most
influential analysis is the so-called Discourse Representation theory (DRT), which
goes back to Kamp (1979). Other studies of temporality in DRT include Hint:ichs
(1981,1986), Kamp and Roher (1983), and Kamp and Reyle (1993: chapter 5). The
relation between temporal reference markings in discourse and truth conditional
formal semantic frameworks of temporal reference (such as DRT) has always been
an uncomfortable one; Particulnrly in (learner) language varieties which do not
dispose of the maximal range of explicit linguistic temporal markers. Therefore,
I use in this study the Quaestio-model as a discourse semantic model of
information organization; it can handle different types of text and is based on
temporal notions and not on temporal forms.

Klein and von St:utterheim (1983 state that a narrative consists of a main
structure and anumber of side-structures such as evaluations, comments, etc. They
also describe two conditions onreferential movement in (personal) narratives. The
main structure can be characterized by two conditions which constrain the
referential movement, especially with respect to temporality, and which define the
topic-focus-structure of each utterance. They can be stated as follows:

Focus condition: Each utterance specifies an event whose Tsit falls into the
topic dne of that utterance (this entails a default perfective
aspect; Tr 1 Tsit). The event specification, normally done by
the verb, constitutes the focus of the utterance.
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Topic condition: The topic time of the first utterance is either introduced by a
positional temporal adverb or follows from situational
context. The 'IT of all subsequent utterances of the main
structure is AFTER. (Dietrich et al. 1995: 26).

These conditions have two important implications for the use of temporal means
at the utterance level. The focus condition entails that utterances of the main
structure have a perfective aspect If the situation time does not fall (properly)
into the topic time of an utterance, the speaker has to mark this explicitly. The
second condition entails that the local TTs of all utterances form an anaphorical
chain, as we already discussed above (PNO, 2.3.1). At the local level, this means
thatifthe TI' ofa subsequent utterance is not AFTER, the narratorhas to mark this
explicitly (see example 2.18 above). The inverse holds for descriptions in which,
by default, the local Trs do not shift and the utterances of the main structure have
an imperfective aspect.

In the case of a personal narrative, it is clear that all local Trs precede TU  (=
past tense) and the events that have acttiglly happened to someone are always
anterior to the moment of speech. Note that in a narrative which is not based on
personal (past) experiences but, is, for example, based on a book, a film, or on
future expectations, the relation between •IT and TU is not by default an anterior
one. Part of what is involved in setung up a narrative time-line is to "put brackets
around the narration itself. The bracketed utterance event and associated point of
evaluation should not play any role in the temporal information of the sentences
in the narrative discourse, which means that temporal deixis can no longer revert
to this time (Sandstr8m 1993: 131-132). In a simulgrvein, Boogaart argues that "in
order for a sequence ofsentences to constitute a narrative, the situations presented
should be linked to each other in a meaningful way, rather than each linked
independently to the moment of utterance. This intuition has also been phrased
as the claim that tense is un-informative once a narrative context is established"
(Boogaart 1999: 71). Therefore, I want to add here a third condition which I label
the "Global Topic Time" condition G'IT (or"anchoring tense", see also Aarssen
1996, Bos 1997 and Housen 1995). The topic and the focus condition above are
default principles which constrain the 'IT-to-'IT linkages between utterances
(subTI'l>sub IT2) and the Tsit-'IT-linkage within utterances (TI'l includes
Tsitl). However,  the G'IT- principle firstdefines the relation between'IT and TU
for each 'IT in a set of related utterances (or discourse episode). The location  of
TT relative to TU in a set of related utterances (or discourse episode) can be
explicitly marked by a positional Tadv in the first utterance of an episode or is
based on situational context (the episode is in the past, 'yesterday', for example).
If it is not marked explicitly, the relation between 'IT and TU is by default
simultaneous (IT=TU is present). The global temporal frame which is thus set is
then implicitly maintained over subsequent utterances, unless marked otherwise.
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Or, as Aarssen (1996) says:

"By choosing one tense, the speaker places the events on a time axis and
thus temporally "anchors" the narrative. Moving throu411 the narrative,
the speaker has to relate subsequent utterances to this ancnoring tense. In
the representation of successive events, the anchoring tense should be
maintained" (p 127)

Thus, a shift of temporal frame must be explicitly marked (von Stutterheim 1986,
Meisel 1987) in whatever linguistic form at the local level. In the case of events
that are "really" anchored at the time axis before TU (as in a personal narrative),
the local 'IT-TU tense relation also changes if a speaker changes from telling her
own experiences (in the past) to her future plans.

Assuming that these three conditions -the focus, the topic, and theglobal topic
time condition- are universal for telling a story, the question is how languages (and
learners) differ in the way they mark changes in the anaphorical chain (the topic
condition), changes in the default perspective aspect (focus condition) and a
change of the global'IT. How do languages differ in tracking Tr at the utterance
level (relation between Tsit and TI), at the globallevel (relation TI' and TU), and
in the interaction between these two levels (the anaphoricel unkage between TTs).
There are morphemes and constructions (tense and aspect temporal adverbials
and connectives, etc.) which serve to track topic time. But, as I will argue further
on, the tracking of TI' can also be done on the basis of inferences in context (the
non-violation of the pragmatic principles of temporal discourse organisation
described above) or on the basis of conversational management

Languages show different balances betweenimplicitnon-linguistic and explicit
lexical (connectives, pure topic-time shifters, and temporal adverbials) and
grammatical means (morphosyntactic tense or aspect marking). As we will see in
chapter 3, languages like German and Dutch mark at each assertion act the relation
between TY and TU (tense), whereas languages like Moroccan-Arabic and Turkish
mark at each assertion act the relation between'IT and Tsit (grammatical aspect).
Many studies have also shown that languages differ in the way they rely on tadvs
or on grammatical tense and/or aspect in order to maintain the temporal
referential movement between utterances. These differences in preferences of
linguistic means must have repercussions on the way that temporal coherence in
discourse is constructed.  In a study of Caroll and von Stutterheim (1992) among
Dutch and English native speakers, it has been found that in the same film-
retelling (Modern Times, 1936), German native speakers use three times more
temporal adverbs than English native speakers.
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Table 21      Frequency of tadvs in German and English film-retellings

temporal adverbs utterances

English (10 subj) 201 1602 12,5%
German (10 subj) 682 1371 48,7%

It   is clear that in the  case of learner varieties, the balance between these different
means changes over time and so temporal coherence is established in different
ways at different stages of development. It has often been said (Dietrich et al.
1994, Meisel 1987, Giacolone-Ramat 1992, Skiba & Dittmar 1992; see also section
4.2.1 of this book) that in the initial stages of acquisition, learners predominantly
rely on implicit temporal reference marking as their learner varieties are still too
poorly equipped for marking temporal reference linguistically. Then they progress
to the use of tadvs of all types and, finally, some of these learners develop tense
and aspect means. They first rely on an extensive scaffolding of the linguistic
contributions of the interlocutor (who explicitly marks the appropriate temporal
coordinates of the discourse) and on a strong appeal to the interlocutor's
inferential abilities. They even can use gestures to indicate basic temporal notions
like BEFORE, NOW, ITERATIVITY, ONGOINGESS, etc (see Gullberg 1998, Housen
1993,1994). The crux is then to ensure the interlocutor makes the right inferences
by a heavy reliance on context:ually given or previously established information, on
presupposed shared knowledge and on default assumptions about the temporal
properties of the situations referred tO. It is evident that the inferences of the
interlocutor must be constrained, otherwise the learner can say "n'importe quoi"
in no matter what order and the interlocutor can make something coherent out of
it. The discourse principles mentioned above must be at the heart of these
inferences. Our general assumption of the arrow of time means that a set of
narrated events are interpreted as following each other (topic condition, PNO), as
having a simultaneous'IT-TSit relation (focus condition), and as having the same
global 'IT-TU relation unless marked otherwise. These are default principles of
information organisation and these constrain theintedocutor's temporalinferences
of a learner's discourse at each stage of its development and this is also what
constrain my analyses of the learner data, later on.

Note that also in the case of fully-fledged language varieties (or learner
varieties which do show tense and/or aspect marking), the tracking of TT in
discourse is above all a matter of infering from context, as is stated also by
Hinrichs (1981, 1986) and Partee (1984):

"Reference times (-IT, ms) are not directly denoted by any part of the
sentence; they are more like a part of the necessary context for inter-
preting tensed sentences (...) akin to the kind ot locative frame of
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reference needed to interpret left and ri ht and other locative expressions.
And like the locative case, they are not bound to the actual context o f the
utterance but can be 'constructed' and shifted in the course of inter-
pretation" (Partee 1984: 264-265)

The interpretation of local 1Ts  is not totally free (but predictable and
constrained), either in fully-fledged languages or in learner languages. The
discourse principles described above give the presupposed universal constraints
in order to determine TI' no matter how the relation between Tr-Tsitand'IT-Tsit
is encoded or has to be inferred. This means that if a language lacks the explicit
lexical or morphosyntactic coding of a 'IT to TU or 'IT to Tsit  relation, this
language must rely more on pragmatic discourse principles such as those given
above. This is, for example, the case in Yukatek Maya, an indigenous Meso-
american langauge spoken on the Yucatan peninsula (Bohnemeyer 1998).  In the
next section, I explain how a combination of Klein' s temporal framework (with
a clear definition of 'IT) in combination with Bohnemeyer's idea ofBoundary-to-
Order implicatures can give us the necessary equipment to determine how 'IT can
be inferred in the discourse ofa language where only the relation between 'IT and
Tsit is overtly marked.

2.3.3 The Boundary-To-Order implicatures

With respect to language acquisition, YukatekMaya (YM) is aninterestinglanguage
foraninvestigation ofthemechanisms oftemporal coherence because expressions
of event order are entirely absent from the grammatical and lexical code of this
language. That is, there is no absolute or relative tense inflection, and no temporal
connectives translating AFTER, BEFORE, or WHILE. So, the temporal notions like
"anteriority", "Postenority" and "simultaneity" that one has always considered as
universal temporal notions indispensable for temporal reference and temporal
coherence in texts, have turned out to be almost uncodable in YM6. Nevertheless,
just like learners who have to cope with a linguistic repertoire which lacks
necessary temporal means, YM speakers are capable of establishing temporal
relations between events in a piece of discourse. A referential-communication
study with a video-stimulus  (The TEMPorality Elicitation, STimulus TEMPEST)
showed that speakers of YM and speakers of German are equally capable of
identifying, categorizing, and communicating the orders ofthe events in the video-
clips. Both groups performed equally well on the task, despite the fact that the
German speakers coded (i.e., overtly expressed) the order of the events by means
of relative tense and temporal adverbials in 92 percent of their assertion acts,
whereas the Yukatek subjects did so in just 1 percent of their utterances. So,
despite the fact that their language does not use the often assumed indispensable
universal linguistic means for marking event order in discourse (ackendoff 1983,

6 This does certainly not mean that these notions are not universal.
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Alverson 1994, Goddard & Wierzbiecka 1994; see Bohnemeyer 2000), Yukatekspeakers are equally well able to distinguish the order of events on the bias of tile
video-stimulus-TEMPEST.

This observation refers back to the question we asked ourselves in section 2.1
and we will repeat it here:  is the way you think and speak about temporality not
totally dependent on the way it can/has to be expressed in your language? Do
native speakers ofFrench have a different conceptualization of time than speakersofRussianP Bohnemeyer's TEMPEST study has shown that, at least with respect
to the codingofevent order relations like anteriority, postedority and simultaneity,
it is not true that if a language does not explicitly code event order, the speakers
cognitively fail to distinguish event order. As Grice (1975,1981,1989) has shown,an important part of linguistic meaning is not coded but derived from the
semantically impoverished code of the message through pragmatic enrichment in
context. It was shown in Bohnemeyer (1998) that along these lines defeasible
temporal inferences from (modal and) aspectual boundary information can be
analyzed as Gricean Generalized Conversational implicatures (GCI's). Such
inferences on the basis of aspectual markings occur in discourses in Indo-
European languages as well as in YM discourse. Bohnemeyer's reasoning is as
follows. If you say in English:

(2.20)    a. They feasted after they got a piece ofjpie
b. They feasted. They had got a piece ot pie.

in (a), the ordering connective a#er explicitly indicates the posterior order of
events. In (b) it is inferred implicitly from the aspectual post-state (plusquam)
perfect marking of tbg badgot  (IT > Tsit) that tbgfeartedmust be posterior to the
<get a piece of pie> event.7 To use again the metaphorical video-camera; the
camera turns at the same time to the post-stateof the <getapiece ofcake> event
and to the <feast> event (in analogue to example 2.18, where the <have the
reception> event was after <the cut the pie> event).  In fact, the tbgfearted is a
lexical description of the post-state of tky bad got a  piece  of pie.

Bohnemeyer's analyses of YM support the general assumption  of this study
that languages can differ in the way they code temporal notions like "anteriobty",
"posteriority", and "simultaneity", but this does not mean that speakers differ in
the cognitive representations of events in time. The uni-directionality of time, the
fact that events happen (after or simultaneous to each other) on a chronological
time-axis which points to the right is an universal temporal notion (nevertheless
there are theories, -Schr8dinger, Quantum mechanics- stating that events happen
everywhere and nowhere at the same time). However, it seems that at the languageparticular level, a choice has been made to rely more either on tadvs or on tense

' I do not totally agree with Bohnemeyer's (1998) qualification of implicitness; having experienced
analyses of(early)learner varieties, this morphosyntactic post-state marking is in my view already very
explicit.
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or on aspectual markings in order to convey the order ofevents. If a language like
YM does not have explicit ordering lexical temporal adverbials like €#erand b#ore
then this language must rely more, as a kind of compensation, on inferences based
on the aspectual viewpoint marking, as is claimed by Bohnemeyer. However, the
example (2.20) above shows that in English these kind ofinferences are also made
on the basis ofaspectual viewpoint information. So, it is only the case that in YM,
inferences on the basis of aspectual information are exploited to a greater extent
than in Indo-European languages.

Implicit inferences, of course, are the lifeline of learner varieties which are too
poorly equipped with linguistic means for marking temporal coherence. As we
have seen in example (2.1) at the beginning of this chapter, learners do not need
sophisticated morphosyntactic means like tense and aspect markings (and
subordination) in order to create temporal coherence. They use shared knowledge
about names, times, and places in order to take the interlocutor to a certain time
interval on the time axis and they create temporal coherence on the basis of
implicit pragmatic discourse principles. In the process of language acquisition,
learners develop temporal adverbials and (some of them) beginning tense and
aspect markings which allow them to violate the iconic constraints of a discourse
principle like PNO (topic condition), or to dissociate 'IT and Tsit (focus
condition) or TI' and TU (global TT condition).  This is exactly what makes
Bohnemeyers' study interesting for us: the assumption that languages/learner
varieties differ in the extent to which they provide lexical words, grammatical
constructions or implicit meanings for temporal reference. What has to be inferred
in one language can be explicitly marked in the other one and this has
consequences for the way temporal coherence is established. Specifically, event
order maybe conveyed by coding or by inference in Indo-European langauges
such as German, but may, with certain exceptions, only be conveyed by inference
in YM.

I will not describe in detail here how defeasible temporal inferences from
aspectual information can be analyzed as Gricean Generalized Conversational
Implicatures in YM following Bohnemeyer (1998). I only want to reproduce here
what I think is the most important implicature of his YM study for the theory of
(the acquisitionof) temporality: The Principle o fPartial Complementaritybetween
boundary information and event order expressed by ordering adverbials and
connectives.  Therefore,  I first have to introduce the six "notional" aspectual
operators that Bohnemeyer introduces in his study. We have seen in section 2.1.3
above that Klein describes the following four aspectual notions: (1)perfective
(TrcTsit), (2) perfect (IT>Tsit), (3) imperfective (IT=Tsit) and (4) prospective
(rr>Tsit). Bohnemeyer, on the basis of his YM discourse analysis adds an
ingressive and an egressive aspectual notion and calls the aspectual notions
boundary operators: these six notional aspectual operators select different parts of
Tsit for assertion at a particular 'IT and so the Tsits are bounded to TT depending
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on the aspectual operator. Perfective operators present the event as bounded, that
is, they include the initial and terminal boundary of the event in the scope of the
assertion (this is not totally equal to the definition of perfective aspect as I
presented it in section 2.1.3). Imperfective operators on the contrary, exclude the
boundaries of the event from assertion and hence present the event as unbounded.
Ingresive and egressive operators select the initial and terminal boundary of the
event, respectively, for assertion. Finally, pre-state operators, such as the
prospective'be going to' constructions ofEnglish, and post-state operators, such
as the English perfect tense, select pre- and post-states of the Tsit for assertion.

Now, according to Bohnemeyer 1998, the use of boundary operators in
narrative discourse is governed by two fundamental principles. The first principle
is already mentioned in the "Principle of Partial Complement:arity between
boundary information and event order information" (BTO): addressees may
assume that if a speaker asserts two events as bounded, (s)he is not attempting to
present them in overlap.8 The second principle is grounded in the coherential
nature of aspectual viewpoints. Because of the function of viewpoints in the
maintenance of temporal coherence, addressees may assume that if speakers
present an event from a certain point of view (for example, the post-state), they
want to stress the relevance of this viewpoint with respect to another event (like
in example 2.18). Bohnemeyer emphasises that: "the inferences can be cancelled
due to context and world-knowledge. They have the status of preferred
interpretations or of a default interpretation." (p. 111.

Bohnemeyer concludes by arguing that if boundary information and event
order are partially complementary then this complementarity allows languages
(like German) to focus on event order using temporal connectives and tense and
tp leave boundary (aspectual) information underspecified whereas a language like
YM focuses on event boundaries leaving the explicit marking of event order by
tense marking and temporal connectives underspecified. This is in corroboration
with Caroll and von St:utterheim's (1992) findings of temporal markings in
narratives of English and German native speakers (see table 2.1). A language like
English, which is considered to use a wide range of grammatical aspectual
viewpoint markings, does not need the same amount of ordering tadvs and
connectives as German needs (in compensation).

 That boundary marking is essential for making temporal inferences has been also abundantly found
in second language acquisition research (e.g., Andersen 1991, von Stutterheim 1991, Bardovi-Harlig
1998).
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2.4 Summary

The observations made in the course of chapter 2 may help uS to understand the
complex interaction between discourse principles at the global level and temporal
linguistic devices at the local utterance level.  In the first part, I discussed three
ways to mark temporal relations. These are (a) temporal adverbials, (b) tense and
aspect markings, and (c) principles ofdiscourse organisation which act as a default
interpretation. Apart from these external temporal properties, internal properties
of time-spans are described which can be simply part of the lexical meaning of a
verb, but also made explicit by specific adverbials, such as adverbials of duration
or completion. I then posed the general problem of the scope properties ofTadvs
which, as far as I know, never have been studied in relation to second language
acquisition. In a rather tentative way, I explained that although temporal adverbials
of contrast can be considered as lexical compensatory devices for the marking of
aspectual viewpoint, the morphosyntactic aspect markings always will overrule the
contribution of adverbials like still and alnal. Finally, I argued that the lexical
marking of tense is an important compensatory device for its morphosyntactic
marking because only a deictic adverbial is needed in order to establish the
temporal relationship between the already known time of utterance and a
deictically given topic time.

Once the temporal framework was established, it became clear that I needed
a discourse-framework in order to describe the interplay between temporal
relations and discourse organisation.  I discussed the "Quaestio-model":  the type
of discourse, defined in terms of the "quaestio" it gives an answer to, determines
the linguistic devices that are used at the utterance level. Once the discourse type
has been established, a particular type of temporal organisation is implied. I
explained that on the basis of the shared knowledge of these information
organisation principles, temporal inferences can be drawn on the basis of context
without the necessity of linguistic means rendering the temporal relations explicit.
For the narrative type of discourse, which constitutes the main data type of this
study, I discussed three discourse organisational principles in which the tracking
of 'IT is crucial:

(a)  the topic condition; all local topic times TTs form an anaphorical chain
(PNO);

(b)  the focus condition; the topic time TI- always includes the time of situation
Tsit (default perfective aspect);

(c)   the global Tr condition; the relation of the global'IT to the TU relation stays
the same in a set of related utterances.

Assuming that these three conditions are universal, the question is how languages

(and learners) differ in tracking'IT at the utterance level (relation between Tsit and
'IT, aspect), at the global level (relation TT to TU, tense) and in the interaction
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between these two levels (the anaphoricallinkage between TI's). Tense and aspect,
temporal adverbials connectives and other devices serve to track topic time
explicitly. But, as we will see during the data analysis of the learner varieties, the
tracking of TI' can also be done on conversational management or on the basis of
pragmatic inferences in contextlike the pragmatic principles oftemporal discourse
organisation described above (a-c). However, differences in the degree of
grammaticalization of temporal concepts between languages means that temporal
information is organized in different ways at the utterance and at the discourse
level. To show that it is not only in minimally equipped learner varieties these
discourse organisation principles play an important role, I described the extreme
case of Yukatek Maya, a fully fledged language in which the interpretation of the
temporal ordering of events in discourse mainly relies on implicit pragmatic
discourse principles.



Chapter 3

The organisation of temporality
in the source and the target languages

In this chapter, I give a rather brief overview of some selected features of the
linguistic means for the expression of temporality in the source languages Turkish
and Moroccan and the target languages Dutch and French. Special attention is
given to a cross-linguistic comparison of differences and similarities in the ways
temporal concepts are grammaticalized or not in these languages. Different
balances of grammatical, lexical and pragmatic devices have implications for the
way temporal information is organized at the local utterance and at the global
discourse level in the source and target languages.

The uni-directionality of time seems to be a shared common temporal
knowledge among speakers of different languages, even in the extreme case of a
language like Yukatek Maya. The same holds for the pragmatic discourse
principles and the boundary-to-order inferences described in chapter 2. This
means that although the uni-directionality of time and the three basic discourse
principles for telling a temporal coherent story (including the BTO-implicatures)
are not linguistically encoded in a language, and thus are not part of the truth-
semantics of the utterances, they represent preferred or default interpretations.
The adressee will not fail to derive them unless (s)he has evidence to the contrary,
and the speaker thus can rely on the adressee deriving the inference unless (s)he
provides inference to the contraditory.

Nevertheless, languages differ in the way they encode the'IT to TU relation,
the 'IT to Tsit relation, and the relation between the Trs which form the
anaphorical chain in discourse. Below,  I describe how the source and the target
languages differ in marking these temporal relations. The description of the time
reference in the four languages is not only based on standard descriptions of
temporal reference (standard grammars) but also on data from language in use.
This study focuses on the question of how speakers and learners bring their
various linguistic repertoires in action in order to establish temporal discourse
coherence. It's clear from the previous chapter that fully-medged languages, just
like learner varieties, use different resources of implicit and explicit means. In the
configuration of source and target languages of the present study, there are no
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such extreme contrasts as in Yukatek Maya (only aspect, no tense, few temporal
adverbials) versus German (only tense, no aspect,  lot of temporal adverbials).
However, there is a contrastbetween the source and target languages: Turkish and
Moroccan (section 3.1) behave more like Yukatek Maya whereas Dutch and
French (section 3.2) can be characterized as being more like German.

3.1 Temporal notions in the source languages

The following survey of the linguisic means provided in the source languages
Turkish and Moroccan-Arabic for the expression of temporal and aspectual
notions is limited to the most important devices used in the standard everyday
language. Special attention is given to the contrasts between the Dutch versus the
Turkish temporal system, on the one hand, and to the contrasts between the
French and Dutch versus the Moroccan temporal system on the other hand on.
I categorize the total temporal reference systems in (a) external temporal relations
(tense and aspect and positional temporal adverbials, see chapter 2), (b) other
temporal adverbials (tadvs) and (c) disourse means (implicit discourse principles
and explicit temporal connectives). Because of the fact that the (temporal)
adverbial sytems of the source language are not very unlike the target systems, I
will only mention some examples of tadvs. The most accessible grammar for
Turkish is Lewis (1967) and for Moroccan-Arabic Harell (1962). In addition, in
order to see the languages in use, we use for Turkish Aarssen (1994), Aksu-Kog
(1994), andJohanson (1971),  and for Moroccan-Arabic (MA) Bos (199D, Caubet

(1986), Holes (1995) and Giacomi et al. (2000).

3.1.1 Temporality in Turkish

Turkish is a so-called "agglutinative" language from the Altaic language family.

The finite verb form is comprised of an invariant lexical stem and a string of
affixed morphemes which agree phonetically with the root form. There are
grammatical morphemes for voice (causative, reciprocal reflexive, passive),
modality, negation, tense, aspect, and person.

External temporal relations
Turkish has explicit linguistic means for marking 'IT to TU (tense) and  Tsit to 'IT
(aspect) and for indicating the relation between 1Ts in discourse. As in Dutch,
tense is marked for each proposition of the discourse. The languages differ in the
conflation of the aspectual categories; the Turkish system encodes different
aspectual distinctions than Dutch and French. In combination with the present
tense, there is a distinction between two aspects. The one form, yor, is used to
express actions in progress (progressive 'IT included in Tsit), the other form, -iT,
the aorist, denotes continuing or habitual activity (one Tsit which is anchored at
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more then one TI). For past tense, the expression ofaspect is not obligatory: here
it functions mainly as an indicator of discourse structure.

Furthermore, Turkish differs from Dutch at the functionallevel. Turkish uses
an additional "temporal" concept which, in fact, belongs  to the field of modality.
However, it has to be mentioned here in the context of temporality, because its
expression is systematically connected with the expression oftemporality. Turkish
has a grammatical means of expressing the distinction between past events
definitely known to and observed by the speaker (suffix -8 - past form of the
equivalent of'to beD and events which are known to the speaker via inference or
hearsay (suffix -mk).

The Turkish agglutinative system is characterised by an extended inventory of
verbal suffixes with multiple phonetic forms which apply according to the laws of
vowel harmony. Suffixes play a central part in expressing time concepts (Turkish
has no prefixes) but, just like other languages, the temporal reference system is
built up by a balance between various explicit and implicit means like morpho-
syntactic tense and aspect markings, temporal adverbs, postpositions, case
suffixes, and conjunctions.

Table 3.1 The Turkish temporal system (based on Dietrich  et al.  1995:  76)

Tense Form/example Translation

present -/gr J -iT

g:dprum Igo
giaerim I usually go

past simple past       -8
gittim I went

inferential past -mis
gitmis It is assumed he went

aspectual past :yordul-irdi
geliyordum I was just coming
gelirdim I used to come

pluperfect -dibdil -misti
geldbm (unusugl) I came long time ago
gelmistim I came a long time ago, I had come

Temporal adverbials
Further devices for establishing temporal reference between 'IT and TU are
positional adverbs (I'AP) denoting points in time, diin yesterday', simdi 'now',
bemen'at once', and sonra later'. Frequentative and durative intervals are indicated
by adverbials like ber aman'always', and, for temporal contrasts, Turkish uses, for
example, gene 'again'. In general, the adverbial system is similar to the Dutch
system.
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Aktionsart
Turkish marks inherent features of the event on the verb by using the suffix yor
for events and -mir for states  (as a result of past events).

Discourse means: TT to TI' linking
Besides morphosyntactic tense and aspect marking, a rich repertoire of suffixes
are applied to non-finite verb forms, indicating aparticularTI'linking between the
subordinate constituent and the main clause events. A collection of verbal
particles or "converbs" allow for various sorts of verb chaining to indicate
temporal and causal relations. As these subordinated structures do not contain
conjunctions or tense marlcing, theyare syntacticallymore similar to the attributive
past participle constructions ofDutch than to subordinate temporal clauses. The
most important postpositions are bme /+ ablative/ 'before', sonra /+ ablative/
'after', bed /+ ablative/ 'since', kadar /+ dative/ 'until',and Taman /+ gerund/'when'. Other linguistic devices for'IT-chaining in Turkish are nominalised verb
forms which serve as adverbial clauses. Temporal conjunctions are rare andscarcely applied in spoken Turkish. The only one which seems to be used more
frequently is ondinsonra 'and then'.

A special case in Turkish is the coordinating conjunction ve'and '. Although
it is syntactically correct to connect adjacent uttel:ances by means of ve, it is, in a
pragmatic sense, not the preferred way (Aarssen 1996: 131). The form ve is notvery often used in adult speech and not at all in adult writing. More often, the
converb -0 'and (then)' or mere juxtaposition, without any lexical or morphologi-cal marking, is used. The converb -0 serves to package constituents of an event
into a larger event (Aksu-Ko  1994: 347 and Lewis 1986: 206) and is close in
meaning to Indo-European coordinating conjunctions.

Word order
Neutral word order is SOV, with frequent deletion of subject pronouns, since
person and number ofsubject are marked on the verb. For adverbials of time and
place, the unmarked word order in Turkish is as follows: S (tadv) OV (Erguvanli
1984). In the absence of a subject NP, the time/place adverb occupies a sentence-
initial topic position, setting the scene within which the predication is to hold.
These adverbs may occur in topic (the sentence-initial position), focus (theimmediately preverbal position), or background position (in Turkish, the
postpredicate position) (Erguvanli 1984).

3.1.2   Temporality in Moroccan-Arabic

Moroccan-Arabic is a spoken Arabic dialect which all native Moroccan speakerslearn as their mother tongue before they begin formal education. Geographically,
Arabic dialects are distributed along innumerable sets of intersecting continua,
from Morocco in the west to Oman in the east, and from the borders ofSouthern
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Turkey in the north to Sudan in the south. "Classic-Arabic" is only taught in
school and then used in formal (written) contexts. It is very difficult to find formal
descriptions of the spoken dialectal forms, at least with respect to temporality

External temporal relations
It has often been said (Binnick 1991, Caubet 1986) that Moroccan-Arabic (MA)
has no explicit grammatical tense marking. Instead ofreferring to present and past
times, the moiphosyntactic markings on the verb indicate the completeness
(perfect) or incompleteness (imperfect) of the event they refer to. In addition,
there is a very productive active past participle which indicates the progressive
aspectual viewpoint. This means that the temporal relation between 'IT and TU
is not morphosyntactically encoded but that the temporal relation between'IT and
Tsit as completed or incompleted/ongoing is obligatorily marked at each
proposition. It can be synthetised very roughly from the various descriptions of
the MA verbal system, that there are two verbal conjugations: one which is
prefixed and indicates incompleteness and one which is suffixed and indicates
completeness. Prefixed means that person, gender, and number markings are
established by means of prefixations of phonemes to the verb stem (with an
additional suffix for the second person feminine)   and in the case of the suffixed
form these markings are in postposition ofthe verb stem. Thepure prefixed form
is only used in marked cases (proverbs, vague future, orders, wishes, optatives, and
so oIl). In order to assert the reality of an ongoing (intransitive) event,  the
progressive-like form in MA is conveyed by the prefixed form with an additional
prefixation of a (durative) particle ka- or ta-, dependent on the regional varieties
/os 1997: 116).

Besides these three verbal forms, (a) the'pure' prefixed, the (b) ka- + prefixed,
and (c) the suffixed form, MA uses a very productive participle which usually
indicates the progressive of intransitives. Caubet (1993: 31) distinguishes the
following four verb forms:

(a)  prefixed forms (only used in marked cases);
(b) particle ka- (or ta-) + prefixed form (usually denoung an incompleted

actton/sit:uatlon);

 )  suffixed form
(usually denoting a completed action/situation);

active partiaple (usually denoting incomplete action/situation , but
denoting a completed action/situation if occurring in combination with
a suffixed form).

The concepts prefixed and suffixed concern the conjugation of verb forms  for
person. A verb form is made up of a so-called "root", which carries the lexical
meaning and usually consists of three or four consonants, like s-r-b'to drink' and
k-t-b 'to write'. This root-form is the basis for a further integration with infixes,
suffixes, prefixes, particles, and a combination of these. I do not go into the details
o f the conjugation o f the four different verb forms (and their combinations), but
instead describe their meanings in language use.
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Table 3.2 The Moroccan-Arabic temporal system (based on Bos 1997: 117)

person prefixed ka+prefixed suffixed active participle
1 ne-sreb ka-ne-sreb sreb-t fem: sarba
2fem t-serbi ka-t-serb-i sreb-ti masc: sareb
2masc te-sreb ka-te-sreb sreb-t(i)3fem te-sreb ka-te-sreb serb-at
3masc ye-sreb ka-ye-sreb sreb-0

Intlected verb forms often combine into complex clusters, notably in connection
with the auxiliary  ka·n and what I call roughly "modifying" verbs  such as bda'to
begin', bqa 'to remain',gath''to be going to', etc. These complex verbal clusters are
often combined with tadvs (&.ma 'always', daba 'now', l-beraH 'yesterday'). It is
this combination ofvarious linguistic means which allows the speaker to express
very subtle shades of temporal and aspect:ual meanings and it can be schematized
in the following way (Giacomi et al. 2000: 35):

(3.1)     -(adv)+(AUX ka:n) + (modif. verb) + (KA) + [(conjug. verb) +
(active part)] + (adv.)

If you want to mark that an event is unbounded with respect to a particular TT,
'IT in Tsit (which can be in the past, present, or future and this is specified by a
tadv), you use one of the two imperfect prefixed forms depending on the actual
prefixed ka- form (3.2 a) versus the 'pure' prefixed form non-actual distinction
(3.2 b). The default reading is that the 'IT is present, otherwise, if it is not clear
from context or a tadv, the AUX ka:n is added:

(3.2)     Tr is included in Tsit, actual reality reading
a.    'they are writing': kay-ketbu

TI' before TU and TI' is included in Tsit:
b.   'they were writing': ka:n y-ketb-u

The suffixed conjugation is roughly equivalent to the Dutch and French perfect.
It sometimes indicates the aspectual post-state viewpoint of an event at 'IT, the
ant:eriority of Tsit < Tr, but in most cases it indicates a past tense, the anteriority
of 'IT < TU.

(3.3)      'they have written': ketb-u (at past, present or futur Tr)

By using the active participle form, a strong link is made with the moment of
utterance. The following three values are mentioned in the literature; present
perfect, "actual" present, and prospective which are to be induced from the
context.
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Temporal adverbials
Caubet (1986) describes almost the total repertoire of temporal adverbials in MA
and their contexts of use. I do not give an overview of all these adverbials and
context because this system is very  similar, in semantic and in structural
perspective, to, for example, the Dutch and English system.

Word order
In MA, the complement always follows the verb (VO); the word order in the
embedded sentence is also SVO. With respect to the position of adverbials in an
utterance, Holes (1995) says the following about Moroccan Arabic:

"Where there are two complement phrases, it is very common indeed to
find an adverbial in sentence-initial position, particularly where it is
tempor21 (e.g.  On  tbe  mon:in4 oftbe 2  August 1992)(..) There seems tobe no
preierred order  for any additional adverbial complements  of location or
time which follow V-S-COMP or V-COMP-S, save that the positioning
of an adverbial element at the end is an indication that it may De taken up
as the theme of the succeeding text." (Holes 1995: 208).

3.2 Temporal notions in the target languages

The main difference between the target languages Dutch and French and the
source languages MA and Turkish is the degree ofgrammaticalization of the main
aspectual distinction: imperfective versus perfective. In French, this aspectual
distinction is only grammatically encoded in the past (imparfait versus pass6
compos6). Dutch has the possibility of marking imperfectivity with periphrastic
constructions, so-called locatives (see below) but the exchangeability with the
present perfect and the simple past forms for establishing past reference in
discourse is very difficult to grasp.

3.2.1 Temporality in Dutch

Dutch is a West-Germanic language. Person and number are marked by the
desinences of the finite verb (which is the lexical verb or a copula, an AUX or a
modal verb). I use as basic references  for the description of Dutch: Geerts  et al.
(1984),Janssen (1994), Boogaart (1999).

External temporal relations
The verb system is basically a tense system, i. e., the two conjugated verbal
paradigms of the simple forms are built upon the present  - past tense distinction
(or present tense versus preterite tense, following Janssen 1994):
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(3.4) a.   ik werk I work ikwerkte I worked
b.   ik drink I drink ik dronk      I dran2

The meaning of these two simple forms is clearly'IT=TU for the present tense

(a) versus TT < TU for the preterite tense (b). The relation between TT and Tsit
for both cases is by default a simultaneous one. Therefore, there is no clear
systematic morphosyntactically encoded contrast between 'IT IS INCLUDED IN
Tsit (imperfective/progressive)  and 'IT INCLUDES Tsit (perfective), like, for
example, in English. However, there are two very productive periphrastic
constructions in Dutch which I will call locatives'.2

(3.5)     a.    aan bet INF R#n   Con the  INF to be')
b.     edtteni limen/ staanl topen/ bangen te  INF Cto sit/lie/stand/walk/hang

to' INFT

These locative constructions can both be used for all tenses but the constraints on
their use differ depending on the tense for which they are used; they have to
compete with alternative forms when referring to the past (present perfect and
preterite tense forms), present (present tense forms), or future (future tense and
present tense forms).

Past tense reference
As far as past tense reference is concerned, Dutch, like German, is said to "suffer"
from 'Traeteritumsschwund", (see for example, Eisenberg 1986); the preterite
simple past form is in the process of being replaced by the present perfect
complex verbal form. The Dutch perfect is constructed by the AUX of bebben'to
have' or R#n 'to be' plus  a past participle, e.g., b# b«#gewerktlle has worked' b# 8
gekomen'he (is)/has come'. The choice ofAUX depends onthe particulgr verb and
has to be learned individually. There is a strong debate going on in the literature
(Boogaart 1999, Janssen 1989,1991,1995, Koefoed 1984, Verkuyl 1989) with
respect to the meaning of the Dutch perfect (for German, see Klein 1998).

In the literature, there is a common assumption about the fact that the Dutch
perfect  has two different readings, one in which it corresponds to the English
present perfect (see (3.6a) below) and another in which it refers, in contrast to the
English present perfect, undoubtedly to the past tense (see (3.6b) below):

1 Drinken  'to drink' is a "strong" verb category so vowel change for the past tense marking.

- Both constructions contain elements that may also be used to refer to spatial Concepts,  as is often
the case in temporal reference; see for instance Bybee, Perkins and Pagliuca (1994)

3 I will not consider here the semantic difference between the pluperfect and the present perfect The
semantic uses of the pluperfect will be neglected and I will simply assume that what is said here for
the perfect holds also for the pluperfect
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(3.6)        a.      Ik  beb  buiten  de  kerstboom versierd en  nu  beb  ik p#n  aan  m#n scbouder
I have decorated the Christmas tree outside and now I've pain in my
shoulder

b.   Ik beb buiten de kerstboom versierd en daarom beb ik de telefoon nietpboord
*I have decorated the Christmas tree outside and that's why i did not
hear the phone

If we use the metaphorical video-camera again, we "see" in (a) someone who is
massaging his shoulder because he is in the post-state of having decorated a big
Christmas tree outside and in (b) there is a direct reference to a past situation,  the
camera goes, as it were, back to the past time interval at the time axis when the
telephone rang. In English, the second utterance would require a past progressive,
a grammaticalized unboundedness marking. It is remarkable that in Dutch a
(bounded) perfect tense is very common in these cases. Of course, one of the
locative constructions is also possible in Dutch:  ik was aan bet vmie,en 7 was on
the decorating' or ik stond de kerstboom te vemenn 'I stood   decorating', but this is
certainly not required.

Another clear difference between the Dutch and the English perfect tense is
that the Dutch under both readings, freely combines with past positional
adverbials:

(3.7)     a.    Gisteren beb ik buiten de kerstboom versierd en daarom beb ik de telefoon niet
geboord

*Yesterday, I have decorated the Chtistmas tree outside and that's
why I did not hear the phone

a.     Gisteren beb ik buiten de kerstboom versierd en nu beb ikp#n aan miln scbouder
*Yesterday, I have decorated the Christmas tree outside and now Ike
got pain m my shoulder

I would like to note here that Klein (1998) argues for a solution according to
which the difference between the aspect-like reading and the tense like reading of
the perfect is merely a difference of scope. He calls the aspect-like reading a post-
state reading and the tense-like reading a post-time reading. Post-states are states
that occur as a consequence of an event having occurred. The most clear cases are
the post-states of 2-state verbs (see section 2.2.1). In contrast, post-times are
simply time intervals. A post-time of an event is a time interval whose initial
boundary is defined by the right boundary  ofan event. The relevant post-state of
taking a purse is  'to have the purse in your hands: But, in the case of an utterance
like  Ghtenn  beb ik  een po,temonee gestolen fYesterday  I have taken a purse', Klein
would say that the time-locational adverbial gisteren 'yesterday' is in the scope of
the perfect and the clause refers to the post-time of the event of taking the purse
on the day preceding the day ofutterance (and not to the fact that I now have the
purse at my disposal).  The time of utterance falls within this post-time, so, in
effect, under a wide scope the perfect indicates that the target event falls into the
past of TU, as would the preterite tense.

In sum Dutch speakers have to choose from three forms when establishing
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past tense reference: (1) the simple past, the preterite tense, (2) the present perfect,
and (3) the locatives in the past tense.

Although it has often been assumed that the competition between these three
forms for establishing past reference in Dutch  is not a systematic one, Boogaart
(1999) shows a systematic and predictable distribution of these forms depending
on (a) Aktionsart and (b) discourse type. In Dutch as in English discourse, the
simple past tense (preterite in Dutch) can have both an imperfective and a
perfective reading. However, it is often assumed that for example the English past
tense is "more" or "more often" perfective than its Dutch counterpart (e.g., Bache
1985). Boogaart (1999) gives an explanation of this difference in use in terms of
a difference in degree of grammaticalization of the English progressive -ing form
and the Dutch progressive locatives. He argues that whereas the use of a
progressive to express imperfective aspect is obligatory in English for all
categories of verbs (all Aktionsarten) except for states, in Dutch the use of a
locative is only obligatory for imperfective achievements.

With respect to discourse type, Boogaart argues that the present perfect is
"out" in Dutch narrative discourse because the temporal reference must be
independent ofthe here and now ofthe speaker in a narrative: In a non-narrative
discourse, the preterite tense does have a clear imperfective interpretation. To
conclude, for a perfective past time reference readingin a non-narrative discourse,
speakers of Dutch use a present perfect, as in a variation of Partee's well-known
example ("uttered halfway-down the turnpike" 1984:244):

(3.8)       Ik beb bet gas uit#draaidI turned off the stove

As a consequence, use of the unmarked preterite as in ik draaide betgas uit 'I was
turning off the stove' automatically results in an imperfective interpretation in the
past in a non-narrative discourse. However, in a narrative discourse, the use of the
present perfect would be not felicitous and a preterite tense is required:

(3.9)       Voordat b#  bet  buis verliet  deed  bij alle gordijnen  dicbt en  draaide b#  bet la uit
Before he left the house, he closed all the curtains and he turned off the
stove

4 This implies that personal narratives often belong to the non-narrative descriptive type ofdiscourse
although speakers often "relive" their past events again and retell their past experiences in a narrative
style. F. Poels, a colleague teacher ofFrench, once told me that he has the idea that speakers look to
the left when they retell in a vivid narrative way their personal past events.
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Let us now take again Klein's example of the "scene o f the crime" in the example
of section 2.1.4:

(2.8)'    What did you see when you entered the room?

a.    A man was lying on the floor.
b.   He was Chinese orJapanese
c.   He did not move
d.   A woman was bending over him
e.    She was taking a purse from his pocket
f.    She turned to me
 .   She said:
n.   They have gone

The translation (my translation) in Dutch would be as follows:

(3.10)    a.    er lag een man op de Srond
b.     hij was een Chinees  ot een Japanner
c.    h4 bewoog niet
d.   een vrouw stond over hem heen gebogen
e.    ze was een portemonnee uit zijn zak aan het pakken
f.    ze dragide zich om naar mlJ
g.   ze zei:
h.   "ze zijn vertrokken"

The Dutch utterances (a), (b), and (c) all get the preterite tense (the present perfect
would not be felicitous in this narrative discourse) but (d) and (e)  have to have a
locative form because otherwise they would not have been imperfective'enough':
the preterite tense in Dutch narrative discourse does not have enough imper-
fectivity for the dear 2-state (achievement) verbs'take a purse' and 'bend over
someone'. Also, (f) would be not appropriate in the present perfect form; in
narrative discourse the simple past does have the right perfective interpretation.
The last utterance is an example of direct speech: the topic time is the same as the
time of utterance TI'=TU and both in English and in Dutch in the case of a clear
post-state reading, the present perfect tense is used.

We see a nice example of the use ofdirect speech for establishing a vivid narrative,
in the following Dutch narrative. This is a strategy which is also very often used
by the learners in the present study because it allows for a present (perfect) tense
coding. The core narrative form in this narrative discourse type is the preterite
tense:

(3.119)   1      dus je  baas probeerde je op een  SRI/wagen  te  Ketten
so your boss tried to put you on a SRV-car

b.    nou, da was op un gegeven moment
yes, at a certaln moment

c.       toen  kwam  ik  's  mogns  vmeg.rond  un  uur  of twee pas  aanqtten
I artived early in tile mornig at two o'aock
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d.     dus toen  feitiegoeiemiddag tegen  m#
so he satdgood afternoon to me

e.     ik Zegjob ik ben daar nie van plan
I say tjee I do not have the intention

f.      ik  Reg ik  kop  er vanavond mee
I say I quit toni&ht

&     ik  Reg want ik  bev er nou genoej van
I say because I have enough of it now

h.      ik  Zeg voor  die  paarrokenten  die  ik  bier werk
I say for that little damned money that I work here

i.       ik  Ze& ik beb bet alt#d met liffde gedoan
I say I have always done it with love

In the following Dutch narrative, we see a locative ik stondgewoon de ramen te wassen
'I just stood cleaning the windows', an inchoative gaan staan 'go stand up'and a
few "historical praesens" forms like  en &6 721 me Zo staan 'and she sees me so
standing'. The core form is again the peretelite.

(3.11b)  a.      Hebje ooit iets  raan  als gla nwasser meegemaakt  F
Did you ever expenencea something strange as a window-cleaner?

b.    ja een keer op fo'n school
yes, once at such a school

c.    toen moessen we gewoon de ramen wassen van de doucbes
then we had to clean the windows of the douches

d.    en daar kwam op een gegeven moment kwam daar een meiske binnen
and there at a certain moment a girl came in

e.    en die det me fo staan
and she sees me so standing

f.     en die loopt naar binnen toe
and she walks inside

g.    en die kleedt d'r eigen uit
and she undresses herself

h.     en  die 8aat gewoon onder d' n  doucbe staan
and she just takes a shower

i.       daar stond ik gewoon  de ramen  te wassen
and there stood I cleaning the windows

What does  this  mean for a second language learner of Dutch? The input that is
offered when s/he listens to past experiences consists ofperfect tenses, preterite
tenses, and past locative forms but also present tenses in direct speech and in
historical praesens references. Which of these forms is "right" in a given context
depends on the discourse type and on the internal features of the verb. Except in
English. where imperfective and perfective contrasts are grammaticalized in
progressive versus non-progressive forms not so dependent ofdiscourse type and
internal features of the verb, it is difficult to distinguish these forms.

Word order
The word order in Dutch main clauses is SVO and in subordinate clauses it is
SOV. This means that in main clauses, the auxiliery and the main verb are split
up in two different positions, the auxiliary being in verb-second position and the
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main verb in utterance-finalposition. In subordinate clauses, verbs, both finite and
non-finite, occur at the end. For example:

(3.12)    lik weetj dat b# een appel eet
II know] that he an apple (is) eat(ing)

(3.13)    lik weetl dat b# twee apples wil eten
[I know] that he two apples want to eat

However, due to extra-position some constituents can occur after the verb:

(3.14)     fik weetj  dat bj drie appels  beeft,Regeven aan Maria
[I know] that he three apples has given to Maria

In declarative main clauses, the finite verb always has to be placed in second
position, after the first constituent In declarative main clauses, the finite verb
always has to be placed in second position, after the first constituent:

(3.15)    b# eet een appei vandaag
he eats an apple today

If a consituent other than the subject is topicalized, the verb will precede the
subject, with the topicalized constituent preceding the verb, so that the verb
second position can be maintained:

(3.16)     vandaag eet b# een appeltoday eats he an apple

In declarative main clauses, the finite verb and the infinitives, participles, and verb
particles are split up in two different positions, the finite verb being in verb-
second position and the main verb or verb particle in utterance-final position:

(3.17)     b#mod  (MOD) mo,zen vier appels eten
he must tomorrow four apples eat

(3.18)       Mi  bee#  (AInci.gisteren  1, f appels gegeten
he has yesterday five apples eaten

(3.19)    big eet Kes apples op (PARTICLE)
he eats six apples up

As far as the position of adverbials is concerned, the adverbial can be placed in
utterance-initial position,

with inversion (example 3.16),
adv-finite verb-subject - predicate

in the middle of the utterance   (example 3.17),
subject-finite verb-adv-predicate
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or at the end (example 3.15).
subject-jinite verb-predicate-adv

I have already showed in section 2.2.3 that depending on the language specific
scope rules, the temporal adverbial can specify different temporal parameters at
different positions.

3.2.2   Temporality in French

French is a member of the Romance languages with a rich clitic system. In fact,
the clitic-AUX-V constructions are very complex for a learner, comprising both
ordering and co-occurrence constraints, andmorphological tense/number/person
case markings (see below). It is important to note here that because of the
misleadingrelation between French orthography and spoken French, I will present
the verb tokens in phonetic  form in the rest of this study, both in the tables and
the examples.

External temporal relations
As I did for the other languages, I restrict my description of the French temporal
system to an introduction of those constructions that feature prominently in the
empirical chapters ofdata analyses.  As a whole, the semantic organisation oftense
and aspect in spoken French can be characterized as heavily tense-prominent (IT
- TU relation). The aspectual TT-Tsit distinction imperfective versus perfective
only occurs in the past (imparfait, 'IT included in Tsit versus pass6 compos6, 'IT
includes Tsit). The pass6 compos6 is also used in the present tense for marking
post-state  Tr > Tsit This means that, as in Dutch, the pass6 compose (present
perfect) can be used for both a post-state and a post-time meaning.

The distribution of the pass6 compos6 versus imparfait in French, in contrast
to Dutch, is more systematic and not dependent on Aktionsart and discourse
structure (see however, Weinrich's erzihite and besprochene Welt 1964). Some
periphrastic compounds like hmen train & Vinf 'to be Ving' and se mett,e 8 Vinf 'to
start Ving', add a range of aspectual and phase perspectives. However,  they are
optional and less grammaticalized, for two reasons: (1) the Vl's in these
expressions are at different intermediate stages between full verb and auxiliary, and
some are semantically restricted with regard to the V2 with which they can
combine. More examples of these means are etre mr lepoint de +  Finf'to be about
to' V and venir de  I/inf  'to have just' Ved
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Past tense 4erence
In order to illustrate how the French imparfait and pass6 compos6 are used in past
tense context, I repeat here again "The scene o f the crime" example from section
2.1.4 and I give the French translation in (3.20):

(2.8)'    a.    A man was lying on the floor.
b.     He was Chinese or Japanese
c.   He did not move
d.   A woman was bending over him
e.    She was taking a purse from his pocket
f.   She turned to me
 .   She said:
n.   They have gone

(3.20)    a.    il y avait un homme qui 6tait coucha par terre
h.   il 6tait chinois ou japonaisi.    une femme se pencnait sur lui
  elle 6tait en trap de prendre une portemonnaie de sa poche

e]le s'est tournee vcrs moi
1. elle disait/a dit
m.  ils sont partis

In general the pass6 composd is the core narrative tense, as in example (3.21)
below. This is an extract from grandmother's personal memories of her youth,
when she used to steal pears from a nearby garden (recording by G.Battier; see
Dietrich et al. 1995: 149). The pass6 compos6 alternates with the narrative present
(praesens historicum) for highlighting key events (d, e) and contrasts aspectually
with imparfait for durative background situations(b) and temporally for relative
antel:iority with plusqueparfait (c).

(3.21)     1     mais puis alors elle a cbercbi aprBs moibut then she looked for me
b.    mais elle me trouvait pas

but she didn't find me
c.    mais croyant qu'elle m'avait pas vu tomber   dedans

but believing that she hadn't seen me falling therein
d.   je me mets a ecarter la paille

I start parting the staw
e.   puis tout d'un coup elle dit "ab la voila!"

then she all of a sudden says "ah there she is"

Tbe formal Dstem
The verb complex including the obligatory subject pronoun is presented as one
form in table 3.3, as it is pronounced as a single group, and the unstressed

pronoun may be reduced. The English gloss gives only a rough equivalent
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Table 3.3 The French temporal system: simple forms

Paradigms Forrns examples: regular examples: irregular
Prdsent base stem +

person-number tu chantes tu viens

Imparfait base stem +
impf. morph+ tu chantais ru venals
person-number

Futur base  stem  +  /r/ +
fut morph + tu chantera tu viendra
person-number

The (core) compound forms are formed with an inflected form of the following
auxiliaries:

(a) perfect/anteriority series: AUX avoiror etre + V (past part,) accordingto which main verb is chosen:
passe compos6 (perfect): tu as chant6 tu es venu
plusqueparfait (pluperfect):   111 avais chant6 tu 6tais venu

(b)   prospective series: ader + V infinitive for TI' before Tsit
(c) retrospective series venir de +V infinitive  for Tr after tsit

For learners of French, notably for those who learn French outside the classroom
without 'ever' seeing the orthographic verbal forms it is very difficult to break
apart these very opaque forms down into semantic units. Noyau et al. (in Dietrich
et al. 1995: 147) mention the following reasons for this acquisition problem of
segmenting and categorizing the verbal compounds in oral French:

(a)  the suffix area is opaque: there is no straightforward relation between a
morpheme and a given value for mood, tense, person, or number:-/e/ may be: Present 24 plural; infinitive; past part; imparfait for all
persons but 1" and 2' d plur51

(b) the prefixed area includes a cluster of entangled unstressed markers:
subjectpronoun-neption-objectand/oroblique pronoun- inflected form
of the auxiliary, with homophony between these cateeories:
/e/- may be: AUX avoir 1" sing.; AUX ette 24 and 3„r'sing.;

(c)  there is a tendency to reduce subject pronoun forms in casual speech:
/il/  -  /i/  for 'he'; /ty/  -/t/ for informal 'you' (24 sing.);
/ile/ may be: 34 subject pronoun + Present of tt,r 3rd sing.

Word order
Standard French is generally characterized as an SVO language and indeed it
exhibits most of the characteristics usually found in such languages. However,
spoken French can also be considered a topic prominent language. The "neutral"
canonical word order in French,Jean aimelespommes (SVO), is, according to Trevise
(1996), rarely fond in everyday spoken French. Tr6vise gives a list of about  30
different structures of a French utterance which, dependent on contextual
constraints (topic-focus) vary in their order of constituents:
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(3.22)   lean il aime les pommes
11 alme les Dommes Jean
Ya (il y a) Jean il les aime les pornmes
ya Jean les pommes il les  aime
C'est Jean qui aime lespommes
C'est les pommes que Jean aime

It should be clear from these examples that the agent of the verb can appear in any
order with respect to the verb: dislocated to the left ("topicalization'D and to the
right ("anti-topicalization'D. Time, place and other adverbials tend to be placed in
utterance-initial position or utterance-final position.

3.3 Conclusion

I have restricted myself to the way these languages encode (or notD the TT-TU
(tense) and TI'-TSit (aspect) relations. The question now is whether these system
similarities and differences have any acquisitional implications. The possible
implications of this preliminary "contrastive analysis" will be formulated at the
beginning of chapter 5 when I present a competition of cues that possibly
determine the shaping of the acquisition process of verbal morphology in the
target languages. In the empirical part of this thesis (chapters 7 and 8), these
predictions will be tested against the data, taking this descriptive analysis into
account.



Chapter 4

The acquisition of temporality
in a second language

This chapter reviews previous research on the acquisition of temporality in a
second language. The study of temporality has been approached from two major
methodological perspectives, first from a form-only approach (c£ Brown 1973,
Dulay & Burt 1974) and from the 80's on also from a functional approach (cf.
Andersen 1987, Dietrich et al.  1995, Sato 1990, von Stutterheim 1986). Research-
ers working within the functional domain can be divided in two camps: those who
conduct form-to- function (fo-to- fu) analyses and those who conduct function-to-
form (fu-to-fo) analyses (or concept-oriented analyses; see von Stutterheim &
Klein 198D. In the latter camp, researchers take as a starting point of their analysis

different conceptual domains like time, space or modality, and the analysis seeks

to explain how sub-components ofthese domains are expressedat different stages

ofacquisition. They do not focus on morphological tense and aspectinGectionbut
look at the total repertoire of explicit (lexical and morphosyntactic) and implicit
(discourse-pragmatic) means learners use at a given time of their acquisition.
Researchers working within the fo-to-fu domain, however, concentrate almost
exclusively on the acquisition of tense and aspect inflection. Their starting point
is to trace a form (a morpheme on the verb) and to look at its distribution in the
learner data. The fo-to-fu analyses can be further divided into two grOUpS

according to the function of the morphemes that are investigated, as markers of
lexical aspectual category or of discourse organization. Most studies have
investigated these two functions separately, testing either the lexical aspect
hypothesis or the discourse hypothesis.

After a general introduction of these two different analytic frameworks, I
continue by describing the methodological considerations, research questions and
hypotheses behind the fu-to-fo and the fo-to-fu analyses within the functional
perspective on language acquisition. I then try to compare the results of these two

analytic perspectives to conclude that in describing and explaining the acquisition
oftemporalreference ina second language more uniform approaches to reporting
results are needed. Although the present study starts from a conceptual andmainly
qualitative analysis of temporal reference, I do certainly not avoid quantificational
analyses of (lexical and morphosyntactic) forms testing the predictional hypothe-
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ses as they are formulated within the fo-to-fu framework. I also re-integrate a third
hypothesis which is the "classic" grammatical aspect before grammatical tense

hypothesis because I do not want to exclude a grammatical aspect or grammatical
tense function of early allomorphic variations of basic verb forms.

Further methodological requirements that are needed for a general theory of
I,2 acquisition (or Second Language Acquisition: SLA) of temporality are
longitudinal and cross-linguistic data from typologically diverse languages, which
cover both the formal and the semantic-functional dimension of temporality.
Bardovi-Harlig (1999) and Housen (1994) both provide a helpful survey of the
relevant methodological issues, empirical results and theoretical implications of
about fifty studies in the field of temporality in a second language, most of them
conducted in the 90's. We will see that only few of them have a longitudinal and
cross-linguistic design and most of them focus on (past personal) oral narrative
data.

This chapter consists of two main sections. The first section gives an overview of
the methodological considerations and theoretical background of the various
types ofanalytic approaches. Section 4.1.1 gives a generalintroduction ofthe main
research paradigms in second language acquisition research about temporality: the
form-onlyversus the functionalparadigm. I then further explore themethodologi-
cal approaches and theoretical considerations within the functional research
perspective.  I  start by describing the research questions of the fu-to-fo method-
ological approach (4.1.2) and then in, 4.1.3 the research questions and the two
main hypotheses of the fo-to-fu approach are given.

In the second section, I compare the results of the two different types of
analyses conducted within the functional approach. Section 4.2.1 reviews previous
empirical findings of the fu-to-fo analyses and in 4.2.2 the results of the two
competing hypotheses about the distribution ofverbalinflection within the fo-to-
fu approach are compared. Section 4.2.3 provides an integrating picture ofresults
reported in the literature of both footo-fu and fu-to-fo studies on the distribution
of emergent tense-aspect morphology in second language acquisition: (1) the
lexical aspect hypothesis, (2) the discourse hypothesis and (3) the grammatical
aspect before tense hypothesis. In the last section 4.3, I consider possible
explanations for and theoretical implications of these findings and finally in
section 4.4 I summarize the chapter.

4.1 Methodological and theoretical considerations

In this section I give a review of the relatively short history of research in the field
of temporal reference in SLA. The first part of this section describes the
methodological and theoretical considerations behind the three main approaches
to the acquisition of temporality, that is, (1) form-only studies, (2) function-to-
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form  studies and (3) form-to-function studies. After a general introduction of
these three methodological approaches in section 4.1.1, I will go on by describing
the research questions of only the fu-to-fo and the fo-to-fu studies within the
functional approach. After a description of the research questions behind the fu-
to-fo analyses (4.1.2),  I will give the current state of the art in the fo-to-fu type of
research which provides us with two clear predictional hypotheses: (a) the lexical
aspect hypothesis and (b) the discourse hypothesis (4.1.3). However, in reviewing
the results of these fo-to-fu hypotheses in the second part of this section, we will
see that despite of the clarity of the hypotheses, their results are very difficult to
compare. A very confusing terminological repertoire gives, not surprisingly, rise
to a heterogenous set of findings.

4.1.1 From morpheme-studies to discourse-studies

The first studies on temporality in SLA were form-only studies and they
concentrated exclusively on the formal aspects of temporality, notably verb
morphology. The most well-known examples of the form-only approach are the
morpheme studies ofDulayand Burt (1974) oflarge cross-sectional data fromI.2-
learners of English. Based on the methodology developed within child language
acquisition studies (e.g., Brown 1973), these morpheme-oriented studies tried to
determine the order of acquisition of grammatical morphemes by ranking the
selected morphemes in terms of correctedness in obligatory contexts. The use or
acquisition of a form was basically considered to be the same as the use or
acquisition of the target-like form without considering any other semantic or
functional value.

Most of the current form-odented research on tense and aspect is conducted
within the framework of generative (UG) studies of language (Schwartz &
Sprouse 1996, Vainnika & Young-Scholten 1996; for a survey see Ellis 1994).
Focus in these studies is exclusively on the acquisition of the syntactic properties
of inflectional morphemes and their abstract underlying representations: The
language learner must learn how to coordinate both the semantic and syntactic
properties of temporal markers as verbs may surface in different syntactic slots,
depending on whether they are finite or non-finite. Usually, research in the UG
framework does not consider conceptual properties of the linguistic means used
and consider verbal markings as person-agreement (Parodi 2000) or as purely
"tense-markings" not distinguishing tense and aspect functions.1

Bardovi-Harlig (1999: 345) mentions a shift in focus in the 1980s from the
acquisition of morphology as form to a focus on morphology as "the surface
realization of an underlying semantic system" (p 345). She describes two main

i See Behrens (1993) who proposes an integration of a fu-to-fo and a UG analysis of temporal
reference in German Ll acquisition
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issues of research: On the one hand, we find researchers who investigate he
expression of semantic concepts through various linguistic devices. This is the
function-to-form approach. On the other hand, other researchers concentrate on
the investigation of the expression of verbal morphology as an indicator of the
underlying semantic system of the learner languages. This is the form-to-function
approach. It is important to note that both approaches Claim to take an "inter-
language" perspective (Selinker 1972), that is, they describe the learner language
as a system on its own right independent of the target language. In the fu, to-fo or
concept-oriented approach (von Stutterheim 1991), this independency from the
target language is even more strongly accentuated; fully-fledged languages are
considered as the extreme (final) cases. At each stage ofacquisition, a new balance
is established between various types of linguistic means (lexical, morphosyntactic)
in interaction with implicit discourse principles like the Principle of telling events
in their Natural Order  (PNO, see chapter 2 of the present study). Therefore,
proponents of the fu-to-fo approach believe that the focus of analysis must be
on sequences of utterances instead of on morphemes in isolated sentences as in
the earlier days of SLA research or in recent generative studies. Within the this
approach, the acquisitional process is considered as a sequence oflearner varieties,
and this sequence in turn follows certain regiilgrities. It is still unclear how to pin
down the causal factors behind these regularities, which must be a combination
of general cognitive principles,  characteristics of source and target languages,
individual and social learning conditions and so on.

Both analytic approaches have their advocates and opponents. Those who
advocate the fo-to-fu analyses take as the starting point of analysis forms (usually
verb morphemes) already available in the target language. They then try to give
meanings and functions to these explicit forms. Opponents of the fo-to-fu
approach warn against the danger of "closeness fallacy" of forms used by the
learners (Dietrich et al. 1995). Ifthe learner uses a target-like form, the analyst may
easily led to ascribe to the learner meanings and functions he might not"have".
Moreover, I think that especially at early stages, learners heavily lean on implicit
non-linguistic devices which are almost impossible to grasp in form-to-function
studies. Sato (1990: 11) claims that such non-linguistic strategies and the functions
which they express are better revealed in a function-to-form than by a form-to-
function analysis because a fo-to-fu oriented analysis precludes analysis of
meanings and functions which a learner has not yet encoded in particular surface
forms.

Proponents of the fu-to-fo approach argue that an utterance by utterance
analysis of a stretch of a learner's discourse is the only way to capture the total
range of explicit linguistic temporal reference means and implicit discourse-
pragmatic principles learner's use to establish the temporal relations between
events. Housen (1994), however, wants to view the two directions of analyses as
complementary and he expresses his caution with respect to a too strict function-
to-form analysis as follows:
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"The main problem of any tpproach which considers communication
devices beyond lin&uistic suriace forms is that it is not clear whether, in
what ways and to Wilat extent the speaker's and hearer's (and the analyst's)
perspectives differ. How can one know (and describe) learners' intended
meanin s if they do not express them formally?  Both as a hearer and as
an analyst one may assume that there are certain general temporal
meanings which the learner will or is likely to express. But how can one
be sure of the nature of the relevant basic concepts and functions that
must serve as the starting point of analysis? That is, are notions such as
pastness, anteriority or imperfectivity indeed a pbori definable and
universally specifiable? And now can these putative universal notions be
operationalized independently from form so as to avoid tautological
reasoning and circularity of analysis?" (Housen  1994:  137)

These questions bring us back to the problems mentioned at the beginning of
chapter 2, i.e. the definition of conceptual universals of temporality and the
relation of linguistic expressions to mental impressions which can not be a direct
or unique one (see section 2.1 of the present study for a discussion of the
problematic operalization of the perfective/imperfective distinction; see  also von
Stutterheim 1986). First of all, I think that the speaker's and the analysts's

perspective, even with the explicit forms at their disposal, are never necessarily the
same. It can take years before analysts finally see what learners' utterances try to
express. Nevertheless, Trdrise (1997) argues that at the earliest stages oflanguage
acquisition characterised by only invariable expressions, one has sometimes the
idex "to look through an open window seeing mental representations in a chain".
According to Trhise early productions have the advantage, for the linguist, that
they are not "opacifi6es" /blurred by "le foisonnement" of linguistic representa-
tions in their totality. There is certainly not a one-to-one relation between mental

representations and linguistic representations (marquers etagencements), buthere
.--

one has something which comes  very  near  to a maximal coincidence  (irevise
1997: 56).2

Secondly, the relation between what is said in words and what must be filled
in on the basis ofworld knowledge and situational and contextual information is
(especially in second language acquisition) a fragile one, if not the crux of second
language research. In order to decide which methodological approach to follow,
I believe, it is the best to let the nature of the data decide. For example, for the

early stages a function-to- form-analysis and forthe later stages a form-to-function
analysis. For the early stages, the analyses are often very exploratory and the

2.4On a pourtant l'impression d'avoir une fenare entreouverte sur des reprEsentations mentales,
enchainEes entre elles. Le productions prEsentent l'avantage, pour le linguiste, de ne pas 6tre
opacifi6es par le foisonnement des reprdsentations linguistiques dans leur totatilitd. Il n'y a certes pas
de relations terme A terme entre les reprdsentations mentales et les reprdsentations linguistiques
(marquers et agencemenst), mais ici on a ce qui se rapproche sanse dout asscz fort d'une coinadence
maximale"
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linguistic means to grab are too few to offer something to hold on. This type of
data asks for explorative function-to-form analyses. For the later stages of
acquisition, where the range of surface forms is more clearly definable, the focus
may shift to a form-to-function analysis. Another possibility is, I think, to adapt
the type of analyses to the type of communicative tasks learners fulfill. More
stimulus-controlled data can be analysed in a form-to-function way and spontane-
ous personal narratives benefit more from an utterance by utterance function-to-
form analysis which allows the retrieval of implicit discourse principles as I have
sketched them in chapter 2 (section 13). With these methodological caveats in
mind I will first present a look at the research questions, the hypotheses and
theoretical considerations behind the fu-to-fo studies and the fo-to-fu studies
before turning to their empirical results.

4.1.2 Research questions behind function-to-form studies

One of the largest function-to-form or concept-oriented studies on temporality
(Klein  & von Stutterheim  1981 is conducted within the frame  of a larger
longitudinal project on Second Language Acquisition by Adult Immigrants,
organized by the European Science Foundation and coordinated by Wolfgang
Klein and Clive Perdue: It is also the only truly cross-linguistic research on the
second language acquisition of temporality. Its research design includes a
longitudinal study of the second language acquisition of five target languages.

(English, French, German, Swedish, Dutch) by adult immigrant speakers of six
source language backgrounds (Punjabi, Italian, Turkish, Moroccan Arabic,
Spanish, Finnish) over the first three years of stay (three cycles) in their respective
host countries.

EpRh Gmin Illin fill-Ill Sgodah

RIi:ili Idian 'RIWdl Mroccan »li:ill Filiah

' The ESF databank is housed at the Max-Planck-Institut Air Psycholinguisok contact Roman
Skiba at Skiba@mpint.
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The study was conducted by five teams of researchers, one team for each target
language. To ensure the comparability of the findings great care was taken that the
same research agenda, the same theoretical frame and the same kind of data
collection and analytic procedures was followed by all teams (for a complete
overview, see Perdue 1984, 1993; see also chapter 5 of the present study). With
respect to temporality research, the investigations have heavily focussed on
reference to the past in personal narratives (Dietrich et al. 1995: 13):

"Narrative is a well-studied discourse-type, with a well-studied temporal
structure (Reinhart 1984). The speaker recounts what happened to him
or her, in the past(...). They consist of a series of singular actions which
follow each other according to PNO."

In addition stimulus-controlled data (e.g. film retellings) were analysed in order
to control as much as possible the story-line given by the stimulus.  For a
representative quantitative impression, one may take the German data set The
average length of a narrative is 45 utterances; 45 times 3 (cycles) times 5
(informants) is 675 utterances. In addition the same number of utterances from
the film retellings, makes 1350 utterances per local subsample and a total of 6750
for the whole project (That corresponds to about 44 hours of tape on a basis of
20 minutes per file). The main research questions of the ESF studies were

(Dietrich et al. 1995: 261) the following three: First, how do learners express
temporality atagiven stage of their acquisitionalprocess? Second, how do learners

proceed from one stage to the next, and what developmental patterns emerge?
Third, what are the explanatory factors which can account for the form and
function of the learner system at a given time, and its gradual transformation
towards the target languageP The general empirical results of this studies will be
described in detail in the next section. At this point, I only  want to summarize
the outcome in one sentence: The expression of temporality goes frompragmatic
to lexical to grammatical devices which corresponds to the use of (a) discourse
principles such as PNO, (b) temporal adverbials, (c) verbal morphology.

Other longitudinal and less cross-linguistic studies which are concept-oriented and
deal mostly with untutored learners are Skiba and Dittmar (1992) Giacolone-
Ramat (1992), Meisel (198D, Schumann (1981, Trhise (1987), Sato (1990),von
Stutterheim (1986). In fact, Schumann (1981 reports on three different methods
of analysis, morphological, semantic and pragmatic, for capturing temporal
reference in basilang speech (the earliest stages of the acquisition of English by
one Chinese, one Japanese and three Spanish speakers). He concludes that the
morphological analysis demonstrates that these basilang speakers generally lack
verb phrase morphology and do not have a tense system. The semantic analysis

examines the subjects' utterances in terms of sentence-level semantics, classifying
utterances according to (universal) categories such as completive versus non-
completive action, habit:ual versus continuous action, etc. The semantic analysis
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shows that none of the subjects studied made tense or aspectual distinctions and
that temporal marking was not established by the form ofthe verb. The pragmatic
analysis examines how temporal reference was made by adverbials (induding
prepositional phrases), seriglization of events, calendric reference, and implicit
reference (temporal reference inferred from a particular context or situation). This
last taxonomy (based on research by Aksu, Dittrnar, Klein & von Stutterheim
1982, Perdue 1984) appeared to capture the expression of time at the basilang
level much better than did the previous two analyses.

Because of the explorative character of the fu-to- fo analyses, these studies do
not start from a strict set of hypotheses but from a taxonomy of temporal
re ference functions which the learner needs or may want to express. As we will see
in the next section, most of the current fo-to-fu studies start from one or two
hypotheses concerning the distribution of inflectional morphemes: the lexical
aspect hypothesis and/or the discourse hypothesis

4.1.3 Research questions behind form-to-function studies

The form-to-function studies identify a form and trace its distribution in learner
varieties, thereby determiningits function. They areessentiglly concerned with the
latest stages of development, namely the development of morphosyntactic tense
and aspect markings. Bardovi-Harlig (1998) provides a broad survey of the
relevant research and divides these form-oriented analyses into two groups
according to the function that they investigate: The first group sees verbal
markings as markers of lexical aspectual category (inherent temporal features) and
the second group sees verbal markings as markers of discourse organisation. The
fact that lexical aspect and discourse organisation are not unrelated is already
shown by work on fully-fledged languages (Dowty 1986, Dry 1981, Hopper &
Thompson 1980) and on second languages (Andersen & Shirai 1994, Bardovi-

Harlig 1994,1998, Flashner 1989, Kumpf 1984). However, most second language
studies investigate these two functions independently (for a large overview see
Bardovi-Harlig 1998). This implies that in the literature about the acquisition of
morphosyntactic tense and aspect marking, there is a debate about two controver-
sial hypotheses regarding the functional distribution of emergent tense-aspect

morphology

(1) the aspect hypothesis; the emergence of tense and aspect morphology is
determined by the inherent lexical properties of the verb (lexical aspect or
Aktionsart), and

(2) the discourse hypothesis; the distribution of emergent tense-aspect mor-
phology is determined by narrative structure.
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I suppose that part of the controversy stems from the confusion between two
versions o f the aspect hypothesis.4 One version o f the aspect hypothesis is totally
intertwined with the idea that learners mark viewpoint aspect (e.g. imperfectivity,
perfectivity, progressivity) before they mark tense (e.g. past, present and future),
that is in fact, a grammatical aspect before grammatical tense hypothesis. The
other version o f the hypothesis, what I call the 'lexical aspect" hypothesiss, does
not claim anything about an order ofacquisition between grammatical aspect and
grammatical tense marking. It claims that learners first will use the tense and
viewpoint aspectmorphologyofthe target language to redundantlymarkinherent
aspectual distinctions. Note that this lexical aspect hypothesis and the previous
discussed discourse hypothesis within the form-to-function approach do not
assume that the earhest formal markings on the verb have a grammatical tense or

aspect function but a discourse or lexical aspect function. For sake of clarity, in
the following I will totally ignore the claims behind the grammatical aspect before
tense hypothesis.  I only summarize the claims as formulated within (a) the lexical
aspect hypothesis and (b) the discourse hypothesis.

(a) Tbe lexical aspect bpotbesis
The investigation of the role of inherent (or lexical) aspect in the developmental
distribution of temporal morphology in second language acquisition was initiated
by Andersen (1987, 1991). Andersen was inspired by Bickerton's (1975, 1981)
hypothesis that verb morphology in creolization and first language acquisition
develops as a function of the innate semantic punctual-non-punctual and state-
process distinctions. Most of the studies within the fo-to-fu framework use
Vendler's four-way classification of verb predicates in term of inherent aspect

(Vendler 1967; cf. chapter 2). The most well-known distinction is the one between
stative (states) and non-stative/dynamic predicates (activities, accomplishments
and achievements). In its strongest formulation, as defined byRobison (1990), the
lexical aspect hypothesis is called the "primacy ofaspect hypothesis", claiming that
lexical aspect marking is acquired before grammatical viewpoint aspect and tense
marking. This claim was already made before by Weist et al. (1984) for first
language acquisition in the "defective tense hypothesis". Robison proposed the
alternative term because the term "defective tense" is misleading: Not only tense
morphemes but also grammatical viewpoint markers are used "defectively".6

4 One of the main reasons of opacity in the literature about temporality is that the term "aspect" is
often used for both lexical aspect (inherent temporal features like telicity, stativity, or 0-, 1- and 2-
state predicates in Klein's framework) and grammatical viewpoint aspect

5 What is meant is the semantics of the verb or  the inherent temporal characteristics.

6 Children are cognitivelyunable to mark deictic past. They onlymake requests and statements about
the Here-and-Now (Weist 1986).
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Robison explains the primacy of aspect hypothesis as "aspect is primary in the
sense not that morphemes that denote aspect in the target language are acquired
first, but that target language verbal motphemes independent of their function in
the target language, are first used by the learner to mark aspect"(p 316). However,
this claim turned out to be too strong and Robison concludes: "Aspectual verbal
morphology correlates with lexical aspect at least during some stage in the
development of interlanguage (Robison  1990: 330). Andersen and Shirai (1994)
also formulated a weaker hypothesis, "the relative defective tense hypothesis", in
which the idea of lexical aspect influence is preserved but is not opposed to
grammatical viewpoint aspect and tense marking

"first and second language learners will initially be influenced by the
inherent semantic aspects of verbs or predicates  in the acquisition of
tense and aspect markers associated with or affixed to these verbs"(p
133).

The lexical aspect hypothesis can generally be formulated in four separate claims
(both for Ll and L2 acquisition, e.g. Andersen & Shit:ai 1996: 533):

(1)  Learners will initiglly restrict past or perfective marking to achievement
and accomplishment verbs (those with an inherent endpoint) and later
gradually extend the marking to activities and then states, with states
being the last category to be marked consistently.

(2)  In languages with an imperfective marker, imperfective past appears
much later than perfective past It is initially restricted to states and
activity vers, then extended to accomplishments, and finally to achieve-
ments.

(3) Progressive marking is initially restricted to activity verbs and then
extended to accomplishments and achievements.

(4) Progressive marking is not incorrectly overextended to states.

In order to give a concrete idea of what this means  I give a graphically display in
figure 4.1 of the developmental pattern of past tense morphology in English
described by Andersen (1991: 318).

achiev. - accompL = activity - state

[all verbs] [punctual] [telic] rd nami4 [durativel
invariantv         Teft                   left                         41                            left

explained ext)lained exwained
p#ed »Yed

wanted

F&un 4.1       The gradual development of past tense infiection in English L2
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The process displayed in figure 4.1 shows a gradual development of semantic
restrictions (the inherent lexical temporal features in brackets) until past
morphology covers all inherent aspectual classes. Only at this last stage, when it
is no longer bound to the specific inherent semantics of the predicate, can past
morphology be put to its functional target-like use of marking past time reference.

The early studies investigating the aspect hypothesis were mainly concerned
with untutored language learners but recent studies also include foreign (in-
structed) learners (see Bardovi-Harlig 1999, for a helpful overview). The precise
empirical results will be described in section 4.2. At this point it is important to
note that the observation of a close association between the inherent aspectual
semantics of verbal predicates and verb morphology in the emergence and
development of grammatical tense and aspect marking has been taken as an
acquisition universal in first language acquisition, creolization and in both
spontaneous and instructed second language acquisition.

(b) Tbe discourse hypothesis
The second hypothesis in the form-to- function debate is the discourse hypothesis;
the distribution of tense-aspect morphology is determined by narrative structure,
in the literature often defined as "grounding". This discourse hypothesis is derived
from Hopper's (1979) cross-linguistic work on aspectual markers in narrative
discourse (Bardovi-Harlig 1992, 1994, 1995, Flashner 1989, Kumpf 1984):

4<one typically finds an aspect marker specialized for foregroundin  e.g.
perfectivity and one for backgrounding e.g. imperfectivity"(Hopper 1979:
239),

or

'learners useemergingverbalmorphology to distinguish foreground from
background in narratives"  /ardovi-Harlig  1984:  43).

As we have seen in the previous section, other research in the field of linguistics
also claim a close relation between the type of verbal marking and its discourse-
pragmatic function (Dowty 1986, Dry 1981, Hopper & Thompson 1980): the
perfective (bounded) versus imperfective (unbounded) distinction seems to be the
natural outcome ofthe organization ofnarrative discourse in terms of foreground
and background information (cf. chapter 2,  and von Stutterheim 1991). On the
basis of these findings, fo-to-fu studies in the second language area have adapted
the discourse hypothesis as: "learners use emerging verbal morphology to
distinguish foreground frombackground innarratives" (Bardovi-Harlig 1994: 43).

However, as Dry (1983) and Reinhart (1984) have already shown, the outcome
of multi-disciplinary research on foreground (and background distinctions)
suggests that it is a "cluster concept, commonly manifested as a collection of
properties, not all of which need be present to identify any one passage as an
instance of foregrounding" (Dry 1983: 441). The definition ofwhat is, foreground
and what is background seems to allow a too rich interpretation. This has
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stimulated von Stutterheim and Klein (1986) to propose the so-called "Quaestio-
model" (see chapter 2, section 2.3) which allows a language-independent definition
of what are the main and what are the side structures, what is  and, this is
important for empirical research, which is applicable for more then one type of
discourse:  In a narrative, the utterances of the main structure, the familiar
"foreground", answers the question "what happened next?" with unbounded
states, habituals, and genetics excluded. In contrast, in the main-structure of a
description, specific temporal reference is normally excluded, and temporal
location on the time axis leads to side structures. In comparison to narratives this
is "exactly the reverse picture: the foregrounded states maintain the temporal
frame; events are embedded in into these frames and can be regarded as
background. In other words, the dominant temporal relation differs depending on
the discourse type" (von Stutterheim 1991: 391).

In contrast to more morpheme-oriented studies in the discourse framework,
von Stutterheim does not only look at possible functions of verbalinflections but
investigates by what means the expression of temporal relations in discourse is
achieved in early German learner language. Without going into much detail (the
empirical findings will follow in the next section), we can conclude from her
analyses that learners use the inherent temporal characteristics of utterances in
total together with discourse principles (like PNO, and the topic, the focus and the
global topic time condition, see chapter 2) in order to establish temporal
coherence: "(...) specific text-types imply a particular temporal organization. These
principles can be treated as knowledge shared by speaker and hearer across
languages. Once the discourse type has been established, the hearer call draw
inferences about the temporal relations between the reported "events" if no
explicit information is given" (p 499). This means that, although von Stutterheim
does not explicitly criticize the lexical aspect hypothesis, her explanation for the
emergence of grammatical aspect coding is totally opposite from what is
argumented by advocates of the lexical aspect hypothesis: she claims that inherent
temporal properties of verbs (in combination with their arguments) can function
on their own as markers of the necessary boundedness/unboundedness
distinction of events in discourse. Only in those cases that "an event must be

"  theunderstood in opposition to its inherent temporal properties ,
boundedness/unboundedness distinction has to be grammatically marked. This
implies that von St:utterheim:

1 Klein and von St:utterheim warn against the idea that the Quaestio-model can solve 911 problems
of analysis of text-strucmre: "jede empitische Anwendung sieht sich mit dem Problem konfrontiert,
dass die Kategorien denreferentiellen Bewegung und die Topik-/Fokusunterscheidung nicht immer
eindeutig auf das sprachliche Material bezogen werden kdnnen.  Dies liegt daran, dass es kane eins-
zu eins-Entsprechung zwischen inhaltlicher Ebene, auf der die gennanten Kategorien definiert sind,
und sprachlicher Ebene gibt"
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(a)  sees the grammatical marking of inherent temporal properties of verbs as
redundan4

(b)  considers the first emergent grammatical markings as markings ofviewpoint
aspect.

Von Stutterheim sees the use of organization principles and inherent temporal
properties not as only characteristic for learner languages: each language, also
fully-fledged languages can be described with respect to the specific balance they
have developed between the various devices. If a language has no explicit
grammatical tense marking (like Moroccan-Arabic, Chinese or Yukatec Maya, see
chapter 2) then von St:utterheim predicts that inherent semantic properties and
discourse organization principles must carry a large weight. I think that Bohne-
meyer's (1998) study ofYukatek-Maya (discussed in section 2.3.3) has ultimately
shown that temporalinforrnation which has to be inferred in one language can be
explicitly marked in the other one and this has consequences for the way discourse
cohesion is established.

To conclude
Bardovi-Harlig (1998) translates the aspect and discourse hypothesis within the fo-
to-fu approach as follows into predictions concerning the distribution of
tense/aspect morphology:

"The test cases for the two hypotheses are those in which telicity and
grounding are not coincident
-             It foreground verbs regardless of aspectual class were marked in

the simple past tense and background verbs were not, then this
would constitute evidence for the discourse hypothesis.

-        If telic verbs regardless of grounding were 1nflected for the
simple past and atelic verbs were not then this would consitute
support for the aspect hypothesis." (p 479)

To decide between them it is necessary to analyze the opposite distribution (and
quantify). Table 4.1 shows the prediction pattern of the opposite distribution:
atelic verbs with a past/perf marking (yes*) in the foreground constitutes
supporting evidence for the discourse hypothesis (a) and telic verbs in the
background with a past perfect marking (yes**) constitutes evidence for the aspect
hypothesis (b).

It is clear from table 4.1 that atelic verbs in the background with a past/perf
marking (no***) would be counterevidence against both hypotheses. However,
more recently, Andersen and Shirai (1996) and Bardovi-Harlig (1998) have argued
how lexical aspect and discourse functions interact in the acquisition of tense and
aspect morphology. The results of these more recent integrating fo-to-fu studies
will be discussed in the next section. But I start by discussing the empirical
findings of the other methodological approach that is more concept-oriented, the
fu-to-fo studies.
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Tabk 4.1 Predictions concerning the distribution of tense and aspect mor-
phology

23  evidence for  discourse 4Ypotbesis telic verbs atelic verbs
foreground yes yes*

background no no***

b) evidence for aspect bpotbesis telic verbs atelic verbs
foreground yes no

background yes** I10***

4.2 Previous findings
In this section I sketch the development of temporal reference by L2-learners as
it emerges from the literature on both fu-to-fo and on fo-to-fu studies. In section
4.2.1 an overview is given ofthegeneral results of fu-to-fo studies with aparticular
emphasis on the literature that has come out of the ESF project because of its
multiple source and target languages and its rich description of the interaction
between different types of linguistic means. Section 4.2.2 describes the results of
more quantificational analyses ofthelexical aspect and discourse hypothesis within
the fo-to-fu analytical approach of the acquisition of verbal morphology in a
second language. In section 4.2.3 theoretical implications and explanations ofboth
methodological approaches and its results will be considered.

4.2.1 Empirical findings of function-to-form studies

I have already said before that the main general outcome of the temporality studies
of the ESF project is that "among the various interacting ways to make temporal
constellations clear, pragmatic devices precede lexical ones and these in turn
precede grammatical ones" (Dietrich etal.  1995: 263). This development correlates
with Dietrich et al.'s division of three types/stages of learner varieties in second
language acquisition, namely: (a) the pre-basic varieties, (b) the basic-variety, (c) the
post-basic varieties. The order of presentation of the empirical findings reflects
this order of development.

(a)   Pre-basic varieties
According to Dietrich et al., pre-basic varieties can be characterised by four
properties: (1) they are lexical (bare nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.), (2) there is no
functional inflection, (3) complex constructions, if they appear at all they are put
together according to pragmatic principles, such as "Focus last" (cf. I<lein &
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Perdue 1992) and the Principle of Natural Order and finally (4) they are heavily
context-dependent. All there is for the expression of temporality are some
temporal adverbials, notably calendric noun-phrases such as Sun*y, moning,
nineteen bundnd and sevenly and discourse pdnciples like PNO. The utterance
organisation is noun-based. Then, a critical point in the acquisition process is
reached; the establishment of the basic variety which alllearners analysed in the
ESF studies did develop.

(b)  Tbe basic variefy
The characteristics of the basic learner variety can be summarized as follows (see
Dietrich et al.1995: 265):

(1) Utterances typically consist of uninfiected verbs, their arguments and,
optionally, adverbials. There is no case marking, no morphological inflection
and no subordination (for marking side-structures or simultaneity informa-
tiOn).

(2) Lexical verbs appear in a base form, and there is normally no copull The form
chosen as a base form may differ. Thus most learners ofEnglish use the bare
stem (VO), but also V-ing is not uncommon. Learners of other languages may
use the infinitive (German) or even a generalised inflected form (as often in
Swedish). The Turkish learners of Dutch use the infinitive, the Moroccan
learners of Dutch the base stem.

(3)  There is a steadily increasing repertoire of temporal adverbials. Minimally it
includes:
(a)   TAP (Temporal Adverbials ofPositon, see chapter 2, section 2.2.2) of the

calendric type;
(b) anaphoric adverbials which allow learners to express the relation AFTER

(tben, a#e,) and also typically an adverbial which expresses the relation
BEFORE;

(c) some deictic adverbials likeyesterby and Lastyear;
(d)  a few TAQ (freQuentative adverbials see chapter 2), notably abvqys, €#en,

one time, two times etc.;
(e)   a few TAD (Durative adverbials) normally as bare nouns, such as twobouts,

four days.
Adverbials such as again, stil4 yet, alnal (TAC, Temporal Adverbials of
Contrast) do not belong to the standard repertoire of the basic variety.

(4)  There are some boundary markers, i. e., words (normally verb forms) which
allow learners to mark the beginning and the end of some situation such as
start, jinisb.

Subsequent analyses have modified some of the general results. One of the aims
of this study is to provide further (dis)confirmation of the previous results.
Concrete illustrations of the efficacy and versatility of this basic variety for
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expressing temporal reference can be found in the ESF publications (e.g. Dietrich
et 21.1995, Schumann 1987 and von Stutterheim 1986; see below). With respect
to the order of acquisition of temporal adverbials, Dietrich et al. point out that the
explicit lexical marking of external temporal relations (TAP) proceeds from
topological (SIMULTANEITY) relations to AFTER relations which precede BEFORE
relations. In other words, topologiCal expressions such as now and todEY precede
tben, bterand tomonwv which at their turn are marked before  (4 dlys ago, bf/on etc.
Furthermore, they claim that deictic relationships (now,yester*y) are earlier marked
then anaphorical relationships (Late,; b »e).

Although the basic variety does not allow for tense marking nor for aspect
marking, the interaction of temporal adverbials and implicit discourse principles
allows a temporal ordering of events in the following way (Dietrich et al. 1994:
268):
(I)            At the beginning of the discourse, a time-span -the initial topic time TI'l-

is fixed. T'his can be done in three ways:
(a)   by explicit introduction on the learner's part (e.g. (wben) Ita#; 'when I

was in Italy').  This is usually  done  by  a  TAP in utterance initial
position;

(b)  by expliat introduction of the interviewer's part (wbat b€tpened last
Sundqy or wbat willyou do next Sundqy?):

(c)   by implicitly taking the "default topic time"- the time of utterance in
this case nothing is explicitly marked;

(ID       Trl is not only the topic time of the first utterance. It also serves as a
relatum  to all subsequent topic  times.  If Trl is given  then Ttl + 1  -the
topic time o f the subsequent utterance - is either maintained, or changed.
If it is maintained, nothing is marked. If it is different, there are two
possibilities:
(a)  the shifted topic time is explicitly marked by an adverbial in initial

position;
(b)   the new topic time follows from PNO (in narratives;8 in other words,

Trl + 1 is some interval more or less right-adjacent to Trl).

These two principles (I) and (ID, provide the temporal scaffolding of a sequence
of utterances - the time spans about which something is said (the global 'IT, see
chapter 2, section 2.3). The time of situation of the events reported in the
utterances at the local level are then given by a third principle:

'I have already shown in section 2.3.2 that narrative texts are temporally organized as a general
answer to the "quiestio iF'bat bqppened nextF' and there it only applies to utterances from the main
structure. In other text types, such as descriptions or arguments, PNO does not apply nor does it
hold for side structures in narratives, i.e. those sequences which give comments etc. For those cases,
changes  of 'IT must be marked by adverbials
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GID The relation of Tsit to TI' in the basic variety is always AT i.e. 'more or less

simultaneous'. TI' can be contained in Tsit (imperfective viewpoint
aspect), or Tsit can be contained in 'IT (perfective viewpoint aspect) or
'IT and Tsit are really simultaneous.

I want to emphasize here some communicative inefficiencies of the basic variety
which I consider as possible triggering factors for a further development of
linguistic (grammatical) means. The basic variety does not allow a grammatically
marked perfective versus imperfective distinction. These distinctions can possibly
be fulfilled by exploiting the different inherent temporal properties of semantic
verb categories (see the work of von Stutterheim 1991, below). What is more
difficult to fulfill withouthavinggrammatical viewpoint markings, isadissociation
between 'IT and Tsit (perfect and prospective viewpoint Tr>Tsit and Tr <Tsit).
Furthermore, the pragmatic constraints described in the principles (I) and (II)
imply that it must be explicitly marked if the 'IT in two subsequent utterances does
not have to shift automatically. As long as the learner does not have the linguistic
means, for example word order or subordination, to mark the difference between
utterances which belong to the main structure (with a shifting TI) and utterances
which belong to the side structure (with a 'IT which has to stay the same in
subsequent utterances), misinterpretations are easily possible.

In order to give a concrete example of the functioning of the basic variety we
will have a look at von Stutterheim's analysis (1991) ofspontaneous conversational
data from two Turkish workers in Berlin who had been living in Gerrnany for at
least 7 years and had neverparticipated in language trainingprogrammes. She gives
the followinginventoryof temporal expressions ofone speaker which can be seen
as representative  for the level of language proficiency under discussion.

Table 4.2 Inventory of temporal expressions in the basic variety (von Stutter-
heim 1991: 392)

temporal location (lexical tense) temporal relations aspectual Categories

calendric expressions

jetyj now (und) dann     and then ende end
ein Tag   one day nacbber afterwards fertiz finished
jhlb early sofort at once immer *ways
abends at noon wider again nocb stnl

Besides calendric expressions for locating events, the learner has acquired a few
adverbs for establishing time reference, for expressing the temporal relation
following-in-time and for introducing and removing a temporal boundary
endelfe,  and immer. Note that in von Stutterheim's inventory, the contrastive
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adverbials 'still'and 'again' are part of the basic variety lexical repertoire. This is in
contrast to the results of Dietrich et al  (1995). Von Stutterheim's analyses are
based on the following research question: Given a repertoire of this type, what are
the strategies a speaker can employ for establishing temporal reference in
discourseP One suggestion is to locate every utterance in time by means of
calendric and deictic expressions. Indeed one finds pieces of learner discourse
which are awkwardly overloaded with explicit tadvs: 1976 Ge,many come,Ju#  1972
Turkg manied This strategy is well suited for biographical information but for
personal narratives. According to von Stutterheig learners, who do not have
grammatical tense and aspect marking, make use of the inherent temporal
properties of the utterances, as in:

(4.1)       a.      lunge Fabrrad Stra egeben (bounded)
Doy bicycle street go

b.     viet Auto viel (unbounded)much car much
komm Fabrrad Unfall (bounded)come bicycle acadent

d.   Auto Scbuld (unbounded)car fault
e.     KolleM Telepbon annden (bounded)

colleague phone call

This example shows, according to von Stutterheim. that the temporal ordering of
events in the story above can be understood although the speaker does not use
one single temporal expression. The hearer infers the temporal relations on the
basis of the inherent temporal properties of the utterances. The crucial category
for deciding whether the temporal reference is moved (on the basis of a shift of
the topic time which functions as a reference point) or maintained is the temporal
boundary. Temporally bounded events (in utterances a, c, e) provide a reference
point and form part of the story line progressing in time. Background information
is given in utterances (b) and (d). The states reported here are unbounded in time.
The reviewed picture can be used for descriptive texts: "in contrast to the narrative
pattern, the structure of descriptive texts can be characterised as a sequence of
temporally unbounded states which imply maintenance of the temporal frame"(p
394). Von Stutterheim claims that all the speaker needs in terms of temporal
reference for telling a simple story or giving a description are a few temporal
adverbials for locating an event, and the temporal relations between the utterances
being implied by both the overall discourse type and by the lexical semantics.
However, von Stutterheim also reports some severe shortcomings of this basic
variety

-      What to do when the lexical semantics of verbs are indeterminate with
respect to an inherent temporal boundary (sleep, ea42
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-   What to do when an event should be understood in opposition to its
inherent temporal properties- in other words, how carl a temporal
perspective be introduced?

These two communicative shortcomings are considered as one of the triggering
factors in the acquisition process of temporal reference which push the learner to
pass the basic variety: "For this purpose speakers develop grammatical markings
on the verb, and this occurs at quite an early stage"(p 394). Note that this is an
important opposite claim ofthe lexical aspect hypotheses claims. As we saw above,
the most important distinction to be made in general in discourse is the one
between a temporally bounded versus a temporally unbounded event (cf. chapter
2, section 2.3.3). Von Stutterheim observed that learners who did pass the basic
variety develop a non-targetlike marker of unboundedness (in descriptive texts) -
namely a form of "to be + infinitive"  such as icb bin Deutrcbland arbetten. German
does not mark aspect systematically on the verb so learners have created this
form. In contrast, learners mark boundedness in narratives by using the participle
as a perfective marker in opposition to the unmarked infinitive: boundedggabnn
versus unboundedfabren.

(c)  Development  bgond tbe  basic varieg; post-basic varieties
Klein and Perdue (1996) claim the basic vaiiety to be a reRection of our basic
human capacity. Therefore it seems plausible that the basic variety refects also
more or less universal properties of language. However in the case that   (some)
learners leave the basic variety, theyhave to acquire the language-specific linguistic
means, like verbal inflection, case marking etc. Nevertheless, researchers from the
ESF project observed some formal and functional similarities in the development
ofadvancedlearners pietrich etal.: 270-271). They can be summarized as follows:

(a) Initially there is co-existence of various morphological forms without
appropriate functions. The learner would use, for example VO and Ving
without a clear and recognisable functional contrast -be it the one of TL or
some learner- varietyinternal contrast Dietrich etal. conclude: Form precedes
function; formal variation precedes functional use.

(b)   Irregularmorphologyprecedes regularmorphology. Izarnerstendtooverlook
the simple rules of the regular morphology and start with the complexities of
irregular verb inflections, whatever the semantic category of the verb.

(c) Grammatical tense marking precedes grammatical aspect marking"all target
languages of this study have grammatical tense marking only some of them
have grammatical aspect marking, but all can mark aspect by various types of
periphrastic constructions. In all cases, tense comes first". Learners ofEnglish
may have first perfect forms and, especiallyprogressive forms at an early stage,
but no early functional use of these forms is observed. Dietrich et al. point out
that the order of acquisition of lexicalized temporal relations does not parallel
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the order in which temporal relations come to be grammatically marked. The
first temporal relation to be morphologically expressed is "BEFORE TU" (past
tense).

Researchers within the ESF project did not explicitly test the lexical aspect and the
discourse hypothesis so their results are in fact inconclusive with respect to these
hypotheses. However, their claim that form precedes function because of the fact
that the learner's need to sound and to be like the social environment outweighs
his concrete communicative needs, is in my view a clear dis-confirmation of both
the lexical aspect and the discourse hypothesis. They did not find any clear lexical
aspect or discourse functions in the early allomorphic verbal variation. The second
claim that irregular morphology precedes regular morphology is explained by the
fact that "irregular verbs are typically frequent and the morphologial differences
are perceptually salient compared to a regular ending such as -ed'(p 271). This
means that the more frequent and more salient irregular verb forms are acquired
before the morphological formation rules for "creating" the regular forms.
Dietrich et al. emphasize that this happens irrespective of the semantic lexical
aspect category of the verb.  I believe that this claim totally contradicts the idea
behind the lexical aspect hypothesis: Dependent ofthe semantic lexical aspecttypeof verbs, learners use individual morphemes to mark (again) the lexical aspect
category of the verb. It is clear that the last result tense comes first, is clear
counter-evidence of the classic grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis
(Bickerton 1982, Weist 1986). Most studies have tested these three claims
individually. One of the aims of the empirical analyses of the present study is to
test these three hypotheses in an integrative mode.

In general, all the ESF studies conclude that the acquisitional process observed
is not so much characterised by rule learning such as "add -ed to the stem" but by
picking up individual items of the input and then slowly generalising over these
items: "Second language acquisition is inductive and heavily input oriented"(p
271).  Several other attempts have been made to describe the structure of the
verbal morphology acquisition process within the field of the acquisition of
temporality. Especigllyin the form-to-function framework o flanguage acquisition,
the order of emergence ofverbal morphemes has received much attention, as we
will see in the next section.

4.2.2 Empirical findings of form-to-function studies

Without attributing clear semantic or functional values to early morphosyntactic
markings, the following developmental trend ofverbal morphology is found in the
literature (see Housen 1994, for a helpful review) about the second language
acquisition of temporal reference in general (including the concept-oriented
studies). At the beginning stages there are no (productive) verbs. In the earliest
stages of acquisition, utterances are organised around noun-based elements. The
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noun-verb distinction is not acquired yet. Then, in a second stage, verbs start to
appear in a basic form: normally the infinitive or the bare stem. This undifferenti-
ated base from is used for all semantic and functional contexts and only conveys
the lexical meaning of the verb. As we have seen above learners seem to exploit
the inherent temporal properties of verbs to the extent that these are the
organizers of temporal coherence in discourse. The first language may affect the
selection o f the base form. For instance, the Moroccan-Arabic learners of Dutch
in the ESF project showed a distinct preference for the bare stem (e.g. werk)
whereas their Turkish counterparts preferred the longer infinitive form (e.g.
werken). Housen (1993,1994) reports that a English-speakinglearner ofDutch also
chooses the Dutch infinitive as the base form. In the third stage, there is an
emergence of allomorphic variations of the base form but without functional
contrasts. Noyau (1995) reports on nine different forms of the verb donwir (in
Dietrich et al.: 171,  see also chapter 8 of the present study):Idonwl, Rd,777'l, Iedomil,
lilado'«l, lZ:*7791, Ikdo,7,11, Ihlomil. The fact that these formal variants are
randomly distributed across different functional contexts supports the hypothesis
that form precedes function in the acquisition of verb morphology as Dietrich et
al. conclude (see above). Housen (1995) describes a two-fold selection of the
process of allomorphic diversification:

(a)  Some verb morphemes tend to appear earlier then others, as I have already
mentioned by the form (morpheme)-only studies by Dulay and  Burt (1974).
In general single inflected verb variants emerge before compound "AUX +
verb"  combinations  such as  be  +  V(in,g),  bave  +  V(ed/ en),going/gonna  +  (to)  +
Kwill +K Deviations from this trend include the Italian and Spanish
learners of German in the ESF, HPD (Klein & Dittmar 1979), and the ZISA
project (Clahsen, Meisel&Pienemann 1983) andthe Spanish-speakinglearners
of French in the ESF project and the English-speaking learner of Dutch in
Housen (1993), all ofwhom first develop a formal contrast between invariant
verb versus "AUX + verb".

(b) When a particular verb morpheme enters the learner's system, it does not
appear with all verbs or all the possible contexts simultaneously; there is a non-
functional  distributional bias towards certain selected verbs and/or contexts
only. This is a clear reference to the discourse and aspect hypothesis wherein
the emerging tense and aspect markings are considered to have only a
-grounding" function or to be only (redundant) markers of the semantics of
the verb without having a grammatical tense or grammatical aspect function.

In the last stage, almost alllearners develop some morphological variation but not
all proceed to develop functional verb morphology. Housen (1995) describes this
Slow, gradual and continuous process (cf. Dietrich et al.: 270) as "the gradual
redressing of the initial restricted learner variety distribution towards the target
language distribution involves a gradual functional specification as verb variants
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which were formerly in complementary distribution are assigned distinct meanings
and functions. These need not necessarily be the meanings or the full range of
meanings and functions which the forms have in the target language."(p 145)

As far as concerns the pure formal side, several researchers (of both analytic
approaches) give explanations for a particular order of emergence which usually
point to the input properties of the respective morphemes, i.e. their semantic
transparency, morphological complexity, functional load/redundancy and
frequency of occurrence and perceptual saliency in the input (see below). For the
form-to-function side, I first review the empirical results according to one of the
following two hypotheses investigated in the studies: (a) the lexical aspect
hypothesis and (b) the discourse hypothesis. Finally in section 4.2.3, in order to
create an integrating picture I also add the results of the third hypothesis
concerning the distribution ofearly tense and aspectmarkings: (c) the grammatical
aspect before tense hypothesis.

(a)  Tbe lexical aspect hypothesis
Abstracting away from the details, the findings of the body ofresearch concerning
the lexical aspecthypothesis  can be summarized as follows (see also Housen 1994:
153):
-   Verb morphemes which in the target language mark pastness, anteriority,

perfect and/or perfectivity first appear with inherently punctual/and or telic
verbs (i.e. Vendler's achievements and accomplishments; Klein's 2-state verbs
see chapter 2). Later they gradually spread to durative and atelic verb events
(Klein's 0-, and 1-state verbs).

-    Verb morphemes which in the target language mark imperfectivity (e.g.
progressivity) first appear with inherently durative and/of stative verbs (Le.
states and activities, Klein's 0- and 1-state verbs). Later they gradually spread
to dynamic and punctual verbs (2-state verbs).

The strongest support for the lexical aspect hypothesis has come from studies in
which both the target language and the learner's native language has grammatical
aspect (e.g. Spanish and English):

"The.En lish data generally show that (1) past morphology is strongly
associated with achievement or accomplishment verbs (Flashner 1983,Robison 1990, Rothstein 1985) and (2) -u,4 is strongly associated with
durative O.e., state activity accompisnment) verbs, with activity verbs
receiving more -ing markine (Cus-hing 1987, Kumpf 1982, Rothstein
1985)."  Andersen & Shirai 1796: 543)

I want to emphasize here that a much weaker correlation between inherent
temporal properties and early verb morphology is observed in studies in which at
least one of the members does not have grammatical aspect A relevant study is
Housen's (1995) study of the acquisition of L2-Dutch by an English speaker.
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Furthermore, I noticed that a number of these studies use the term "perfective"
to refer to the use of (English) simple past marking on telic verbs and "imperfec-
tive" to refer to the use of -ing on atelic verbs. By treating perfective and simple
past marking on a pair in contrast to the pair imperfective and progressive -ing
marking, different temporal and aspectual distinctions are mixed up. First of all,
I believe that the equalization of simple past marking as a perfective aspect
marking can only be made in clear cases as in English which has a contrastive
grammaticalized imperfective marking -ing available. For Dutch and French, for
example, it is impossible to follow a one form one (aspectual) function analysis for
the past tense forms. Dutch, for example, does not systematically encode
grammatical aspect in the past (although this does not mean that grammatical
viewpoint marking in whatever periphrastic way does not play an essential role, see
chapter 3, section 3.2.1).

French has a perfective versus imperfective grammatical aspect contrast in the
past, but here the analytical problem is that in French just like Dutch the present
perfect (the past perfective marker in French, see section 3.2.2) can both have a
post-state present tense and a post-time past tense reading as I have explained in
chapter 3 (section 3.2). Furthermore, by treating the simple past marking as a (past)
perfective marking, a lot ofanalysts assume in fact that learners establish a double
marking; one of past and one of perfective. In contrast, these same analysts seem
to treat the -ing form (independent of tense marking) as imperfective marking
assuming that learners are not establishing a tense relation. It is not clear, at least
to me, if forms like be wa Laugbin& be ir Laughing or simple be kiugbing are all tokens
of the same imperfective type marking.

The results regarding the use of -ing are important because they are different
from what is found in Ll-acquisition in that progressive markers are sometimes
overextended to stative verbs in some ofthe L2-studies. Andersen (1996) suggests
that this is a case of transfer from the source language. Flashner (1982) in her
study on Russian-speaking learners of English attributes her subject's use of past
morphology for "perfective" contexts and the base form for imperfective'
contexts to transfer from Russian. In still another study, Nixon's (1986) Chinese
subject expressed "perfective aspect" mostly by using "bave + V (base form)"
instead of using past morphology. I think it is essential to distinguish tense and
aspect markings first, not by looking at their target language form but looking at
their temporal or aspectual function: Do allomorphic variations of the base form
establish a relation between the time talked about 'IT and the time ofutterance TU
(tense) or between the time talked about Tr and the time of situation Tsit
(aspect)?

Studies investigating second language learners of Spanish (Andersen 1987,
1991) most closely approximate the idealized picture of the diffusion of early
temporal morphology dependent on inherent temporal properties of verbs as is
sketched in table 4.3 (based on Andersen 1991 : 31 D .
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Table 4.3 Spread  of Preterit and Imperfect from opposite "corners"

spread of Imperf. spread of Preterit integrated picture
from st:ative corner from punctual corner

stat act  acc ach stat act acc ach stat act acc ach

2 I---     P  I -P
3 I I- - -PP IIPP
4 1 I I- -PPP I   I/P I/P P
5 I I I I Pppp 1/P 1/P 1/P 1/P

The empirical findings are never so homogeneous nor absolute as in the idealized
picture. This is probably due to differences in methodology (e.g. use of spontane-
ous data vs. experimental and oral vs. written data) and in the operalization of
various aspectual classes. Note, that the picture above does not show if the
Imperfect and the Preterit markings emerge or do not emerge at the same stage of
acquisition.

Nowadays, the investigation of the influence of inherent temporal properties
of verbs  on the emergence of verbal morphology also includes tutored foreign
language learners in their own country (for French, Bardovi-Harlig & Bergstr6m
1996, for Spanish Hisbun 1995, Ramsay 1990) as well as instructed learners in
host environments (Bardovi-Harlig & Reynolds 1995, Shit:ai 1995, Shirai &
Kurono 1998) and bilingual environments (Collins 1993. Bardovi-Harlig (1999)
divides the aspect studies in two camps of SLA studies. The first ones are those
who address the question "Where do various morphemes occur?", taking the sum
of all the predicates that occur with a given morpheme across aspectual categories
(Salaberry 1997, Shit:ai 1995, Shit:ai & Kirono 1998). Note that these studies risk
finding that there is a higher percentage of use of past with achievements because
of the fact they that are only looking at narratives wherein more tokens of
achievement are used. In contrast other studies address the question "How are
each o f the lexical aspectual categories marked by thelearners" (see Bardovi-Harlig
1998, Bardovi-Harlig & Bergstrtim 1996, Bergstrum 1995, 1997, Housen 1994,
Kihstedt 1998, Robison 1990) .

Andersen (1996) claims that the main effect of the influence ofaspectual class
is that, when interlanguage verbal morphology emerges, it is in complementary
distribution, unlike in the target languages investigated in the same studies where
contrast is possible. The predictions are clear (the researchers only have to
quantify): (a) perfective with telic (2-state) verbs, (b) imperfective with states (0-
state verbs), (c) progressive with activities (1-state verbs). As far as concerns the
pair perfective with past tense marking, it is clear from the literature that this is the
most attested stage in the distribution of verbal morphology. This must be due
partly, as Bardovi-Harlig 1998 reports, because of: "the dominance of achieve-
ments in the narrative data and partly because the perfective past is the first past
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morpheme acquired and thus, easily observed in the interlanguage of learners who
have reached he morphological stage of expression" (p 363). She found a clear
diffusion of past-tense use, starting from the 'punctual corner' by achievements
to accomplishments to activities in her data from oral narratives. She also says that
the most convincing support for the aspect hypothesis comes from Robison's
(1995) study of 26 learners of English attending a Puerto Rican University.
Whereas many studies have analyzed the distribution of tense-aspect morphology
exclusively in past-time contexts, Robison provided evidence for the distribution
of tense-aspect morphology across temporal contexts, "including cases in which
learners have used the past with achievements that denote a present or future
event" (p 360).

With respect to the spread of the imperfect Andersen (1991) reports that the
order ofemergence ofimperfect after preterite past is well attested. Studies on the
acquisition of French (Harley & Swain 1978, Kihlstedt 1998) have shown that the
French "pass6 compos6" emerges before the "imparfait". Studies also show that
the target-language imperfect form is not the fit:stmarker ofimperfectivity but for
example the base form is used in contrast to a marked perfective form (Kaplan
1998). Giacolone-Ramat (1995, 1997) reports that in Italian L2, 635 of all
progressive tokens occur with activities and an additiona122% appear with mental
states such as arden'believe' andpensan'think'. Progressive seems to spread slowly
to accomplishments (4%). In the discussions about the spread of the progressive
makings, often the discussion about the emergence oftense markingappears. This
must be due to the fact that most target languages investigated dispose of a
"progressive-participle" plus a form of bewhich carries tense; the bare progressive
participle (the -ing form in English for example) emerges firstpzlying  followed by
the present progressive I am PZ ying  and then the past progressive I :var pziying
(Bardovi-Harlig& Bergstrum 1996, Bardovi-Harlig& Reynolds 1995). Inthis way,
tense becomes increasingly target-like with progressive even as the association of
progressive and activities (1-state verbs) is maintained or strengthened (Robison
1995).

A potential counterexample of the lexical aspect hypothesis is found in data
from a single Japanese learner of English who showed almost no verbal
morphology except on states (0-state verbs), consisting largely of be in the
background (Kumpf 1984). Advocates ofthe aspect hypothesis, however have re-
analysed these data and concluded that Kumpfs learner -like the learners in
Schumann's (1987) study who also showed no correlation of inherent aspect and
verbal morphology- "may have been at too low a level to show productive use se
ofmorphology

"
(Andersen 1996: 536). This could also be one ofthe reasons why

the researchers from the ESF project did not test the lexical aspect hypothesis.
Bardovi-Harlig (1999) critizes Dietrich et 21 (1995) on this matter, as follows:

"the lar&est concept-oriented study on temporality (with the greatest
potential for contribu ung to the discussion because ofits longitudinal and
cross-linguistic design simply reports: "in relation to Andersen's aspect
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hypothesis our results are inconclusive". Unfortunately, the analysis of
lexical aspect is not part of the published analysis and readers have no
evidence against which to weight this conclusion." (p 364)

Bardovi-Harlig's criticism needs to be rectified for two reasons: (1) Noyau in her
analysis of the development ofverbal morphology includes a testing of the lexical
aspect hypothesis (called Hi for inherent aspect, in Dietrich et al. : 174) and (2) it
is not true that Dietrich et al. "simply" report that their results are inconclusive in
relation to the aspect hypothesis, they also give the following arguments for not
doing this:

"The problem here is that the aspect hypothesis only concerns TL-like
verbal morphology ("form-to-function'D, which hides both the learners'
truly idiosyncratic markings of related oppositions (Abdelmalek) andrelated markings of differentoEpositions  erta marks mood distinctions).
Furthermore, the aspect hypothesis has to be weighted against competing
strategies for mimicking the input, such as frequency (see also Melsel
1987), or the perception of irreglilgr verbal morphology (see also Sato
1990), whatever the verb class." (p 271)

(b) tbe discourse 'Dpotbesis
With respect to the other competing hypothesis within the fo-to-fu analytical
approach, the discourse hypothesis, Flashner (1989) found that three Russian
learners of English distinguished foreground from background in oral narratives
by marking the foreground predominantly in simple past whereas the background
verbs occurred predominantly in base forms. Housen (1994) also reports that in
his English-speaking learner the narrative structure was refected in her tense-
aspect morphology: present perfect appeared in the foreground whereas simple
present and non-finite verbs occurred in the background. In a study of seven
untutored Arabic and Berber -speaking learners of French, V6ronique (1987)
found that the distribution of verbal morphology across background and
foreground differed by level. V6ronique found that emergent verbal morphology
"I/+2'(i.e. emergent use of"pass6 compos6" with or without the auxiliary) tended
to cluster in the foreground, with base forms in the background.

Bardovi-Harlig (1995) grouped 37 learners of English in the classroom by
overall rate of appropriate use of past tense in past-time narratives resulting in
eight groups. In both the oral and written narratives (elicited retells of an 8-minute
segment ofMobm Times) the simple past emerged first in the foreground and rates
of simple past use remain higher in the foreground than in the background at all
levels (when be was deleted from the sample, the pattern was even more robust).
The use ofpast is exceeded by the use of base forms even in the foreground at the
lowest levels, but in the intermediate level simple past becomes the dominant
foregrounded verb form used. In the foreground, simple past and base are the
chief verb forms, whereas in the background there are, in addition progressive
marked as well as present forms. Bardovi-Harlig concludes: "The interlanguage
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pattern of tense-aspect marking mirrors the functional simplicity of the
foreground and the multiple functions of the background"(1999: 367). In the next
section I want to give a more complete picture of all results I found in the
literature concerning emergent tense and aspect markings by adding results of a
third hypothesis: the grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis.

4.2.3 To conclude: an integrating picture

This section compares the results of the lexical aspect, discourse hypothesis  and
the grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis. First of all I want to give the
reader an idea of how researchers from the form-function approach do test the
two apparently opposing lexical aspect and discourse hypotheses. Therefore I give
below a concrete example of one of Bardovi-Harlig's (1998) analyses oflearners'
film retellings of Modern Times (see 4.2.2). As she says, the predictions of the
discourse hypothesis and the aspect hypothesis do not always coincide. Any event
that is reported in a sequence can be part of the foreground. Thus, atelic verbs can
appear in the foreground as in example 4.2 (from a Japanese learner of English),
utterance (f) and chased ber. Consequently telic verbs may also be found in the
background as in utterance (d) with the verbs saw and stole.  Note that Bardovi-
Harlig argues here that saw and stole were simultaneous events in the film and that
they are reported out of sequence and so in the background of the narrative.

(4.2) Foreground Background

a.    then, sbe stole tbe bread \achievel
b.    and tbe-sbe ran awav \ comphshl
c.    and sbe... bit tbe daplin... Ia€devel
d.                                                              ... and ub, different woman saw

\achievel tbe, sbe stole tbe
bnad.[achieve]

e.    and cried \3chiev€ 
f.    and chased ber Iactivityl
8.    and tbe employer caught ber  achievelh.   and, but Cbaphn sazd  lachlevel
L    '1 did it,you know ... 1 stole tbe bread"

These examples are exactly the test cases for the two apparently competing
hypotheses because telicity and grounding are not coincident; atelic verbs are used
in the foreground and telic verbs are used in the background.  As we can see in the
.example above irrespective of the lexical aspect type and grounding all these verbs
get a past tense inflection in the discourse of this probably advanced learner.
Bardovi-Harlig in her 1998 study finds both support for the lexical aspect and the
discourse hypothesis (dependent on the acquisition stage of the learner) and
concludes that:
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"Althou3h the basic semantic features of predicates attract verbal
morphology with the same features, in actual production, these inflected
prealcates are pressed into the service ofcommunication and may take on
features appropnate to the narrative structure, thus going beyond the most
basic predicate-level pairing o fverbal and morphological features."(p 501)

Bardovi-Harlig suggests (not so surprisingly) that lexical aspect and narrative
structure both shape the distribution of tense-aspect morphology in second
language acquisition. And nothing can be more true (and also less surprisingly)
than her general conclusion that

"A roint of departure for future research is the understanding that
interianguage temporal systems are shaped by both the semantics ofiexical
aspect and the pragmatics of discourse."(p 501)

Finally, note that Bardovi-Harlig has presumably (according to her decision to
select only correct past-time marking) thrown away all the PRESENT perfects.
This means that a grammatical aspect or tense function (like an aspectual post-
state or a past tense marking, cf. chapter 2)  of a present perfect-like marking such
as  (AUX+) past participle in these film retellings is excluded (if one can hear the
difference between the past participle stolen and stole at all in the oral data).  This is
exactly the reason that I want to put in again the grammatical aspect before tense
hypothesis. Why should one want to exclude the post-state or past tense function
of a perfect tense-like marking beforehand?

The grammatical aspect for tense hypothesis can be paraphrased as follows:
"Are the first systematic 'formal deviations' from the basic form, markers of
viewpoint aspect or markers of tense". Because of the abundant amount of
studies in the literature which are testing the lexical aspect and the discourse
hypothesis, it seems that the development of grammatical aspect and tense

marking is overshadowed by the lexical aspect and discourse notions. First ofall,
I have to make clear that it is necessary to make a distinction between the lexical
aspect and the discourse hypothesis at one side and the grammatical aspect before
tense hypothesis at the other side.  The first two hypotheses do part from the
assumption that the first emerging tense and aspect markings do not have a tense
or aspect function but a "grounding" or a (redundant) lexical aspect marking
function; an acquisition stage which for researchers within the fo-to-fu framework
precedes the target tense and aspect functional distfibution stage (see above).
However, one should not exclude the possibility that the first emergent tense and
aspect markings do have a grammatical viewpoint aspect or tense function indeed.
I want to emphasize here that this needs not to be the target language tense and/or
aspect function. Of course, a particillir category of verbs will attract a particular
type of viewpoint marking or tense marking earlier than others; in  the real world
more often vases bave broken and people bave stolen then that vases an breaking
or people are stealing. However, the allomorphic forms which are deviant from the
base form can also productively be put in to contrast aspectual viewpoint or tense
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functions depending on the communicative context in which they are needed. The
grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis starts from the assumption thatdeviate
forms (a) are used in different aspectual contexts (different relations of'IT to Tsit)
before  they are used in temporal (different relations  of TI'  to TU)  and that these
forms (b) are productive in the sense that they are not unanalysed chucks (for
example learners only use one form "broke"or "stole" as a base form) put
composed from a root + a tense or aspect morpheme.

In the fo-to-fu studies I only found side-remarks with respect to the
grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis. They all seem to disconfirm the
grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis claiming that tense marking is
developed first (after alexical aspectmarkingorgroundingstage). Robison (1995),
for example, observed that, even though the correlation of morphology with
lexical aspectual categories strengthens with level of proficiency, tense also
develops:

"The correlation of inflection with tense, PAST with anterior reference
and -s with present increases with proficiency level. While lexical aspectdominates inflectional choices at the lowest proficiency level, the influence
of tense becomes at least comparable to that of lexical aspect in the
highset proficiency group." (p 365)

Housen (1993, 1994) also investigated the acquisition of tense. After one course
in Dutch and four weeks in Holland, the English-spegking learner studied by
Housen used past-tense forms predominantly in past-time contexts, but she used
present-tense forms almost equally in present and past-time contexts (tllis means
concretely that for past time reference there were two contrastive forms, "AUX
+ V and the present base form). One year later, the learner largely restricted her
use of present tense forms to present-time contexts.

As I have already said above, in the fu-to-fo studies of the ESF project,
„                          „Dietrich et al. claim a tense-before-aspect marking:   in all case tense comes first.

This is in contrast to von Stutterheim's fu-t-fo findings. She claims that:

'The first grammatical markin  on the verb have an essential aspectual
character: the marked impertective (AUX + infinitive or 'das irf +
infinitive for Turkish learners of German) and an unmarked infinitive. A
second opposition is the one between a perfective past participle and an
unmarked 1nfinitive." (von Stutterheim 1986: 201)

In the following section we will look at the theoretical explanations of these
findings.
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4.3 Theoretical explanations

Research of the acquisition of temporality in a second language is a good testing
ground for theories about second language acquisition in general: for each
utterance, the speaker has to embed the event or state temporally to another time
span, be this deictically given, given in context, or calendrically given. Secondly,
temporaireference markingis often associated with utterance structure; depending
on finite or non-finite verbs the utterance structure is differently organised (c£
Parodi 2000, Guilitno 2000). So the acquisition ofverb morphology is a deciding
factor in the general acquisition process of a second language. Here, I want to
concentrate now on the theoretical explanations which have been proposed for theempirical findings. In trying to account for the acquisition of temporality, the first
question which comes up is "what is the cognitive and linguistic make-up of the
learner?". Does s/he take his information from his first language, his second
language or does he use general learning strategies? Is it an innate capacity of our
human brain to acquire a second language? Meisel (1987) says very hopefully:

"Longitudinal studies of I.,2 development should therefore be able to
reveal cognitive and communicative constraints on the use ofmorphologi-cal and syntactic devices to code the intended message."(p 206)

In the following two sections I discuss theories and principles which are used by
researchers within the fu-to-fo  (4.3.1) and the fo-to-fu (4.3.2) analytical framework
in order to explain their empirical findings.

4.3.1 Principles behind the fu-to-fo findings

In the conclusion of their article entitled "Couldn't natural languages be much
simpler" Klein and Perdue (1996) make their theoreticalstatementvery clear about
where the learner gets his/her information from:

"We have seen that adult language learners who, unlike children, do notend up by faithfully reproducing all the idiosyncrasies and oddities
presented to them by their social environment but organise their
utterances and texts accordin$ to elementary principles of their innate
human language capacity regutarly develop a type ot language which is
perfectly well-structured, highly eftictent- and very simple. 1thas definableshort-comings though and we assume that the attemQts which the human
language capaaty makes to overcome these are largely resEonsible for allof £his fabnc which makes natural languages so opaque ana so complex."
(p 35)

Their claim is that the basic variety is the natural outcome of semantic, pragmatic
and utterance organisational principles which is established in cases of "commu-
nicative stress": it mainly relies on implicit and lexical reference and offers quick
solutions to learners' most urgent communicative problems (see also language
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attrition research; Starren 1997).The basic variety is seen as the initial and optimal
level of fossilizaton and the acquisition of linguistic means  must be triggered by
communicative short-comings which are, by the way, very difficult to grasp. Their
last remark in the 1996 article is "that here might be a reason  to have case
morphology; but this does not justify ten different paradigms of noun inflection".
In analogy I want to add here that there might be a communicative explanation
why in some languages at each utterance, tense ('IT to TU) must be marked
following the global 'IT condition (see 2.3.1) but this does not justify the large
amount ofverbal tense and aspect inflections. As Trdvise (1988) once said: "tense
and aspect morphology is developed for the sake of grammarians and language
teachers". This argumentation explains that the triggering questions behind the
ESF studies always have been of the type: "Why do learners grammaticalize at 2111
What mechanisms or factors drive the learner to acquire a particular temporal
form-function mapping? What factors block -sometimes permanently- the
transition to a following stage of acquisition?.

The explanations ofresults within this function-oriented research paradigm are
formulated in terms of language-internal communicative short-comings (and to a
lesser extent also the adaptation to a sociolinguistic environment or mimicking
input). The problem of this type ofexplanations is that system-internal communi-
cative needs and short-comings are tremendously difficult to grapple. For example
are temporal adverbials communicatively inefficient for creating a coherent
discourse? Or in other words, can lexical means compensate for grammatical
means? There are several reasons why it is often difficult to invoke communicative
need as an explanation for the (order of) development of (grammatical) means. In
this respect I want tomention here three concrete examples offindings ofthe ESF
project (see 4.2.1) which cannot be explained in terms of communicative need:

First, the view that linguistic means are developed to fulfill certain communica-
tive needs is not consistent with the fact that contrastive temporal adverbials -stil<
alwqys, again- which to a certain degree can fulfill the communicative need for the
essential aspectual boundary marking are acquired very late. Secondly, following
Dietrich et aL the order of acquisition for anaphoric lexical marking of temporal
relations goes from AFrER to BEFORE. This is not logic seen from a communica-
tive point of view because the temporal relation in a temporal seriglization of
events is by default AFTER and only deviations from the default one have to be
marked explicitly. This requires anaphotic BEFORE expressions, which allow the
speaker to break the chronological chain imposed by PNO. Thirdly, the finding
that tense is acquired before grammatical aspect is difficult to explain from a view
that development of linguistic means is triggered by communicative short-
comings. As I have already explained in chapter 2, tense marking can straightfor-
wardly and even more accurate be fulfilled by deictic adverbials. Furthermore, if
we assume the establishment of coherence in discourse as the ultimate task of a
learner than it must be clear from section 2.3 that tense marking of each verb in
a related sequence of utterances is redundant following the global IT-condition
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(see section 2.3.1). More logic is that learners start by marking lexically or
grammatically what is not already marked by default, such as: BEFORE-relations in
narratives, imperfectivity in narratives, perfectivity in descriptions, a dissociated
Tr-Tsit temporal relationship etc.

4.3.2 Principles behind the fo-to-fu findings

The explanations in the studies working within a form-oriented framework are
clearly more concerned about pace-setting factors, what form after what, and not
so much about driving or blocking factors o f the development Research questions
behind form-oriented studies are formulated in terms ofacquisition orders: "What
determines the course of acquisition, i. e. the order of various developmental
stagesP"

With respect to the discourse hypothesis, the principle which guides the
learner to find his way through a set of (often not very salient) target language
morphemes is that s/he looks first for distinguishing morphemes in order to
distinguish foreground from background in narratives. I see two problems for
taking a grounding principle as the causal factor of a particular acquisition order
of morphemes. First of all almost all the studies testing the discourse hypothesis
have only used narrative data because"a grounding analysis can only be carried out
on narrative texts, or narrative portions of texts'*(Bardovi-Harlig 1999: 367).  I
have already explained in chapter 2 (section 2.3) that no linguistic marking at the
local utterance level can be seen independent of its discourse function at a global
discourse level. The influence of discourse type on tense-aspect distribution is
essential. This refers directly to my second problem with respect to a grounding
analysis of tense-aspect morphemes; to divide utterances in a sequence in
foregrounding and backgrounding material seems  to me in many cases a too much
subjective interpretationoftheresearcher. The quaestio-model proposed byKlein
and von Stutterheim (1983 propose a more narrow analytical framework in order
to divide a sequence of related utterances in a main structure (giving an answer to
the general question) and a side structure. This model can serve to further
investigate in a language-neutral way the interaction between locallinguistic means
and discourse-type.

Regarding explanations for the lexical aspect hypothesis, Andersen (1986,
1988, 1993) has suggested that there is a distributional bias in the linguistic input
adressed to language acquirers, which they call the input perspective. The fact that
there is a distributional bias in native speech has been observed by a number of
linguists. Bybee (1985), for example, observes:

"Inherent aspectual meaning determines the frequency with which
different lexical items are paired with different aspect:ual inflections. This
is evident in early child language where perfective inflection is first used
on telic, punctualverbs while progressive, orimperfective inflectionis first
used only on activity verbs (Bloom et al. 1980) This skewing is alsoreflected in frequency counts of adult language." (p 77
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Most studies appear to assume that the descriptive findings that conform the
lexical aspect hypothesis are due to the nature of acquisition process itself. That
is, learners are predisposed to discover explicit encodings for an event, process, or
state distinction or some subset of it Learners thus reinterpret morphological
forms in the input in terms o f these categories. Andersen and Shit:ai (1994) have
tried to show that native speakers exhibit the same tendencies: Native speakers will
exhibit the same distributions of morphological markings on selected verbs
(according to their inherent semantics) that are found in learners. They  (1994)
further argue that this distributional bias in both native and learner language results
from adherence to three cognitive operating principles and by access to proto-
typicality. The Relevance Principle claims that learners will use morphology that
is relevant to the verb closest to the verb, Bybee (1985), Slobin (1985) and they will
acquire itearliest Andersen and Shirai (1994). This principle guides learners to find
Inorphological markings that are relevant to the inherent aspect:ual meaning of the
verb. Secondly, the Congruence Principle guides the learner to select from the
range of acoustically perceptual morphemes in the input the morphemes whose
meaning is most congruent with the inherent aspectual meaning of a given verb.
To account for exactly which meaning is selected, access to markedness or proto-
typicality in linguistic form-meaning mappings is invoked:

"Tense and aspect markers are prototype categories and learners (both Ll
and I.2) initially discover the least marked member of each category (one
unitary achievement or accomplishment for past or perfective) and only
later and gradually add progressively more marked members to their pool
of "past" and"perfective" marked verbs." (Andersen & Shirai 1996: 360)

Finally, the One-to-One principle leads the learner to assume that each newly
identified morpheme will have only one meaning, function and distribution. They
further argue that adherence to all of these cognitive principles, whether by native
speakers or by learners, is ultimately inspired by communicative discourse-
pragmatic motivations to optimally structure information in ongoing discourse
along the lines suggested by Hopper (1979) and Giv6n (1979, 1982).

With respect to the first two principles, I see the following problems. First of
all, consider the main assumption of the Relevance Principle that has been tested
by Bybee (1985) in 50 languages over the world:

"semantic elements that are highly relevant to one another are likely to be
packaged together and expressed lexically, or will be the most common
infectional or derivational categories." (p 14)

Bybee's definition of what is  a "relevant" inflectional category  for a verb stem, is
the following one:

4,

Among inflectional categories we can distinguish degrees of relevance of
the concept expressed infiectionally to the concept expressed by a radical
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element, in this case a verb stem. A category is relevant to the verb to the
extent that the meaning of the category directly affects or modifies the
lexical content of the verb stem. For instance let us compare aspect to
person agreement with the subject. Aspect represents difterent ways of
viewing the mternal temporal constituency of an action or state (Comrie1976: 3). Since a verb stem describes an action or state, aspect is highlyrelevant for verbs. Subject agreement is somewhat less relevant to the
verb, since it refers to an argument of the verb and not to the action or
state described by the verb itself." (p 21)

So the more the morpheme affects or modifies the lexical content of the verb
stem, the closer it is put to the verb stem. Then Bybee continues to define what
is the relevance of inflectional aspect morphemes and she refers to Hopper who,
without doubt, gives the inflectional aspect morpheme a discourse function:

"Hopper (197 D has argued hat inflectional
aspect serves to indicate how

the action or state described by the verb should be viewed in the contextof the whole discourse (...) This discourse use of aspect leaves the basicmeaning of the verb unaffected and only changes its relation to the
discourse unit" (Bybee 1985: 21)

In my view, Bybee suggests here, that what makes inflectional aspect so relevant
to the verb is not a lexical aspect function but a discourse function. I believe that
the Relevance Principle is put in as a cognitive principle for supporting the lexical
aspect hypothesis for the wrong reasons and could be better be used as support
for the discourse hypothesis. In an indirect way Bybee's Relevance Principle
supports  also the grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis. Ifone assumes that
learners use morphemes closest to the verb which are most relevant to the verb
and relevance is explained in terms of the way morphemes change the relation o f
the basic verb meaning to the discourse unit then it follows that grammatical
viewpoint aspect marking which affects the aspectual viewpoint (the relation Tr
to Tsit) perspective on a situation/event dependent ofthe discourse context, is the
most relevant marking to a verb and acquired earliest. And not the extra redundant
lexical aspect marking. In fact, the development of grammatical viewpoint
markings seems to me very relevant in discourse if (a) the lexical semantics of
verbs are indeterminate with respect to an inherent temporal boundary (sleep, eaO
and (b) an event should be understood in opposition to its inherent temporal
properties, for example durative walk must have a boundary via a perfective
rnarker. Furthermore, Bybee sees tense as less relevant to the verb then aspect: "A
tense distinction does not affect the meaning of the verb, since the situation
referred to by the verb remains the same whether it said to occur in the past or
present': In her 50-language sample she found in fact that aspect occurs closest
to the verb stem followed by tense and then by mood (p 196).

Following this argumentation, I see the Congruence Principle as a competing
principle of the Relevance Principe. How can a morpheme that is most congruentwith the inherent aspectual meaning o f a given verb be of a certain relevance to
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this inherent aspectual meaning just by repeating it? It is not for nothing that the
Congruence principle often has been called the Redundant Marking Hypothesis
(Shimi 1993). In sum, there are several problems with the theoretical explanations
of both the fu-to-fo findings and the fo-to-fu findings. In the discussion
concluding this section I come back to this problems.

4.4 Summary and discussion

In this chapter I first gave an overview of the current state of the art of second
language acquisition research on temporality. Within a functional approach two
main research paradigms came out the function-to- form and the form-to- function
analytical approach ofinvestigating the developmentof temporal reference means.
In discussing the methodological considerations behind these studies I found that
research in this area is biassed in two ways. First of all with respect of the
discourse-type of data which are mostly narrative data, heavily focussing on past
reference. Secondly, most data-elicitation tasks are non-experimental and are
ignoring the perceptual side of language acquisition. Therefore, Bley-Vroman
(1986) advocates research methodologies that go well beyond corpus collection
because ofthe ambiguityproblem: "A restricted sample ofthelearner's production
cannot unambiguously determine the hypothesis type" (p 367). Finally, the sample
of target languages investigated is too restricted and often narrowed down to
English (and Spanish): 'The only truly cross-linguistic research on the acquisition
of temporality  is that conducted within the frame of a larger longitudinal project
on Second Language Acquisition by Adult Immigrants, organized by the Eurpean
Science Foundation" (Housen 1995: 138; see Perdue 1984, 1993).

My main concern however is the impossibility to compare the empirical
findings of these studies notably because these studies are have totally different
interest: Fu-to-fo studies are interested in the whole long route to the acquisition
of the target temporal reference system (including all types of pragmatic, lexical
and mophosyntactic means and their interaction) and fo-to-fu studies are mainly
concerned with the final stages of acquisition: the acquisition of tense and aspect
morphology. In fact, advocates of the fu-to-fo studies are not that interested at all
in the development oftarget tense and aspect morphology which they consider as
the most final and very difficult stage of acquisition which is only reached by a
few learners. My second concern is the confusing terminology which seems to be
inherent to all types of studies of temporal reference. As I already sketched in
chapter two, talking about temporal relations presupposes a structure for which
such relations are defined: it presupposes a basic concept of time which clearly
distinguishes external temporal relations (relations between time spans as tense and
positional adverbials do) and internal temporal features (the temporal characteris-
tics of the time spans it selves). In talking about concepts o f time it is necessary to
follow this distinction in a strict way, because this is the only way to disambiguate
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for example the lexical aspect (internal temporal characteristics) vs viewpoint
aspect confusion (external temporal relations, indicating a relation between the
time spans TI' and Tsit). This ambiguity must have been one of the main reasons
for Meisel's (1987) caution:

"Anyone who wants to claim that an aspectual system is characteristic of
certain phases of I.2 acquisition (...) will have to give solid empirical
evidence." (p 220)

Echoing this caution, lots of studies have tested the so-called lexical aspect and the
discourse hypothesis within the fo-to-fu analytical approach identifying a form and
trace its distribution in language varieties thereby determining their lexical aspect
or grounding function. I argued against some empirical findings and their
theoretical explanations within these approaches because:

(1) Almost all studies take English and/or Spanish as the target language and
these two languages have clear contrastive imperfective (for English:
progressive) and perfective markings which can be taken as prototype
categories of morphemes. This is certainly not the case for Dutch and to a
lesser extent for French, because as I already described in chapter 3, these

language do not have clear contrastive prototypically morphemes distinguish-
ing imperfective and perfective marking which can guide learners in the (order
of)  acquisition of particular morphemes (French only in the past tense).

(2) The relevance and the congruence principle as explanatory factors for the
affinity of certain tense-aspect morphology for verbs of partioilor lexical
aspect classes seem to me principles in competition. How can a morpheme
that is most congruent with the lexical content of the verb stem be of a
particular relevance of the verb stem if its not there for saying two times the
same thing? Would it not be more logic that a learner develops a morpheme
in order to express what is not already there in the lexical content of the verb,
such as a perfective boundary marking for a verb like sleep without "natural"
boundaries? Here I have to recall Klein's (1994) important distinction between
internal temporal features of verbs (lexical aspect) and external temporal
relations between Tr and Tsit (grammatical aspect) and 'IT and TU (tense).
Verbs have inherent (internal) features which can be categorised in different
ways like Vendler's achievement's, accomplishment's, activities and state or
Klein's 0-, 1- and 2-states (see chapter 2, section 2.2.1). The Congruence
principle within the lexical aspect hypothesis idea says that learners first cluster
morphemes into these categories and then for each category pick up one
salient morpheme. So a learner of English picks  up  -ed for marking achieve-
ments and accomplishment verbs (steaL breake, paint a house)  and for marking
activities the morpheme-ing because the meanings of the past perfective -ed
and the imperfective -ing have prototypically the same (congruent) meaning.
But would it not be more logic that learner develop firstgrammatical markings
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that can help them to express that the internal features of the verbs  are in
opposite with the discourse function of the verb form, e.g. to develop
perfective markers for verbs with a durative meaning and vice versa (see also
von Stutterheim 1991).

(3) Most studies in the fo-to-fu approach ignore the possibility of grammatical
aspect (relation between 'IT and Tsit) and/or tense (relation between 'IT and
TU) functions to be the explanatory factor of a particular order ofacquisition.
Researchers within the fu-to- fo ESF studies claim that after a stage of non-
functional variation (also no lexical aspect function, see Noyau in Dietrich et
al. 1995: 174) the first function of early tense and aspect markings is the
expression of tense: the temporal relation between TI' and TU:

Finally, in all the studies I feel the lack of source and target language influences on
(the order of) acquisition of temporal reference forms and functions. As far as
concerns the functional side, the analysis of data from speakers of two aSpeCt-
based source languages (Turkish and Moroccan-Arabic) acquiring two tense-based
languages putch and French) of the present study allows the investigation of the
influence of the source and the target temporal reference systems on the learner's
temporal reference system. With respect to the formal side, I already pointed
(section 3.2.2)  that for un-tutored learners of French who "never" have seen the
orthographic verbal forms it is very difficult to tear apart from online speech the
very opaque French morphological forms into semantic units. A contrastive
analysis with a more morphologically transparent language such as Dutch makes

itpossible to investigate the influence of the form ofthe target temporal reference
system on the learner's temporal reference system.

9 Here again there must be a clear terminological separation ofwhatis agrammatical aspect and what
is tense because of presumed ambiguities between anteriority, perfecmess and petfectivity These
terms are all related to past actions or events but as I explained in chapter 2 they can easily be
distinguished by explicitly identifying the separate roles  of TT-TU (tense) and IT-Tsit (aspect).



Chapter 5

Research questions, informants, data

In the previous chapter, I presented the communicative, cognitive, semantic, and
formal principles which have been proposed in the literature on second language
acquisition to explain the use and (the order of) development ofpragmatic, lexical,
and morphosyntactic means for temporal reference. I assume that a combination
of these factors shape the acquisition process. Consequently, the empirical part
of my study combines function-to-form and form-to-function oriented analyses.
In order to cover the total repertoire of linguistic means that learners use to fulfill
the expression of temporal reference, I start my analyses from a particular
temporal concept and see by what (combination Of) means learners express this
at different stages of development In this way, one never has to forget the
influence of the discourse organisation on the linguistic means at the local level
and vice versa. Particularly in second language acquisition, the functioning of
temporality is based on the interaction between what is explicitly given in words
at the local utterance level and what can be implicidy inferred on the basis of
context at the global discourse level. I strongly believe that the ignoring of the
interplay betweenarich setofdiscourse-pragmatic, semantic, and morphosyntact-
ic devices and the exclusive concentration on tense and aspect marking yields a
misleading picture of the acquisition process.

However, although the present study started from a conceptual and thus
mainly qualitative analysis of temporal reference, I certainly did not avoid
quantificational analyses of (lexical and morphosyntactic) forms testing the
hypotheses from the more form-oriented analytical approach such as the lexical
aspect hypothesis. In this chapter I explain why I do not take into account the
discourse hypothesis as formulated within the fo-to-fu approach (see previous
chapter). In presenting the research questions and hypotheses ofthe present study
I will show that narrative structure can have indeed a particular influence on the
distribution of emergent tense and aspect morphology but not in the way as it is
stated by researchers testing the discourse hypothesis within the fo-to-fu
approach. I also re-integrate the "classic" grammatical aspect before grammatical
tense hypothesis, because I do not want to exclude a grammatical aspect or
grammatical tense function of the earliest allomorphic variations of basic verb
forms.
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The general aim of the empirical part of this study is to describe in detail the
stages of development in the organization of temporality during a two-and-half-
year period of untutored language acquisition by Turkish and Moroccan learners
of Dutch and Moroccan learners of French.  The data were collected from the
onset of the acquisition process of the target language of their respective host
countries. The informants started from scratch and good care was taken to
confirm the similarity of their biographical characteristics and their monolingual
background. The compatison of two source and two target languages in
combination with a longer period of data-collection allowed the adoption of a
cross-linguistic and longitudinal design and so fulfilled one of the most important
methodological requirements I discussed in the preceding chapter (section 4.1).
The data I used were mainly of the narrative type and consisted of spontaneous
personal narratives and more stimulus-controlled film retellings.

Longitudinal case studies with informants from various Ll backgrounds
learning different L2s are costly and therefore infrequent When they do occur, we
need to learn all we can from them. This explains why so many studies have used
the same data and informants as I do in the present study. This multi-use implies
that in many "data collection and informants" chapters (cf. Broeder 1991, Deen
1995, Perdue 1993, Schenning 1998, van de Craats 2000), the same data collection
techniques and theindividualportraits ofthe inforrnants have already been largely
described. Therefore, this chapter is rather short and gives a lot of references to
other studies and to a field manual (Perdue 1993) in which the difficult quest for
informants, the practical organization ofdata collection, and the (often interesting)
socio-biographical information ofthe eventuallyselected informants is presented.

An important difference with previous studies is that thanks to new
developments in linguistic computing and in digital sound (and video) technology,
it was possible during the present study to create a multi-media corpus which
permits a new type of (automatic) analysis, including the audio and the video
material. The Dutch and French data are all sound-linked by now, which means
that the original audio-material is available on-line when analyzing or coding the
transcribed data.

In this chapter, I first elaborate on the general research questions (section 5.1) of
the present study. Then more specific information is provided on the seven key
informants involved in this study (section 5.2). Section 5.3 describes the verbal
tasks these informants were asked to carry out during the data collection. In
section 5.4 I elaborate on the procedure for data analysis; the combination of the
function-to-form and the form-to-function analyses and the way I coded the
utterances of the learners. Finally, I describe the multi-media possibilities and the
structure of the dataset on which the empirical part of this study is based.
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5.1 The research questions

The aim of this study iss to investigate how learners express temporal notions at
different stages of acquisition. Fundamental questions  are at first, what linguistic
means learners use to express a specific temporal concept at a certain stage of
acquisition and whether specific temporal concepts are implicitly or explicitly
referred to. Then the question arises as to how the balance between the various
linguistic means changes over time, why the learner develops a particillgr linguistic
means at all, and, finally, why a particular form-function mappingis preferred over
another. At first, the research questions of the present study parallel the research

questions of the earlier ESF studies (see Dietrich et al.  1995:  1):

(a) What linguistic means do second language learners use to mark temporal
reference at a given stage of acquisition? How are temporal properties of
events conceptualised by the learner, how are the temporal concepts
expressed, and how do the various kinds of linguistic means (lexical,
grammatical and discourse-based) interact under different contextual
conditions?

(b)   How does the balance between the various linguistic means change over time?
What developmental patterns emerge in the course ofthe acquisition process,
both on the semantic level and in the learner's formal repertoire? How do
these learners enter the target language-specific grammatical tense and aspect
systemP

(c)   Why do learners develop a particular temporal form-function mapping? What
mechanisms or factors drive the learner to acquire a particular temporal form-
function mapping? Or conversely, what factors block -sometimes
permanently- the transition to a following stage of acquisition?

Current developments in research on the acquisition of temporality in a second
language allow me to concentrate more on explanatory factors than on the
question as to what linguistic means are acquired. In all languages, in general, the
two basic modes of linguistic temporal reference are lexis (e.g., adverbials and
connectives) and morphology (i.e. inflections andauxiliaries) with discourse means
as the implicit guiding mechanism. It is generally attested that learners first mark
temporal reference lexically before proceeding to a gradual and often slow
acquisition ofmorphological devices (Dietrich et al. 1994, Meisel 1987, Giacolone-
Ramat 1992, Skiba & Dittmar 1992). With this knowledge in mind, the empirical
data analyses of the present study will concentrate first on the lexical and then on
the morphological mode. I emphasize again that these analyses are always based
on the interaction between the various linguistic means at the lexical, morphologi-
cal, and discourse level.

In analysing the data, I follow the developmental pattern of the learners. In
chapter 6, I start with the use of temporal adverbials (tadvs) and, in the following
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two empirical chapters, I concentrate on the acquisition of verbal morphology.
The acquisition of verbal morphology implies the acquisition of more language-
specific means. Therefore, I make a distinction between the acquisition ofDutch
(chapter 7) and the acquisition of French (chapter 8)  for this morphological stage
of acquisition. Chapter 9 brings the different empirical findings together.

For each linguistic mode -lexis or morphology- I will set up a subset of
specific research questions at the beginning of the respective chapters. I alreadyexplained in section 4.1 that it seems to me best to adapt the methodological
approach to the type of research questions and the type of data at the different
stages ofdevelopment This means that in order to investigate what tadvs are used
at what stage ofacquisition, I use the total data-base and carry out a form-function
oriented analysis. However, in order to investigate how the interaction ofvarious
linguistic means is exploited for establishing temporal relations between events in
discourse, I carry out function-to-form analyses on a sub-set of the data, which
consists of coherent sequences ofutterances in discourse. To analyse acquisitionorders ofverbal morphemes and to test clear prediction hypotheses like the lexical
aspect hypothesis, I analyse (and quantify) forms in the total amount of data and
try to determine their function following a form-function approach. Below, I
formulate the more specific questions for first the lexical and then themorpholog-
ical part of my empirical analyses.

5.1.1 Research questions on the lexical stage

For the lexicalstage of acquisition, I focus  on two related questions:

(a)  What are the semantics of each temporal adverbial in each stage of each
learner variety?

(b)  What is the structural embedding of temporal adverbials, that is, the position
in the utterance and the interaction between the temporal adverbials and other
elements in the utteranceP

In section 2.2.2, I showed that tadvs can specify the internal and the external
properties of time spans in a very precise way. Then, I argued that which of the
two relevant time spans, i. e. the time talked about (IT) or the time of the
event/situation (Tsit), is specified depends on the structural embedding of tadvs
in the utterance. The other time span, i.e. the time of utterance, is always
determined by the moment of speech. In section 2.2.3, I gave some examples to
illustrate the complex interaction between position and function of a tadv in fully-
Redged languages like English and Dutch. Temporal adverbials have scope
properties and, depending on their position in the utterance, they have scope overthe 'IT or over the Tsit. In the field of theoretical linguistics, a great amount of
studies investigate the interaction between structural and semantic properties oftemporal adverbials. In the field of language acquisition, only a  few very recent
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studies tackle the question of if and how learners acquire the scope properties of
tadvs, their semantic properties, and the interaction between them.

The fundamental question for these analyses is "What can tadvs express and
what can they not express?" or to put it differently "Can tadvs compensate for
functions ofgrammatical tense and aspect markingP" Both questions are triggered
by the general motor of the present study "Why do learners develop grammatical
tense and aspect marking at all?" From earlier studies, it has become clear that an
optimalisation of the lexical temporal reference system together with an optimal
management of pragmatic discourse principles has to be considered as a serious
blocking factor in the grammaticalisation process.

5.1.2 Research questions and hypotheses on the emergent
morphological stage

The development of a mopbological stage of acquisition is, as we have seen in
section 4.2, dependent on four major stages of the acquisition ofverb phrase, i. e.
from the stage of having no productive verbs at all to the stage of having a
functional distribution ofmorphological variation with emergent tense and aspect
markers (morphemes and auxiligry-like elements). Using a combination of
function- and form-oriented analyses, I will create gIl extensive record of the
emergence of the first tense and aspect markings of the individual informants
answering the question, what is the first form which deviates from the base form
and what is its function? I want to emphasize here that in the long process of
acquiring the target temporal reference system, learners develop some very
idiosyncratic forms. They consist of, for example in Moroccan-French, nine
allomorphic variations of the same verb without an apparent functional contrast
or auxiliary-like free morphemes which, although they are very dose to the verb,
are not fused with it yet (see section 4.2.2). In principle, I indude all allomorphic
variations but also a rxiliary-like free morphemes in my formal analyses of
emergent tense and aspect markings. Besides a fu-to-fo and a fo-to-fu analysis, I
also investigate the structural scope properties of early tense and aspect markings
asking the question, what is the position of these early tense and aspect markings
and does this affect their functionP The subset ofquestions for the chapters 7 and
8 about the morphological stage of acquisition (chapters 7 and 8) are as follows:

(1)   How do the learners of the present study enter the formal tense and aspect
system of the target languages, that is, what are the first verbal forms which
contrast with the base verbsP

(2) What meaning contrasts are associated with these early contrastive forms?
(3)  Is there a one-to-one mapping of the meaning and the position of these early

tense and aspect mot:phemes?
(4)   What factors shape andpush the development ofa morphosyntactic tense and

aspect system?
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In order to answer the first question, it is clear that analyses of occurrence over
the total corpus must be carried out What are the basic forms used by the learners
and what are the earliest contrastive forms to these basic forms? In other words,
what do the earliest experimentations with verbal morphology look like?

Regarding question two, several hypotheses are stated in the literature making
different claims about what learners o f a second language tend to express by their
earliest morphosyntactic forms (see the review in chapter 4). These hypotheses
can be two divided into two types. First, there are the lexical aspect and discourse
hypotheses which claim that there is a distribution of particular morphemes to a
particular verb depending on the semantic type of the verb or on the grounding
function of the verb in discourse (see section 4.3.2). Studies investigating these
hypotheses start from the assumption that the veiriation in early verbal forms is
not determined by contrasts of tense and aspect meanings but by contrasts in
lexical type ofthe verbs or by contrasts in the grounding function ofthe verb. On
the other hand, there is the more "classic" grammatical aspect before tense
hypothesis. This hypothesis departs from the assumption that from the onset of
morphological experimentation, the contrastive verbal forms do have an aspect
(or tense) meaning indeed. Note that the results of the ESF study falsify the aspect
before tense hypothesis (see section 4.1.2). Dietrich et al. (1995: 271) daim that
"in all cases, tense comes first" or tense is acquired before aspect The difference
betweenthe two types ofhypotheses is essential for the procedure ofinvestigation
and has deep consequences for investigating the way in which core meanings and
formal contrasts are established in the emerging morphosyntactic learner system
of tense and aspect markings.

Testing the lexical aspect hypothesis means that combinations ofverb stems
of a particular semantic category with a particillgr tense or aspect morpheme have
to be investigated. First, both occurrences and frequencies of combinations of
particulgr verbal forms with particular semantic typeS of verbs are taken into
account. Testing the discourse hypothesis implies that portions of discourse have
first to be divided in foreground and background. Then the distribution of
particular morphemes over foreground and background has to be counted. Below
I try to explain that because of its methodological and theoretical problems (as I
also have discussed in chapter 4)  the discourse hypothesis is very hard to test
Therefore I neglect the discourse hypothesis in the present study, although I will
re-integrate the factor of discourse coherence in testing the aspect before tense
and the tense before aspect hypothesis. Testing these hypotheses implies that for
the first occurrence of particular verbal forms it has to be decided if it is an
indication of aspect or an indication of tense.

Because of the confusing terminology in the literature of what is exactly the
difference between lexical aspect, grammatical aspect andgrammatical tense, these
hypotheses have to be defined exactly. By lexical aspect I mean the inherent
features of an event description, i.e. the verb and its arguments. I defined in
section 2.2.1 three different event descriptions in terms of 0-, 1- and 2-state
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events. Although in the literature Vendler's classification is widely used, it
continues to be refined and reformulated (see eg, Moens 1987, Shirai & Kurono
1998, Smith 1991). Therefore I use Klein's (1994) definition of the temporal
features of the lexical content of an event/state according to its linking to some
topic time. For 0-state expressions (be, love) there is no topic time contrast involved
(states; durative + atelic);   for  1 -state expressions   (swim,  look) at least one topic
time contrast is involved (activities; dynamic + atelic) and for 2- state expressions
 fini break, die,give a letter, steal a loaf of bread) thereis aninternaltopic Sne-contrast
for a source and a target state (achievements and accomplishments; dynamic +
telic).

By grammatical aspect and tense I mean the external temporal relationships
between the topic time 'IT, the time of utterance TU, and the time of situation
Tsit In order to test the aspect before tense and the tense before aspect
hypotheses, the aspect and tense functions must be clearly distinguished. On the
basis of I<lein's Basic Time Structure  (1994, see section 2.1.2), I define aspect as
the temporal relation between the time talked about (the topic time 'IT) and the
situation time itself (Tsit). Tense is defined as the temporal relationship between
the  topic time 'IT and the time of utterance TU. The grammatical aspect before
tense hypothesis tested in this study claims that the first emerging morphological
markings (e.g., inflections and auxiliaries) have a grammatical viewpoint function,
that is, they encode how the Tsit of the event described in the utterance is related
to the 'IT for which the utterance is asserted. The tense before aspect hypothesis,
as corroborated by the ESF studies (Dietrich et al. 1995) claims diat the earliest
variation in verbal forms must be explained by variation in the temporal relation
between the 'IT and the TU.

How do I re-integrate the role of discourse coherence in the aspect before tense
and the tense before aspect hypothesis?  I first explain my arguments against the
"old" discourse hypothesis as described in section 4.1.3 and then I explain my
ideas about the role of discourse on emerging tense and aspect morphology. The
discourse hypothesis claims that emerging tense and aspect morphology is
determined by narrative structure which is defined as "grounding"; learners start
to use distinct verbal forms in order to distinguish foreground and background in
narratives. This implies thatproponents ofthe discourse hypothesis consider that
"the main use of inflections is to distinguish the main point or goal of the talk
from supporting information"(Bardovi-Harlig 1999: 373). This clgim has, first of
all, a methodological problem in defining what exactly is the main point
(foreground) and what is the supporting information (background) in a text
Secondly, a grounding analysis  can only be carried out in narratives (see Bardovi-
Harlig 1 9 99: 3 6 D . Therefore, I decided to use Klein and von Stutterheim's (198D
"quaestio-model" (section 2.3.2) which enables me to distinguish main and side
structures ofwhatever discourse type (defined in terms of the general question it
answers).
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Besides these methodological problems, I have a more fundamental objection to
the discourse hypothesis and this brings me back to my idea about the role of

.discourse coherence in emergent tense and aspect morphology. In the "old
discourse hypothesis, grounding is seen as the most important factor in the
establishment of discourse coherence and therefore the primary goal of verbal
infection. I do not share that view. My reflections on the interaction between the
utterance and the discourse organisation of time in section 2.3 made clear that I
assume that it is the establishment of a straightforward temporal order between
events which is the driving force behind the development of linguistic means
such as, for example, verbal inEection. In whatever way the speaker may choose,
the temporal order between events (or states) must be made clear in each type of
discourse. Although grounding contributes to the temporal coherence of a text
(backgrounded events are simultaneous with foregrounded events), I assume that
the temporal order between events is established primarily by what I call "topic-
time tracking" (Bohnemeyer 1998: 111). I described in section 2.3.1 that I believe
that temporal coherence in discourse is established by the discourse-pragmatic,
lexical, or morphological encoding of (1) thegloballT-TU relation (tense), (2) the
local IT-Tsit relation (aspect), and (3) the anaphoric relation between 'IT's
(BEFORE, AFTER or WHILE). If the discourse type is known, the essential part of
this temporal information is already given (see the quaestio-model described in
section 2.3.2).

In narratives, for example, by default, all events are following each other (topic
condition) and are perfectively narrated (focus condition). The global 'IT-TU
relation in a narrative is normally that TY is before TU because the events have
happened in the past. In contexts where these default conditions are violated,
learners have to indicate these"deviant" temporal relations. The relevantquestion
is how they express this. Do lexical adverbials suffice or do learners have to use
morphosyntactic means? If they do, which of the temporal relations will be
"morphologised" first, tense or aspect? In order to find out whether the first
occurrences ofmorphological experimentations are indications of a deviant tense
or aspect temporal relationship, I will use very restrictive contexts in which the
above default conditions are violated. I refer to them as diagnostic contexts.

The third research question concerns the relation between the position and the
function o f the earliest morphosyntactic forms. Do early morphosyntactic forms
always occur at the same position? Do differences in position imply differences
in meaningP In order to describe the structural properties of the earliest tense and
aspect markings in relation to their semantic properties, I will first carry out
detailed analyses of occurrences on a small subset of the data.

Several factors determining the development ofmorphosyntactic tense and aspect
marking (see the research question four) have been brought up in the literature
(see section 4.3). I believe that these factors have to be divided first in "shaping"
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factors and in "pushing" factors, although it must be the interaction between these
factors that determines the learners' morphosyntactic tense ind aspect system.
The shaping factors function like a type of filter through which the learner
acquires the target tense and aspect system. I consider the following factors as a
kind of filter mechanisms which guide the second language learner through the
"jungle" of the target verbal morphology:

(1) The lexical aspect of the verbs with which the various tense and aspect
morphemes are fused;

(2)  The semantic, structural and formal characteristics of the temporal reference
system of the source language;

(3)  The semantic, structural and formal characteristics of the temporal reference
system of the target language.

The analyses in chapters 7 and 8 will concentrate on the weight   of each of these
factors. Dependingon the weight ofeach ofthese factors, the semantic, structural
and formal characteristics of the learners' emerging tense and aspect system will
look different. If lexical aspect plays  the most important role, then a particular
semantic type of verb gets at first the most congruent (and so redundant)
prototypically type ofverbal marking (see section 4.3.3). Ifthe semantic, structural
and  formal characteristics of the source language play a decisive role, then the
learner will look for the same characteristics in the target language independently
of the semantic, structural and formal characteristics of the target temporal
reference system.  If it is the target system and its properties that have the most
important influence, then it will be mainly the transparency of the semantic,
structural and formal characteristics ofthe target tense and aspect system that play
a decisive role.

This investigation is allowed by the cross-linguistic design of this study.
Learners from two different aspect-based source languages (Turkish and
Moroccan-Arabic) are learning one and the same tense-based target language
putch). Two different tense-based target languages putch and French) are
learned by learners from one and the same aspect-based source language
(Moroccan-Arabic). As far as the transparency of the target system is concerned,
I already pointed out in section 3.2.2. that it must be very difficult for someone
who learns French in every-day communication to tear apart function and form
of the opaque French suffixes.

The essential difference between shaping and pushing factors is that the former
ones concern possible explanations as to how various temporal notions are
acquired (or not) whereas the latter ones concern explanations as to why there are
acquired. This is, I believe, the most interesung but also the most problematic
question in the case of the acquisition of grammatical tense and aspect. In the
introduction to this study (chapter 1) I called this second bundle of explanatory
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factors "the learner's propensity to acquire", i. e. his communicative needs,
motivations and attitudes towards the target language and its speakers. I explained
that it is very difficult to weigh the contribution of socio-psychological vs
pragmatic-communicative factors as pushers of the acquisition of temporality and
that in this study I only concentrate on system-internal factors. But then sull
communicative needs have to be defined in clear terms of system-internal
pressures and this remains a difficult task What linguistic means are needed in
every-day communication? Can lexical temporal adverbials compensate for
morphosyntactic tense and aspect marking? I believe that the only way to find out
which system-internal factors push the learner to acquire grammatical tense and
aspect markings is to look at what I refer to as diagnostic contexts. I already
explained above that these must be contexts which permit the researcher to see
what linguistic means the learner needs to express straightforwardly the temporal
relation between the events or states described in the context. The communicative
needs then are defined as the expression ofviolations of three default discourse-
pragrnatic conditions which I stated in section 2.3.1 (and which I repeated above).

Assuming that communicativepressure ingeneralpushes the secondlanguage
learner to develop further linguistic means, the pushing factor for developing
verbal morphology must be then that lexical adverbials do not suffice for
expressing violations of the three default discourse-pragmatic conditions
mentioned above. It can be very tentatively stated then, that learners "need" to
develop grammatical tense or  "need" to develop grammatical aspect Depending
on which of these two notions is the most urgently "needed" in communication,
grammatical aspect is acquired before tense or vice versa„ Because in language
acquisition data one should be prepared to interpret the learner's form as not
always having the target language function, the tense or aspect function needs to
be classified independently of the learner's encoding. The diagnostic contexts, in
which the tense and aspect relations are controlled as much as possible, serve as
an analytic  tool to determine the function of learner utterances independently of
the linguistic forms.

5.2 Informant characteristics

My study is based on longitudinal and cross-linguistic data from the ESF project,
in order to study and compare the development of individual temporal reference,
systems and to examine whether and how individual form-function patterns
change in the course of development. This made it possible to compare two
patterns of development: one from learners with two different aspect-based
source languages (Turkish and Moroccan-Arabic) who acquire the same tense-
based target language (Dutch), and one from learners with the same aspect-based
source language (Moroccan-Arabic) acquiring two different tense-based target
languages (French and Dutch). All the data were provided by the ESF databank
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on adult language acquisition. There were eight learners of Dutch, i.e. four
Turkish (Ergun, Mahmut, Osman, and Abd,illgh) and four Moroccan (Mohamed,
Fauma, HassanK, and HassanM) learners, and three learners of French
(Abdessamad, Zahra, and Abdelmalek). In addition, I analysed data from four
native speakers of Dutch Ouul, Albert, Lenie, and Peter). The choice of
Moroccan-Arabic and Turkish as the source languages in the Dutch part of the
ESF project was based on two arguments:

(1)   speakers of those two languages belong to the major immigrant groups in the
Netherlands;

(2) these source languages could be matched with other informants in the ESF
project selected in France ( Moroccans) and Germany (Turkish).

Data collection took place over three cycles of nine months, with one session per
month on average. During these sessions, a certain number of activities took
place, such as narratives, film retellings, role-plays, and conversations (see Perdue
1984,19932). For this study, seven key informants were selected from the total
ESF databank to provide a database representing a spectrum of different types of
development: Mohamed, Fatima, Ergun, Mahmut for the Dutch data and
Abdessamad, Zahra, and Abdelmalek for the French data. This selection was made
on the basis of earlier research (see Perdue 1993) in which Mohamed, Ergun,
Abdelmalek, and Abdessamad were known to be relatively fast learners and
Mahmut, Fatima, and Zahra relatively slow.

The criteria adopted for selectinginformants were applied to safeguard against
too much obvious dispersion in their backgrounds, living, and working conditions
at the outset. Perdue describes the "ideal" informant in the Field Manual at the
onset of the longitudinal study (1984: 276):

"S/he is 24ed between 18 and 30, has legal status, no native TL-speaking
spouse ana no children of school-age. hls/her education is limited. S/he
is therefore probably working class, with work (or some other activity)
providing day-to-day contacts in the TL. His/her proficiency is very
limited at the start oi the investigation, thus s/he will normally have been
resident in the target country for a short while -preferably less than one
year-and will not be receiving regular TL tuition. The TL will be his/her
second language.

,'

The elaborated individual portraits of the Dutch main and other informants are
presented below (see table 5.1,5.2 and 5.3). They originate from Broeder (1991:
14-15; see also Perdue 1993, Deen 1995). The socio-biographical information of
the three French informants originates from Noyau (1995) and V6ronique (2000).
I start with the Turkish-Dutch informants.

Tbe Turkisb-Dutcb main informants
Egun left Turkey at the age of seventeen and joined his parents in Tilburg. After
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five months he found a job as a factory worker. At the time of the first session in
the ESF project, Ergun had been living in the Netherlands for about eleven
months. After two years in Tilburg, he moved to Groningen, a city in the northern
part of the Netherlands. Given the fact that there are not many immigrants living
in Groningen, Ergun's level of contact with Dutch native speakers increased. As
far as his education is concerned, it can be said that after five years of primary
school, he started already working as a mechanic in Turkey.

Mabmutwent to the Netherlands at the age of nineteen to join his wife, who
had been living there for about four years. He joined the project about nine
months after his arrival. After a year, he found a job in a meat factory but his level
of contact with Dutch native speakers was still very limited. He had the same
limited primary school education as Ergun (see table 5.1).

Tbe Moroccan-Dutch main informants
Mobamed joined his father, who had been living in the Netherlands for almost
fourteen years, about eight months before the beginning of the data collection.
Soon after his arrival, he found a job as a factory worker, which he held
throughout the the data collection period, except for a short period ofunemploy-
ment. As a youngster, living in a small town near Tilburg with relatively few
immigrants, he soon had lots of contact with native target language speakers, from
the authorities to other youngsters in discotheques and bars. Because of troubles
with his parents, he regularly stayed with his uncle for extended periods of time.
After a year-and-a-half he moved in with his Dutch girlfriend in her parents'
house. At the end of the data collection, when he was almost 24, he was living
with another Dutch girl. He had not taken part in any language course. His
education in Morocco (Casablanca) consisted ofprimary school and two years of

secondary school.
At the time of the first session, Fatima had been living in the Netherlands for

one year and her proficiency in Dutch was almost zero, although she had taken

part in a voluntary training course for migrant women and continued to do so. She
had a part-time job as a cleaning woman in the kitchen of a motel, where she
worked with other Moroccan and Turkish women. Her contacts with native
speakers of Dutch were very limited. She attended primary school for only two
years, after which she received sewing and knitting lessons (see table 5.1 below).
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Table 5.1 Basic soao-biographic characteristics of the Turkish and Moroccan
main informants

Turkish Moroccan
Mahmut (MA) Ergun (ED) Mohamed (MI<) Fatima (FA)

sex male male male female
marital status married single single married
native country Ankgra Ankara Casablanca Keniaa
employment
nadve country mechanic mechanic none seamstress

age of arrival NL  19                   17                         19                      24
skills other lang. none none sorne French none
residence NL Tilburg Tilburg Oisterwijk Tilburg
education NL none Educ.centre none Comm.centre
employment NL fact. worker fact. worker fact worker kitchen maid
living with wife Turkish family parents husband

Tbe additional Turkish-Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch informants
The data o f four additionalinformants were taken into account in this study,  two
Turkish-Dutch informants (Osman and Abdultab)and two Moroccan-Dutch
informants (Hassan K and Hassan A4). Their socio-biographical characteristics are
given in table 5.2. Their characteristics show these additional informants to be
comparable to the main informants (see table 5.1).

Table 5.2 Basic socio-biographical characteristics of the additional Turkish  and
Moroccan learners of Dutch

Turkisb Moroccan
Osman (OS) Abdullah(AID Hassan K (HK) Hassan M.

(HAO
sex male male male male
marital status single single single married
residence
native country Trabson Kirsehir Casablanca Casablanca
employment
native country farmer Vanous none booker agent
age artival NL    17                       19                           18                        24
skills other lang. none none sonne French some French
residence NL Tilburg Tilburg Oisterwijk Tilburg
education in NL Educ. centre Educ. centre Educ. centre Cornrn centre
employment NL none none none fact worker

living with parents parents parents wife
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Tbe Moroccan-French informants
At the time the data collection started Abdelmalek was twenty years old and had
been illegally living in France for approximately twelve months. He arrived in
France via Spain. His first language is Moroccan Arabic. After his migration to
France, Abdelmalek worked as a fisherman on a boat in Marseille, until he had an
accident in 1984. He was single and lived in a workman's home. He received a
primary education in Morocco and had some rudiments of Spanish and French
on arrival, but no professional qualification. He followed a French course for one
hour per week for a short time, but this course had no noticeable effect on his
performance in French. According to Klein et al. (1992), his performance was
remarkable, to say the least. To call him a "risk-taker" would be an understate-
ment. He was very talkative, and loved to tell stories and interact generally in
French.

Abdessamadwas about twelve months in France when the first session of data
collection took place. During the data collection, he had several jobs as a
handyman. He was not married and lived in a shelter in Marseille. He can be
characterised as the most advanced learner of French.

Zabra was in her early thirties when she came to Marseille with her four
children to live with her (bilingual) husband, who was already working there.
About two years after her arrival, the first data session took place. During the
longitudinal data-collection she worked as a cleaning lady. She had some contact
with French speakers through her work and also through school authorities when
her children start attending. She herselfhad no schooling whatsoeverin Morocco,
and the French course she attended on arrivalin Marseille (2 hours per week) was
apparently ofvery little benefit to her. In general, her situation as a Moroccan wife
and mother made contacts outside the family somewhat difficult, and she
remained reserved about speaking French (see table 5.3).

Table 5.3 Socio-biographical characteristics of the Moroccan learners of French

Moroccan-Arabic
Abdelmalek(AL) Zahra(ZA) Abdessamad (AS)

sex male female male
marital status single marded single
age of arrival in FR      20                                                    34                                      24
sRills in other
languages some Spanish none none
residence in FR Marseille Marseille Marseille
education in FR Educ. centre Educ. centre Educ. centre
employment in FR fisherman seamstress bricklayer

In many respects, the informants are quite similar and they represent the average
Turkish and Moroccan iinmigrant living in the Netherlands and in France who
acquire Dutch and French as a second language in every-day communication.
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5.3 Complex communicative tasks

One of the more important aims of the research teams of the ESF project was  to
base their descriptions of learner varieties on in-depth, longitudinal studies, "(...)
seeking to identify which communicative factors, in context, motivated linguistic
development, and which factors caused the learner's language to fossilise" (Perdue
1993: 6). It was therefore decided to collect a variety of comparable spoken
language data from small groups of learners over time, with the goal of recon-
structing definable and recurrent language activities from recordings of spoken
exchanges, and of observing how the linguistic characteristics of these activities
evolve:

"adult learners were regular17 recorded over a period of two and a half
years from as near as possible to the be nning of the learning process,
with the aim of constituting a corpus ot 25-30 recordings ot approxi-
mately two hours'length for 401earners, i.e., four learners tor each SL-TL
palrlng

These encounters or sessions were divided into three similar cycles, each cycle
consisting of six to nine sessions, depending on the possibilities of the individual
research teams. By repeating speech elicitation activities in the form of cycles, the
informants could be observed three times in similar conditions of language use.
In this way, comparable data over time became available for analysis, offering a
high-quality perspective on linguistic detpils of the I.,2 acquisition process. In table
5.4 below, an overviewof the different data collection techniques is given foreach
session in each cycle; recurring activities can be retrieved in Cycles 1,2, and 3, in
that order (see Schenning 1998).

In the present study I used for the form-to-function analyses all these types
of data. For the function-to-form analyses I used only the data which are in the
second column and which are described as follows in the manual of the ESF
database:

"More or less %uided conversations usually started the encounter bteween
researcher ana learner, and was used primarily to complete the socio-
biographical information about the learner. Thus, amongst other
discourse types, personal narratives were elicited." (Feldweg 1991: 14)

The notation convention used in this study to refer to numbers of sessions in
which specific activities occurred consists of the cycle number followed by the
session number within that partiollnr cycle (e.g., sessions 1.3,2.3 and 3.3 refer to
session 3 in cycles 1,2, and 3, respectively). In the presentation ofutterances, the
session numbers precede the initials of the concerning informants: Ergun is ED,
Mahmut is MA, Mohamed is MO, Fauna is FA, Osman is OS, Abdullah is AU,
Hassan K is HK, Hassan M is HM, Abdelinalek is AL, Zahra is ZA, Abdessamad
is AS. Informants were recorded in real-life everyday communications wherever
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possible, or in role-plays of these transactions with volunteer representatives of
the host society (bank clerks, employment officers, etc.). Conversations with
researchers were recorded at every meeting. Furthermore, small-scale tasks (stage
directions, film-retellings, route directions, self-confrontations, a French
proficiency test for the Moroccan informants) especially designed to get abundant
relevant data for specific research areas were recorded at set intervals.

5.4 Data-analysis

As a first heuristic step, investigation of the various types ofexplicit and standard-
like temporal devices can be productive. However, such a strategy has two
important disadvantages. The first is that it does not account forimplicit temporal
references, nor for the use of non-standard linguistic tools. Therefore, spotting
potentially interesting temporal adverbials in the output from word listings of the
data will be complemented by analyses of implicit methods of reference to
temporality in discourse.

Secondly, with respect to for example the development of tadvs, this strategy
does not show us which target language tadvs are not used by the learner (either
at a certain stage or not at all). Therefore it was necessary to base my inquiry of the
use of tadvs in learner utterances on existing listings of Dutch and French
adverbials as they are given in standard works on the use of the target lan-
guage(e.g. for Dutch ANS Algemene Nederlandse Spraakkunst by Geerts et al.
1984 and, for French, Le frangais par16 by Blanche-Benveniste 1991). The same
holds for investigating the first tense and aspect markings in the learner varieties;
looking for the target morphosyntactic markings would not show the rich
idiosyncratic repertoire used by the learners in order to convey the same temporal
relations between TT and Tu (tense) and between TI' and Tsit (aspect).

Within the scope of this study, it was decided to concentrate on two
techniques of data-analysis: the concordance technique and a discourse-oriented
analysis technique. The former is based on automatic form-to-function analyses
over the total corpus and the latter one function-to-form analyses of linguistic
means used in context over a sub-part of the corpus; the diagnostic contexts. In
order to trace in more detail the impact of global discourse organization rules on
the development and use of temporal-aspectual means at the utterance level (see
section 2.3), I had to select data in order to carry out in-depth analyses in addition
to the frequency analyses which were performed over the whole set of data . I
chose to use two types of complex verbal taSks. The first type were personal
narratives (monologues), which seem to offer the richest temporal structure as
they require both a deictic (with respect to the time of utterance) and anaphoric
contextualization of events (in a sequence of utterances). The second were film
retellings, which permit checking the intended temporal reference of the
informants (which in early learner varieties is often left implicit) and were used as
diagnostic contexts.
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The  retelling of the silent film "Modern Times" (see Perdue 1993) was used
as the most structured type of narrative discourse data in the ESF project The
procedure, described in chapter 6, was done three times by the learners ofFrench
and two times (cycle 2 and 3) by the learners ofDutch. I am very aware of the fact
that film retellings and personal retellings of experiences are embedded in time
in different ways. Personal narratives have a clear deictic anchoring time span,
which is the time of speech. All personal experiences normally happened in the
past, before TU (although I also found references to future events or states in the
personal narratives). For the film retellings, this is totally different and the
temporal embedding ofthe film retellings depend heavilyon the scaffolding ofthe
interviewer. Does he use a past topic time "What happened in the film (after I
left)P" or a present one "Can you tell me what happens after Charlie leaves
prison?".

I would like to argue here that, although the interviewers presumably all
followed the same procedure, it does not matter very much for my analyses of the
way temporal relations are established by the learners in the film retellings. I
already described in section 2.3 the global 'IT maintenance principle or anchoring
tense: this principle first defines for each 'IT in a set of related utterances (or
discourse episode) the relation between'IT and TU. The location of'IT relative
to TU in a set of related utterances (or discourse episode) can be explicitly marked
by a positional tadv in the first utterance of an episode or is based on situational
context (the episode is in the past for example).  I f it is not marked explicitly,  the
relation between 'IT and TU is by default simultaneous (IT=TU is present). The
global temporal frame which is thus set is then implicitly maintained over
subsequent utterances, unless marked otherwise. This means that the learner, once
an anchoring tense (relation Tr-TU) is chosen, should maintain this tense unless
there is a shift of temporal frame (from present to past reference or vice versa, for
example). When analyzing the film retellings, I look at whether the time chosen
as an introductory tense is maintained throughout the story. Deviations from the
anchoting tense should be motivated then by either a change o f the global 'IT to
TUrelation (the learner decides to change from embedding the discourse in the
present to embedding in the past, for example) or of the local TI' to Tsit relation
(a change in the aspectual viewpoint marking). In order to determine the
anchoring tense in a related sequence ofutterances, one should look at independ-
ent straightforward markers of the 'IT to TU relation, such as the use of past
deictic adverbials. The problem is that deictic adverbials are not used in film
retellings because of their non-deictic embedding. However, in Dutch, there is
another way to determine the anchoring tense of a film retelling: the difference
between the past anaphoric AFTER adverbial, en toes 'and then', in contrast to the
present one, en dan 'and then: Furthermore, although film retellings are not
embedded in the past in the way personal narratives are (see Noyau 1989), they
exhibit a similar temporal organization with respect to their division in the main
and side structures. That is, the relation between the events which form the main
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structure or the story-line, is a chronological shift-in-time relation, with states
referennally attached to the main events as side structure material (see Bardovi-
Harlig 1998, Klein & von Stutterheim 1987, Noyau 1989, Reinhart 1984; see
section 2.3).

Selecting, coding, and classifying of the data depends on the individual
research questions and is explained in the relevant sections in chapters 6,7 and 8
under the heading "data-analysis". Depending on the research question, the total
set and/or different subsets of the data were used in the various analyses. In order
to give an impression ofthe size ofthe database of spoken nonnative Dutch used
in this study, the following table is given.

Table 5.6 Number ofword tokens for the eight Dutch informants in cycles 1-3

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3

Fatima 7,700 10,600 12,000
Mohamed 14,200 20,400 19,700
Ergun 13,200 22,800 25,500
Mallrnut 15,500 20,400 23,000

Total 50,600 74700 80,200

All the data of the ESF corpus are now (since 1991 in CHAT-format, Le., the
utterances appear on separate coding lines and can be extracted and analyzed by
using standard search operations for concordance analyses and frequency counts
(see MacWhinney 1991). One coding line is used as a so-called 'sound tier', the
link between the transcribed and the speech material. All the ESF data are sound-
linked since 1999. This means that the transcriptions and the speech material can
be coded and analyzed on-line, which implies that researchers can decide
themselves where to put intonation markings, utterance boundaries, etc. The
original multiple and various notation conventions (for pauses, interruptions,
rising and fglling intonation, self-repairs, utterance boundaries, etc.), used by the
ESF research teams and often the subject oflots ofdiscussion, became redundant
thanks to the use ofsound-linked utterances. The examples presented in this study
are stripped as-much-as-possible  of the mostly superfluous symbols in the
transcriptions, which often made them uncomprehensible. If notation conven-
tions are used, this is mentioned in the relevant section. In general, all parts in
italics are literal quotes from the corpus. Free translations are provided in single
quotation marks, summaries of the context are given in square brackets.

Finally, it is worth mentioning here that the data analysis techniques for the
Dutch and the French data are strongly adapted to the kind of data and their
transcriptions and sound material. For reasons of perceptual opacity and multi-
functional suffixes, prefixes, and infixes of the verb (see section 3.2.2), it was
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impossible to carry out the same automatic search programmes for the French as
for the Dutch data. Automatic search analyses for finding occurrences of Dutch
is 'is' Or be#t has' are much easier to use than those for finding occurrences of
French fej 'is' or Ial 'has: First of all, it is hard to hear the difference in the
Moroccan-Arabic-French data and this makes it difficult to rely on the transcripts.
Secondly, these minimal characters are difficult to catch in an automatic search
because they occur in multiple different strings.



Chapter 6

The initial repertoire:
Basic steps in adult L2 acquisition

From now on, I will follow the learners' course of acquisition towards the target
temporal reference system of Dutch and French. To capture the way in which
learners progressively encode temporal notions, it is not sufficient to concentrate
on any one of the following levels alone: morphology, lexicon, pragmatics, etc.  I
already explained in chapter 2 that at the sentence level the expression oftemporal
properties is regularly based on the interaction between tense and aspect marking
the lexical content of the verb and its arguments, contextual and situational
knowledge and the semantic and structural properties of temporal adverbials. In
alllanguages, the two basic modes of linguistic temporal reference are lexis and
morphology with discourse means as the implicit guiding mechanism. It is also
generally attested that learners first mark temporal reference lexically before

proceeding to a gradual and often slow acquisition of the morphological devices

(Dietrich et al. 1994, Meisel 1987, Giacolone-Ramat 1992, Skiba & Dittmar 1992;
see section 4.2.1). Therefore, I decided to divide the acquisition route into two
major stages: (1) the lexical stage (temporal adverbials and connectives) and (2) the
morphological stage (infection and auxilities). Note that these are only formal
characteristics ofthe stages and that the terms "lexical" and "morphological" do
not say anything about the temporal notions which can be expressed.

This chapter is concerned mainly with the lexical stage; temporal adverbials,
temporal prepositional phrases, particles, and connectives. Henceforth, I will refer
to all the lexical means as "tadvs" and only when necessary will I make a
terminological distinction. To give an impression of what this lexical stage looks
like, I show the following example (6.1), which comes from Ergan, a Turkish
learner of Dutch. It shows how beginning I.2 speakers manage to anchor events
in time by means of lexical items such as calendric-clock descriptions batf negen

'halfpast eight', deictic reference vandaag'today' vanmorgen'this morning', direct
speech, anaphoric dan 'after', and special discourse organisation principles:
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(6.1)     vandaag boofdpon today headache
ik ga  niet naarfabriek I go not to factory
ik vanmoreen I this morning
balf nepenlk bellen half East eight I phone
' a ikkomt niet vandaag es 1 come not todaf'

6,

'ik ben 4ek
U.

"I am sick"
vandaagavond zes uur today evening six o'clock
ik bebllapen I have sleep
dQU klein bee(ie lopen then a little bit walk
dan ikgaan  naar cqfee  of F    then I  go  to  pub  or  so

For a first cross-linguistic inventory and classification ofalllexical means used by
each individual learner, I decided to carry out a form-to-function analysis over the
entire data-set. This implies that I conducted automatic search analyses looking for
tadvs over all the data available for the main informants (see section 5.2): Fatima
and Mohamed (Morrocan learners of Dutch), Mahmut and Ergun (Turkish
learners of Dutch), and Zahra and Abdessamad (Morrocan Learners of French).
In addition, I carried out function-to-form analyses overall the personal narrative
data available of the same informants (see table 5.5, second column) to catch all
the non-standard and non-explicit means ofexpressing temporality also. In section
5.1.1., I formulated the research questions for the lexical stage as follows:

(a)   What  are  the  semantics  of each temporal adverbial  at each stage of each
learner variety?

(b)   What is the structural embedding of tadvs, that is, (a) the position of tadvs in
the utterance, and (b) the interaction between the tadvs and other elements in
the utterance?

This implies that for each tadv found in the data, I coded the semantic and
structural properties. In section 2.2.2 I described how tadvs can specify the
external and internal properties of time spans. This is what I coded as semantic
properties. In the same section (2.2.2) I  argued also that which of the two relevant
time spans, the time talked about TI' or the time of the event/situation Tsit, is
specified depends on the structural embedding of tadvs in the utterance.
Therefore, I coded also the position of the tadvs in the utterance. In section 2.2.3
I gave some examples to show the complex interaction between position and the
function of a tadv in fully-fledged languages like English and Dutch. Temporal
adverbials have scope properties and, depending on their position in the utterance
and the scope properties of the target language, they have scope over the 'IT or
over the Tsit. The question is how learners approach this acquisition task.

The stage of marking temporal reference by lexical explicit and/or implicit
discourse pragmatic means (and not by morphosyntactic means) is typical of a
learner's production at the level of the so-called basic variety (cf. Klein & Perdue
1997; see also section 4.2.1). At this level, the basic repertoire can be expanded in
two ways; either the learner increases this repertoire by acquiring more tadvs and
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other lexical means and he handles his repertoire in a more effective way, or he
develops morphosyntactic means to mark tense and aspect. Previous research
(Dietrich et al.  1995, von Stutterheim 1986) has shown that many learners stagnate
or fossilize (that is they do not develop morpho-syntact means) at this level.
Fossilization occurs,  it is claimed, because  of the possibilities the basic variety
provides for expressing a whole range of temporal notions by a clever handlingof lexical temporal adverbials and discourse ordering principles such as the
principle of natural order (PNO, see section 2.3.1). In this chapter, I show how
the basic repertoire can be expanded by a clever management of the semantic and
structural properties of tadvs. The crucial question is then "What can tadvs
express and what can they not express?" or"Can tadvs compensate for functions
of grammatical tense and aspect marking?" Both questions are triggered by the
general motor factor of the present study "Why do learners develop grammatical
tense and aspect marking at all?"(see chapter 1).

This chapter is organized as follows: First, an illustration is given of the procedure
for the analysis of the lexical stage in the learner data (6.1), which consists of a
combination of a concordance (form-function) and a discourse-oriented
(function-form) analysis. In section 6.2, an overview of the results of these
analyses is given and I define the basic lexical repertoire for expressing the external
and internal properties of time spans. In section 6.3, is argued that a clever use of
tadvs can block the emergence of grammatical tense and aspect marking in the
acquisition of a second language. In this last section two potentially blocking
learner strategies are discussed: the lexical composition of tadvs (6.3.1) and the
structural embedding of tadvs (6.3.2-6.3.4).

6.1 The procedure of data-analysis

Two complementary types of analyses of time reference were carried out. Both
types ofanalysis produced different sources ofinformation on the acquisition of
temporal reference. I first carried out a form-to-function analysis technique  for
looking at explicit means for temporal reference, to which I refer to as the
concordance technique (section 6.1.1). Then, in a discourse analysis, I traced
lexical forms of temporal expression (adverbials and connectives) in personal
narratives  and gave them codings on the basis of their semantic and structural
properties in a long stretch of discourse. Finally, in a pure concept-oriented
approach, I looked at how these learners expressed temporal relations, which I
defined on the basis of the three discourse principles mentioned in section 2.3.2.
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6.1.1 The concordance analysis

This technique for automatically searching for explicit standard linguistic devices
expressing temporal reference (by means of concordance programs) resulted in
listings of relevant occurrences of specific temporal forms in a particular verbal
context First of all, I want to emphasize here that this strategy has three
important disadvantages. First of all, this strategy does not show us which target
language tadvs are not used by the learner (either at a certain stage or not at all).
Therefore, it was necessary to base my inquiry of the use of tadvs in learner
utterances on existing listings ofDutch and French adverbials as they are given in
standard works on the use of the target language; for Dutch this is the ANS
(Algemene Nederlandse Spraakkunst by Geerts et al. 1984) and for French I used
'Le frangais par16' by Blanche-Benveniste (1991). I also used information from
earlier research on Dutch tadvs byJanssen (1994) and Oversteegen (1988) and my
own intuitions about what words (or combination of words) could be cases of
temporal reference in these learner varieties of French and Dutch.

Secondly, because standard linguistic devices for expressing temporal
relations in Dutch and French were spotted in the concordances, forms differing
from these standard devices remain unincorporated or incorporated in the wrong
way. Take, for example:

(6.2) MO 3.9
ik gisteren dokter gaan vanmiddag
I yesterday doctor go this afternoon
[I went to the doctor yesterday afternoon]

Instead of the standard formgirtenniddab Mahmut usesgirte,en vanmidda& which in
Standard Dutch means 'yesterday this afternoon'. This "composed" deictic
adverbial risks being coded as two individual deictic adverbials.

Thirdly, temporal referential functions expressed in the I.2 varieties without
any overt temporal marking are not"spotted" in the concordance list (see also von
St:utterheim 1986: 172). As is illustrated in the next example:

(6.3) ED 1.3
Ankara ik   trouw
Ankara I marry
[In Ankara I got married]

Ankara functions here as temporal reference to the past because of shared
sit:uational knowledge: the listener knows that Ankara is the place where Mahmut
used to live. Therefore, spotting potentiglly interesting temporal adverbials in the
output from word listings of the data will be complemented by analyses ofimplicit
methods of reference to temporality in discourse analyses.
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The concordances were based on all nine sessions in all three cycles for the Dutch
and French data of the key informants, so that 31127 sessions of all the informants
were scanned for potential temporal forms. Because of a conversion of the data
to the CHAT-format (MacWhinney 1991; see section 5.4), the utterances appear
on separate lines and can be extracted with a flexible amount of context
utterances. These extractions o futterances containing a temporal adverbialand six
utterances surrounding context (three before the target utterance and three after)yielded the basis for further encoding. On the coding line I coded only the
position of the tadv in the utterance because I believe that the semantic propertiesof these tadvs can only be judged in (sull) more context I coded for each
adverbial if it was placed in the position before the agent (POS1), like in example
(6.4), or in another position (POS2), like in the examples (6.5) and (6.6). In cases
where was no agent mentioned, I did not code the position.

(6.4) FC 2.3

,gisteren ik   gaat naar   markt
yesterday I go to market
IYesteraay I went to the market]

(6.5) ED 2.2
ik gisteren slapen   bele dagI yesterday sleep whole day
[Yesterday I slept the whole day]

(6.6) OD 3.1
Ik slapen tot drie uur gisterenI    sleep till three o'clock yesterday
[[ slept till three o'clock yesterday]

The output files of these automatic analyses functioned later on as reference- files
for how one particular temporal adverbial behaved over time (over all sessions)
for each individuallearner. The development of frequencies over time gave at first
instance only a rough idea which (standard) tadvs were explicitly used and how
many times at which cycle (see chapter 5) by each learner, and did not give
information as to how these tadvs were used to express temporality.

6.1.2 The discourse analysis

The discourse analysis was done by reading through all the personal narrative
transcripts line by line, while coding for the expression of external and internal
temporal properties by lexical adverbials, connectives, and prepositional phrases
(in two weeks) and/or pragmatic discourse means based on situational or contextual
knowledge (see section 2.3). This implies that I followed, in the first instance, a
form-oriented approach by tracing forms andgiving them meanings. Forthe tadvs
(including non-standard ones) I found, I coded:  (1) the semantic characteristics
of this adverbialin the utterance and (2) the structural embedding of the adverbial
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in the utterance. For (1) this means that I coded first the function of the adverbial
(see section 2.2.2) as:

TAP: Positional adverbials     (yesterby, in two weeks)
TAQ: freQuency adverbials (tbne times)
TAD:      adverbials of Duration (tbidngfour months)
TAC:     adverbials of Contrast (st,74 al,ra*, again)

As I already explained in section 2.2.2, positional adverbials TAP specify the
external temporal relationship between two time spans. The position of the time
span to be talked about TI' is related to another time span on the time axis (the
relatum) which is given in context in an anaphoric (late, , deictic (tomonw,0, or
calendric way (on tbe P €fMarcb). The nature of the relatum I coded as follows:

AN: anaphoric relatum   (two weeks hteS
DE:deictic relatum (in two week)
CA:calendric relaturn    ($er/##li 1967)

To identify all the semantic properties of the tadvs, I also coded for each tadv if
the anaphoric, deictic, or calendric relatum was in AFTER, BEFORE, or
SIMULTANEOUS (AT) relation to the time talked about 'IT:

AF: after
BE:before
AT:simultaneous at

For connectives which have by default an anaphoric relatum I also coded  the
AFTER BEFORE or SIMULTANEOUS (AT) relation and their position in the
utterance. For the pragmatic discourse means, I coded which temporal relation
they coded using the same codes as I used for the tadvs and the connectives. To
capture the interaction of all the temporalinformation in each utterance precisely
I also coded in the analyses of the personal narratives (see section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3
for more details about how this interaction works):

-    the form (a copy) and the position (POS1-POS2) of the allriliary and the
copula

-      the form (a copy) and the position (POS1-POS2) of the main verb
-      the lexical content of the verb (0-, 1-, 2-state-verbs)

In addition, I conducted a pure concept-oriented discourse analysis of personal
narrative data in which I took pre-defined temporal relations to be expressed by
the learner as my starung point. These temporal relations (to be expressed) are
defined on the basis of the discourse principles I discussed in section 2.3.2: the
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topic, the focus, and theglobal topic time conditions which constrain the temporal
referential movement in narratives. Deviations from these three discourse
conditions must be marked explicitly and the question is what lexical (or other
means) learners use to do this. In section 6.2.2 I discuss these discourse conditions
again.

6.2 The basic lexical repertoire for temporal reference

In this section, I first discuss the results of the concordance analysis (section 6.2.1)
and then the findings of the discourse-analysis  (6.2.2).

6.2.1 The initial stage: A concordance analysis

In table 6.1 and 6.2 below, an overview is given of the respective Dutch and
French "standard" adverbials found in the concordance output in Cycles 1-3. As
I have said before, these frequency analyses are based on standard listings of tadvs
(Gee:ts. et al. 1984 and Blanche-Benveniste 1991). These tables do not include
calendric references such as references to Easter, to the name of the monthAugmt,
the  (parts  of)  days of the week Mon*y (morning),yesterdg (€#emoon)  or  references
to a number of days 4 *ys, months, years, etc. and also no connectives (these are
listed in the table of the function-to-form discourse analyses). I carried out
separate analyses of the days of the week (Tues*y,  Wednes*0 and parts of the day
(montinb evenin®. In these analyses I looked for the Dutch words:

-      *d* *day, avond evening nacht night, morgen tomorrow, ocbtend morning
weekend, dster yesterday, vandaagtoday,
and for trench:

-        midi  afternoon,  soir evening,  nuit  night,  matin    morning,  weekend weekend,  bier
yesterday, ajourd'bin today, lum# Monday,Tuesday etc. and compositions with
these words (e.g. Mon*y-montit®.

Itis impossible to give a systematic overview of all the idiosyncratic compositions
and truncations the learners made out of these words but I will come back to the
results of these analyses later in section 6.3.1.

I present in the two tables below the frequencies per cycle in order to see  the
longitudinal development in the expansion of the minimal repertoire. The first
row indicates an initial position (POS1) for the tadvs and the second row a non-
initial position (POS2). Table 6.1 lists the Dutch temporal adverbials, Table 6.2 the
French temporal adverbials.
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Table 6.1 List of Dutch temporal adverbials used by the main informants
at each cycle

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut
Cycle I       II      III       I     II     III      I      II     III      1     II     III

d                       1          1 2 4 2 - 1 -----

'yet' 2-1273-332--
altijd                       15           25                4         15         13             3         14          22          12         21          13          22

'always' 11 26 100 10 25 10 16 7 8   54   65   45

eerst 1- 9 10 3   29 3 6 19 - 23 11
'first' -     -     5   10 38 10 3 1 1 - 22 31

even  'a                     2              3 1 1 2 1 1   33   22   42    3    3    6
moment'          -        2 7 8   10 8 8   24   23    -    8   45

geleden - - - - - -6 3 4- - - -2
ago' -     -    -    -    -    4   14 45 -          4

na - 3 -   10 2 6- - -1 1-
'after' - 1 - 4 -4- 1 1 .         --

net  - - - -1 4- - - - -3
just' -     -     -    -    5   12    -    - - -1-

noR 8    22 7 7   26 3 8 10 9 11 13    2'st£11'  16 23 79 24 12 51 5 32 80 13 15 50
klaar 5 13 16 4 9 9- -     -     -   81     2
'ready' 7 12 10 2 7 8- -    -    -   2   10

nooit - - -2 2 1 - - - -2 2 6
'never' - - -3 7   12    -     - - -    3   23

nou/nu     63    10   116    - - -   51   21    7    5   31   26
now' 19 95 45 - - -2 2 11 2    2   10

sinds
since -           -----         -----

sorns -1 1 1 23 2   11   21   35    -
some- -     -     -    4    4   10   13 23 36         -         -         -

umes'

straks 'in        -       -        -      -      2      3      3      3       -      -      -       -
a minute'         -        - - - 2 2 2 1 4- - -

vaak
'often' -          -           I         -         -         -        -         -         -         -        -         -

vroeger -          -           I         -         - - -2- - -
'in the
past'

weer - - - -2 111 1 1 -   17
'anin' - - - -5 3 2 1 - 1 1   12
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Table 6.2 List of French temporal adverbials used by the main informallts
at each cycle

Zahra Abdessamad

Cycle I II III I     II      III

d#S'yet'                          -         -          1         -       3         --1-8 3
toujours 'always' 5      6      12     4    15      2

6      5      65     10    28     36

d'abord 'first'                     -         -           -         -       4         3
-      -    15      6

un moment 'a moment'
- -2- -5

passe .ago                           -          _            -         -        -          -
- - - - -8

apras 'after' 2     6      10     5     2      7
3     4 11 474

juste 'just'                         -         -           -         -       5         -
-            -          9          15

encore/toujours 'sull' -3 8 8 5 3
-      3      55     4     8     18

fini/prEt 'ready'                   -          -            -         4        -          -
6     12      10     4     8      8

jamais 'never'                   -        -          -       -       2        -
- -8-8 8

maintenant 'now' 346376
1 5 4 2 2 1

depuis 'since'                     -         -           -         -       1
--1---

des fois 'sometimes' 41 1 3 8 7
1      2       1      4    25     15

toute h l'heure 'ina                 -           -             -          -         2          3
minute'                                  -           -             -          -         2          2

souvent 'often                    -         -           -         -       7
- -3- - -

avant 'in the past' 6 4 8 8 5 7
1      1       4     9    12      6

de nouveau/encore             -         -           -         -       6         1
'aR in'                                -          -            -         -        4         3
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Although table 6.1 and table 6.2 show a vatiable and incomplete set of tadvs used
by the learners of Dutch and French, it is possible to give some preliminary
remarks on these frequencies and positions:

- alarge numberof the learner forms ofthe Dutch tadvs, nou/nu'now' and even
'for a moment' occur, in contrast to their French equivalents;

-      a large (and increasing) amount of the forms of the Dutch and French tadvs,
altijd, toujours 'always' and nog, encon 'still' ; change in their position more and
more towards the non-initial position (Pos 2) in Cycle 3;

-      a very small number of vmeger, vaak, and sinds occur;
-      for Mohamed a large number of emt occur;
-      there is a great difference in frequency forgeleden between the Turkish (a lot)

and the Moroccan informants  (none) of Dutch;
-      more tokens  of the French  tadv for 'before' avant and 'often' souvent occur

then for their Dutch equivalents;
-     in general more tadvs are used in the Dutch data than in the French data.

These concordance analyses offer a cross-linguistic comparative inventory
overview of all tadvs used at different levels of acquisition and their position.
However, a reasonable study of the way in which temporality is expressed and
how this develops over time cannot be satisfied by counting the number of
adverbials.  The fact that many tadvs are attested does not say anything about the
learner's ability to express temporality (nor does the ratio of, for example, simple
past forms). In order to decide on this ability, we must know what the speaker
wants to express  by this and other means. Moreover, the functioning of learner
varieties is always based on a continuous interaction between what is said in words
and what is given in context. This asks for a detailed analysis at the discourse level.

6.2.2 Results from the discourse-oriented analysis

In order to capture the expressive power of these adverbials, I had to carry out a
more detailed analysis at the discourse level on a selected part of the data
Therefore, all the personal narratives which were available for each cycle were
selected for each informant (see chapter 5, table 5.5, second column). It was thus
possible to look at data from a discourse-oriented perspective and to investigate
how I.21earners establish the temporal frame in a series ofutterances. In addition,
these personal narratives were used to look for phenomena which might possibly
have been overlooked in the study of concordances.

The discourse-oriented analysis was performed utterance per utterance and
involved two parts. First, I coded in a form-oriented analysis the explicit lexical
means (temporal adverbials and connectives) as described in section 6.1. I also
coded the lexical aspect type of the main verbs including their arguments (0,1,2-
states) and I copied the main verb forms on the coding line and gave them a
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POS1 (before the agent)   or POS2 code (other position). If there was an auxiliary
or copula-like verbal form then I also copied this form on the coding line and gave
it a POS1 or POS2 code. All these information bits on the local utterance level

(and their interaction) are important parts of the temporal information of the
utterance.

Secondly, following a pure concept-oriented approach, I used the Quaestio-
model as described in section 2.3.2 as the analytic framework (cf. Klein & von
Stutterheim 1987). I repeat here the main principles ofthis discourse model rather
briefly. The quaestio determines the structure of the text which answers it in
different ways. It defines the partitioning into main and side structures, the way
in which the information flows from one utterance to the next ("referential
movement"), the topic-focus structure of all main structure utterances, etc. In the
case o f a personal narrative, as we are dealing with here, the quaestio answered by
the discourse is generally assumed to be "What happened next (to you)P". This
leads to reference to past time and the first person protagonist in the topiC
component and reference to events in the focus component. This distribution of
information is only found inutterances that directly answer the discourse quaestio
(i. e., the main structure of the text). Klein and von Stutterheim (1987) give two
conditions which constr:lin the referential movement especially with respect to
temporality, and which define the topic-focus-structure of each utterance. First,
the focus condition which says that each utterance specifies an event whose Tsit
falls into the topic time of that utterance (this entails a default perfective aspect;

IT 2 Tsit). The event specification, normally done by the verb, constitutes the
focus of the utterance. Second, the topic condition says that the topic time of the
first utterance is eitherintroduced by apositional temporal adverb or follows from
situational context The 'IT of all subsequent utterances of the main structure is
AFTER (Dietrich et al. 1995: 26).

The topic and the focus condition are default principles which constrain the
IT-to-'IT linkages between utterances (subTI'l>sub TI'2) and the Tsit-'IT-
linkage within utterances (Trl includes Tsitl). I added then a third principle, the
Global Topic Time-principle, which first defines for each TI' in a set of related
utterances (or discourse episode) the relation between 'IT and TU. The location
of Tr relative to TU  in a  set of related utterances (or discourse episode)  can be
explicitly marked by a positional tadv in the first utterance of an episode or is
based on situational context: the personal experience is asserted  for the past,
'yesterday', for example, TT < TU. The global temporal frame which is thus set
is thenimplicitly maintained over subsequentutterances, unless marked otherwise.

These three discourse conditions imply that in a personal narrative type of
discourse a particular type of temporal information is already given "by default":
the global 77 to TU relation is past (past personal experiences) and the anaphoric
linkage ofutterances in the main structure is established by a linking of by default

right-bounded (perfective) events which are asserted for Trs in a chronological
row (PNO). It is interesting then to code in the discourse analyses the possible
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deviations of these default discourse principles, because the deviations must be
marked explicitly, given the fact that they can not be inferred from a situational or
discourse context.

Thus, I coded first on the basis of inferences of situational (like references to
places where the learner used to live, see example 6.3) and contextual knowledge
(as described in the three principles above) for each utterance:

(a) the temporal relation between 'IT and TU as BEFORE (PAST), AFIER
(FU'IURE), or AT (PRESENT);

(b) the 'IT-linking between utterances; inferred on a presumed Prinaple of
Natural Order in personal narratives this gives Tr3 after 772 after Trl ;

(c)  the temporal relation between the 'IT and Tsit in each utterance as BEFORE

(PROSPECITVE), AFTER (PERFECI) or AT (IMPERFECIIVE OR PERFECTIVE)

I want to emphasize here that I gave these codings independently of the implicit
lexical or morphological ways in which they were coded. These are codings to set
up the "abstract" temporal frame of a stretch ofdiscourse. In analysing these data
and their codings, I looked especially at deviations from the default discourse
principles and checked if and how they were marked: that is to say, if and how
learners mark that (a) the global temporal framework changes, (b) the events are
not told in their chronological order, and (c) the events are not told from the
default perfective aspectual viewpoint in narratives but from a perfect,
prospective, or imperfective viewpoint.1

The marking of these deviations is done by a heterogeneous set of lexical
adverbials, connectives, and emergent morphological markings which I will refer
to again in more detail in the next chapters. Furthermore, it is important that the
lexical aspect type of the event-descriptions are coded too, because, as I have said
in section 4.1.3 learners, can use the inherent temporal properties of verbs (in
combination with their arguments) as markers of the necessary boundedness
(perfective)/unboundedness (imperfeclive) distinction of events in discourse.

I present the outcome of these analyses in a rather "abstract" overview of
developmental changes in linguistic forms for temporal functions in tables 6.3a
and 6.3b below. The numbers between angle brackets indicate the first cycle in
which a forrn emerges. In the next section, I discuss these function-form
mappings for the expression of external and internal temporal characteristics.

i Especially these last distinctions in (c) are often difficult to catch in spontaneous personal narratives
because one does not know the aspectual viewpoint the speaker wants to give to the description of
a particular event Therefore, for the emergent morphological stage of enalysis, I added more
controlled data from retellings of the same film Modern Times(1936).
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Tabk 6.30 Overview  of  explicit  lexical  reference  to  external and internal
temporal relationships in the personal narrative data of all the main
Dutch informants.

ERGUN MAHMUT FATIMA MOHAMED

POSITIONAL
ADVERBIALS
-BEFORE

deictic neutrattl) neutral(13 neutral(l) neutral(l)
over (1) gister(en) (2) gisteren(2) die_voor_(1)

gister(HJ(13 gisteren_taar(2) vanmorgen andere (1)
gisteren _taar(2) cite_voor_(3) dinsdag(3 

gistermi23
gisteravond(21 die vorige 21
op-iveekd stS 7mtste-133

..geleden(31 _terug(3)
vorige_(35
vroeger(3)

anaph. eerst(2) eerst(2) eerst(3) eers«1)

- AFTER
deictic neutrat'1) mutrak 1 ) neutral(l) neutra<l)

morgen '1) morgen(13 morgen(13 morgenll)
over 1) straks(21 straks(33 over (11

vanavon3'11 voleende t21 volgende (33 teruF<13
straks'21 dhdelijli(35 vanavon3(33 cl-deliiM(31

voleende 21 straks(3)udelijk'33

anaph. (en)dan(1) (en)dan(1) (en)dan(1)
morgen(23 achter_(1)

straks(23                                                (en)toen(2)
(en)toen(3) over_(21

volgende_(31
toen_na(3)-AT

deictic vandaag(1) vandaag(l) vandaag(l) vandaag(1)
nou(11 nour l) nouill nou(11
nu<11 nu(1) nu(33 deze_(21

deze_(2) nuO)

anaph. dan(11 dan(11 dan(3) dan(1)
ook<23 ook(15 toen(2)

FREOUENT. altijd(1) altijd(1) altijd(1) altild(1)ADVERBIALS nooit(11 X keer(11 X_Der_(1) nooit(11
X_keer(11 -ved(lj _keer(2) X keer(11

vee 1( 11 X_per_(1) soms-keer(2)
_per_(11 nooit(2) ieiiere_(2)
elke_Q) soms 

I)URAT. X_neutral(l) X_neutral(l) X_neutral(l) X_neutra<1 
ADVERBIALS t:88 tot_(11 tot (31 voor    ( z

in-(2) in-<35 totI(Z
over (2'

in-(Z

CONTRAST.
ADVERBIALS nog_* 8  nog_niet(1)    nog(steeds)(1     nog(steeds)(1)

nog-niet(l) nog-met(l)
niet_meer(1) met_meer(1)

(1)=  gde  1, (2» gct, 2, (3)= gcte 3
neutrat=  dates,  lexacal  gefcation, weekdqs, names  of month, seasons,  number of weeks,  month,

years etc.  (X number oj amount = neutral)
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Table 6.3b Overview  of  explicit  lexical  reference  to  external and internal
temporal relationships in the personal narrative data of all the French
informants.

ABDESSAMAD ZAHRA

POSITIONAL
ADVERBIALS
-BEFORE

dactic neutral(r neutrai(1)
avant(l' avant(11
hier(1' l'autre_(21

l'autre_(Z iana_(3)hier soir(2
jina-(3.

_passee(1
_dernier(3,

anaph avant(1) avant(2)
d'abord(2)

- AFTER avant_un_peu(3)
deictic neutral(l) neutral(1)

demaintl) demain/1)
toute_U'heure(2) ce soirt31

_prochaine(23 ..procRaine(3)
ce soir(31

dins_(33

anaph ,et(1) (et)apts(11
apres(11 et)ilors(1)
ators(11

une_heure_aprds(3)

-AT aujourd'hui(1) maintenant(11
deictic maintenant<1) aujourd'hui(2)

anaph m6me_temps(1) quand(1)
quand(1) mEme-temps(2)

comme(3)
pendant(3)

FREOUENT. toujours(1) toujours(1)ADVERBIALS X_fois(1) X fois(l)
des fois(l) des-fois(1)chaque-fois(11 tous 'les (23

lamais(25 jamais<33
de_temps_en_

temps(Z)
tous-les_(2)

DURAT. X_neutralti) X_neutrat(1)ADVERBIALS pour_(21 pendant(33
dan,s_(3)

Jusqu.a_<3)
Fa_Tait-(3)

CONTRAST. .plus(D (pas_)encore(3)ADVERBIALS toujOUrs(21 d4&(3)
encore(21

daji(2)
(1)=  gde  1,  (2)-  gcte  2,  (1)=  gcle  3
neutrat=  dates,  lex:cal speapcation,  weekdgs,  names  of month,  seasons,  number  of weeks,
month,years  etc  (X  number of amount =neutral)
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6.2.3 The marking of external and internal temporal
characteristics

External temporal relations
The basic repertoire for marking external temporal relations consists of a neutral
under-specified set of calendric type of tadvs. This set is the same for all the main
informants (as we can see in table 6.3 above) and consists of:

(b) Pure calendric absolute specifications: augustus 1982 'August  1982'
(6.7) ED 2.1

daar ook werken   over de   jaar    begnnen twee en tacbtig    de augustus

there    too work    over the year start   two and eighty the August
[there I started also to work after one year, in August '82]

(c) Lexical specifications which on the basis of situational context establish a
temporal relationship. In example (6.8), Ankara refers to the past:
(6.8) MA 1.3

ik  ankara  niet school *ian ramadan
I    ankgra not school go ramadan
[In Ankara I went not to school during the Ramadan]

(6.9) ZA 2.1
jouer  les cartes       avec les enfants fage quatofe ans
play the cards  with the children the age fourteen years
II played card-games with the children when i was fourteen years old]

(d) Days of the week, names of the months, or seasons with an implicit
simultaneous AT relation to the relatum. In the earliest stages, learners use
these means without the additional information which identifies if it is last'
or 'next' Sund€y, August which is talked about or if it is 'every' Sundqy, Atgu.st
etc.  Later in the acquisition process they do use this additional information:
(6.10)     ED 2.6

INT:    bet  begint 25 September
it     be ins the 256 of September?

ED:    ja  naag deff week  Zondag
yes Sunday this week Sunday

(e)  Number of weeks, months, days, years, without the additional necessary
information which indicates if it is in two weekf or three weekr ago etc. Learners
always use the moment of speech as an anchoring point. This under-
specification often makes it difficult to decide whether the tadv has a
positional or a durational function. In order to decide whether it means two
weeks ago or for two months, these prepositions or particles are needed:
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(6.11)   ZA 1.6
INT:      vous travaillefquand?

when do you work?
ZA·.     trois mois

three months
(6.12) ED2.4

mOn bmer      gaat    naar turkije     vakantie  gaan naar
my brother goes to turkey vacationgoes to
nou b,na twee maand
now almost two months
als     teng weet ik niet
when back I  don't   know
misscbien tien  dagen  vij#ien   dagen
maybe ten days fifteen days
Imy brother went to turkey almost two months ago, when he will be
back I don't know, maybe in ten or fifteen days]

(6.13) ED2.9
INT:    je advocaat benje daar naar toe gegaan?

did you go to your lawyer?
ED: Ja bqna een jaar

yes, almost a year

(e) Basic adverbials to mark each of the basic anaphoric relations:
anaphoric AFTER:   en dan, et apr25/ alors 'and then'

anaphoric BEFORE: eerst, avant 'first'
anaphoric AT: dan 'then', mbse-temps 'same time'.

Tbe  marking of internal temporalfeatures
The minimal basic repertoire ofmarking the duration of time-spans is completed
by the mentioning ofnumbers ofminutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years, etc.
This is done without the necessary prepositions and particles like tblens, ge:binnde,
pendant ('for') and without explicit left or right (beginning and end) boundary

markers  as  tot,  vanaK jusqu'd, depuis ('since, till').

(6.14)  FA 1.3
ik  een jaar scbndI  one year wnte
[I wrote (letters) during one year]

(6.15)  ZA 1.6
guatre mois moi toujours fatigue
tour months     I always tired
puring four months I was always tired]

Furthermore, there is one adverbial of frequency, in Dutch alt#dand in French its
equivalent to€jours, which is also used to express a generic/habitual and iterative
meaning (see section 6.4) in contrast to one-case readings:
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(6.16)   ZA 2.4
toujours  moi fais  la cuisinece soir

always I cook this evening
[Each evening I prepare dinner]

(6.1 D   ED 2.6
die vrouw        beeft geen tijd     altijd        drink, drink,  drink
that woman has no tline always drink drink drink

With respect to tadvs of contrast, the high number of uses of nog and encon (see
table 6.1 and 6.2 above) is very remarkable although it is often stated (cf. Dietrich
et al. 1995: 16) that because of the cognitive complexity of this word it, will be
acquired rather late.

In the next section, I describe how this basic lexical repertoire is expanded in the
later stages of acquisition and how learners optimize the semantic and structural
properties of tadvs. I show that a clever management of this lexical set oflinguistic
means is considered to be a possible blocking factor for further motphological
development

6.3 The expansion ofthe basic repertoire for temporal reference

The basic repertoire of linguistic means described in the previous section allows
the specification of temporal relations and the indication of the duration, the
frequency, and the contrast between time-spans. What more do you need? As
Dietrich et al. say (1995: 36):

"This system (I'he Basic Variety) is very simple (compared to what we
found in all source and target languages) but extremely versatile. It allows
an easy expression ofwhen what happens, or is the case -provided that:
a) there are enough adverbials andb) it is cleverly managed. Therefore,
one way the learner has of improvmg his expressive power is simply to
enrich his vocabulary, eseecially by adding temporal adverbials, and to
perfect his technique on this instrument. And about one third of the 40
learners whose acguisition was investigated (in six different pairs of
Source and Target languages) do exactly this: they do not go beyond the
basic variety, but steadily improve it in these two respects -more words,
better practice, no unnecessary complications."

Three (Mohamed, Ergun, and Abdessarnad) of the six main informants of the
present study developed/acquired a certain degree ofverb-related morphological
differentiation, the other three did not The latter group did not go beyond "the
basic variety", as it is called by Klein and Perdue (1992). As I have said in the
introduction to this chapter, previous research pietrich et 21. 1995, von
Stutterheim 1986) has shown that many learners stagnate or fossilize (that is, they
do not develop morphosyntactic means) at this level. The reason for the
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fossilization of the learner variety at the basic variety stage is that the basic variety
allows the expression with a whole range oftemporal notions by a clever handling
of lexical temporal adverbials and discourse ordering principles such as the
principle of natural order (PNO, see section 2.3.1). This is indeed the impression
that we get when  we look at early -or late but fossilized- learner varieties. Despite
tile lack of any verb inflection, these speakers typically manage to tell quite
complex personal narratives with a dense web of temporal relations, as we have
seen in the example (6.1) above. In this section, I show how the basic repertoire
can be expanded bya clevermanagementofthe semantic and structural properties
of tadvs and if this expansion must be considered as a serious blocking factor for
the developmentofmorphologicalmeans of temporal reference. The fundamental
questions are:

(a) Can tadvs "compensate" for missing tense notions like reference to past,
present and future which are compulsorily morphologically marked in the
tense-prominent target languages French and DutchP

(b) Which tadvs are used to express aspectual notions such as imperfectivity and
perfectivity which are fulfilled in the source languages of the Turkish and
Moroccan learners  by a whole range of verbal affixesP

I will discuss here two manipulations of two different kinds of basic tadvs. Both
strategies are productive and successful. At the same time, they Indy block the
emergence of tense and aspect marking The first strategy is related to a clever
handling of semantic aspects of positional tadvs by making use of lexical
composition. The second is related to a clever handling of structural properties
by making use of different embeddings of two very productive adverbials, i.e.,
'always' and 'still', for expressing different temporal notions.

6.3.1 Lexical composition of basic deictic tadvs

The first strategy relates to the semantic/lexical composition of basic tadvs.
Learners of both target languages 'cleverly handle' specific tadvs which are
essential for establishing temporal orientation and which typically belong to the
basic variety ofall learners: the flames of (parts of) the day. As previous studies on
temporality also showed (see section 4.2.1), deictic tadvs emerge very early in the
temporal system of I.2 learners. The here-and-now functions as a kind of default
"origo" from which the speaker starts to refer to past, present, or future (parts of)
days. Therefore, lexical expressions such as the Dutch avond'evening', nacbt'night'
, mogen 'tomorrow',  ocbtend'morning', weekend, gister'yesterday,  vandaag'today',
andthe'French midi'afternoon', soir'evenin€, nuit'night, matin'morning, weekend
'weekend; bier'yesterday', ajourd'bui'today', lundi'Monday', etc., are essentialin the
basic learner variety. As such, referring to the central theme of this chapter, these
adverbials can fulfil functions of tense marking.
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From a cross-linguistic perspective, it is interesting to see how learners of French
and Dutch try to acquire target language means for expressing the difference
between, for example, the deictic forms vanavond/ce soir 'this evening' and
anaphoric orgeneric forms like Savonds/lesoir'evenings/ in the evening'. The way
in which these temporal referential functions are clustered differ subtly from
language to language. In French, demonstratives such as ce matin 'this morning'
are used for deictic expressions and anaphoric articles like lematin'mornings' are
used for anaphoric expressions. In Dutch, the prefix 'van' as in vanavond 'this

evening' and vanmotgen 'this morning' is used for deictic reference, and for
anaphoric and generic reference the affix combination  's-lexeme-s swoennikgs,
savonds is used.

Besides trying to use the right form of adverbials, the learner has another
problem. Adverbials such as lesoir'evenings/at night', 'inthe evening' and smo,gens

'mornings','in the morning' can locate some morningwith respect to ananaphoric
"origo", as in

(6.18)   Wednesday I did a lot
In the mornin  I went to the market and...
9  Mogens  ben ik naar de  markt gelaan
Le matin je suis alke au marcI*

However they can also have a habitual reading (aspectual notion) in quantifying
over a lot of mornings:

(6.19)      's  Mogens;ing ik  (alt#d)  naar  de  markt
Le  matin jaltais  (to:jours)  au marcbd
In the morning I (always) went to the market

In fact:, as we can see in the examples (6.18) and (6.19), whether le matin or 9
mogens have an anaphoric or habitual sense in Dutch and in French depends on
the entire meaning of the utterances (normally on the combination of aspect
marking and the tadv). The learner who has not yet acquired aspect marking has
to find another solution for this ambiguity problem. Learners seem to overcome
these acquisitional problems by making clever use of transparent compositional
expressions   like   alt#d_avond      'always_evening,   alt#d_vanmogen   'always   this
morning', toujoun_ce_soir, 'always_this_evening' for expressing the habitual
meaning. Finally, to solve the problem of the subtle variations in forms of
anaphoric and deictic expressions, they use compositions such as vandaag-avoni
a:dourd'bui-soir'today-evenin€  or  donderdag-vanmogen Thursday-uiis  mornin€.
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6.3.2 The structural embedding of tadvs

The second strategy relates to the distributional management of tadvs and dearly
shows how the expressive power of a simple tadv repertoire can be increased. A
first very general quantitative analysis ofall our Dutch and French data shows that
two adverbials occur with an extremely high frequency: alt#Wtoujoun 'always',  and
nog encore 'still' (see table 6.1 and 6.2 above). More interesting is the fact that
further analysis revealed that the slowest learners (Mahmut, Fatima, and Zahra,
who do not develop morphological means) manifest the highest frequencies on
both these adverbials. Furthermore, as can be seen in the same tables, these same
informants show a dramatic increase in the use of nog/encon in the third cycle.
Nog/encon is considered "cognitively complex" and therefore is acquired late
(Dietrich et al.1995,1995). However, once acquired it seems to be vetyproductive.

I show in the next two sections how different embeddings oS altjdi to:jours (6.3.3)
and nog/encore (6.3.4)  in the utterance organisation lead to different interactions
of these adverbials with other elements in the utterance, such as negation particles,
definite/indefinite articles, tense and aspect and the lexical content of the
predicate and its arguments (0-,1-,or 2-states). Different interactions give
different readings  and from these  data it seems  that all learners  in all stages  are
sensitive to the same general positional constraints. This I conclude on the basis
of the codings of the structural properties of these adverbials, which show the
same distributional systerns for the same tadvs: tadvs which specify the topic time
TT are placed within the topic component of the utterance and tadvs which
specify the time of situation 'IT are placed within the focus component.

As I have outlined in chapter 2 (section 2.2.3), the interaction of a tadv and the
remainder of the utterance is very complex and may pose severe learning
difficulties for adult language learners. Depending on the scope properties of a
language, the tadv has -at different positions- either the time talked about 'IT or
the time of situation in its scope. Nevertheless, the data demonstrate that the
learners in the different combinations of source and target languages studied here
develop a clear and simple distributional system independently of the target
language (syntactic) properties consisting ofa basic tadvs set to specify either topic
times 'IT or situation times Tsit

As I said above in section 6.1, in this study two complementary types of
analyses were carried out to examine different ways of referring to time. The first
type, a concordance analysis, provided an overview of the "standard" explicit
lexical linguistic devices for expressing temporality in all nine sessions, as
presented in table 6.1 and 6.2. The concordance technique resulted in listings of
relevant occurrences of specific temporal forms in a particular verbal context.

A typical example of a learner using basic positional tadvs within the topic
component ofan utterance and thereby speafying the topic time of the utterance,
can be found in (6.20).
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(6.20)    2.3 MO
gisteren ik be,Ren gaan naar

yesterday I mountains
. go to

IYesterday, I went to the mountains]

But how do we know that it is the topic time'IT and not the situation time Tsit
which is specified by the utterance-initial girteren 'yesterday'? In basic learner
varieties, the relation within an utterance between TSit and 'IT is by default
transparent Tsit and Tr are assumed to be simultaneous (see also the focus
condition in section 2.3.2 which I repeated above in section 6.2.2). Learners are
not yet able to dissociate the 'IT and Tsit (see section 2.2.4). If TT and Tsit in
basic learner varieties are simultaneous, any tadv could be said to specify both.
How, then, can I obtain evidence for my claim that utterance initial tadvs are
indeed lexical specifications  of Tr instead of TSit.P

An important argumentis the distribution oftadvs in cases where an utterance
contains two tadvs. This is the case when adult learners place lexical specifications
of TTs in the initial position and specifications of TSit in a non-inital position
close to the VP, the event-specification itself:

(6.21)     1.2 HK
maandag is opstaan  negen Hur
Mondayis  get up ntne o'clock
I n Monday I have to get up at nine o'clock 

Decisive evidence is provided by the distributional behaviour of the most
frequendy used adverbial for all learners at all stages: alwqys (Dutch alt#d, French
touiours). The analysis of many early utterances containing the adverbial alwqys will
show how different embeddings of alwqys invoke different imperfective-like
readings, depending on whether topic times or situation times are
specified/quantified by this adverbial. It is important to note here that only in
learner varieties is it possible to specify (all) Trs by putting alw€ys in utterance-
initial position. As stated before, the fronting of alw€ys is not aregular property
of any of the target or source languages involved. In all of these languages, the
occurrence of alwqys in utterance initial position is highly marked (strongly
focussed) or ungrammatical. The fronting of this adverb can only be described as
the outcome of a general adult learner strategy.

6.3.3 The embedding of always

The temporal notions which can be obtained by different interactions of always
with other elements in the utterance have a purely imperfective character, that is,
in the (lexical aspect) imperfective meaning of "iterative, habitual" (see Binnick
1991, who describes these aspectual distinctions in the literature). Note that
notions such as habit:uality, iterativity, and continuity etc., do not have anything to
do with a temporal ordering between the topic time Tr and the situation time
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Tsit. They only express the"frequency" or the 'length" of TI's or Tsits. Aspectual
lexical notions like iterativity, continuity, and habituality are sub-cases of
simultaneity and do not involve any (BEFORE or AFrER) order relations between
IT and Tsit, as can be seen in the examples below. In the same way, alw€ys can
specify the frequency or the length of time spans, but not temporal relations
(BEFORE, AFIER, AT) between time spans. An adverbial like alwqys can quantify
over Tsits or over'ITs but the relation between these two simply stays AT. In all
the source and target languages (Moroccan Arabic, Turkish, Dutch, French) it is
only a grammatical aspectual marking which can make the distinction between an
imperfective, perfective, perfect, or a prospective reading. These learners do not
(yet) have this morphosyntactic marking.

Extensive analyses ofthe semantic and structuralproperties ofalwaysin the output
files ofthe concordance analyses in combination with the discourse analysis gives
a three-way classification of relevant meanings of always in terms of habituality,
iterativity, and continuity.2

The first notion I discuss is habituality. This notion is established by the utterance-
initial position of the tadv always, which has, at this position, the total utterance
including the topic time Tr in its scope.

HABITUALITY
[[all t (t c IT)Topic component] ICI'Sit) Focus event]]

(6.22)       OD  1.2
[Taltgd ik]     [F wakker  om acbt uur]

alwavs I awake at eight o'clock
[I am dlways -each morning- awake at eight o'clock]

(6.23)   AS 3.4
[toujours je] ga  le grand  "pikura' 
always I make the big ' pikura
[Each winter I get a "big" anti-inffuenza vaccination]

In  (6.22)  and  (6.23), the situation  time  of to be awake at e bt o'cbck and to get a
vacanation is hooked up to a series of topic times (quantified by the adverb always
= all time spans), by which the utterance acquires a typical imperfective meaning
of hal)imality. So, for all time spans which are part of the topic time (not
morphologically marked on the verb) it is true/holds that in (6.22) Mahmut
is/was/will be awake at eight o'clock  As in 'longtemps je me suis couch6e de

2 I am aware of the fact that the formal representations of these data do not conform to formal
semantic representations but they will suffice for the present purposes. Furthermore, I only present
the target utterance containing the adverbial always without the surrounding context necessary for
the right interpretation. The coding of the sessions perrnit the critical reader to look up the source
files in the ESF database, available at the Max Planck Institute in Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
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bonne heure" 'for a long time I went to bed early', the first sentence of "A la
recherche du temps perdu" by Marcel Proust (see the introduction chapter), we
see in (6.22) how an adverb in the topic constituent can indicate a very long time
span in which something happens habitually. As Comrie (1984: 2D puts it:

C.Sentences with habitual aspectual meaning refer not to a sequence of
situations recurring at intervals, but rather to a habit, a characteristic
situation that holds 211 the time".

This definition shows how difficult it is to distinguish between habituality,
continuity and iterativity, notions of lexical aspect which can all be made explicit
by the use of the same temporal adverbial always. Comfie continues:

"In discussing habit:uality and continuousness, it is easiest to start by
 ving a positive definition of habituality, leaving continuousness   to be
defined negatively as imperfectivity that is not habituality (...) In some
discussions of habituality, it is assumed that habituality is essentially the
same as iterativity, Le. the repetition of a situation, the successive
occurrence of several instances of the given situation. The feature that is
common to all habituals, whether or not they are also iterative, is that they
describe a situation which is characteristic of an extended period of time,
so extend in fact that the situation referred to is not viewed as an
incidental property of the moment but, precisely, as a characteristic
feature of a whole period".

In the following examples ofexpressions ofiterativity, it can be seen how learners
of a second language manage to express the distinction between habituality and
iterativity.

ITERATIVITY
[["specification" t (t c'IT) Topic component] [all t (t c TSit) Focus: 2-state]]

(6.24)   ED 2.2
ITgisterenjaar ik]    [p altijd     ongeluk    gedaan]

yesterday-vear I always accident made
[Last year I had accidents, again and again]

(6.25)  FA 2.6
[T vandaag  ik]  IF altgd weg met autol
today I always here-and-there with Car

troday I had to go away by car, again and again]

(6.26)   AS 2.7
[avant ] [ilmadi tO;jouTS]
before he-me-has   said    always

';pourquoi tu   veni    ici P"'
why you came here ?

"

[before he said always to me "why did you came here"]
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(6.21   AL 3.1
Unier le capitain    le bateau]   [ toujours iregardel
yesterday the captain the boat always he-looks
tyesterday the captain of the boat looked at me every time (when I caught
something)]

In order to "operate" on the situation itself, that is to say, to denote the intensity
or quantity of the situation time, the adverbial is placed in a non-initial position.
This is illustrated by examples (6.24-6.27). These utterance structures typically
denote a complex TSit (consisting of separate phases of the situation, quantified
by alwqys) linked to one topic time (ghtennybar, vandaag, avant, bie, , which yields an
iterative reading. This is exactly the opposite of (6.22) and (6.23), which yields a
habit:ual aspect by linking one situation time to a series of topic times (quantified
by alwqys).

The last lexical aspect notion I want to discuss here is the notion of continuity.
Because alt#dito€jours can be interpreted as indicating both the duration (all the
time) of an event and the frequency of occurrence of an event, it is often difficult
to choose between a durational and a frequency reading. As can be seen in  the
examples below, the reading depends on the lexical content of the predicate and
its arguments (which may or may not be telic, i.e., include two states). In contrast
with examples (6.24-6.27), the lexical content of utterances (6.28-6.33) includes
only one state (to dnve, to be i* to sleep, to be tired, to be wet are all atelic, 1-state events)
leading to a continuity interpretation of always.

CONTINUITY
[["specification" t (t c 'IT)Topic component] [all t (tcTSit) Focus: atelic event]]

(6.28)  ED 3.2
auto vakantie- beetje moeilijk
Car holiday- little bit   difffcult

IT   drie dagen ik] 6 altjd auto rjen]
three days I always cat dnve

[ro go on holiday by car is difhcult because for three days you do nothing
but drive]

(6.29)   MK 2.1
[.t°t vol ndjaa,] IF ik altijd -ek]
till next year I  always  

[till  next year I'lf be ill all the  time]
(6.30)   bio 2.1

IT vannacbt  ikl Ifgeen slapenl
tonight I no sleep

6     maar       4]      IF altijd       slapen  ]
but sne always sleep[Last night I did not sleep but she slept all the time]
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(6.31)  FA 2.6die vrouw nooit tijd,
that woman never time
[die] [alt#d ddnk drink drinkl

she always drink drink drink

[that woman has never time she's always drinking

(6.32) ZA 2.2
Equatremois moi] It.Mfours fati ej
tour  months me   always tirea
[during four months I was tired all the time]

(6.33)  AS 2.4[Ce  mois]    [se    toujours mouilk]
this month it-is always wet
[this month it rains all the time]

Since it is sometimes difficult to interpret what language learners mean, it can only
be the integration of linguistic meaning proper and other sources of information
(for example, previous utterances, situational perception, general world knowled-
ge) that makes it possible to construct (for the speaker) and to reconstruct (for the
listener and the researcher) semantic representations. So, for the interpretation of
the examples above  (that is, to determine in which way the scope of always goes),
I used a lot of contextual information which for reasons of space, is not all given
here (the ESF database is accessible for everyone).
It is worth pointing out that no occurrences were found in the basic stage of

acquisition where always in utterance-initial position was used to specify situation
times in order to achieve a continuous or iterative reading. An utterance like
(6.28)' and (6.32)' never occurred in these learner varieties.

(6.28)' Ialtijd drie ciagen ik] [autorijden]
always three  days me drive car
[*It is always for three days that I drive a carl

(6.32)' Ito:jours 1-Liatre mois moi] gatigue]
always four months me tired
[*It was always during four months that I was tired]

To sum up, learners at the basic variety level use tadvs in both the topic and the
focus component of the utterance, producing some lexical aspectual contrasts.
The adverb in topiC has scope, to the right, over the whole utterance, while the
adverb in focus affects just the focus. I have found the same embedding
properties for the tadvs encon and nog, which took a longer time to implement than
the equivalents of 'always'. However, once these adverbs are acquired. they
become very productive and functions as an alternative (grammatical) aspect
marker for the expression of the imperfective aspectual viewpoint.
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6.3.4 Different temporal notions expressed by
clever management of < still'

This same distributional pattern, i.e., initial position to specify topic dmes,
closeness to the verb, and its arguments to specify event times, is also found with
the use of nog/encon/toujoun in learner data, as is illustrated by examples (6.34a)
and (6.341)):

(6.34)  a. AS 2.1
encore  Je veux aller au manc
Still 1 want to go to rnorocco
[it is still the case that I want to go to Morocco]

In the second cycle ofdata collection, Abdessamad actually went to Morocco and
afterwards (in session 2.6) he says

b.   AS 2.6
un    petit    peu   d'al ent      et       je descends au  maroc  encore
a    little bit of money   and    I go to maroc again
[[ have to earn a little bit more money and then I call go toMorocco
again]

The semantic representations of these utterances look like this:

a.  [[encore t (t c TI) Topic component] [(rsit) Focus component]]b.  [r'specification" t (t c Tr) Topic component] [encore t (t CTsit) Focus
connponent]]

An interpretation of (6.349) could be that it is still the case that at this moment TT
(topic time 'IT is present) -in comparison to another earlier TI' such as tbne
minutes ago orBveyears ago- he wants to go to Morocco. Here the topic time 'IT is
prolonged relative to an earlier topic time. This is in contrast to (6.34b) where
encon only operates on the time of situation Tsit <descendre au Maroc>. In
example (6.34b), it is clear that the time of situation is repeated (and not
prolonged) because o f the lexical content o f the time of situation, which includes
2 states. With a 1-state lexical content as in (6.35)below, the time of situation will
be prolonged in a continuous way:

(6.35)  ZA 3.2
moi   veux    restermaison encore
I   want stay home still
[I want to stay longer at home]

In the literature on formal semantics, many attempts have been made to present
an unified treatment or integrated analysis of all the possible meanings of the
polysemous still (often in combination with alma*. It has often been postulated
that stillhas something to do with expectations, as in:
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(6.36)  It   est 22.00, on avait rendetvous a buit beures
It    is ten o'clock  we   had    an appomtment at eight o'clock
il      n'est   toujoun    pas       la
he is still not there

It is very difficult indeed to give a cross-linguistic description of the semantical
aspects of still, but there are good reasons to believe that learners struggling with
the semantics and position of this adverbial (the lexical and the structural
problem)may offer another perspective to a potential basic core meaning and/or
position of still. In addition to the analyses of the structural management of ahpqys,
these learner data provide a systematic contribution to the functioning of scope
elements in the target language. I found general constraints on the distribution of
these scope-sensitive elements, which do not appear to be sensitive to language-

specific positional constraints.

On the basis ofthe following examples in my learner data, I came to the following
definitions for encore and nog

I  Prolongation of TI
Encore and nog in initial position relate the 'IT in question to a simultaneous OR
previously adjacent Tr interval; the TI' is prolonged in relation to a contextually-
given previous 'IT:

[[encore t (t c ·IT) Topic component] IcIsit), Focus component]]

(6.37)   FA 2.4
no,K  befft geen kinder
stal has no children
[it is still the case that she has no children yet]

(6.38)  MO 2.6
nog misscbien brief komt
stiil maybe letter arrives
[itis still the case that the letter can arrive]

(6.39)   AS 3.1
encore faut  tu  bien ©*liquer quand-mime
still  must     you good make clear nowever
[it is still the case that you must make things clear]

(6.40) ZA 2.4
encore Racbid mal le ventre
still Rachid   pain his belly
[it is still the case that Rachid has pain in his belly]

(6.41)  AS 3.2encore il faut oprrer la
Still it    have to operate there
[it is still the case that I have to get operated there (=on my finger)]
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11  Prolongation or repetition of Tsit
Encon and nogin non-initial position operate on the time ofsituation and relate the
situation/event time in question to acontextually-given simultaneous ORprevious
time of situation. The previous interval can be either adjacent or non-adjacent to
the current one, depending on the lexical content of the predicate and its
arguments which may or may not include a change of state:

(A)   a change of state implies a repetition of a previous time of situation;
(B)   a 1-state lexical content implies a prolongation of the adjacent previous

time of situation.

(A)    Change of state of Tsit
[["specification" t (t c TI) Topic component] [encore t (t cTsit) Focus
component 2-state]]

(6.42) MA 3.9 .
meige nog  roepen: "kom   mee
girl  still call: "comewith me"
[the girl called again: come with me]

(6.43) ED 3.2
b# eerst  vallen en  b# nog vallen#daan
he first fall and he still fall  done
[he first felt and then he felt again]

It is important to note here that there is an essential cross-linguistic difference
with respect to the use of nog and encon in French and Dutch. In French, encore in
non-initial position does not need the addition ofuse» to mean'once again'. In
Dutch, een keer needs to be added for a 'once again' meaning.

(6.44) AS 2.2
il  est  frappEencore
he is hit agon

(6.45)  ZA 3.2
i             Darti       a  rEcole encore
he    left to school again/still

9)  Prolongation of Tsit
[[["specification" t (t c TI')] Topic component] [encore t (t c Tsit) Focus
component 1-state]]

(6.46)  FA 2.2
die    mag noR  loop
he/she may sull   walk

(6.43  MA 3.2
en dan die nop slapen
and then he/she st;il sleep
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I believe that the definitions of nog and encore (in I and ID developed on the basis
of these adult learner data explain our intuitions about how some adverbials can

compensate for grammatical aspect viewpoint marking.  If the Tsit of a situation
is prolonged with respect to an earlier Tsit as in figure 6.1 below, then this
suggests that the Tsit which was expected to finish earlier is now prolonged and
falls within the boundaries of the TI':

>1            [  >1  ]
8 0'clock 10 0'clock

expected time of sleeping at ten he is still sleeping

Figm 6.1 Gnphic representation of the aspectual meaning of the adverbial 'still'

Imagine that the 'IT you are talking about is yesterday at 10 0' clock in the
morning and that the Tsit of the sleeping was expected to finish at 8 o'clock
yesterday morning but was prolonged till 10 o'clock. Then 'IT includes Tsit
because Tsit is prolonged until it finishes within the boundaries  of 'IT.

6.4 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, I investigated the sernantic and the structural properties of each

temporal adverbial at each stage of each learner variety. In section 2.2.1, I
explained that temporal adverbials express both internal and external temporal
properties of time spans. They can specify the internal duration, the boundaries
and the frequency of a time span and they can specify the external relationship
between a TT, the time talked about, and another time span which is given in
context. Ifthis other time spanis deicticallygiven, the temporal relationship which
is that between the time talked about TI' and the time of utterance TU.   The tadv
lester*y, for example, indicates the temporal relationship between TU to*yand the
Tr tbe dqy bdon to*y. From section 2.1.2, we know that this lexical temporal
marking indicates exactly the same external relationship as grammatical tense

marking does on the verb: in this case the BEFORE relation of'IT to TU (e.g., past
tense).

In this chapter, I argued that it is much more difficult to lexically compensate
for grammatical aspectual viewpoint marking: the relationship between TI' and
Tsit Although tadvs can specify Trs or Tsits very precisely, they cannot specify
an ordering relationship between a TI' and a Tsit, nor the difference between a 'IT
included in Tsit and a'IT induded in TI'. This implies that tadvs do not dispose
of the same expressive power to indicate the aspectual perfect prospective,
imperfective, and perfective variation as do aspectual viewpoint markings around
or at the verb (see section 2.1).
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Furthermore, I showed in section 6.2.3 how one particular very productive
adverbial (the Dutch and French equivalents of) always in different positions
fulfills notions like habituality, iterativity, and continuity. I emphasized that these
are not the grammatical aspectual viewpoint notions that are morphologically
expressed in the source and target languages; these notions only indicate how
many singular Tsits are hooked up to one 'IT (iterativity), or for how many TI's
one Tsit is asserted (habituality) but not how these two time spans are related or
ordered to each other.

I also discussed the semantic and the structural properties of the very
productive adverbial nog/encore 'always'. This is a contrastive adverbial which as
I already explained in section 2.2.4, might be a good candidate for compensating
for viewpoint aspect I explained on the basis of these learner data, where this
intuition comes from; Tsits or Trs are prolonged in such a way that 'ITs are
included in Tsits and this gives the imperfective viewpoint aspect reading.

These observations of the expressive power ofdeictic adverbials and adverbials
such as 'always' and 'still' means that there is certainly no simple one-to-one
relation between what tadvs can and cannot express instead of tense and aspect
markings. Therefore, I believe that calculations comparing the relative numbers
of inflected verbs and the number of tadvs must be interpreted with great caution.

I reported in chapter 6 that Fatima, Zahra, and Mahmut, who do not develop any
functionalmorphological differentiation at all, show the highestincrease in the use
of the adverbials nog and encon'still' and alt#dand to%oun 'always' which points to
a correlation between the amount of tadvs and the degree of what I refer to as
"morphologisation"; learners who do not develop verbal morphology (continue
to) use relatively more tadvs then learners who pass the lexical stage. However,
this correlation can not be simply linear; it is not true that for each morphological
marking that is acquired one tadv disappears. Firstly, the temporal reference
system always functions thanks to the interaction of pragmatic, lexical, and
morphological means. Secondly, not all tadvs can compensate for morphological
tense and aspect markers to the same degree.
With respect to the structural properties of tadvs I found straightforward

language-neutral placement restrictions on tadvs: in a position close to the verb
in the focus component of the utterance, the information these adverbs express
is the specification of Tsit, whereas in initial position -with wide scope- these
adverbs specify the TI' of the utterance. Thus, although topic times and times of
situation coincide within utterances in basic learner varieties, the adult learners in
this corpus initially used the same systematic embedding of tadvs in order to
indicate which of the two time spans was specified. These learners put together
what belongs together.



Chapter 7

Morphosyntactic   doorways:
The Dutch data

This chapter investigates how second language learners acquire tense and aspect,
that is, which doorways they use to enter the target system of morphosyntactic
tense and aspect marking. As can be seen from earlier chapters, this study has a
concept-oriented focus. Nevertheless, this chapter is mainly concerned with
forms, the acquisition of verbal forms. Not that I believe that it is particularly
interesting to investigate if learners acquire tense forms before aspect forms or the
other way around; the central issue always must be that learners have or want to
express particular temporal concepts and therefore develop particular explicit
linguistic means. As must have become clear from chapter 4, where I discussed
the previous findings from form-oriented studies, I have my doubts if form-
oriented analyses have been capable to capture the learners' earliest

experimentations ofverbal morphology. The main goal of this chapter is to detect
the earliest formal deviations of the basic verb forms and to give them a meaning.
To the question why learners develop a particular temporal form-function
mapping and what mechanisms or factors drive the learner to acquire verbal
morphology at all my answers will remain tentative.

I believe that for capturing the learners' earliest experimentations with verbal

morphology, the analysis must be carried out on longitudinal data and must not
take formal accuracy in obligatory contexts as its starting point (see also Bardovi-
Harlig 2001:112). The longitudinal design of this study and its onset early in the

acquisition process allows me to spot the earliest deviations from the base forms.
If a learner uses in one interview only base "infinitives" and in the following
interview an auxiliary-like verbal form in combination with these base forms (or
fuses a morpheme with it), then there is reason to believe that the learner is trying
to formalize whatever concept by morphosyntactic-like linguistic means. I refer
to these first expel:imentations on and around the verb as "proto-verbal"
markings. When they occur in the focus component of an utterance as auxiliary-
like morphemes in combination with another (main) verb, I refer to them as
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"proto-AUX". Proto-verbal elements that occur "independently" from another
verb in the topic component of an utterance and look like copulas are referred to
as  "proto-COP".  Note that I  call  them all "proto"-elements because they do not
take all the features full aiixiligries and copulas show (person agreement, for
example).

These longitudinaldata also avoid the risk ofinterpreting non-analysed chunks
or formulaic expressions as productive compounds (of base forms and
morphemes). The longitudinal utterance-by-utterance analyses of the learners'
growing linguistic repertoire permit us to detect cases in which one morpheme is
inextricably fused with one and the same single verb.

The acquisition ofverbal morphology certainly does not imply that pragmatic
and lexical means do not play an important role any longer. Learners continue to
use these means, although to a different extent As I showed in the last section,
the relationship between the use of tadvs and the use of tense and aspect is not a
simple linear one in the sense that a tadv leaves the scene as soon as a
morphosyntactic marker comes in. However, there must be some exchange
between tadvs and morphosyntactic tense and aspect markings in expanding
learner varieties. I showed in section 2.3 that fully-fedged languages also seem to
have a particular balance between lexical temporal adverbials and the range  of
morphological markings of, for example, viewpoint aspect. Native speakers of
German an - "aspect-less" language - used three times more adverbials  for the
same communicative task then did native speakers of English - a language with
many more morphological aspect distinctions- (Caroll and von Stutterheim 1992).
Native speakers of Yukatek Maya performed equally well on the same
communicative task as native German speakers, despite the fact that the German
speakers coded (i.e. overtly expressed) the order of the events by means of relative
tense and temporal adverbials in 92 percent of their assertion acts, whereas the
Yukatek subjects did so in just 1  percent of their utterances (Bohnemeyer 1998).
Therefore, as in the preceding chapter, also in this chapter the use of lexical
means is taken into account.

As was seen from chapter 4, these "morphosyntactic" doorways make the
learners pass the basic variety and enter the post-basic morphological stage; from
now on they follow different routes ofdevelopment (see, e.g., Dietrich et al. 1995:
202-204). Leaving the basic stage means acqiiiring the specific morphosyntactic
means of the target language, often a complicated matter. For these reasons, the
acquisition of the complex French and Dutch tense and aspect systems is
described in different chapters. This chapter deals only with the acquisition of the
Dutch morphosyntactic tense and aspect system. Chapter 8 provides a
comparative analysis of the morphosyntactic development in the French data.
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The research questions for the morphological stage of acquisition are the
followini

(1)  How do the learners of the present study enter the formal tense and aspect
system of the target languages, that is, what are the first verbal forms which
contrast with the base verbs?

(2) What meaning contrasts are associated with these early contrastive forms?
(3)   Is there a one-to-one mapping of the meaning and the position of these early

tense and aspect motphemes?
(4) What factors shape and push the development o fa morphosyntactic tense and

aspect system?

In order to answer the first and second questions, I spotted the use of base forms
and deviations from them from the earliest stages on (with only a few productive
verbs) towards the stage of a functional distribution of morphological variation
by emergent tense and aspect markers (morphemes and auxiliery-like elements).
In chapter 5, I presented three hypotheses which make different claims about the
meaning of the earliest proto-verbal markings:

(5) Thelexical aspecthypothesis; the first contrasts in verbal constructions do not
have a clear tense or aspect contrast, they only mark the lexical inherent
temporal features of the verb;

(6) The grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis; the first emerging
morphological markings have a grammatical viewpoint function, that is they
encode how the Tsit of the event described in the utterance is related to the
'IT for which the utterance is asserted;

CD The grammatical tense before aspect hypothesis; the first emerging
morphological markings have a tense function, that is they encode how TT
for which the utterance is asserted is related to the time of the utterance TU.

In this chapter I present in detail my analysis of the diagnostic contexts which
allow me to detect whether the first proto-verbal markings are encodings of the
lexical aspect of the verb, grammatical aspect or grammatical tense.

The third research question concerns the relation between the position and
the function of the earliest morphosyntactic forms. Do early morphosyntactic
forms always occur at the same position? Do differences in position imply
differences in meaning? In order to describe the structural properties of the
earliest tense and aspect markings in relation to their semantic properties I  first
carried out detailed analyses of occurrences on a small subset of the data, the
Modern Times data

The fourth and final research question concerns the explanatory factors of the
acquisition process. Several factors determining the development of
morphosyntactic tense and aspect mgrking (research question four) have been
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brought up in the literature (see section 4.3). In chapter 5 (section 5.1.2) I
explained that, at first, these factors have to be divided in "shaping" factors and
in "pushing" factors. Shaping factors function like a type of filter through which
the learner acquires the target tense and aspect system. I consider the following
factors as a kind of filter mechanisms:

(1) The lexical aspect of the verbs with which the various tense and aspect
morphemes are fused;

(2)  The semantic, structural and formal characteristics ofthe temporal reference
system of the source language;

(3)  The semantic, structural and formal characteristics of the temporal reference
system of the target language.

Pushing factors are communicative factors that push the learner to acquire further
linguistic means. Communicative shortcomings and misunderstandings make the
learner "aware" that the expressive power of his or her linguistic repertoire does
not suffice to express what s/he wants to express. The analyses in this chapter
concentrate on the weight of each of these factors although it must be the
interaction between these factors that determines the learners' motphosyntactic
tense and aspect system.

This chapter is organized as follows. First of all, I review what other researchers
analyzing the  same data have said about the development of verbal infection  of
the main Turkish (Ergun, Mahmut) and Moroccan (Mohamed, Fatima) learners
of Dutch (section 7.1). Then, in section 7.2, I explain the discourse analytic
procedure of the main data for this chapter: the Modern Times retellings (see
chapter 5, table 5.5 third column). After the presentation of a quantitative
overview of all base forms, proto-verbal markings and connectives used in the
retellings of this film by the Dutch main informants, I continue my analyses

following  a pure concept-to- form approach consisting of analyses ofwhat I refer
to as "diagnostic contexts" (section 7.3). These "diagnostic contexts" consist of
those parts ofthe retellings ofModern Times which "oblige" the learner to violate
the three discourse conditions guiding the temporal reference in (re)narratives: the
topic condition, the focus condition and the global 'IT condition (see section 2.3).
The question is whether and how the learners signal these deviations explicitly.
What deviations do they mark first and in what formP Can lexical means indicate
that the focus condition is violated or can only morphological viewpoint aspect
markings indicate that the relation between 'IT and Tsit is not the default
perfective one? How do learners signal the violation of the topic condition
(PNO)?

With respect to the question iflearners develop morphological tense markings
for expressing a change in the global 'IT-TU relation, it was necessary to carry out
comparative analyses with personal narrative data. In contrast to the Modern
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Times retellings, these data are deictically embedded in time. It is only on the
basis of a combination of the analyses of the personal narratives and the
diagnostic contexts that the researcher caninvestigate which temporal relations are
morphologised (first) and what temporal relations learners continue to express by
lexical means. The comparison of the individual linguistic repertoires over time
might provide an answer to the question what linguistic repertoire establishes
temporal coherence better than another. And this could be an indication ofwhat
really pushes the learner to further develop (morphological) means: the fact that
lexical and discourse-pragmatic means are not enough to establish discourse
coherence in a communicative efficient way.

After the fine-grained analyses ofdiagnostic contexts of the main informants,
I compare the diagnostics of the main informants with the diagnostics  from the
additionalinformants and with diagnostics on the basis ofpersonal narrative data
(section 7.4). First, the retellings of an additional Turkish (Osman) and Moroccan
(HassanK) informant are included in the comparative analyses. Then the analyses
of the personal narratives of the main informants which in contrast to
filmretellings are deictically embedded in time (see section 6.1.2) are also taken
into account

Finally, in section 7.5, I present results of two types of form-to-function
analyses. In section 7.5.1, I tested the lexical aspect hypothesis by investigating
whether there was a distributional bias of particular morphemes (including
auxiliaries) towards certain semantic types ofverbs in all Modern Times data.  An
overview of all verbal form occurrences over time in the total data set is presented
in section 7.5.2.

7.1 Previous findings of morphologisation in the same data-set

In this section a general overview ofthe development of verbal morphology with
respect to temporal reference will be given for the four Dutch main informants:
Ergun, Mahmut, Mohamed, and Fatima. A sketch of the development of each
informant is derived from Dietrich, Klein and Noyau (1995). Additional
comments are taken from Coenen and van Hout (1987), Klein and Perdue (1992),
van Helvert and Hendriks  (1990), and Jagtman  (1994).   The core data for these

previous analyses were personal narratives and the Modern Times film retellings
(see table 5.5, the second and third columns). Note that these authors refer to
auxiliary-like and copula-like elements as "AUX':
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7.1.1 The Turkish learners of Dutch

ERGUN

Cycle 1
According to Dietrich et al. (1995), Ergun first works out a basic variety, as most
learners do, with the properties regularly observed for this basic variety (see
chapter 4.11). With respect to verbal morphology Ergun uses as a base form the
so-called long form root + e(n), which looks like the Dutch infinitive. Dietrich et
at. claim that towards the end of the first cyde, Ergun starts playing with infected
verb forms, in particular the present tense form and bebben 'have' + past participle
(heneceforth HAVE+PP) forms for the past; there are also some rare compound
forms. Furthermore they say that Ergun works with the Principle of Natural
Order (PNO)  to mark the relative order of events "redundantly" supported by en
don Cand then'.

Jagtman (1994) claims that Ergun starts offwith utterances which are clearly
verb  final. She shows  that soon after the start of data collection, Ergun begins  to
produce utterances containing more than one verb. At the end of cycle 1, the
auxiliary is placed directly after the subject, and the main verb occurs in final
position and has a long form. As Jagtman says, Elgun incorporates an auxiliary
into his initial SXV pattern. Van Helvert and Hendriks (1990) show that, from the
early stages on, Ergun uses complex VP's in which AUX is initially absent and
later on always filled with is.

Cycle 2
With respect to this cycle, Dietrich et al. (1995) report that the basic long forms
are still used to refer to past, present or future. There are a few compound verb
forrns, mainly with HAVE+PP, less often with Wn'be' + past participle (henceforth
BE+PP), and occasionally with RE>>1 'to be' + infinitive (henceforth BE+INF).
According to Dietrich et al., Ergun does not master the distribution. Other
infected forms are rare; there is occasionally anisolated pastparticiple (henceforth
pp), such as vefonden 'sent' and one single simple past in the entire second cycle;
this is the copula war. There is no trace ofaspectual marking byperiphrastic means
and the use of the discourse marker en dan 'and then' is considerably reduced.

Van Helvert and Hendriks also report on isolated past participles (b#ning«ien
'he not seen') and complex VP's ; AUX+inf ik beb betalen fI have pay' and
AUX+pp ik beb veneld'I have told:

Klein and Perdue (1992) make the observation that by far the most interesting
phenomenon in Ergun's learner variety at this time is the use of is. About one
fourth of his utterances in the retelling contain an £s, sometimes even two, and
only some of them are easily gnelysed as either "normal" copula constructions or
auxiliaries. Klein and Perdue suggest two alternative explanations for the use of
ic a structural one and a functional one. The structural explanation is as follows:
In his transition from infinite uttterance organisation to finite utterance
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organisation, Ergun puts the semantically empty element is, which only marks
finiteness in his utterances, in the position of the finite verb. In other words, it
seems that he knows that a distinction should be made between finite and non-
finite forms and he knows the position of the finite verb in a sentence, but he has
not yet worked out the morphosyntactic details. The functional explanation they
venture reads as follows: 8 marks the boundary between the topic and the focus
component of the utterance or the end of the topic component of the utterance.
Klein and Perdue conclude that all occurrences of B are compatible with both
analyses, although they seem to have a slight preference for the functional

explanation, at least with respect to the last cyde (Klein & Perdue 1992: 210).

Cycle 3
Dietrich et al. (1995) report on this cycle that perfect forrns HAVE+PP become
more frequent and slowly take over the role of "normal" past reference; present
tense forms are confined to present and future reference. They say that
qualitatively, there is nothing new until the end of his learning process (cycle 3).

Ergun slowly erases bare long basic forms, elaborates perfect forms and, more or
less in parallel, no longer uses present tense forms for past reference. At the end
of the third cycle, this process is almost complete, although Ergun still makes
mistakes in the choice of the appropriate auxiliary. Furthermore, as Dietrich et al.

(1995) remark,  there is no attempt to mark aspectual differentiation by the (quite

common) periphrastic means which Dutch provides to this end (see chapter 3).
Nor is there any attempt to interpret one of the morphological forms of Dutch
in the sense of an aspect marker. They conclude that "the fact that the source

language marks aspect apparently leaves no trace in Ergun's acquisition process"(p
130).

Van Helvert and Hendriks (1990) also suggest that the only aspecto-temporal
reference Ergun makes is a temporal one: the reference to past time by means of
HAVE+PP. They claim furthermore that in the third cycle Ergun begins to mark
AUX for the past, cf. wasgemaakt'had been made', warge en'had been seen:

With respect to the incorporation of an AUX into his initiglly SXV structure,
jagtinan (1994: 203) concludes: "It seems that, at the end of the study, he has
started to infer from this (the incorporation of an AUX, ms) that the position and
the form of verbs in Dutch utterances are related to each other and that the
position of the auxiliary has a specific function, namely agreement with the
subject".

MAHMUT
According to Dietrich et al. (1995:131), Mahmut also soon acquires a basic
variety, with all its usual properties, including the regulgr use of en dan 'and then'
which we observed for Ergun. In contrast to Ergun, however, he does not
continue the weary road to the target language but rather optimises his basic
variety. He adds lexical items to his repertoire, including tadvs, and for the
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expression of internal and external temporal relations, he tries  to make optimal
use of these adverbials, PNO and the basic long form.

The results of Van Helvert and Hendriks' analyses are quite siinilar. Till the
end of the third cycle, Mahmut continues to use only long forms. In cycle 2, one
past participle form occurs several drnes g«ien 'seen', always in isolation. In cycle

3, some new past participles occur: gedaan 'done', geweest 'been', ge:3Ad 'said'.
According to van Helvert and Hendriks, they all occur in isolation, Le without the
compulsory AUX.

Preliminag condusionfor Eigun and Mabmut  (based on Dietrich et aL  1995:  132)
Ergun and Mahmut illustrate two ways of approaching the acquisition problem.
Mahmut stabilises the basic variety, enriches it lexically, and learns to make
optimal use of it. Ergun wants to leave it. His utterances blossom with funny
forms which resemble, or do not resemble, target language forms, and which most
often do not have the TL functions. Acquisition of form precedes acquisition of
function. Ergun then slowly but continuously replaces the infinitive basic variety
forms by the appropriate ones. Dietrich et al. conclude again that it is remarkable
that neither he nor Mahmut ever tries to convey aspectual differentations. This
conclusion is a mirror-image of the alternation hypothesis proposed by jansen,
Lalleman and Muysken (1981) and contradicts the conservation hypothesis ofvan
de Craats, Corver and van Hout (2000), who propose that learners will analyse the
target language input for the typological possibilities of their source language, and,
if successful overgeneralise these possibilities.

7.1.2 The Moroccan-Arabic learners of Dutch

MOHAMED
Cjcles 1 and 2
The basic observation of Dietrich et al.  (1995) is that Mohamed's development
seems to be exactly like Ergun's with the interesting difference that his base form
is not the long form but the bare stem (the short form) and that this short form
is put not in final position but after the first NP. Coenen and van Hout (1987)
already suggested that the explanatory factor of the word order difference could
be source language influence. Turkish is a SOV language, whereas Moroccan-
Arabic ismarked bya(S)VO pattern (see chapter 3). The underlyingpattern ofthe
source languages, however, could not explain the difference in the use ofthe short
and the long forms. Coenen and van Hout assume that, in this case, it is the
structure of the target language input which plays a decisive role. The utterance-
final verb in Dutch takes the long form of the infinitive or the past participle and
the verb in second position is a short form inflected for tense and agreement. In
their perception of Dutch, in conformity with the alternation hypothesis Gansen,
Lalleman and Muysken 1981) and the conservation hypothesis (van de Craats,
Corver and van Hout 2000), the Turkish learners ofDutch probably pay attention
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to the form of the verbs in verb-final position, whereas the Moroccan learners of
Dutch look at the utterance-initial verb forms which in Dutch are the short finite
forms.  Dietrich et al. claim furthermore that in cycle 2 Mohamed's common way
to refer to the past is either the perfect or, in the case of the copula; was.  He even
shows occasional attempts to use a kind of aspecnialmarking, cf.:  t diejongens
allemaal 97 bingo te jpelen 'sit those boys all sit playing bingo' all those boys are
playing bingo. Recall from section 3.2.1 that g#en te 'sit to', staan te 'stay to' and
*gen te 'lie to' + infinitive are typical Dutch periphrastic means to mark
progressive aspect.

Van Helvert and Hendtiks (1990) report on another attempt to mark aspect:
Mohamed uses the complex verb phrase beginnen te 'begin to' + inf, which is an
ingressive phase verb.  They also remark that besides the overwhelming use of the
verb form war, two other simple past tense forms appear in Mohamed's repertoire,
both exclusively used for reference to the past and both in contrast with present
tense forms of the same verbs: dacbt 'thought' and vond 'found'. All these forms

belong to the irregular past tense verbs in Dutch.
Jagtman's (1994) findings on the structural properties ofverbs in Mohamed's

repertoire in cycle 1 and 2 can be summarized as follows. Mohamed starts offwith
utterances with an SVX structure in which the verb has a short form. As soon as
he starts to use two verbs (cycle 1), he places the two verbs in two different
positions: the first one after the subject and the second one in sentence final
position, with both verbs used in their short forms. Next (cycle 2), he starts to

distinguish between the two verbs bygiving them different forms: the second verb
is given a long form, while the short form is reserved for the first verb. This
affects Mohamed's utterances with one verb: verbs with a short form are placed
after the subject and verbs with a long form in sentence-final position. According
to Jagtman this "reconstruction" (ms) also appears to lead him to revise his
assumptions with respect to the underlying word order in Dutch: he starts to use
more SXV utterances. Finally, like Ergun, he begins to assign a new function to
the first position, namely agreement with the subject. She concludes that "at the
end o f the third cycle, he is Close to consistently applying the Dutch verb-second
rule".

Cycle 3
With respect to the (explicit) marking of temporal coherence, Dietrich et al. make
the observation that Mohamed has totally given up the present anaphoric
adverbial en din and correctly uses the appropriate past temporal adverb en toen

whenever he wants to make a shift in past time explicit
Van Helvert and Hendriks (1990) conclude that Mohamed's mastering of

Dutch verb morphology now allows him to make switches between present and
past reference, including the use of vivid past, whenever he finds them
conversationally appropriate. However, they did not observe a consistent form-
function correspondence in his various complex VP forms. As in cycle 2 only
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irregular forms are used and still no regular past tense forms appear.  They also
observe that Mohamed marks the AUX for past but does so only in [AUX + inf]
combinations: kwam Ftten 'came to sit; kon ken 'could read', war werken 'was
working'.

FATIMA
Ijke Mohamed, but in contrast to the Turkish learners, Fatima uses the root
(short) form (infinitive minus en) as the basic form and does not use the temporal
discourse marker en dan (Dietrich et al. 1995). Dietrich et al. conclude that after the
second cycle it was possible for Fatima either to follow Etgun's and Mohamed's
way and move towards TL, or to stay with her basic variety and polish it as
Mahmut does. The result is very clear: she goes the latter way. Throughout the
third cycle, she does not learn a single inflected form.

According to Van Helvert and Hendriks, Fatima makes use of some frequent
past participle forms like getrouwd 'married' and geden 'seen' without using the
compulsory auxiliary. Frequency in the targetlanguagemay explain theirincidental
occurrence. These participle forms seem to be non-analysed chunks. The same
goes for the confusing use of kocbt (in standard Dutch this is the simple past
form of the verb kopen'to buy') in cycle 2. Fatima gives a future meaning to this
form: ik vandaag wieg nog kocbt 'I today cradle still buy'. In cycle 3 kocbt is clearly
differentiated as a past tense form from the present tense form ko®'buy:

7.1.3  Summary and discussion of previous findings of the same
data-set

These previous findings give a first impression of the semantic and structural
properties of the earliest experimentations with verbal morphology by the main
informants of this study learning Dutch. Note that except for the study of
Jagtman (1994) these studies have a concept-to-form focus. Their results  with
respect to the emergence of verbal morphology can be summarized as follows:

(1) The Turkish learners start with long form verbs in utterance-final position,
the Moroccan-Arabic learners start with a structure in which the short form
verb occurs after the subject

(2)   Fatima and Mahmut do not develop any tense and aspect morphology, except
for some isolated pal:ticiples.

(3) The past participle is first used by all learners without the compulsory
auxiliary.

(4)  There is no consistent form-function correspondence in the various complex
VP-forms of Mohamed and Ergun; AUX + inf (long form), AUX + pp (ge +
short form +/d/t/en). They use the auxiliaries Wn 'be' and bebben 'have'
randomly, that is, not according to the target language distribution.

(5)   Ergun and Mohamed use the construction HAVE+PP as past tense (post-time;
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see section 3.2.1) and not purely as aspectual (post-state) operators.
(6) Both Ergun and Mohamed do not show any attempt to mark aspectual

notions (except for Mohamed's :#tien k 'sit to' and bednnen te'be<1n tol.
(7)   In contrast to Mohamed, Ergun shows no occurrences of simple past tense

forms (except for the copula war).

(8)   In contrast to Mohamed, who replaces the present en dan with the appropriate
en toen for past contexts, Ergun continues to use en dan "redundantly" in the
third cycle.

(9) The use of £r by Ergun is a marker of the topic-focus boundary in an
utterance.

How do these observations answer the research questions as st:atedin section 5.1.2
(and repeated in the introduction to this chapter)? It is clear that the first two
questions - regarding the earliest form-function mappings - are partially answered
by these observations in the following way. The first experimentation with verbal
morphology by these learners is the creation ofisolated past participles; they are
used first without, and later in combination with, the compulsory auxiliary-like
form of 'to have' (only by Ergun and Mohamed). Parallel to this, there is a
development of the construction BE+INF but in the first instance there is no
form-function correspondence found in these various VP-forms. For cycle 3, the
authors report that the HAVE+PP construction takes over the role of normal past
reference but no function is given to the other VP constructions. Although there
seems to be a consensus about the tense contrast in the first contrastive forms,
both the studies by Dietrich et al. (1995) and by van Helvert and Hendriks(1990)
also report (on the side) on some periphrastic constructions of aspectual
differentiation by Mohamed pietrich et al. 1995: 137.

With respect to the third research question about function-form-position
mappings, the results above are inconclusive; the relation between the structural
properties of early proto-verbal markings and their function is not investigated
(except for the remarks on the position of e by Ergun; Klein & Perdue (1992).
None of the authors above draw a parallel between a given position and an
aspectual-temporal function of the various verbal combinations. Jagtman (1994)
claims that Mohamed and Ergun are gaining insight into the Dutch utterance
structure rules when they start using two verbs with two different forms in two
different positions. She also talks about a special function of the short forms in
utterance-initial position, namely, agreement with the subject However, in view
of the central theme of her study (utterance structure), she does not assign any
temporal or aspect:ual function to the various combinations ofauxiliaries and past

participles.
Concerning the driving factors of the development ofverbal morphology (the

fourth question), Dietrich et al. (1995: 273) conclude: "the first factor, the
subjective need to sound and to be like the social environment, outweighs the
other factor, the concrete communicative needs". As I already announced in the
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introduction to this book, I would like to pinpoint the communication difficulties
or shortcomings of the lexical basic variety. I consider these system-internal
deficiencies as the most important pushing factor for the learner to develop
morphological means and to leave the flexible and safe basic vatiety. It is only on
the basis of a fine-grained discourse analysis that form- function mappings ofearly
aspectual-temporal markers can be checked. How else could we know what the
learner wants to express using a partioiler verbal form, auxiliary or temporal
connective? If we want to know by which linguistic means and in which order of
development the learners try to keep the temporal references in their discourse
coherent, we need a controlled temporal framework rather than isolated
utterances. However, to be sure that the linguistic means used in a sub-set of the
data are also used by the learners in the rest of the data, global analyses over the
total data-base must be carried out in addition. In the next section, I first describe
the procedure ofdiscourse-analysis of the Modern Times film retellings and then
the procedure of a more quantitative analysis carried out on a sub-set of the
database and on the total data-base.

7.2 The procedure of data-analysis

This section serves two purposes: On the one hand, it gives a functionally
organised description of the temporal framework of the film 'Modern Times"
which is used as stimulus for the elicitation of data which function as the central
data-set in this chapter. Furthermore, it shows how the temporal coherence in the
diagnostic contexts is built up (7.2.1). Temporal coherence in this type of
discourse is achieved by shifting and maintaining the topic times to which each
event time is anchored. This temporal framework is controlled by the reality
'check' of the film, which enables me to give temporal or aspectual meanings to
the various tadvs, connectives, proto-verbal markings on and around the verb.
This type of data-analysis establishes the inter-individual longitudinal and cross-
linguistic comparison with the French L2 data. On the other hand, this section
describes how the analyses over the total data-base are carried out

For  testing  the  predictions  made  in  chapter  5.1.2,  the  advantage  of the
Modern Times retellings is that for these narratives we "know" the aspectual
viewpoint or the position of the metaphorical video camera with respect to the
events in the film (see section 2.1.4); the perspective on and the order between the
events can be checked by the "reality" of the film. This implies that the temporal
relationship betweenTI's and Tsits (the focus condition) and the relation between
Trs (PNO; the topic condition) are more orless controlled. This sumulus-control
helped me to define the so-called diagnostic contexts in the Modern Times
retellings; contexts in which the learners are "obliged" to violate the topic and the
focus condition. The interesting thing is to see if and how they indicate these
violations.
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This control does not hold for the global'IT condition, the relation between 'IT
and TU (tense) is as it were "absent" in these retellings. However, learners must
choose an anchoring base tense (see section 2.3) and deviations from it must be
motivated or by a change in the global TT-TU relation (tense marking) either by
a change in the aspectual viewpoint (aspect marking). Nevertheless, I decided also
to take the discourse analyses of the personal narrative data (see section 6.1) into
account for comparative reasons. These data are embedded by default in the past
but the informants often change the temporal frame by making references to the
present or the future. These data permit to investigate in a more straightforward
way whether the learners mark deviations from the global TI'-TU relation as they
change from past to present temporal reference.

A special focus will be on the position of the learners' indications ofviolations
of the topic focus and global topic time condition. Do they place the violation of
the global topic time condition (that is a change in tense) in another position than
aviolationof, for example, the focus condition (a change in aspectual viewpoint)P
Where do they place indications of a break in the chronological chain of the
events? As in the case of the analyses of the structural embedding of tadv in
chapter 6, I coded each '*violation-indication" in whatever linguistic form (lexical
discourse-pragmatic or morphosyntactic) as having a POS1 (before the "subject'D
or POS2 (after the "subject'D Position. In section 6.1.1, I already explained that
for present purposes I consider an element in POS1 as belonging to the topic
component (person, place and time reference) and an element in POS2 as
belonging to the focus component (the event description itself, normally done by
the verb). This coding of position serves to investigate whether the learners put
the violation-indication in the topic component or the focus component of the
utterance (see section 2.3.2 for the theoretical background and sections 6.1.1 and
6.2.2 for the application of this coding). In the concrete case of proto-verbal
markings as "violation-indications" this means that proto-verbal markings which
are used in the focus component (POS2) normally occur in combination with a
main verb also placed in the focus component That is why I code them as "proto-
AUX". When proto-verbal markings occur in POS1, in the topic component,
before the "subject", they are as it were physically separated from the main verb.
These "independent" elements I refer to as "proto-COP".

The first step in my analyses is a general quantitative overview of the linguistic
repertoire (forms) actually used by the informants to convey temporal reference
in the Modern Times retellings (section 7.2.1). The second step is a concept-to-
form analysis of a smaller sub-set of the Modern Times data: the diagnostic
contexts (section 7.2.2). The last step is a quantitative analysis. First I  tested the
lexical aspect hypothesis in the Modern Times data sub-set. I looked at how
differentmorphosyntactic-like forms are distributed over different semantic types
of verbs in the Modern Times retellings. Then, on the basis of a concordance
analysis of all the verbal forms used by each main informant in the total data-se4
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I checked which verbs at first take a past participle form and which the Dutch past
tense form. This concordance analysis was also the basis for a quantitative
overview of a developmental overview of all the verbal forms used by each main
informant in the total data-base (section 7.2.3).

7.2.1 Marking temporal relations in Modern Times

The subtitle ofthe stimulus-fragrnent ofModern Times is: "Determined to return
to prison". It starts with a scene where Charlie Chaplin comes out of jail and finds
work in a shipyard. He is fired and on the street he befriends a young woman who
HAS stolen a loaf of bread and, at the same time, he tries to ensure his return to
jail where he has previously found food and shelter. For the discourse analyses,
the film is divided into the following distinct episodes:

I     Tbe sb*yard Charlie causes the launching of a ship and is fired immediately.
He is all the more determined to go back to prison.

II   On tbe street. Meanwhile  the  girl,  alone  and  hungry,  sees  a bakery van

unloading bread at a bakery.
III   On tbe street   As she steals a loaf of bread, another woman sees her stealing

the bread and tells the baker, who in turn calls the police.
IV   On tbe street In flight the girl bumps into Charlie, and when the police arrives,

he has the bread in his hands and takes the blame of the theft in
order to return to jail.

V   On tbe street.  As the policeman is preparing to take him away, the woman
arrives to say that in fact the girl stole the bread.

VI  On tbe street The policeman arrests the girl and releases Charlie.
VIIA nstaurant Charlie goes into a restaurant, eats a lot of food and is standing

at the cash desk, sees a policeman and tells him that he has no
money.

VIII Tbe street While the policeman is calling a police van from a phone next to
a kiosk, Charlie orders a cigar and generously gives chocolate to
two children.

IX Tbe street. The police van arrives and Charlie is put inside.
X   Tbepo#ce car. Eventually the van stops and the girl gets in.
XI  Tbepolice car. Chaplin and the girl meet
XIITbe police car: There is a struggle and Charlie, the gilt and the policeman fall

Out.

XIII Tbe stnet The policeman is unconscious and when he wakes up Charlie
hits him and he and the girl escape.

XIV Tbe stnet        They sit under a tree and see a couple coming out the front door
of a lovely house. The husband kisses the wife goodbye as he
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goes off to work. Our heroes express their determination to get
a house.

ten days later
XV Tbe stnet     When Charlie and the girl meet each other again. She tells him

that she has found a house and takes him to See it
XVI Tbe house:    When Charlie enters the house beams fall tables collapse  and

the roof falls when he sweeps but they succeed in making the
house more comfortable.

XVII Tbe street. They walk off, married, into the sunset

It may be helpful for all the following analyses to see the topic time as the viewer
of the metaphorical video camera I discussed earlier in section 2.1.4. The video
camera can have a specific "topic time projection range" on the situation time.
Especially in retelling a film, this metaphor can capture the way the retellers build
up the retelling of the film in a coherent way instead of only giving isolated
snapshots. Theunifying thread in the story -overwhich the'IT-camera can move-
is a chronological time-axis at which various (parts of the) events are hooked up.
As we will see, each reteller will focus on different parts of the filmed
scenes/situations and will connect them in different overlapping or sequencing
ways.

The video camera is assumed to start to zoom in at the scene at which Charlie
comes out of jail. This "imaginary" time-interval on the time-axis functions as the
starting topic time 'IT to which all the other events in discourse are related. The
relation between the topic time TI' and the time of utterance TU cannot be made
explicit  by an adverbial like lester*y at twelve o'cbck because,  as  I have already
explained several times, the film is not embedded in relation to the time of
utterance. All learners start their retelling by setting the stage in a spatial way, as
variants of"Charlie comes out of jail":

(7.1) 2.6 ED
b# wil tentg naar gevangenis
he wants to go    back to jail

G.2)   2.6 HK
b#    was  in ut Zevang
he    was in jalt

From the story-line given above, it is clear that the temporal framework of the
retelling can simply be built up by summing up all the snapshots seen in a
chronological order (PNO). Since in the basic variety, the time of situation Tsit
and the topic time Tr are by default simultaneous, all the learner has to do is to
shift the topic time (over the chronological time-axis) and relate the time of the
event to it (see section 2.1.4).  In this kind of narrative, the reteller does not even
have to mark a shift in topic time explicitly, because all the events are shown in
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their chronological order as in (7.3):

7-3) 2.9 MA
meisje eten klaar maken
glrl food prepare
b# komen
he come
b# eten doen
he eat do
eten klaar
food ready
en dan samen Wtten
and then toether siten dan krant teqen
and then journal read

How then can I ascertain of which linguistic means are actually used and which
are needed by our learners in order to express the order of the eventsP The learner
(Mahmut, in example 7.3) does not have to give formal contrasts to the basic long
forms for the expression of tense and aspect contrasts. The essential temporal
and aspectual information is already given. In a narrative the events follow each
other perfectively (the focus condition, see section 2.3.2) and in a chronological
order (the topic condition, section 2.3.2). Furthermore, because a film retelling is
not embedded in time, Mahmut does not need to mark tense contrasts.
Therefore, I defined some contexts of the Modern Times film as "diagnostic
contexts". For these contexts, I followed the same procedure and coding as I did
for the analyses of the personal narratives in chapter 6 (see section 6.1): utterance
by utterance I picked out, coded and copied the temporal adverbials, the
connectives, the main verbs and verbal deviations from them (including proto-
AUX). I also coded the lexical aspect type of the predicates (0-, 1-, 2-states), I
copied the main verb form and the proto-verbal marking on the coding line and
gave them a POS1 (before the "subject'D or POS2 code (other position). As I have
said in the introduction to this section, proto-verbal elements got a POS1 or
POS2 position code. A POS1 code implies that the proto-verbalmarkingis placed
in the topic component of the utterance "independently" of the possible other
verb in the focus component In that case, the proto-verbal element is coded as
proto-COP. If the proto-verbal marking is placed in the focus component,
"adjoined" to the verb, I coded it as proto-AUX As I have already said before
(section 2.2.3), all these information-bits on the local utterance level (and their
interaction) are importantparts ofthe temporal information ofthe total utterance.

But what are the advantages and shortcomings of the linguistic repertoires o f the
learners of the present study for establishing temporal reference? What are the
differences if we compare temporal means longitudinally and inter-individually?
In the next section, I show how the combination of the following frameworks
gives me the complete equipment for analyzing the learners' (differences in)
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competence for conveying temporal coherence: Klein's (1994) general temporal
framework (especially its implications  for the functioning of temporal reference
in basic learner discourse), Klein and von Stutterheirn's (1987) Queastio-model
and Bohnemeyer's description (1998) of time-relations in (Yukatek Maya)
discourse.

7.2.2 Marking temporal relations in the Modern Times' diagnostic
contexts

Bohnemeyer (1998; see also section 2.3.3 of the present study) claims that the
relation between the topic time and the situation time is essential in discourse. It
determines what state of the whole situation time ofa described event the speaker
is talking about; the post-state of an event (perfect), the pre-state of an event
(prospective), the middle of the action of an ungoing non-bounded event

(imperfective) or the completion of a bounded event (perfectivity).  This
viewpoint captures how the event is related to the topic time and via the relation
to other topic times in the discourse representation (Trs that define viewpoints
on other events); they capture how the event is related to other events. I
explained in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 that an unbounded/incompleted
(imperfective) marked relation of situation time Tsit with respect to a given topic
time TI' implies an overlapping time of situation Tsit(1) with a time of situation
Tsit (2) in a sequence of utterances. A bounded/completed (perfective) marked
relation of a time of situation Tsit to a given topic time Tr implies a non-
overlapping time of situation Tsit (1) with a unle of situation Tsit (2). So in
discourse, the assertion ofboundary information about a time ofsituation Tsit(1)
(the arrival of the police van, scene IX, for example) with respect to a given topic
time Tr(1) (the moment of time the reteller is talking about; "then, at that
moment in the film") implies information about the order ofTsit(1) with respect
to another Tsit(2) in adjacent discourse (the time of Charlie's entrance in the
police van), provided 'IT(1) is succesfully linked to Tr(2) for which Tsit(2) is
asserted.  If Tsit(1)  has a right boundary (a perfective marking, Tsit D  TI)  then  it
is clear that Tsit(2) follows Tsit(1). IfTsit(1) has no dght boundary (imperfective
marking Tsitc 'IT) then one can inferentially induce, following Bohnemeyer's
Boundary-To-Order implicatures (see section 2.3.3), that Tsit(2) overlaps with
Tsit(1). The same holds for the marking of a pre-state (prospective) or a post-state
(perfect) view on a time of situation Tsit. If the target event is asserted to be in a
pre-state or in a post-state then it is assumed that another event in adjacent
discourse overlaps with the pre-state (and hence precedes the target event) or with
the post-state (and hence follows the target event).

In the target language Dutch, tadvs and connectives like daania 'afterwards',
te,w#l 'at the same time' and en toen 'and then' are available to convey (non)-
boundaries to the right of the situation time Tsit and can order the relation
between two events or two topiC times for establishing discourse coherence. But
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Dutch also has the possibility of encoding boundedness versus unboundedness
by means of aspectual operators like the imperfective is aan bet 'is on the' +
infinitive construction versus the (by default) perfective marking (see section
3.2.1). For example, in the case of the simultaneity of the calling of the police van,
a native speaker of Dutch might say:

9.3)        Ten:,filde politieman wn  bellen was.gingCbarlieeen winkelbinnenenpakteeen
sigt:tar en cbocolade
[*hile the policeman was calling a police van, Charlie entered a shop and
took a cigar and chocolate]

This native example shows how Dutch combines a temporal connective tenv#l
'while' (which explicitly expresses the simultaneity of the events) and the
imperfective marking of calling the police van by a typical Dutch periphrastic way
ofmarkingprogressive (unboundedness), which infers an overlapping event order
relation with the event in the adjacent clause. In fact, this is a violation of both the
topic and the focus condition but in one complex utterance. The topic condition
(or the Principle of NaturalOrder) is violated because the entering-event does not
follow the cglling-event but these events happen simultaneously. The focus
condition is violated because the calling-event is not narrated perfectively but
imperfectively; it has not been given any boundaries. The question is how our
learners mark these "violations". Do they mark non-boundedness with
grammatical (aspectual) boundary operators, as is usually done in their source-
languages? Or do they rely on lexical event order operators like at tbe same momen4
or wbile, Or do they use a combination of these? Is it possible for them to mark
subordination, which places  part of the utterance into the side-structure of the
total narrative and indicates "imperfectiveness"P In sum, how do these learners at
different stages of acquisition link TTs and Tsit at the local utterance level and
how do they link Trs at the global utterance level in order to make the order of
events explicit?

Linking this combination of Klein's temporal framework (1995) and
Bohnemeyer's BTO implicatures (1998) to the three general discourse principles
I described in section 2.3.2 (on the basis ofKlein and von Stutterheirn's Quaestio-
modeD gives me the right tools to analyse diagnostic contexts of the Modern
Times retellings following a concept-to-form approach. How did I define these
diagnostic contexts? In section 6.2.3, I explained in detail how I carried out the
concept-to-form analyses of the deictically embedded personal narratives. I
explained that in (re-)narratives a particular type of temporal information can be
inferred on default discourse conditions which I refer to as: (a) the topic condition
(PNO; the Trs in a related set of utterances form a chronological chain); (b) the
focus condition (the event described in the focus-constituent of the utterance is
*'bounded" within the TI' of the utterance; this implies a default perspective
viewpoint) and (c) the global TT condition (the global relation of Tr to TU in a
related set of utterances stays the same unless it is marked otherwise). Retellings
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ofparticular parts of the Modern Times film "oblige" the learner to disobey these
discourse principles. Violations of these three discourse principles  must be
marked explicitly, given the fact that they cannot be inferred on situational or
discourse context. I defined as diagnostic contexts those scenes ofModern Times
which might cause a violation of the default discourse principles. That is (a) those
scenes in which the events cannot be told in their chronological order because
some events happen at the same time and thus TI'(l) is not after 'IT(2) but
simultaneous with it A violation of the focus condition occurs in (b) those events
which cannot be told from the default perfective aspectual viewpoint because, for
example, the Tsit is before or after the TT. This asks for a respectively perfect or
prospective aspect:ual viewpoint respectively. A violation of the third condition,
the global 'IT-TU relation is more difficult to catch in the film retellings: Why
should the learners change the global 'IT-TU relation in a narrative which is not
embedded in time. That is why I included the personal narratives also in the
comparative analyses.

When exactly does the learner have to make the order between the events and/or
the relation between the topic time 'IT and the situation time Tsit explicit in
rete]ling Modern Times? I assume that in retelling the following scenes the learner
gets into problems because the situation time and the topic time are not (more or
less) simultaneous but the topic time Tr is after the time of situation Tsit
(perfect). This is a violation of the focus condition which requires perfectively
marked events in which TI' and Tsit are more or less the same (Tsitl DTI'l).  I
defined  the "I have found the loaf of bread" scene IV and the "I have found a
house" scene XV as diagnostic contexts, because:

(a) When Charlie says that he has stolen the bread, the stealing event (Tsit) has
happened before the time he (falsely) admits to the crime (IT). The relevant
inference here is that he has the bread in his hands at the moment of taking
the blame: he's referring to the resulting state (Tsit<TI); scene IV;

(b)  The girl says that she has already found a house (Tsit<'IT); scene XV.

Furthermore, I defined the following scenes as *'diagnostic" because in retelling
them in the way they are presented in the stimulus, the learners have to "stop" the
metaphorical video to shift on the time axis. Several events are happening at the
same time and thus the topic time 'IT cannot automatically shift. This is the case
in retelling the following scenes:

(c)   When the girlis in flight she bumps into Charlie (Tsitl cTTl, Trl =TI'2 and
Tsit2 c/DTT2): scene IV.

(d) When Charlie is arrested and taken away by the police, another woman arrives
and  says   that  she  has seen everything  (I'sitlcTI'l,  TI'l =TI'2 and Tsit2
9/DTI'2); scene V.
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(e)   The simultaneity of the police man calling the police van and Charlie going up
to a kiosk to take a cigar and to offer chocolates to the children (TsiticTI'l,
Trl=TT2 and Tsit2 ,/DTI'2); scene VIII.

(f)   The simultaneity ofCharlie and the girl situng under the tree while the couple
says goodbye (TsitlcTI'l, TI'l=TI'2, and Tsit2 C/DTI'2); scene XIV.

(g)   The simultaneity of actions which happen in the dream house (Tsitl=Trl,
Trl =Tr2 and Tsit2 C/DTI'2); scene XVI.

It is in retelling these scenes of the film that the learner cannot rely on the
"automatic" shift of topic times following the topic and the focus conditions. The
learner is forced - if he wants to retell these events maintaining the temporal
discourse coherence - to make explicit that the topic time does not shift in the
case of simultaneity of two events.  Or, in other words, that the situation times of
these events are part of the same topic time TI' as in the scenes IV, V, VIII, XIV
and XVI. Furthermore in retelling the "I have found a loaf of bread" scene  IV
and the "I have found a house" scene  XV, the reteller has to mark explicitly that
the topic time and the situation time are dissociated. In the direct speech of
Charlie and the girl, the times of situation (stealing the bread and finding the
house respectively) are not the same as the topic time TT (in the case of reported
speech, the topic time 'IT is  the time of speech, the time of of utterance TU of
Charlie andthe girl). The situation time of stealing the bread, for example, is
completely over at the topic time. Note that in retelling this scene IV, the relevant
inference is that Charlie has the bread in his hands in a 'fhere-and-now context"
(in the "act„elity" of the film), which prefers an aspectual Tsit < Tr(=Tu)
contrast to a temporal (Tsit=)Tr<TU contrast. The camera does not take us back
to the stealing event (IT < TU) but zooms in on Charlie, who is in the post-state
or the resultative state of stealing the bread (Tsit < 'IT).

Of course, there is  a deep connection between pastness and completedness
(whether actually achieved, as with the perfective, or only potentially available, as
with 2-state verbs) and the question is if learners do not overgeneralize a
completedness marker for past events (e.g., HAVE+PP) or, the other way around,
a past tense marker for marking completedness. This is especially relevant for
Dutch, where for the past these two different notions (Tsit<'IT=TU for perfect
and Tsit=TT<TU for past) conflate in one morphosyntactic coding. Therefore,
if I want to test the grammatical-aspect-before-tense hypothesis (see hypotheses
in section 5.1), I need diagnostic contexts such as (a) and (b) above, from which
I know that there is a dissociation between the situation and the topic time and
NOT a dissociation between situation and utterance time.

To sum up, in order to capture the precise aspectual or temporal function of
the linguistic means used in the retelling (including the very idiosyncratic ones), I
first focus on the following diagnostic contexts:
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(a)   The marking of the post-state of events in retelling the scenes IV (the bread

stealing scene) and XV ( the "I have found a house" scene);
(b)  The marking of the simultaneity of different event times at the same topic

time in retelling the scenes IV, V, VIII, XIV and XVI.

On the basis of a longitudinal, inter-individual and cross-linguistic analysis, I show
how the linguistic repertoires differ between the slow and the fast learners,
between the Moroccan and the Turkish learners, and between the acquisition
stages. Finally, I compare the diagnostic context analyses with the analyses of the
personal narratives I have already carried out for the investigation of form,
function, and position of tadvs (see section 6.2.3). These results may give us an
answer to the question why some learners move on to the development of
language- specific motphosyntactic means and why others fossilize at the lexical
stage of marking temporal and aspectual notions by means of tadvs.

7.2.3 The analyses over the total corpus

As far as  the procedure of the more quantitative analyses of the data is concerned,
I can be relatively brief. First, in order to investigate the importance of the seven
factors for the development of early proto-verbal markers (mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter), I needed to check if there is a distributional bias of
particular morphemes anchoring at a particular semantic type of verb. This is in
fact the testing of the lexical aspect hypothesis (see section 4.1.3). I checked and
counted this distribution only in the Modern Times retelling data. Secondly, I
checked in the total database which verbs are used at first in the past participle
form and which verbs at first receive the Dutch regular or irregular past tense
form. This overview is based on a concordance analysis of all the verbal forms
used by each informant in the total data base. This same concordance list serves
as a developmental overview of all the forms used by the informants over the
three years of data-collection.  I counted all the past participles, past tense forms,
long forms, root forms and the root +t forms for each verb for each main
informant in all the sessions.

7.3 The results of the discourse analysis of Modern Times

In this section, I present the diagnostics o f the discourse analyses o f the Modern
Times film retellings by the main informants Ergun and Mahmut (I'urkish) and
Mohamed and Fatima (Moroccan-Arabic). I first present a quantitative overview
of the temporal adverbi:tls, connectives, verbal base forms, and the deviations
from them (past patticiples, proto-AUX etc.) the learners used in retellingModern
Times (7.3.1). Then, in a concept-to-form analysis of diagnostic contexts, I
investigate which of these constructions and adverbials express which temporal
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relation: (a) the Tr to Tr relations between utterances, (b) the Tr to Tsit relations
at the local utterance level (aspect) or perhaps marked explicitly by the learners (c)
a change in the anchoring tense expressing the global Tr-TU relation (7.3.2).

7.3.1 Marking temporal relations in Modern Times; a form-oriented
analysis

In order to give an account of the learners' development in the lexical and
morphosyntactic components for temporal reference, I give a general quantitative
survey of all base forms, the proto-verbal constructions, (temporal) connectives,
topic time shifters and temporal adverbials used by the main informants of L2
Dutch in retelling Modern Times in the Cycles I[ and III below. Table 7.1 shows
a first quantitative analysis of the different (proto)verbal constructions which
consist of bare infinitives, bare past participles, bare root forms, proto-AUX +
infinitive/past participle constructions, the possible topic time shifters, the purely
temporal connectives, and other temporal adverbials used by the main informants
in the Modern Times retellings. Ofcourse, these figuresperse do not say anything
about the actual development of acquiring linguistic means in order to maintain
the temporal coherence in retelling Modern Times. It is unclear whether the
formal contrasts are also functional contrasts.

However, table 7.1 can be seen as a quantified corroboration of the following
previous ESF results (see section 7.1 above):

- Turkish learners' base forms are long forms (root + en) and Moroccan
learners' base forms consist of the short root form;

-       The first indications ofverbal differentiation are past participles, proto-AUX
modals + infinitive constructions and proto-AUX HAVE/BE+ INF/PP
constructions;

-     The only verbal differentiation which is shown by the slow learners Fatima
and Mahmut is the use of bare past participles. This is in contrast to the fast
learners Ergun and Mohamed who have proto-AUX + past participle
constructions and even develop the Dutch past tense form of R#n'to be': war

-    Ergun, who triples, and Mohamed, who almost doubles, his proto-AUX
HAVE+PP construction in the third cycle.
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Table 7.1. Overview  of basic  forms, proto-verbal constructions, temporal
adverbials and topic time shifters used by the main Dutch informants
in retelling Modern Times (cycles II and III)

Ereun Mahmut Mohamed Fatima
Cycle      II -III II III  II III  II III

short  form                                           1 3                       8 5 5            16               6             28          16
(root)

long form                  33        17      36         55         14          25           6         5
(root+en)

HAVE+PP 4     15 - -            14             24               -            -

BE+PP 2 4- -

0+PP                                  3             -          4              4              -                -               2            3

liAVE+INF                         2             1           -              -              1                3

BE+INF.                           25           18          -              -              2               2                -            -

was+inf -3- -3-

wastpp

gaan + inf                      -           -        -            -           3            6

gaan+pp

locatives + inf               -          -        -           -          3           9            -         -

modal proto-AUX          15           8 3 7      12      17       5      7
(moet mae. wit, kan
4-ini)  «

was + 0 -      2     -       -       7      17        -      -

past tense forms               -                                     -            2             3
kwam kwam

1

liep

temp. adv                  -          - 2 -     2 toen 3 toen -4d jd 1 nog nog

topic time                     33          21         23        31            45           55        2 dan
shifter   (en) (en) (en) (en) 'ei 't:idan dan dan dan

6                       4

(en) en dan
toen
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In addition to a corroboration of the ESF results, I observed that:

-      Ergun, in contrast to Mohamed, uses a lot proto-AUX ir + pp constructions
and proto-AUX is + infinitive constructions in the second cycle, but the
proto-AUX £r + pp construction disappears in favour of the proto-AUX ir +
inf construction in the third cycle;

-     No past participles are combined with war;
-       Mohamed is the only one who develops the real Dutch past tense forms kwam

'came', lift 'walked';
-       The fast learners Mohamed and Ergun differentiate a topic time shifter for the

past en toen and for the present and the future context en aan, whereas the slow
learners only have en dan,·

-     The lexical event order adverbials 4envards and b#on are not used.

In order to explain these observations, it is essential to know whether:

(1) Long forms "correspond" to TL infinitives or past participles. In ik ben
wegl€Den'I am run away' weg»en can be analyzed as a missed past participle of
the target form wegge»en.   In the case of a past  participle  Ae v,Duw  0 g«en
'that woman seen' the isolated past participles can be interpreted as  non-
analyzed chuncks because verb forms like getyen do often occur in the input
in a past partiaple form;

(2) The various verbal constructions such as the modal proto-AUX and the
proto-AUX BE/HAVE+INF/PP are used in complementary distribution

(3)  The various aiiriligries and long forms are used in systematic combinations
(e.g., is the past participle always used in combination with proto-AUX of'to
have' or also with other proto-AUX?);

(4)  There is a one-to-one mapping between the type of verbal construction and
its aspectual or temporal function;

(5) There is a one-to-one mapping between tile temporal or aspectual function
of a proto-element AUX and its structural embedding in the topic or the
focus component.

This complementary information can only be derived from an in-depth discourse
analysis of which we know the temporal frainework, the order of the events.
However, as I have shown above, the reteller does not need to do more than link
situation times to default simultaneous topic times. The topic time is automatically
shifted by the Principle of Natural Order (see section 2.3.1). In the following
section, I will therefore focus on those parts of the retelling which require an
"explicit" marking of the order of events and/or an explicit marking of the
relation between Tsit and 'IT. I concentrate on diagnostic contexts which I
defined as those contexts in which the default topic and focus discourse pragmatic
conditions have to be violated. I believe this is the only way to assign a particular
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temporal or aspectual function to the event order operators (temporal
connectives), the aspectual, temporal and modal morphosyntactic markings and
the topic time shifters (e.g., 'and then')· Furthermore, this concept-to-form
analysis also makes it possible to capture the idiosyncratic (implicit and/or
explicit) means used by the learners for a particular temporal oraspectual function.
In the next section, I discuss the diagnostic contexts in detail for each main
informant. The concrete analyses are described in two parts. First, I describe the
analyses of the Tsit<'IT diagnostic contexts and then those of the simultaneity
contexts. Not alllearners retell the same events. Especially Mahmut and Fatima,
the slow learners, skip some scenes. Most retellings are presented in two columns.
On the left side, the retelling of the slow learner can be found. On the right side,
the retelling o f the fast learner in the same cycle (cycle 2 or 3) is presented. As can
be seen in chapter 5, table 5.5, no Modern Times retelling is available for the first
cycle in the Dutch data. The two types of diagnostic contexts are divided as
follows:

(1) Which linguistic markings do the learners use to mark the relation Tsit < Tr
in retelling scenes IV ("the bread stealing" scene) and XV (the "I have found
a house" scene)P

(2) Which linguistic marking do the learners use to mark the overlapping event
order relation (TsitlcTI'l, TI'l=TT2 and Tsit2 c/DTI'2) as in scenes IV, V,
VIII and XV?

For all learners, the retelling of the second cycle will be analysed first In
comparison with the retellings of the third cycle, possible developmental changes
can be detected.

7.3.2 The results of the diagnostic contexts of the Turkish main
informants

(1)  Tbe marking of Tsit < TP.  '1 bave stolen tbe bread" and '1 bavefound a house"
Take the bread-stealing scene and imagine that Charlie has the bread in his hands
and wants to say "I have stolen the bread". Charlie refers to the post-state of the
event, he is in the post-state of stealing the bread and the video camera is on
Charlie with the bread in his hands admitting to the theft  ik beb hier brood
weggebaald(1 have here the bread taken away', Ergun cyde 3): Tsit (committing the
theft) < Tr (admitting to the theft) = TU (admitting to the theft).

The video camera does not take us back to the scene where the bread was
stolen but is on the "deictic" here- and-now (in the "reality" of the film). There

',is a mis-match between the bread stealing event talked about and the "position
of the video camera on the imaginary time-line (or between Tsit and TI). Below
we have the relevant utterances of the retellings of the Turkish learners:
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0.4) I HAVE SrOLEN THE BREAD
MA 2.9 ED 2.9
scene IV
en dan politie komen Ni :vil tentg naarpant enis
and then police come he wants to go back to prison
Charlie Ze#: b# fe#: ik beD gedaan  +
ik we ooten
+ met meate we ooien ik beb brood weEebaald
Charlie says: he says: I have done +I  throw away I have bread taken away
+ not girl throw away

scene V
en dan andere vrouw komen en dan b# is teruglopen
and then other woman come and then he is walk back
fe# niet meneer weggpoien die vrouw komt
metge we ooten that woman comes
says not man throw away no, he not taken (part) away that bread
girl throw away nee, bij niet we ebaaM die brood,
dan meisje balen f is die weMbaald die broodthan girl catch she is that (the one who) taken (part)
en dan meifie weg away that bread
and then girl away
dan politie 4en
then police seen

MA 3.9 ED 3.9
scene IV
die andere meneer (charlie) Regf. dan is die man is komt bier
ik wegbalen then is that man is comes here
that other man (charlie) says: die man 50# tegen politie: ik beb bier brood

weggebaaid
I take away that man says to police: I have here

bread taken
Regt: bier (points to tbe bread
in bis bands)
says: here

scene V
die meisje daar staan en  dan  toen  was  die politie pakken  bem
that girl there stay and then was that police catch him
en andere vrouw gerden  die meife dan vrouw komt van die man
and other woman seen that girl then woman comes from that man
andere vrouw komt van die broodbaas   die vrouw Zegt van: dat is Ni niet
other woman comes from that woman says from: that is he not,
that breadboss die meisje die brood we edaan
die  meneer  niet  vattenl  wegbalen + that girl that bread taken away
die meisje dan  is  terug naar acbter politie gaan
that man not take + that girl then is back to behind pollce go
die  bmodbaas politie, pan
that breadboss police go

In the left-hand column Mahmut is retelling this scene by means of invariable
nonfinite long forms weigooien 'throw away' (cycle 2) and vatten/wegbahn 'catch'
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(cycle 3), no proto-verbal tense and aspect markings (remember Mallmut is a slow
learner). Note that he usesge: en 'seen' in its past participle form. As I have already
said in section 7.3.1, this is probably an unanalyzed form. Certainly, the Turkish
learners of Dutch have as many difficulties in perceiving the morphosyntactic
contrast between the basic long forms and the past participle in the input as the
researcher does in analysing their output. Besides the implicit PNO, the only
explicit temporal marker Mahmut uses is the topic time shifter en dan 'and then'
(cycle 2), which clearly shifts the topic time from one snapshot to the other.

In the right-hand column, we can see that Ergun also uses the topic time
shifter en dan 'and then' and even in the third cycle, the target Dutch past topic
time shifter en toes 'and then' which embeds the total retelling, as it were, in the
past. Furthermore, we see in Ergun's cycle 3 retelling the first occurrence of the
past tense war  'was: Note that the structural marking of this copula-like element
is regularly distributed immediately before the leftmost argument of the verb
('subject' for short). The proto-AUX HAVE occurs only to the right ofthe subject
for reasons we shall see. I already explained in section 6.1.1 that, for present
purposes, I consider an element in POS1 as belonging to the topic component
(person, place and time reference) and an element in POS2 as belonging to the
focus component (the event description itself, normally done by the verb, see
section 2.3.2 of the present study)  for the theoretical background. This implies
that I coded the initial proto-verbal marking was as POSI, which is why it belongs
to the topic expression:

0.5) ED 3.9
en  dan toen was  die politie j     pakken bem
and then (then) was that police catch him

The post-subject proto-verbal marking 8/beb belongs to the focus expression of
the utterance, as in:

9.6) ED 2.9
en dan bj   is ten&lopen
and then he is walk back

The distribution is clearest, of cause, in the following "double is" construction:

(7.7)    ED3.9
dan is die man \  is komt bier
then is that man is comes here

In this way, I distinguish auxiliary-like (proto-AUX) elements -put in the focus
component near the main verb- from copula-like (proto-COP) elements which
are put before the subject and so are "physically" separated from the possible
main verb in the focus component.

The interesting question with respect to temporal coherence is: What can these
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learners do with their linguistic repertoire? Notice that both of them can frame the
reported speech, but then Mahmut has only nonfinite invariable forms for saying
that he has stolen the bread: ik weggooies 1 throw away' (cycle 2) and ik
vatten/wegbalen 1 take away' (cycle 3). These nonfinite forms give no indication at
all if Charlie is going to do that (pre-state, prospective aspect) or that he's in the
middle of an action which he completes (perfective aspect) or does not complete
(imperfective aspect) or that he just has stolen the bread and  is now in the post-
state of doing it (perfect aspect). Note that Mahmut does not need to express a
past or future tense because, for directly reported speech, the 'IT simultaneous to
the TU (of the reported speaker).1

Then consider Ergun's retelling. The occurrence of a proto-AUX HAVE in the
focus constituent of the utterance indicates a clear violation of the focus
condition.  He does not use the default long form, but inserts a proto-AUX and
makes a past participle of"to do". In the case of the "I have stolen the bread"
reported speech, we know that this is a context which requires a perfect viewpoint
aspect because Tsit<'IT=TU. The video camera is on Charlie with the bread in
his hands ik beb hierbmodweggebaald'I have here bread taken' and not onthe theft
itself.2 The construction HAVE+PP is used in contrast to the generally used basic
long form which has a default perfective aspect (focus condition). For these
scenes, Ergun wants to express that the time of the event is not (partly) included
in the time talked about (perfective aspect), but that the event is already over at the
time talked about (which is TLD. Note that the past participle form of'to do' in
ik beb gedaan  'I  have  done' in session  2.9  can be considered  as a complex  form.
This pp-form is used in contrast to the base form oben in oben Leg 'do say' which
occurs in the same retelling

(7.8) ED 2.9

als b# doen Zeg "ik doe niks"
if he does say "I do nothing'
"ik  beb  niet gedaan" Ke#
"I have not done" says
dan  moet  die  dinges ook gevangenisthen must that thing (the girl) also prison

Another example of a resultative state wherein the situation time is clearly over at
the topic time is in the reported speech ofthe girl when she wants to show Charlie
the house that she has found for the IWO of them and she says: "I have found a
house."

1This is possibly the reason that second language learners often use reported speech; as a learner
strategy.

2 Notice that we know from the quantitative overview presented in table 7.1 that, at the second cycle,
there are only four instances of a Proto-AUX HAVE+PP. These are all cases of reported speech
wherefur the topic time is the same as the dme of utterance
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(7.9) I HAVE FOUND A HOUSE
MA 2.9 ED 2.9
scene XV
meisje Ke#: ikke buis kopen + vinden bij is lopen, afspraak denk ik,
girl says: I house buy + find he is walk, meeting I think

bij is afspraken
he is meeting(en)
6 Ze#: b# ons ook een buis
gewonnen
she says: by us also house
(won) found

MA 3.9 ED 3.9
en meiie Regt: ik un buis en dan toen was die meisje
and girl says: I a house ook tbuis gewonnen

and then (present) thenfpast)
was that glrl also home found

The camera lens is focussing on the house, the resultative (visible) state of"I have
found X". We see that Mallmut also uses default long forms kopen/vinden
'buy/find' in this resultative reference. This is in clear contrast to Ergun who in
Cycle II uses a bare past participlegewonnen 'won'and in Cycle III, a past participle
in the focus constituent and a deictic past tense feature war in the topic
constituent:  en dan toen was die mei#e ook tbuirgewonnen'and then (present) then(past)
was that girl also home found.'

Note that it is only at the end of the data collection that Ergun makes further
progress by showing this timid past tense expression was in the topic constituent
of the utterance. In contrast to the first retelling at the end of the second cycle, it
is clear that, for this retelling, he tries to embed the whole retelling in the past
which is shown by the frequent use of the past form of the temporal connective
en toen'and then' (see table 7.1). This is an important indication of the anchoring
tense (see section 2.3.2); the speaker places the the video-camera (IT) on a time-
span at the time-axis which is before the here-and-now and thus temporally
"anchors" the narrative in the past.

Note that Ergun puts the past time marker wa, which functions here as a kind
of copula,  in a position other than where he puts the proto-AUX HAVE. The
copula tense marker was is clearly in utterance-initial position, even before the
subject. Here the ir/was contrast is considered as a clear present/past contrast

reinforced by the contrast in topic time shifter en dan for the present versus en toen
for the past. The fact that the ir/was tense-contrast only occurs in the topic
constituent and the is/bebaspect-contrastonly occurs in the focus contruction can
be shown in the examples (7.10-12). Ergun starts the retelling in cyde 3 as follows:

(7.10)    ED 3.9
die man  bier ilgewoon werk aanvragen
that man here is just work ask
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omdat  die man  iLyan  bem  brief scbriiven voor werk
because that man is from him fetter write for work
C...,1

en dan is bij beeft werk aanvragen
and then is he has work aslk
en  dan  daar staatl is die man  is  die  kleine  dinges  bebben
and then there stays/is that man that little thing have
['the man is asking for work because he's wdting a letter in order to get a
lob... en then he has asked for work and then there he's (working at a
shipyard) looking for a little piece (of wood)]

The contrast between the progressive-like isaanvragen, is scb«ven and the perfect-
like heeft werk aanvragen are expressed in the focus-constituent of the utterance.
They violate the focus condition which claims a default perfective aspectual
viewpoint Note that, in the following examples, that the contrast between the
tense marking is versus war takes place in the topic-constituent, to have scope
over the whole utterance (includingTI'), indicating a present or past global 'IT to
TU relation. The difference between these two global 'IT-TU relations can be
detected in the Dutch data because of the difference in form between the present
en dan and past en tout topic time shifter which means 'and then':

(7.11)  ED3.9
en dan is bij be$ werk aanvragen
and then lS he has work ask

(7.12)  ED 3.9
en  dan  toen  was  die mei#e ook tbuis gewonnen
and then (then) was that girl also house won

In the next part of the presentation of the diagnostics, I describe how Ergun and
Mahmut express simultaneity. In fact simultaneity implies a violation of both the
topic condition and the focus condition. The topic condition is violated because
two events are not described as happening after each other following PNO, but
as happening at the same time. The focus condition is violated because the
aspectual viewpoint of one of the two events cannot be a perefectively aspectual
viewpoint. When Tsitl is given no right boundary (imperfective marking Tsit=
'IT),  then one can inferentially induce, following Bohnerneyer's Boundary-To-
Order implicatures (see section 2.3.3), Tsit2 overlaps with Tsitl, provided that
TI'l is successfully linked to the TI'2 for which Tsit2 is asserted.

(2)    Simultaneio; Tsitl cTI'l, Trl =TT2  and Tsit2  =/ SIT2
The first diagnostic context of simultaneity for Ergun and Mahmut is in scene V,
in the retelling of the "I have stolen the bread" scene above. After Charlie has
taken the blame, the police arrest him and, as the police takes him away, the
woman arrives. In Ergun's cycle 2 retelling, the subsequent utterance of ik beb
bmodweggebaald contains a proto-AUX if in the focus constituent ofthe utterance
(after the "subject/agent'D: en dan b# is teng»en'and then he is walk back: Then
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follows the utterance Ae mouw komt'that woman comes'. From the order ofevents
in the stimulus film, we know that these events happen simultaneously. From
Bohnemeyer's  (1998) BTO implicatures (see 2.3.3), it can be inferred that the
first event is unbounded/imperfective or, in other words, does not have a
boundary within the topic time. This aspectual notion of imperfectivity must be
what Ergun encodes by the combination of proto-AUX BE+INF in the utterance
en dan b# is teng»en 'and then he is walk back'. This is almost the target
prospective Dutch 8- aan bet + infinitive construction, see section 3.2.1: The video
camera views both Charlie (and the police) and the other woman from the same
time span  (='IT)  on the imaginary time axis. The second scene of simultaneity is
the scene in which Charlie and the girl are sitting under a tree and see a couple
coining out of the front door:

(7.13) UNDER THE TREE

MA 2.9 ED 2.9
scene XIV
en  dan  weg samen boom daar ook Ritten
and then away together tree there also sit
die een tbuis :Zen even praten over iets
that (they) a home see a moment talk about something
meilje en man denken: daar ook die man
girl and man think there too that man
:k ook ro tbuis kopen bii is misscbien gaan naar werk
me too such a house buy he is maybe go to work

en dan ook vrouw komt
and then also woman comes
ook daar iets praten
also there talk something
die meiie ook
that girl too
van ons ook Ro tbuis bebben
from us also such home have

MA 3.9 ED 3.9
even weglopen  en andere tbuis b#:#tten   en dan die gewoon bier 4tten
a moment ran away and and then that (they) just here sit
other home sit een man komt
daar dtten a Inan comes
there sit bij gaan werk
en  die meneer werkgaan he 80 workand that man work go he nas so kiss give
en vrouw ook bil en die meisje ook ReEen
and woman also and that girl also say
mei€je Regt w# bebben Zo een buis
41 says we have such home
Dj ons ook misscbien Zo buis
with us also maybe such home

The use of the adverb ook 'too' in Ergun's cycle 2 retelling is too frequent to be
incidental. In fact, it has been shown in Ll acquisition data that this linguistic
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device is often used to encode simultaneity of events (e.g., Aarssen 1996). The
combination of ook 'too', the durative even 'for a moment', and the use of a
progressive Dutch periphrases-like proto-AUX BE+INF in hij is misschien gaan
naar werk 'he is maybe goes to work'ensures that these events do certainly not get
a perfective interpretation; all the events seem to happen at the same (topic) time.

The third example of simultaneity can be find in the sequence of the
utterances iii Ergun's session 2.9 "I have found a house" scene (XV):

(7.14)   ED 2.9
dan die over tien dagen b# is lopen, afspraak denk ik,then that one after ten days he is walk, meeting I think
bij is a»,raken
he is meetingen'
:di Ze& b# ons ook een buis gevonden
she says with us also a house found

We see the same proto-AUX BE+INF construction in the focus constituent ofthe
utterance b# is lopen 'he is walk' and b# ir €fpraken 'he is meetingen' as in the
preceding example (7.12). While Charlie and the girl are seeing each other after ten
days in prison, she tells him that she has found their dreamhouse. The sequence
of events is not narrated perfectively. The first event is encoded imperfectively 15
»en, is 15praken so that the time ofsituation ofthe subsequent event does fallinto
the topic time of the preceding event:

Tsitl (walking, meedng)  c TI'l, TI'l  = TT2 and Tsit2 (saying that she found the
house) cTI'l

The productive use of ook 'too', even 'a moment', alt#d'always' (see section 6.3),
and the use of the target-like proto-AUX BE+INF construction can be found in
the scene in which lots of accidents happen at the same time to Charliewhen he
enters the house:

(7.15) THE DREAM HOUSE
MA 2.9 ED 2.9
scene XVI
b# deur open doer bier is  komt buis deur open
he door open do here is comes house door open
en dan boven kop in daar is  die  din#s  komt  die  kop
and then above head in there is that thin comes that head
b#  alles  kapotgedaan daar ook die tafel :0tten pok kapot
he everything broken done there too that table sit also broken
bb altijd vallen gedaan deur ook
he always fallen done door too

als daar ook een  + +  beZem
if there too a sweeper
b# is befm trekken
he is sweeper tear
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die komt ook din#s naar benden
that comes also thing downside

MA 3.9 ED 3.9
even b# die tafel staan" b# is Kp staan 
a moment at that table stand he is so stand
en tafel ook kapot dan is deur is fo kapot
and table also broken then is door is So broken
en dan veger vatten
and then sweeper take
en ook daar ook kapot
and also there also broken

ja dan b#die kanaal
yes then at that canal
bj even daar staan eb die deur staan
he a while there stay eh that door stay
die daar ook kapot
that there also broken
en b# die kanaal in
and by that canal in

The reinforcing ook in Ergun's cycle 2, also indicates that all the things fall down
at more or less the same topic time. The periphrastic construction BE+INF
conveys an unbounded event of sweeping which includes the falling down of the
beam event:

(7.16)   ED2.9
b# is befem trekken
he is sweep tear
die komt ook dinges naar beneden
that comes also thing down

In the retelling of this same dream house scene in Mahmut's cycle 2, we see the
productive use of a linguistic construction already discussed in section 6.3:

(7.lD   MA 2.9
bj altijd vallen gedaan
he always fall done

The use of the frequency temporal adverbial (TAQ) alt#d 'always' quantifies over
several situation times, over several events of vallen gedaan 'fall done' and so
conveys an iterativity reading. In this same retelling, intonation is used as the first
sign of subordination:

(7.18)   MA 2.9
b# deur open  doen en dan boven  kop in
as he open the door, the beam falls on his head.
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There are more instances of rising intonation (-) featuring overlapping events:

(7.19)  ED 3.9
die man is bellen'·bfj beeft daar sigaretten pakken
that man is call"he has there cigarretes take
daar komt ook twee kind kfikenthere Comes too two chtldren look

The progressive zk bellen 'is call' used by Ergun in the third cycle in combination
with the rising intonation pragmatically serves to indicate simultaneity in the
following way: the progressive construction signals the unboundedness of the
first event ir be#en, which implies that the 'IT for which the calling event is
asserted to be unbounded overlaps with the 'IT for which the post-state of the
other event bef# daar siganeten pakken is asserted. This implies  that the event B
bellen  'is call' is unbounded with respect to the post-state of second event, i.e.,
temporally includes the post-state of the second event.

The same reasoning goes for the following example (7.20). Ergun (cycle 2)
tells about the scene in which Charlie hits the policeman (again) on the head while
the policeman is waking up:

(7.20)  ED2.9
politie  is  Zo opstaan of dinges op die boofd komt
police is so stand up or thing on that head comes

The event is zo opstaan'is so stand up' is unbounded/has no right boundary with
respect to the t#nges op t#e bo€Al komt'thing on that head comes' event and thus
these two events are seen as being simultaneous.

Preliminag results
The results of the analyses in the diagnostic post-state and simultaneity contexts
show a straightforward form contrast between the basic long form, the
construction proto-AUX [is + inf.], and the proto-AUX lb«19+ pp] constructions.
On the basis of the three defined conditions fornarrative discourse, I assume that
the basic long form functions as the default perfective notion for events of the
main structure (focus condition).  As the data have shown, the BE+INF
construction tends to function as an unbounded putch-like) progressive form3
and the HAVE+PP construction functions as a clear resultative state marker.

These are all contrasts of aspectual notions and not temporal contrasts. The only
temporal contrast I observed was the use o f a contrastive is (cycle 2)  < was (cycle
3) by Ergun within the topic component of the utterance. The temporal contrast
between a retelling narrated in the present (default) tense versus a retelling in the

' In the learner variety of Turkish learners of German, von Stutterheim (1986) observes   the same
BE+INF construction for marking unboundedness. Note that in German this construction does not
exist. Thus, von Stutterheim (1986) calls it an idiosyncratic learner construction.
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past tense was clearly indicated by the change of time of the topic time shifter
from present en dan 'and then' to past en toen 'and then: The change of the ir
copula into a was copula-like form in the third retelling must be triggered by the
change in anchoring time in which the total retelling is established.

7.3.3 The concept-to-form analysis of the Moroccan main
informants

The presentation of the diagnostics of Mohamed and Fatima's retellings follows
the same procedure I used for the presentation of the data of the Turkish main
informants. There are two main parts. First, the presentation of the "I have stolen
the bread" and the "I have found a house" scenes and the simultaneity contexts.

(1) Marking tbe post-state; Tsit < TT

(7.21) I HAVE STOLEN THE BREAD
FA 2.9 MO 2.9
scene V
politie komt charlie Ze#:
police comes ik  beb  Zef die  brood gepakt
pakt die meisje Charlie says: I have myself that bread
takes that gltl taken
die cbarlot Reg en toen die politie  pakken cbarlie
ik doen and then that police take charlie
that charlot says
I do

FA 3.9 MO 3.9
Charlie Reg toen b{i loop in centrum"
ik Zo steel de brood then he walk in city
Charlie says: toen was meije bedt brood stelen
I so steal the bread then was girl bread steal

toen vrouw   beeft  baar geRien
then woman has her seen
toen die meifie gzat snel lopen
then the girl goes fast run
toen allebel valIen
then both fall
maar toen was  politie
but then was police
b# tegen die potitie
he to the police
ik beb  d:e brood ub/ja Zestelen of' p
I have the bread stolen

The basic form used for the perfectively natrated sequence ofevents is clearly the
root+t form in Fatima's retelling. It can be observed that Fatima's linguistic
repertoire is not efficient enough to express the difference between the events
which happen more or less at the same time as the topic time (imperfective and
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perfective aspectual viewpoint) and the events which are going to happen or which
are already over at the topic time like the stealing of the bread.
The forms in the retelling of this scene again show how difficult it is to rely on
forms alone; in one sequence in cycle 3, Mohamed uses two times beR stelen 'has
stolen' and once beeft gestelen 'has stolen' without a contrast in function. Mohamed
is clearly in the middle of acqziiring the past participle form of the verb and his
stuttering reinforces the observation  that he is creating complex forms. This
juggling of forms is a clear indication that the learner is looking for a contrast to
the basic form. However, in cases of the use of a past participle without a
contrastive form of the same verb with a clear contrastive function available at the
same stage of acquisition, it is difficult to judge whether the complex form is the
result ofanon-analyzed chunk or areal contrastive morphosyntactic construction.
So, in order to capture the real contrastive means for contrastive functions, it is
better to rely on the use of the various "free" proto-AUX like imperfective BE and
the perfective HAVE.

The difference between the imperfective proto-AUX is and the perfect bef,#
proto-AUX is farmore transparent than the opaque morphosyntactic changes on
the main verb like weg»en and wegge»en, Pkn versus geden. This transparency
could also be the reason that learners develop these free analytic proto-verbal
forms. They contrast them in a transparent way from the default basic form.
Consider exainple (7.22) where the contrast betweenprobeer los 'try (to get) loose'
and bef# los has got loose' seems to be a contrast between an imperfective reading
'trying to get it loose' and a perfect resultative reading 'now, I have got it loose'.
The "free' proto-AUX indicates that he (Mohamed) is in the resultative state of
"getting it loose":

(7.22)   MK 2.9
toen die probeer die los
then 'he' try that loose
beeft ie los met grote  bamer
has 'he' got loose with big hammer

Also, in example G.23) HAVE+PP indicates a post-state and is used in contrast

to the default form illustrated in example (7.24) taken from the same retelling:

(7.23)   MK 2.9
ik  beb  Zef die  brood #pakt
I have myself that bread taken

(7.24)   MK 2.9
a.    en toen die politie pakken charlie

and then that police take Charlie
b.     en toen  die politze pakken die meisie

and then that police take that girl
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In the following example in (7.25), the proto-AUX bee# in toenwar meige be€# brood
stelen'then was girl has bread steal' is in the focus part of the utterance, indicating
the result of stealing:

(7.25)   MK 3.9
toen was meisje beeft brood ub stelen
then was girl has bread steal

This example is one of the typical examples (like Et:gun's double is-construction,
see section 7.3.2) of these learners using both a copula-like form of'to be' which
is marked for tense in the first part of the utterance and an aspectual marker in the
second part of the utterance in front of the verb and its external arguments. It
seems that learners put together what belongs together. The marking of  the
temporal location of the utterance is placed at the beginning of the utterance in
order to have scope over the whole utterance. The proto-AUX is placed right
before the predicate in order to encode the aspectual character of the predicate.

Another interesting diagnostic context wherein an aspectual post-state viewpoint
is marked is the reference to the result ofthe change-of-state action "I have found
a house". Fatima and Mohamed both refer to the pure resultative state of the
"looking for a house" event, which is, of course: 1 have a house' (in my
possession; for the relation between possessive 'have' and resultative state 'have';
see van de Craats 2001)

(7.26) I HAVE FOUND THE HOUSE

FA 2.9 MO 2.9
meifje  Reg van charlie die mekie beeft charlie gerden

girl says from charlie that girl has charlie seen
ik beejt goeze praat voorjj toen 6 tegen bem
I have good talk for you then she to him
ik nou beeft buis ik beb een buis
I now have house I have a house

FA 3.9 MO 3.9
dan Wj ook beeft buis toen & tegen bem: ik beb nou woning
then she also has house then she to him I have now living

In the next part, I discuss how Fatima and Mohamed indicate that the events do
not follow each other but that they happen at the saint time. We will see that
Fatima either skips the scene in which events happen simultaneously or cannot
really express the fact that events are overlapping.

(2)   Simultaneio; Tsitl cTI'l, Trl  = Tr2, and Tsit2  &/ 5IT2
The first example of simultaneity is the "bumping" scene at the beginning of the
retelling when the girl in flight bumps into Charlie (scene IV). Mohamed tells the

story in cycle 2:
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(7.ID   MK 2.9
toen Rii gaat snel lopen maar 6 k#kt acbteruit toen R# te#n die man ub
then she goes fast walk but she looks behind then she against that man
maar een vrouw beeft die meisje Ze:#en toen  R# die  brood gepakt
but a woman has that girl seen when sne that bread taken
toen gaat tegen die meneer van  die winkel:  die meifie beeft jouw brood gepakt
then goes against that man of that shop: that girl has your bread taken
[then she goes walking fast but she looks behind, then she bumps into
that man, but a woman has seen that girl when she (has) caught the bread
then the (she) goes to the man from tile shop: "that girl hast caught your
bread'l

The construction gaat lopen 'goes walk' ill the first utterance could be tentatively
analysed as a prospective (Tsit > TI) marker as in the English 'is going to' + inf
construction. This GO+INF construction is used in contrast to the default
perfective marking and the proto-AUX HAVE+PP perfect marking. However, a
closer look to Mohamed's usage of this form in the total discourse shows us that
it is, in Bohnemeyer's (1998) terms, a typical phasal ingressive operator; it refers
to the initial boundary of the event. The construction GO+INF, used in this case
by Mohamed in combination with a subordinated maar 'but' utterance,
pragmatically serves to indicate simultaneity in the following way: The
constructiongaat snel»en'goes walk fast' signals the unboundedness of the first
event snel »en 'fast walk' as it refers only to the initial boundary of the event and
not to the final boundary. The maar'but' indicates that the 'I-I'l for which the
event snell€penis 'fast run'is asserted to be unbounded overlaps with the TT2 for
which the other event 6 k#kt acbtemit 'she looks behind' is asserted. This implies
that the event snel *en 'fast run' is unbounded with respect to the second event,
i. e., temporally includes the second event In other words, gaat 'goes' is not a
prospective marking which indicates that the pre-state of the snel bpen event
overlaps with the k#kt acbtemit looks behind' event but this marking expresses
that when the snel lopen event has started, she's looking backwards.  Note that
Fatima, who has only a very limited repertoire says: Charlie en het me4/e bos (botren
is the Dutch word for bump) 'Charlie and the girl bump'.

In Mohamed's cycle 3 we see the same proto-AUX GO in the focus-constituent,
in the same part of the retelling (scene IV):

(7.28)   MK 3.9
toen  die mei je pat snel  lopen
then that girl goes fast run
toen allebei vallen
then both of them fall

The ingressive operator makes the camera focus on the starting-point of the lopen
'walk' event and then somewhere in the middle of the flight, Charlie and the girl
bump into each other. In the scene where the camera lens focuses on the dream
house where all kind of little accidents happen at more or less the same time,
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Mohamed uses for his description the same simultaneous events GO+INF
constructions where Ergun uses BE+INF constructions (see also example 7.15).

(7.29) MK 3.9

toen bij moet binnen"met deur open-toen komt bout van boven e bem bof
then he must inside with door open then comes wood from above op
him head
toen  bij gaat Kitten op tafertafel is kapot
then ile goes sit on table table is broken
toen gaat ze bij de deur staan
then goes he at the door stay
toen  bij valt naar acbter
then he falls backward

The GO+INF constructions could be at best circumscribed as: "as soon as agens
starts V*'. This overlapping effect of unbounded events in a sequence is what
Bohnemeyer refers to as the Boundary-to-Order implicature of the ingressive
(and egressive) operator:

"Recollect that what ingressive and egressive operators select for
assertion at TI' is the initial or the terminal boundary of the target
event, respectively. This may be the immediate viewpoint for the useof ingressive and egressive operators, but it is not the viewpoint
assumed by the imphcatures Tingr and Tegr. The implicatures invited
by an ingressive operator are to the unboundedness of the target
event subsequent to the initial boundary, or to the 'on-poingness' of
the target event prior to the initial boundary." (1998:  11'5)

Interestingly enough, in the second cycle, Mohamed retells this dream-house scene
(see example (7.30) below) with a lot of modal proto-AUX, which seem also to
express a kind of unboundedness of the events. There is a difference with the
GO+INF construction in the sense that the modal proto-AUX wil 'will'+ inf
construction seems to function as a real prospective marking;  it is not "sure"
whether the event is actually going to happen. In b# wilg #en b# de taRT de ta l valt
'he wants to sit at the table"the table falls', the intention is to sit down. However,
because the table collapses, Charlie does not succeed:

(7.30)   MK 2.9
toen b# binnen"b# klit klap voor een bout
then (when) he inside he Sets hit from a wood
bj wit Ritten bo de taferde talel valt
he wants sit at the table6the table falls
bij doet un  /  63 wil een deur open toen  bij valt in de water
he does a/he wants a door open then he falls into the water
en vol#nd dag
and next. day
toen  b# wil binnen bij  kn)# nogeen  klap
then (when) he wants inside6 he gets another smash
toen b# wil *tten b# de stoerde stoel valtie naar beneden
then (when) he wants sit at the chaitfalls he downwards
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Finally, I want to mention Mohamed's remarkable usage of the typically Dutch
imperfective locative constructions, which consists of a locative AUX  itten te 'sit

to', hken te ly to' and staan te'stand to':

(7.31)   MK 3.9
toen politie gaatie ubpolitiebureau bellen
then police goes/he uh police office call
toen  dze politie  staatie belten' b# be$ ub gaat ie  naar winkel
then that police stays/he call he has uh goes he to shop

(7.32)   MK 3.9
toen bun zit te dromen als  w# bebben 9 een buis voor ons alleen
then they Sit to dream if we have such a house for us alone

Note the contrastiveness between the ingressive viewpoint marker gaatie hellen
'goes-he call' (the video-camera focuses on the beginning ofthe calling event) and
the imperfective viewpoint marker staatie be#en 'stays-he call'. This imperfective
viewpoint marking makes the video camera focus on the policeman in the-
middle-of-the-action ofthe calling event. Theobservation thatMohameduses this
very Dutch-like imperfective marking can be an explanation for the  fact that
Mohamed does not use the BE+INF construction in order to mark imperfective
like Ergun does. In the next section, I present an integrated picture of these
detailed observations.

7.3.4 The results of the diagnostic contexts

On the basis of these concept-to-form analyses in the diagnostic contexts, I can
now present a developmental overview of the emergence of the first
morphosyntactic-like markings in this subset of the total corpus.

Tbe Turkisb learners
In his cycle 2 and his cycle 3 retelling, Mahmut shows no verbal differentiation,
only basic long forms. He uses a few isolated past participles, but it is uncertain
whether these are constructed participles or non-analysed chunks. Note that he
uses no past participles of the verbs 2-state verbs kopen 'buy' and vinden'find'. He
uses a past participle form of »en'walk' and doen 'do'. This observation does not
support the lexical aspect hypothesis which predicts first a prototypical perfect
HAVE+PP construction for 2-state verbs with a clear visible post-state (see section
4.3.2).

Ergun uses three contrastive forms: (1) the basic long form, (2) the BE+INF
construction, and  (3) the HAVE+PP construction. Ergun uses the BE+INF
construction jn diagnostic contexts of simultaneity conveying an imperfective
viewpoint. He uses the HAVE+PP constructions in marking the post-state of
events conveying aperfectviewpoint Onlyin Ergun's third cycle does a past tense
marker was emerge. This marker emerges at the same time as the past topic time
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shifter en toen occurs. They both occur only within the topiC component of

utterances.

Tbe Moroccan leaners
Fatima sticks with the basic short forms till the end of the study. In the second
cycle, Mohamed uses the following contrastive forms: (1) the basic short form, (2)
the HAVE+PP construction for the diagnostic post-state scenes, (3) the GO+INF
as an ingressive construction, and (4) the locative proto-AUX Istaan   te /  Wt te 'Stay
to'/ 'Sit to'+ inf] constructions as a pure imperfective "in-the-middle-of-the-
action" marking. The (5) modal proto-AUX are used for the prospective/
hypothetical expressions. However, in contrast to Ergun, Mohamed already uses
the past tense was and en toen in the second cycle, both in the topic component.

On the basis of Bohnemeyer's list ofaspectual operators (1998; see section 2.3.3),
I present the following list (see table 7.2.) of the earliest proto-verbal markings
used by the Moroccan and Turkish main informants of the present study for
retelling Modern Times:

Table 7.2 The emergence of the earliest morphosyntactic-like markings as
observedin the diagnostic contexts ofthe Modern Times retellings by
two main Dutch informants

aspectual viewpoint Turkish Morroccan
Ergun Mohamed

gcle 2
perfective default long form short form
imperfective/unboundedness BE+INF locative proto-AUX:

staat te, Kit te
pre-state - modal proto-AUX

will kani moet
post-state HAVE+PP HAVE+PP
Ingressive GO+INF
egressive                                                              -
past tense                                   -                        was

gIde 3
perfective default long form short form
imperfective/unboundedness BE+INF locative proto-AUX:

staat te, Rit te
pre-state                                         - modal proto-AUX

will kani moet
post-state HAVE+PP HAVE+PP
ingressive GO+INF
egressive                                     -                        -
past tense 'was was, kwam, li*
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It is difficult to give general conclusions on the basis of these data coming from
only a sub-set of the total database, particularly because only two informants
develop some verbal differentiation. Therefore, I decided to make a comparison
with other (additional) informants performing the same communicative task and
with another type of data (personal narratives) which I will describe in the
following section.

7.4 Comparison with other data

In this section, I first compare the observations of the main informants in the
diagnostic contexts to observations of the additional informants Osman (a
Turkish learner) and of Hassan K (a Moroccan learner) in the same diagnostic
contexts. These two learners also show some verbal differentiation (section 7.4.1).
Then, personal narratives from the main informants El:gun and Mohamed are
included in the comparative analyses (7.4.2).

7.4.1 Comparison with additional informants

First of all, I have to note here that only the cycle 2 retellings are available   for the
Turkish additional informants and not the cyde 3 retellings. In example (7.33),
Osman, the Turkish (additional) learner, retells the"I have stolen the bread scene"
as follows:

(7.33) OS 2.9
RY pakt  brood
she takes bread
en  anden vrouw  bed pden
and other woman nas seen
en roept die man
and calls that mail
Charlie Zegt:  b&(=R#)  beeft belemaal niks gedaan
Charlie says: he has nothing done
ik beb we,ggebaald die brood
I have taken away that bread
enja die brood is bier
and yes that bread is here
(I-)

die man  fe#  b#  bebt belemaal niks gedaan
that man say he has nothing done
f beeft we alen doenshe has taken away done

With respect to the marking of post-state, it is clear that in the sequence of
utterances en and,re vmuw be #geden en mept &eman'and other woman has seen and
calls that man', Osman puts the "calling event" mept die man in the post-state of
the "seen event"  be€# gerden  by  means  of a HAVE+PP construction.  As  in  the
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retellings of the main informants, Osman also uses reported speech in order to let
Charlie  (with the bread in his hands bier 'hereD  say:  "ik beb w€ggebaald Ae bmod"'I
have taken away that bread'.

"

In order to convey simultaneity, Osman,like Ergun and Mahmut, uses the adverb
ook 'too' in a productive way. In the following example, we see that, at the same
time that she (=the girl) walks on the street, 'that other man' also arrives on the
street.

0.34) OS 2.9
  loopt op de straat en die andere man ook komt bij bem
she walks on the street and that other man also comes to him

Note that at cycle 2, Osman has already passed the stage ofusing only long forms
as the default basic form. He uses most verbs with person agreement.

HASSAN K
In example (7.35) a Moroccan learner of Dutch, Hassan IC shows that, at the
second stage he already, can use the past tense marking was. Note that he, unlike
Mohamed, does not use the past topic time shifter en toe;. Looking at the
structural embedding of the proto-verbal elements, we see that Hassan K puts the
past tense marking was in the topic component, before the "subject". The
aspectual perfect marker is placed in front of the predicate, in the focus

component. These are the same structural embeddings the maininformants Ergun
and Mohamed use (see section 7.3):

(7.35)   HK 2.9
dan was  die  man  van  die  beroine  beeft pistoolge  ub..vatten

then was that man from that heroine has pistol taken

The same structural embedding holds  for the retelling of the "she has stolen the
bread" scene:

G.36)   HI< 2.9
die was lopen in de straat
she was walk in the street
dan  was  die vrouw  Reg tegen  de  bakker
then was that woman say to the baker
die man was niet gepikt, die meisje
that man was not snatch, that girl

However, there is a remarkable difference in Hassan K's retelling: He also puts the
imperfective proto-AUX is in the past tense was (in the focus component): We
was lopen in de straat 'she was walk in the street'.
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Hassan K, just like Mohamed, also uses a periphrastic linguistic expression in
order to mark the begin-state (ingressive)  of an event: begint  te 'beg1ns  to'.

G.37)   HK 2.9
dan die politie bij be int beeje wakker
then that police man he begins to awake
dan charlie slaan met die bout
then charlie hit with that wood

Consider Hassan K's retelling of the "I have found a house" scene:

(7.38)   HK 2.9
die was de meisje was.fock een buis
that one was the girl search a house
dan was ub beeft de buisthen was uh has the house

We see that almost in parallel to Ergun's imperfective Turkish-Dutch
constructions BE+INF, Hassan K uses a  past was + short form construction here:
was toek, war be€/9. This is again an example of how these learners seem to unpack
the informational elements of the complex verbal Dutch forms into one-to-one
mappings of form and function. Hassan K tears apart the components of the
complex Dutch past tense form. He uses one form for the past tense indication
(war) and another form for the semantic meaning of the verb (Zoek, bee# in the
meaning of'in possession of).

The final examples I want to consider here are other examples of Hassan K's
proto-AUX, which in a rather analytic way express the aspectual viewpoint on the
events and thereby imply the simultaneity between the events. Iike Mohamed,
Hassan K, in cycle 3, uses several linguistic constructions for marking a
progressive/imperfective viewpoint on events: the durative blo'stay' + inf
construction, the ingressive b€gint te 'begins to' + inf construction, and the
GO+INF construction:

(7.39)   HK 2.9
dan  die meisje  blijf alleen  lopen  in  straten
then that girl stay alone walk in streets
en  die vrouw gaat tegen die  man  Zeden
and that woman goes to that man say

)
 # begint van baar te bo:den
he begins her to love

In the next section, I present a longitudinal overview ofpersonal narratives of the
main informants in order to see whether reflections of the same morphosyntactic
development can be detected in this other type of data.
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7.4.2 Comparison with personal narratives

The personal narratives I am going to discuss in this section are the same as the
ones I already used for the concept-to-form analyses in the lexical stage (see
chapter 5, table 5.5, second column). I discuss only the data from Ergun and
Mohamed in which some morphosyntactic-like development can be detected.
Fatima and Mahmut stay with basic forms and some isolated past participles. I
want to start with aportion ofapersonal narrative already shown at the beginning
of chapter 6. Et:gun is telling the interviewer what he has done today:

(7.40)  ED 2.4
vanda  boof®jn today headache
ik ga met naarfabriek I go not to factory
ik vann:orgen I this morning
balf nejen ik hellen halfpast eight I phone

ja ik learnt niet vandaag yes 1 come not today
ik ben :#ek I am sick
vandaagavond ges uur today evening six o'clock
ik heb flapen I have sleep
dan klein beeje lopen then a little bit walk
dan  ik gaan  naar cafee  of fo   then 1  go to pub or so

There is one contrastive form to the basic long forms: the occurrence of a proto-
AUX HAVE+INF construction (at this time of the data collection, he did not yet
have the past participle form ofs»en). It is clear from the diagnostic contexts that
the proto-AUX HAVE is a post-state indicator:

(7.41)  ED 2.4
vandaagavond fu uur
today evening six o'clock
ik heb slapenI have sleep

After the detailed concept-to-form analyses of the Modern Times diagnostic
contexts, it is now possible to interpret this utterance: at the explicit topic time
vanda€gavond Zes uur, Ergun is in the post-state of having slept for a while. Ergun
expresses the post-state by the HAVE+INF construction in the focus-component
of the utterar:Ice.

Cycle 1
In the personal narratives of the first cycle, Ergun still uses nothing other than
base forms. The events are bounded by the use of the topic time shifter en dan and
embedded in time via explicit specifications of topic times 'IT or times of
situations Tsit:
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0.42) ED  1.2
INT:       Wat  bebje  af&elopen  weekend gedaan?

What did you do last weekend?
ED:        Katerdaj turkse jon*n  allemaal  be centrumbaturagly turklsh boys all city

en dan kaart spelen en dan +  tafel/ tafelvoetbal spelen
and then cards plays and then footbal play
en  dan  viif uur +  b:as
and then five o'clock home
en  dan eten Resl ds uul hal balfi balf fbevenl Res uur
and then eat six odock/half past six/six o'clock
en dan temgkomen
and then come back
en  dan discotbeekgaan naarand then discotheek go to

In his personal narrative a few sessions (about ten weeks) later, I detected a
HAVE+PP construction:

(7.43)   ED 1.8
INT:       Wat  bebje  afgelopen  weekendgedaan?What (itd you do over the weekend,
ED: andere discotbeek bee(ie wandelenother disco little walk

en sta*kin daar Ritten
and aty-place there sit
en cola + kofie drinken
and cola + coffee drink
Raterd* ik voetbal st)elen
Saturaay I football play
6-)
en  +  ik heb dde keer spelenand + Ihave three times play
en  dan  de  knie t#nand then the knee pain

INT: 00 meniscus
ED:       ja menisms +  die niet voetballen/ nou niet voetballen

yes meniscus that not football play/now not football play
nou ik niet voetbal spelen
now I not football play

In example (7.43) we see that the same viewpoint aspect is marked (e.g., default
perfective) for different topic times. Past 'last Saturday' 'IT < TU versus present:
'now'Tr=TU. As in:

(7.44)   ED 1.8
zaterdag ik spelen TT <TU    Saturday I play
ik  heb dde  keer spelen      Tr< TU       I have uiree times play
dan  ik de kniep#n Tr <TU then the knee pain
nou niet ipelen Tr=TU     now I not football pay
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Although there is a change in the global Tr-TU relation from past zaterdagik
jpekn to present nu ik niet jpelen, no tense contrast is marked in the verbal forms
ik spelen 'I play' and nu ik niet spelen 'now I not play'. The default perfective
viewpoint stays the same and so the two verb phrases are both in the basic
(perfective)long form. This example also gives us the diagnostics   of one and the
same topic time'last Saturday' whereby two different viewpoints are marked: one
Tsit at 'IT which is marked ik jpelen and one'IT after Tsit which is marked as ik
beb dde keer.pelen. To use the video camera metaphor again, the video camera in
ik heb drie  keer spelen focuses on the post-state of playing soccer which resulted in
a knee injury, not on the soccer game itself. In sum, this is supporting evidence for
the grammatical aspect (marking) before the grammatical tense (marking)
hypothesis.

Cycle 2
In the following cycle 2 personal narrative, the perfect HAVE+PP construction is
consistently used by Ergun, despite the fact that, for this typical post-state view
"are you in the post-state of having been to KonyaP" the interviewer uses the
Dutch target AUX of 'to be' (instead of 'to havel together with the pastparticiple
geweest c been'.

0.45) ED 2.4
INT:       kon)'a is ook mooi  be  benje  daar wet us geweest?

konya is also beatifull he, have you been thereP
ED: nee ik heb niet daargeweest

(-)now I have not there been
INT:       die moet ik tocb  wel  den  be  of niet?

these must I surely seen or not?
ED:     ja weet ik wel + ik heb Rien

yes I know + I have seen

Cych 3
Consider example (7.46) where Ergun uses one clearpast tense marking was at the
beginning of the narrative in order to embed the total narrative in the past (global
'IT < TU). As could be predicted  from the diagnostic contexts, this tense
marking is placed in the topic constituent of the first utterance:

0.46) ED 3.8
en  toen  was  nog een  keer  de politie  nog een  keer komt  acbter m#
and then was again that police again comes behind me
dan moet red,ts* staanthen must right turn
ook die rijbewjs vragenalso that driving license ask
w# bebben net/ w# bebben/ ik beb#Kegd:
we have just said/ I have said
w#  bebben  net&el die andere politiegepakt
we have just that other police catched
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of de  vol#nde probleem  w#  bebben in  die kleine do,p
or the next problem we have in this little village
w#  bebben  daar vier uurgewacbten
we have there four hours wait
[theni again the police came after me, we had to go to the right side of the
road and he asked my driving license. We said: "we just have had other
police men after us and now again we have a problem in this little village.
We had to wait there four hours"].

The HAVE+PP constructions above are nice examples of post-state aspectual
viewpoints in contrast to the other verb phrases which are in the basic long form.
This HAVE+PP construction in combination with the temporal adverb net 'just'
gives the idea of being in the post-state of something which just has happened.

MOHAMED

Clcle 1
In Mohamed's first personal narrative, he tells about his work experience and it
is clear that he needs explicit temporal adverbials in order to locate his experiences
in time. There are no indications of emerging tense or aspect marking. He uses
only basic short forms:

(7.47)  MK 1.2
INT:      en ub be€# u diar ook ub,gewerkt,and uh did you work there also?
MO: ik werk niet

I work not
ik  ub voor Ref  maanr  ik ub ik  komt  bier ub   een maart  twee-entacb<tip
I uh for six months I uh I comes here first March eighty-two
[I don't work. I arrived here 6 months age on the first of March
1982]

Cycle 2
In Mohamed's cycle 2 personal narrative, we see that he, like Ergun, is only
capable of marking the copula 'to be' in the past tense. The rest of the verb
phrases are in the basic short form.

(7.48)   MK 2.1
september ub + hveeentacbtig be?
september eighty-two?
ik was ubl ik was ikke/ ik was terug uit marokko
I was/ I was/ back from Morocco
ik  was vakantie  be  tel'ug tweeentwintig septe/aiigustus
I was vacation back twenty-two sept/august
ik beb geen werk
I have no work
ik,ga  naar ub  <weeweewee>
I go to <weewee>
ik was ub tweefebruali  ik werk tot ub acbt ubjuli be
I was two february  I work til eight july
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dan  ik ga  vakantie  twee  maanden  be
than I go vacation two months
[In September ei8hty two I came back from Morocco, I came back from
vacation the 22 d of Sept/August and I had no work. I went to
unemployment benefit (organisation) and I worked from the 2'd of
February to the 8* ofJuly. Then I went on vacation for two months]

Cycle 3
The last personal narrative I want to consider here is Mohamed's final personal
narrative about the return trip from his last holiday. It shows an almost target-like
Dutch tense and aspect system. In this portion of discourse we see a clear
functional verbal differentiation which indicates a past tense: was in the first
utterance Oust like in Ergun's last example 7.46). Furthermore, I detected a:

-      clear post-state aspectual viewpoint Ik beb bele nacbt in Frankn#kgereden, Ik was
om qes uur in Panys 'I have been driven the whole night through France and
then -in the post-state of the driving event- I was in Paris';

-       an   ingressive aspectud viewpoint  beginnen  te *be0n to'   toen ik en  bem  beginnen
te ddnken:

-      a modality expression by the deontic proto-AUX mon 'must';
-    a past tense in the plural form wagen (= Dutch waren) 'were', which is an

attempt to put the copula 'to be' both in the plural and in the past;
-      an ingressive aspectual viewpoint (in the past tenseD kwam 2.tten'calne to sit':

(7.49) MK 3.5

ik beb/ ik was in  Nrontiere* ipanjefrankr#k
I have/I was m frontiers spain trance
ik hdi bele nacbt in/ankrvk gereden
I have whole night in France droven
ik was  om  Ref uur om  balf Res  in ub Panjs
I was at six at half past six in Pans
(.-)

met oom in de auto peugeot
with uncle in the car peugeot
toenja ik en bem wij beginnen te drinken
then yes I and him begin to drink
(.-)

toen <m#>oom b# beeft slaap be
then my uncle he has sleep
<moetj# stoppen>
must you stop
wj  <wasen>bj tarkeer te*n mj:
we were at a pukng to me
<ik beb slaap>
I have sleep
vader kwam bij mij 4tten
father came sit to me
toen ik r#en ik beb slaap be
then I drive I have sleep
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 [ was at the France-Spain frontiers and I had diiven the whole     ht. I
was at half past six in paris, with my uncle in a car. We started t ,ink
Then my uncle got sleepy. He said ' we must stop". We were at a parking
"I am sleepy". My father came to sit next to me then I have driven till 1
got sleepy.J

Let us now compare these detailed analyses with more global analyses of these
early morphosyntactic-like forms. First I will present quantitative results of the
correlation between a partioiler type of verbal construction and a particular
semantic type of verb (0-, 1- or 2-state) in the Modern Times retellings.  Then I
will show some developmental overviews ofverbal forms over the total database
for each main informant

7.5 Global quantitative analyses

Thus far, the developmental trends observed in the diagnostic contexts (described
in table 7.2) are con:oborated by what we have seen in the personal narratives: The
first indications o f a verbal differentiation are proto-AUX + V constructions and
they clearly express viewpoint aspect distinctions and not tense distinctions. This
is supporting evidence for the grammatical aspect before grammatical tense
hypothesis. Furthermore, these analyses all corroborate my hypothesis (see
section 5.1.2) that the first morphological contrasts on or around the verb are
indicators of grammatical aspecmal viewpoint contrasts in order to handle topic
time management.

In this section, I will turn to more global analyses which are essential for the
interpretation of the results described above. The first analysis concerns one of
the factors which possibly determines the earliest form-function mappings of
proto-verbal tense and aspect markings: lexical aspect. What is the role of the
inherent lexical features ofverbs for the first emerging verbal differentiation? Do
the learners use a particular type ofproto-AUX + V construction for a particular
lexical aspectual class ofverbs? Or, is the type ofaspectual viewpoint on the event
the only factor that counts for using a particular type of proto-AUX + V
construction'? In section 7.5.1, I present the distribution ofparticular verbal forms
over partioil: r semantic types ofverbs in the Modern Times retellings ofthe main
informants.

The second analysis checks the first occurrences of the pastparticiples and the
past tense forms for each informant in the total data-base. On the basis of a
concordance analysis of all the verbal forms used in the total data-base, it was
possible to detect these first occurrences (section 7.5.2). This same concordance
analysis allows the presentation ofalongitudinal development ofthe verbal forms
by the main informants at different stages of acquisition (section 7.5.3).
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7.5.1 Checking the lexical aspect hypothesis

As already discussed in section 4.1.3, the observation of a close association
between the inherent aspectual semantics of verbal predicates and verb
morphology in the emergence and development ofgrammatical tense and aspect
marking in first language acquisition, creolization, and in both spontaneous and
instructed second language acquisition has often been taken as an acquisitional
universal (e.g. Andersen 1987, 1991, Robison 1990, Bardovi-Harlig 1992, 1998).
Abstracting away from the details, the findings of this body of research were
summarized as follows in section 4.2.2 (see Housen 1994):

(a) Verb morphemes which in the TL mark pastness, anteriority, and/or
perfectivity first appear with inherently punctual and/or telic verbs (2-state
verbs). Later they gradually spread to durative and at:elic verbs (1-state verbs).

(b) Verb morphemes which in the TLmarkimperfectivity (e.g., progressivity) first
appear with inherently durative and/or stative verbs (Le., 1-state verbs). Later
they gradually spread to dynamic and punctual verbs i.e. (2-state verbs)

Within the context of the present study, this implies that, given the results of the
diagnostic contexts, I had to carry out the following analyses, investigating
whether:

(a) the target Dutch perfect construction HAVE+PP first appears with 2-state
verbs such as kopen, dnden, pakken 'buy, find, take', regardless of the aspectual

viewpoint.
(b)   the (almoststandardDutch target-like) imperfective/progressive construction

BE+INF first appears with 1-state verbs regardless of the aspectual viewpoint.

The only way to investigate this is to conduct quantitative analyses on the
correlation between the lexical aspect of a verb and its  type of verb morphology
proto-AUX + V. Then, looking in context, I had to find out whether there was
a correlation between the type ofverb mo rphology and its aspectual viewpoint
in the context I checked this latter function-form correlation on the basis of the
diagnosis from the diagnostic contexts.

Let me start by mentioning the results of the quantitative form-to-concept
analyses of the Modern Times film retellings, summed up in table 7.1. above. This
table showed that Ergun, in the second cycle, uses the construction proto-AUX
HAVE+PP construction four times and in the third cycle he uses it fifteen times.
He uses a BE+PP construction 6 times. These are typical cleft constructions such
as  & is die weggedaan 'she is the one that has left'. There are no instances ofproto-
AUX HAVE+INF constructions, but there are 25 (cycle 2)  and 18 (cycle  3)
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instances of a proto-AUX BE+INF construction. All the modal proto-AUX are
used in combination with an infinitive:

-    Note that Ergun uses a WAS+INF construction three times in cycle 3.
-     Mahmut only uses bare past participles in contrast to basic long forms, and a

modal proto-AUX + inf construction (never with past participles) ten times
(total).

-      Mohamed uses the proto-AUX HAVE+PP construction 38 times in total.  The
modal proto-AUX are all used in combination with an infinitive.

-   Fatima uses only bare pp and all the proto-AUX in combination with an
infinitive/long form. Note that this is remarkable because the base form of
the Moroccan learners is the short form.

These results indicate straightforwardly the tendency for the proto-AUX BE and
the modal proto-AUX to be used in combination with infinitives in contrast to the
proto-AUX HAVE which is used in combination with the past pal:ticiple. This is
a target-like distribution. The verbal forms used in the (diagnostic) narratives in
section 7.4 above also indicate that in this particular type of narrative discourse:

- bounded perfective events in a sequence are expressed by the default basic
form;

- unbounded imperfective events  in a sequence are expressed  by the
imperfective/progressive BE+INF construction by Ergun and Osman  and by
the ingressive  Go+INF and bl 'stay'+ inf construction by Mohamed and
HassanK and by the locatives staat te/ Wt te 'stsy/1.y'+ inf construction;

- events which are (possibly) going to happen (pre-state) are expressed by the
modal proto-AUX: wiL moet, mab kan   + inf construction;

- events which have already happened (post-state) are expressed by the post-
state marker HAVE+ PP;

-      learners who want to embed their personal narratives or film retellings in the
past, use as their only clear-cut past tense marker, the copula of'to be' in the
past tense was.

In short these results illustrate a one-to-one mapping of a particular proto-AUX
+ V construction to a partioilgr viewpoint aspect.  The next step is to see if
viewpoint aspect is the only trigger of a particular proto-AUX + V construction.
In order to investigate the relationship between the lexical aspect o f the predicate
and the type of proto-AUX used, I coded (see section 7.1) the category of  the
predicates in the film retellings   as a 0-,  1- or 2-state predicate and the type of
proto-AUX (BE, HAVE, GO, and modal proto-AUX).
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Table 7.3 Results of the correlation between lexical aspect types and verb
morphology in MI' film retellings.

is /gaat/ beb/bee/9 + pp    modal proto-AUX basic form
locat.+ inf

ergun

cycle 2
1-state         5                        -                                                               24
2-state 10  4(2x2)     15

cycle 3
1-state     4               2               3                       8
2-state     5               6               5                       9

mohamed

cyde 2
1-state         3                        8                        3                                    16
2-state         -                        -                         3                                    12

cycle 3
1-state     7               1                4                       5
2-state        4                        12                      4                                    8

In short Ergun's imperfective BE+ INF construction is, in cycle 2 and in cycle 3,
more often used with 2-state verbs then with 1-state verbs. The four uses of the
perfect HAVE+PP construction all occur with 2-state verbsin cycles 2 and 3 there
are two 1-state predicates with proto-AUX HAVE (b«# s*en 'has sleep' and bee#

dnen 'has sit).In cycle 3, the modal proto-AUX + V constructions take 1-state
verbs and 2-state verbs. The rest of the verb phrases show up in the basic long
form.

In cycle 2, Mohamed uses quite a few basic short forms. Both the unbounded
constructions and the post-state HAVE+PP constructions are only used for 2-state
predicates in cycle 2. In cycle 3, the unbounded verbal forms are more often used
for 1-state predicates and almost all of the HAVE+PP constructions are used for
2-state predicates. T'he modal proto-AUX constructions are used equally for 1-
state and 2-state predicates.

These preliminary results, based on only part of the total corpus, show the
general trend that the perfect HAVE+PP construction first occurs in 2-state verbs,
as the lexical aspect hypothesis predicts. However, it is not the case that the verb
forms of2-state verbs like kopen 'buy' en vindzn'find' with clear visible post-states,
only occur in this perfect form. They start in basic short and long forms as can be
seen in the earliest personal narratives by Ergun and Mohamed. In addition, the
retellings of the slow learners Mahmut and Fatima provide sufficient evidence
that these 2-state verbs are first used in the default long and short form. It is only
in a later stage, when Ergun and Mohamed acquire the productive HAVE+PP
construction that the perfect construction is used for these typical 2-state verbs.
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This is an important observation, as bebben+gekocbt'bought' and bebben +gevondm
'found' seem not to be initially learned at first as non-analysed chunks because of
their frequency in the input in precisely this form. Moreover, these same 2-state
verbs are also used in the typical unbounded constructions BE/GO/locative AUX
+ inf, the basic forms, and in the modal proto-AUX + V constructions. This
means that in actual production, learners are capable of using the (un)bounded
form required in discourse. Or, as Bardovi-Harlig (1998: 501) has already pointed
Out:

"Although the basic semantic features ofpredicates attract verbal
morphology with the same features, in actual production, these
inflected.   predicates are pressed    into the service    of
communication, and may take on features appropriate to the
narrative structure, thus going beyond the most basic predicate-
level pairing of verbal and morphological features. A point of
departure for future researcn is the understanding that
interlanguage temporal systems are shaped by both the semantics

"of the lexical aspect and the pragmatics of discourse.

In the next section, a longitudinal overview is provided of all the proto-verbal
constructions over time to see which proto-verbal construction occurs first and
how many times.

7.5.2 The development of verbal morphology over time

In tables 7.5 to 7.8 below, I present a developmental overview of all the verbal
forms used by the main informants of Dutch in the total database. On the basis
of a concordance analysis it was possible to count all the verbs and the forms they
occurred in. This total overview corroborates my findings in the Modern Times
data set First of all, we see that Fatima and Mahmut are "slow" learners indeed.
They both do not develop a systematic verbal differentiation: practically no past
partiaples and no past tense forms. From the detailed data-analyses of the
Modern Times and the personal narrative data, it is known that the few past tense
forms ofFatima are non-analysed chunks and the same holds formost ofFatima's
and Ergun's past participles. Most of them occur without an auxiligry.
Furthermore, it can be observed that the basic forms ofFatima and Mohamed are
the root forms indeed. Note that Mohamed uses from the onset of the data
collection also a lot of long forms. The Turkish-Dutch basic from is the long
form (root + en). Note the great difference in amount ofverbal forms between the
Turkish-Dutch and the Moroccan-Dutch data
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Table 7.5 Developmental overview of the occurrences of verbal forms used by
Fatima; the 27 sessions are aggregated in 9 consecutive intervals of 3
sessions
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Table 7.6 Developmental overview of the occurrences ofverbal forms used by
Mohamed; the 27 sessions are aggregated in 9 consecutive intervals of
3 sessions
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Table 7.7 Developmental overview of the occurrences ofverbal forms used by
Mahmut; the 27 sessions are aggregated in 9 consecutive intervals of
3 sessions
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Table 7.8 Developmental overview ofthe occurrences ofverbal forms used by
Ergun; the 27 sessions are aggregated in 9 consecutive intervals of 3
sessions
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7.6 Conclusion and discussion

In this chapter I have shown two important results with respect to the acquisition
of verbal morphology in the second language acquisition of Dutch. First, it was
shown that free proto-verbal auxiliary-like elements in the focus constituent of the
utterance were the first indications of a creative verbal differentiation. To be more
precise, the construction proto-AUX HAVE+PP was the first contrastive verbal
form to the basic form. It turned out that the proto-AUX HAVE all cluster with
a main verb in the past participle form (voltooid &elword'accomplished participle'
in Dutch,) and that the proto-AUX BE and GO, the locative proto-AUX dtte, staat
te 'sit', 'stay' and the modal proto-AUX all cluster with a basic long form.
Furthermore, I observed that only later on in the development of verbal
morphology, the past tense marking, which is in Dutch part of a complex (finite)
form, is also spelled-out in a free proto-verbal marking was and a main verb in the
basic form.

This is the formal part of the question and thus these observations answer the
first research question as posed in the introduction to this chapter: How do the
learners of the present study enter the target tense and aspect system? Or, to say
it in other words, what are the first verbal forms which contrast to the base verbs?
But what about the semantic dimension of temporality: What are the meaning
contrasts of early contrastive proto-verbal forms? Seen the three hypotheses
mentioned in section 5.1.2, I  investigated first, whether the first proto-AUX had
an aspectual (aspect before tense hypothesis) or a temporal meaning (tense before
aspect hypothesis, I will come back later to the lexical aspect hypothesis). To this
end, I carried out an in-depth analysis of some well-defined diagnostic contexts.
This analysis allowed me the following diagnosis: the various contrastive
"unpackaged" proto-AUX constructions were used as indications of contrasts of

viewpoint aspect and not as markings of tense. After all, it has been seen that two
different aspectual viewpoints are marked differently for situations described
within the same global (imaginary) 'IT-TU condition of the Modern Times

retelling:

(7.50)   ED2.9
a.     die man  bier is gewoon werk aanvragen

that man is just work ask
b.    dan is bU heeft werk aanvragen

then is he has work ask

In utterance (a) the imperfective is marked by the proto-AUX BE+INF
construction and the perfect in utterance (b) is marked by the proto-AUX
HAVE+PP construction. This difference in marking of different aspectual
viewpoints is even more clearly showed in the following example in which it can
be seen that at the same deictic topic time last Saturday' two different viewpoints
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are differently marked; one Tsit at'IT (ik .tpelen 'I play') and one TT after Tsit (ik
beb  drie  keer spden   'lhave three times play').

(7.51)   ED 1.8
zaterdag ik spelen 'IT <TU    'IT at Tsit Saturday I playik heb drie keer spelen       Tr< TU Tr after Tsit   I have three times

phy
dan ik de   knie pijn Tr <Tu Tr at Tsit then the knee pain
nou nia spelen TT=TU TT at Tsit now I not football

play

This example shows that the video camera in ik heb dne keer jpelen is focussed on
the post-state of playing soccer which resulted in a knee-injury (IT after Tsit).
Note that at two different temporallocations the form of the verb stays the same:
At the past topic time Tr 'last Saturday' and at the present topic time 'IT 'now' the
verb jpelen 'play' is both in the default long form. There is no formal contrast
which could indicate a tense contrast

In short, here is a clear aspectual differentiation which was mainly determined
by narrative structure, that is, by the viewpoint aspect on the situations, defined
as the relation between the topic time TI' and the time of situation Tsit I consider
the use ofproto-AUX as a spelling-out of the target Dutch complex verbal forms
in two analytic compounds with each having a clear meaning; the proto-AUX as
the marking ofthe viewpoint aspect (the relation between 'IT and Tsit) and a main
verb as a carrier of mainly the semantic features  of the event With respect to  the
position ofthe firstproto-verbal elements, I have shown that proto-AUX all occur
in the focus component of the utterance and proto-COP occur in the topic
component of the utterance. Mohained, Ergun, Hassan K and Osman all put the
proto-AUX of HAVE and BE  in the focus component adjoined to the main verb
describing the event. Close to the verb these proto-AUX clearly indicate the
aspecnial character of the event In contrast, the proto-COP BE always occurs
before the subject, making part (together with the subject and a possible adverbial
of time) of the topic component In this utterance-initial position the tense
contrast is versus was can have scope over the total utterance. This observation
answers the third question: is there a one-to-one mapping of meaning, form and
position in these early tense and aspect morphemes?

The final research question concerns the role of the different factors that
shape and drive the development ofverbal morphology. In chapter 5, I discussed
in section 5.1.2, three different factors that determine the meaning, the position
and the form of the earliest verbal deviation: (1) the lexical aspect category of
verbs, (2) the semantic, structural and formal characteristics of the source language
and (3) the semantic, structural and formal characteristics of the target language.

Seen the position of the various proto-AUX in the focus component of the
utterance near the verb, the idea behind the structural embedding of the earliest
proto-AUX seems to be that learners "simply" put togetherwhatbelongs together.
They are not sensitive to the morphosyntactic language-specific rules ofthe source
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and the target languages. This principle becomes even more transparent in case of
two proto-verbal elements in one utterance like in example G.50 b) above. Despite
the morphosyntactic rules of the source (Turkish and Moroccan, see section 3.1)
and target (Dutch and French, see section 3.2) languages, learners (Ergun and
Hassan K)  put an indication of tense in the topic component to have wide scope
over the total utterance and on top of that an indication of aspect in the focus
component, close to the verb in order to express the aspectual character of the
event. This language-neutral structural embedding of the proto-verbal elements
shows that the structural characteristics of the tense and aspect markings in the
source and language do not play a decisive role. The semantic properties of the
source languages seem to play an important role indeed because in the target
language Dutch, differences in aspect:ual viewpoint are not so systematically
marked as the Moroccan and Turkish learners of the present study do in Dutch
(see chapter 3 for the semantic properties of the source and target languages).

With respect to the factor of lexical aspect the results  of a quantificational
analysis of all the verb phrases used in the Modern Times retellings showed that
the lexical semantics of the main verb influenced indeed a particular type ofproto-
AUX: Vet:bs which have a clear visible post-state (pure change-of-state/2-state
verbs) like 'to steal something' and 20 find something' seem to attract at first the
perfect HAVE+PP construction. This indicates that the semantic features of a
particulgr semantic category of verbs attract a particular morphosyntactic coding.
Itcould beasked whether this is not simply due to the use oftheperfect HAVE+PP
construction in the diagnostic contexts of, for example, 'Charlie has stolen the
bread' (['sit < 'IT=TU) being better, and more simply, explained by the lexical
aspect association of2-state verbs with perfect (instead ofa grammatical aspectual

viewpoint explanation). This might be a varignt of the lexical aspect hypothesis
which claims that morphernes which in the target language mark pastness,
anteriority (perfect) and/or perfectivity first appear with punctual and/or telic
verbs. The following results prove that although lexical aspect is an import cue in
the shaping process of the acquisition of verbal morphology, it is the aspectual
context which ultimately determines the form and the meaning of the earliest

proto-verbal elements.

First of all, I have found in the personal narratives which are temporally identical
to the diagnostic contexts, that one-state verbs like 'sleep' and 'play football' are
also marked for perfect, i.e.:  ik beb dn7 keerge.peeld g have three times played' and

ik beb s*en 1 have sleep' .
Secondly, Mahmut continues to unmark 2-state verbs. Even in the third cycle

he uses 2-state verbs like kot>en'buy' and vinAn'find' in the basic long form. This
implicates that despite of the fact that clear 2-state verbs are the first ones to
attract the perfect HAVE+PP coding, this is not a question ofnon-analyzed chunks,
but it is the outcome of the fusion ofbasic forms with a perfect marking element
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Thirdly, the analyses from the diagnostic contexts clearly show that in actual
production, all verbal categories take all types of (pre)morphosyntactic marking if
needed in a particular context In situations in which the lexical aspect and the
viewpoint aspect hypothesis would lead to contradictory results (e.g., in the case
of 1-state verbs in a post-state viewpoint aspect), viewpoint aspect coding always
takes precedence.  Take for example, the change-of-state verb pakken'take' which
was used in:

(7.52) MK 2.9

Ik heb de brood gepaktI have the bread taken
en toen die politie pakken Charlie
and then that police take Charlie

This is an example of two different motphosyntactic-like markings (e.g., a perfect
HAVE+PP and a default perfective long form) being used in different contexts at
the same stage of acquisition of the same 2-state verb. This is only one of the
many examples indicating that it is the aspectual context which determines the
difference between bebgtpakt andpakken. Lexical aspect is not the main predictor
of a particular verbal coding.

Finally, a quantitative analysis investigating the role of lexical (or inherent)
aspect in the developmental distribution of the temporal morphology of all the
verbs used  in the whole corpus of the learners of Dutch, has provided more
supporting evidence that the variation in early free analytic tense and aspect
markers must be mainly due to the outcome of the interaction between the lexical
aspect factor and the communicative need to express viewpoint aspect. The single
factor lexical aspect' is not enough to explain the variation in early proto-verbal
tense and aspect markings. It seems that the "need" to contrast aspectual
viewpoints on events overrules the principle to mark redundantly the lexical
features of the verb.

This observation brings us to the driving factors behind the development of
early tense and aspect markings. In order to see what linguistic means the learners
of the present study used "needed" for providing a temporal coherent discourse,
I have to resume here the results of analyses of the diagnostic contexts which
served as an important analytic tool.

The results showed that the violation of the topic condition -a "break' in  the
chronological chain of Trs (PNO), was marked by a few lexical means indicating
simultaneity such as "too", "always" and "even." The use of intonation to
subordinate utterances and to place them, as it were, in the side structure of the
story-line seems to be a general used strategy. No occurrences ofa lexical temporal
adverbial such as 'while' was found. On the basis of Bohnmeyers' BTO
implicatures I concluded that the imperfective BE+INF constructions, the
imperfective/locative gt te 'sit to' staat te 'stay to' + inf constructions and the
ingressive begintte'begins to'/gaat'go'  + inf constructions were also being used as
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simultaneity markers: The imperfective/progressive/ingressive marking of an
event entails that it overlaps with the event in the subsequent utterance.

The diagnostics have also shown that the first contrastive forms, the proto-
AUX + inf/pp constructions expressed contrasts in aspectual viewpoint and not
in tense. In different aspectual contexts, the verbs received different proto-AUX
in contrast to the base form whereas in contexts with a different 'IT-TU relation
the verb stayed in the base form. I concluded that the first occurrences of
morphosyntactic-like markings are free proto-AUX markers ofaspect Only later,
free copula-like markers of tense emerged (proto-COP) within the topic
component of the utterance. The structural embedding of the proto-AUX is
straightforward; they all appear within the focus component of the utterance
violating the focus condition. The focus condition assumes that, in a narrative type
of data, the events described in the focus component of the utterance are

perfectively narrated (IT includes Tsit). A violation of the focus condition entails
that the aspect:ual viewpoint is not perfective but must be imperfective, perfect,
ingressive, egressive or prospective, depending on  the type of proto-AUX.

The copula-like distinctions marked in the topic component of the utterances
is and was indicate a violation of the global Tr to TU relation; a change in tense.
Just as they do for the deictic adverbials marking the 'IT-TU relation, learners put
at the same utterance-initial position (before the "subject'D early tense markings
to have wide scope over the utterance (see section 6.4.2). Given the fact that these
proto-COP emerge later in the diagnostic contexts then the proto-AUX it can be
stated that the proto-AUX are communicatively more "needed" then the proto-
COP.

In summary, it can be concluded that these results corroborate the grammatical
aspect before tense hypothesis and partly the lexical aspect before tense
hypothesis. Filtering mechanisms and driving forces seem to interact in the
acquisition ofDutch tense and aspect markings by Turkish and Moroccan-Arabic
second language learners. In the earliest stages, a proto-AUX HAVE+PP used for
marking a post-state viewpoint aspect, was often used in combination with a 2-
state main verb (with a clear post-state). However, the results of the analyses in the
diagnostic contexts and in the personal narratives also showed, that in actual
production, all verbal categories took all types of (pre)morpho-syntactic marking
if it was needed in a particular context In situations that the lexical aspect and the
viewpoint aspect hypothesis would give contradictory results (e.g. in the case of 1-
state verbs in a post-state viewpoint aspect), the viewpoint aspect coding seems to

win (see the example 7.52 above). Lexical aspect can not be the main predictor of
a particular verbal coding. A quantitative analysis investigating the role of lexical
(orinherent) aspectin the developmental distribution ofthe temporal morphology
of all the verbs used   in the whole corpus of the learners of Dutch, has given us
more supporting evidence the single "shaping" factor lexical aspect is not enough
to explain the variation in early proto-verbal tense and aspect markings. It is ule
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driving force or the communicative need to express grammatical aspectual
viewpoint which decisively determines which verb in context -independently of its
lexical aspect- gets which contrastive proto-verbal marking.



Chapter 8

Mot:phosyntactic doorways:
The French data

One may now wonder whether the French data corroborate the results found in
the Dutch data? Do the Moroccan learners of French use the same spelling-out
strategy as the Moroccan learners ofDutch dataPI argued in chapter 7 that the use
of proto-AUX + V constructions have to be considered as the spelling-out of the
target Dutch complex verbal forms in two analytic compounds with each having
a clear meaning; the proto-AUX as the marking of the viewpoint aspect (the
relation between TI' and Tsit) and a mainverb as a carrier ofthe semantic features
ofthe event. Do the Moroccan learners ofFrench use thesame proto-AUX HAVE
and proto-AUX BE constructions? It has already been hypothesized (see section
3.2.2 and section 5.1.2) that the "unpackaging" process for learners of French in
a natural context must be difficult for reasons of perceptual opacity. In French,
the auxiliary and the main verb are always together in second position (in
declarative utterances) and often entangled in such a way that it is hard for the
learners to segment and categorize this cluster of unstressed markers (cliticized
pronouns and negation included). These very complex verbal constructions with
all the opaque prefixes and suffixes around the verb are difficult to decode and to

unpack, especially in a non-tutored language learning environment.
These differences in the formal and the structural properties of the Dutch and

the French target tense and aspect system, lead to the question as to whether, and
how, Moroccan learners of French end up unpacking temporal and aspectual
relations in the pre- and post-verbal complex. With respect to the stepwise
reconciliation ofthe basic utterance organisation with details ofthe targetlanguage

' organisation, it will be interesting to see if the Moroccan learners of French
grammaticalize their production in the same way as the Moroccan learners of
Dutch do.

In this comparison of the French data with the Dutch data, I will again
investigate longitudinal data which cover both the formal and the semantic-
functional dimension of temporal reference. The research questions are the same:
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(1)  How do the learners of the present study enter the formal tense and aspect
system of the target languages, that is, what are the first verbal forms which
contrast with the base verbsP

(2) What contrasts in meaning are associated with these early cont:rastive forms?
(3)  Is there a one-to-one mapping of the meaning and the position of these early

tense and aspect morphernes?
(4) What factors shape and push the development ofa morphosyntactic tense and

aspect system?

To this end, I carry out a study parallel to the Dutch data. I start with an overview
of the results of previous studies (mainly by Noyau 1995 and V6ronique 1985)
which are carried out using the same data and informants: Abdelmalek and Zahra
(see section 5.2). This is followed by a detailed diagnosis of the verbal forms used
in the diagnostic contexts of the Modern Times retellings by Abdelmalelg Zahra,
and, in addition, Abdessamad. The analysis concentrates on the following
questions:

(1) Which linguistic markings do the learners use to mark the relation Tsit < Tr
in retelling the scenes W ("the bread stealing" scene) and XV (the "I have
found a house" scene)P

(2) Which linguistic markings do the learners use to mark the overlapping event
order relation (TsitlcTTl, TTI =TI'2 and Tsit2 C/DTI'2) asin the scenes IV,
V, VIII and XV (see section 7.2)?

In contrast to the presentation of the Dutch data, I present an overview of the
basic forms of the French data after the data-analysis of the diagnostic contexts.
The examples presented in this chapter will show that it is almost impossible to
give a systematic overview of the most frequent forms used in the French data.
Particularly at the beginning stages, the Moroccan learners of French seem to use
one unique form for each verb. The comparative in-depth analysis of the film-
retellings is then followed by a comparative analysis of these data with personal
narrative data from the same informants (Abdelmalek, Zarah, and Abdessamad).

The organisation of this chapter is as follows. First, I summarize the report of
Noyau in Dietrich et al. (1995: 145-209) on the acquisition of verbal morphology
by the two informants ofFrench, Abdelrnalek and Zahra (section 8.1). Second, in
section 8.2, I present thedetiled analyses ofthe diagnostic contexts (section 8.2.1)
which is followed by a an overview of the basic forms of the most frequent used
verbs in the film retellings of the cycles 2 and 3.
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8.1        The development ofFrench tense and aspectmorphology
in previous studies

I start by summarizing of Noyau's report (1995) on Abdelmalek's development
of verbal Remember that Abdelmalek is a fast learner.

ABDELMALEK

Clcle 1
First, I want to show the reader what the verb groups of Abdelmalek look like at
this early stage of acquisition. Note that they gre very different from the Dutch
verb groups although the learners have the same source language, Moroccan-
Arabic. Abdelmalek uses not less then 7 forms of the verb donnirin the first cycle
(always with the speaker as a subject and at the time of the narrated events
Tr==TU): Idorml, Iedormj, UadormJ, Ilidornil, Ilidormil Iedormil, liladormil. It is
remarkable that, as Noyau says, there is no temporal or aspectual value linked to
the manifold form variation around verbs in the first cycle. In fact, Abdelmalek
has just reached the stage that the form variation around events is different from
the variation around nouns.

Cycle 2
Noyau reports that, in the second cycle, a few isolated tokens are differentiated for
person with a clitic subject Pro (see section 3.2.2), but there is still no
identification of an AUX The main suffixation paterns V-// and V-0 mostly
appear according to a structuring hypothesis linked to inherent temporal features
ofsituations. This findingcorroborates the lexical aspecthypothesis, which Noyau
calls the Hypothesis of Inherent aspect (Hi). Verb endings are worked upon
toward some functional distribution, following the rule that verbs used for
dynamic situations are mainly suffixed V-lel whereas stative situations tend to
follow the short pattern V-0. However, Noyau also finds a morphological
opposition (/alkl vs #A which could correspond to a contrast between two
aspectual values. This is supporting evidence for the grammatical aspect before
tense hypothesis. For the resultative state of a (past) event (perfect, Tr > Tsit)
versus a perfective (past) singular event (rsit is included in 'IT):

(8.1) AL 2.5
comme moi  [afeJ  une  bagarre avec lui  [eveny]  la police
as I have had a quarrel with him the police came
[fe]  la pistole comme p
did the gun like this

Note that this contrast very much resembles the contrast I found in the Dutch
data: proto-AUX have+V for a perfect aspectual viewpoint and the base form, in
narratives, for the default perfective aspectual viewpoint
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Noyau gives another example in which the opposition V-0 vs V-[e] is used for the
situation-internal contrast 1-state    (manquer 'miss') versus 2-state verbs
(barque,=embarquer'take on boardD, supporting the lexical aspect hypothesis:

(8.2)    AL 2.5
aprh filamank] un marinje [barke] moi toi
after (if) one mariner misses, I go on board with you

However, Noyau also finds different forms V-0 Itrav€j and V_Ief »av€iel for the
contrast between prospective (ongoing) versus completed (past):

(8.3)    AL 2.5
ilmadi moi malade je  travajpas
I said I'm ill I do not work
travage trois iours avec lui
I worked Aree days with him

There are situations in which both hypotheses (the lexical aspect and the
grammatical viewpoint aspect) would give contradictory results, as in this example
of a prospective for a 2-state verb:

(8.4)    AL 2.5
il madi ouije te bark avec moi
he said yes I take you on board with me

The grammatical viewpoint aspect seems to "win": the verb (em)barquer'to take on
board' is a 2-state verb which asks, following the lexical aspect hypothesis, for a
V-/ef marking but it appears as a V-0 marking because of the prospective
viewpoint These facts lead Noyau to the following tentative interpretation: the
morphological contrast V-0versus V_Iel seems to be governed in Abdelematek's
cycle 2 by two simultaneous hypotheses which can give compatible (in most cases)
or contradictory forms. The first hypothesis, Hi, is based on inherent temporal
features ofthe situations irrespective oftemporalrelations (IT-TU) or perspective
(grammatical viewpoint aspect, TT-TSit). The second hypothesis, Ha/4 is based

on an aspectual or temporal (tense) distinction:

Hi V-0 for 1-state verbs

v-Il for 2-state verbs
Ha/t V-0 for incompleted imperfective situations

v-lel for completed or past situations

In order to distinguish between temporal and aspectual oppositions in Ha/t,
Noyau checked Abdelemalek's data for the following phenomena:
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-        if two different aspectual perspectives (say imperfective 'IT in Tsit vs perfect
IT after Tsit) could be taken for situations within the same temporallocation
(IT<TU vs 'IT=TU vs Tr > TU);

-     if the same aspectual perspective on situations could be taken for different
reference points.

Unfortunately, Noyau did not find such contrasting situations with the same or
compatible verbs, so the hypothesis remains formulated as a temporo-aspectual
one. She illustrates this inconclusivity with the following example, taken from the
retelling of Abdelinalek's adventurous arrival in France from Spain. Noyau
analyses the contrast Idonelversus »nl as aperfective versus imperfective contrast

respectively:

(8.5)    AL 2.5
a.     [parte]  u consul il  [done]  laisser-passer

(14([) went to a consulate he gave a laisser-passer
b.    non consul il [don] pas

the consulate gives not

Noyau claims that Idonel in (8.5 a) corresponds to a definite single event (in a
hypothetical set ng), whereas in (8.5 b) »nj stands for a indefinite generic
situation (the consulate never gives), two derived values of a perfective/
imperfective opposition.

It is interesting to see that Noyau also reports on the use of "periphrastic"
means in Abdelmalek's (cycle 2) discourse for conveying the aspect:ual notion of
"inchoativity" (or in Bohnemeyer's terms ingressivity). The TL-pattern is se meme
8 and Abdelinalek uses gf th

(8.6)     AL 2.5
matin a six beures [fe a march]in the morning at six I started to walk

Another example of a periphrastic construction is the following in which Abdel-
malek uses  /komirj for the TL pattern commencer d 'start to:

(8.7)    AL 2.4
il [komas] le [pb]
it starts to rain

Cycle 3
Noyau observes that the introductions ofreported speech still stick to the formula
ill),ladg. The pattern Ima]-V seems to be linked, in most cases, to the 3*d person

(and does not include any oblique l" person me'me' in most cases). Verbs with a
single basic form in different temporal contexts are still used, but the growth of
verbal morphology is also evidenced by a differentiation of persons in the
paradigrn: je  Iswil vs  file.
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At the end of the study, for the last film retelling of Modern Times, Noyau
presents the following features for Abdelmalek's grammar of predications:

-     pre-verbal markers are restructured, with a differentiation between clitic li ,
lil and 2udiary  Ial  Imal;

-     lel letelare clear forms for copula, the later for past situations;
- tense oppositions are still embgonic and mainly concern quoted speech;
-    an aspectual distinction shows up beween Imal-V for completed actions or

perfectives and If-V for incomplete or imperfective states.

Noyau adds the following remarks on the development of Ablemalek's growing
use of Imal as an AUX.·

-     it only holds for the 2'*' and 34 person. It seems to have developed from the
former isolated set phrase:/tmad)

-        in narratives, the aspectual value ofthis idiosyncratic pattern is past perfective;
-      it is an example of a local hypothesis, built on frequent tokens from the input

(cf.  il m'a donni'he has given me' il m'a 8t'he  has  said to me'). Although, in
some cases, the prefixes Ima-1 or Ime-1 may possibly contain an oblique 1"
person pronominal interpretation, this interpretation is implausible in most
cases. In the last film retelling

(8.8) AL 3.9

il Imareste moze] (...) U [mamafe] it [edntze]
he stayed to eat (...) he has eaten, he is drugged

and in conversation (note that a lot of these complex forms are plausible):

(8.9)    AL 3.8
le gendarme il  [marivl il Imarete] en face d'un bdtiment il  [magard]  comme ia
...filmaret]  [ilmapartej + pas  [desadel d [mades   it kned0mad]  les papiers
the policeman arrives, stops in tront of a Dullaing he looks  (at mei) like

this... he stops, he leaves, he does not get out (of the car), he gets out he
asks me the documents'

Noyau reports on the final state of the morphologisation of tense and aspect
notions in Abdelmalek's learner variety as follows:

-     V is now analysed into: (pers. pronoun) AUX  V;
V is the non-finite part of the verb, corresponding to the TL infinitive as it
appears from two disttibutional reguledties:
a)    placing ofNeg(ation) before V, which is distinct from the preposed Neg-

N/V at the onset of the study;
b)    appearance of the pattern V-r for non-finite in given contexts, as with the

deontic »/ V (from the verbjalbir) 'one must V:
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(8.10)  AL 3.8
[ifojinir]  les problzmes
one has to end the problems
[il fo atadr]  trois mois
one has to wait three months

Noyau concludes that:

"(...) indeed the semantic values for which Abdelmalek looks for
p,radigms are aspect-oriented rather then tense-oriented: after having
displayed  a wide range  of pre-  and postverbal variations without clear
distribution during a long time, he's workin  with prefixation (at another
level as at early stages, i.e. after now having jaentified a component AUX)
and one semantic hypothesis (=viewpoint aspect, ms) as the main
structuring principle." tp 180)

This is exactly what I observed in the preceding chapter for the acquisition stages
ofthe learners ofDutch; although aparticulgr category ofverbs (e.g. 2-state verbs)
seems to attract a particular (pre)morphosyntactic coding at first -the proto-AUX
HAVE+PP CODING-, the morphologisation process is determined mainly by the
encoding of contrasts in aspectual viewpoint. Furthermore, it seems that one of
the conclusions of Dietrich et al (1995:271) 'form precedes function' is totally
applicable to Abdelmalek's data.

Noyau's observation that one of the remarkable characteristics of
Abdelmalek's discourse forms is the frequent indirect expression of temporo-
aspectual information through modal means like the deontic &73/ from the verb
'falloir' also parallels the Dutch data:

(8.11)  AL 3.5
NS: dans combien de temps tu veuxy retourner?

in how much time do you want to return hereP
AE: il  [fo] jusquaje  flinil

necessary until 1 finish
je [swanje] bien
I cure well
un an al)45 je [turn]  [SerSe] du travail aussi
one year after I go a new look for a job also
lifoJ je  rest un  an
necessary I stay one year

At the end of the study, according to Noyau, Abdelmalek's verbal morphology is
still far from approaching the target language usage for temporo-aspectual
distinctions. Nevertheless, the verbalcompound blockhas been broken down into
the target language functional components: (Prol) (Pr02) (AUX) V (flect). Now
that the synthetic complex French verbal cluster is broken down into more
digestible components, these components may prepare the ground for further
development.
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ZAHRA

Cycle 1
As Noyau (1995) points out, it is difficult to ascertain the extent of Zahra's
repertoire in her retelling of Modern Times in cycle  1  because of the scaffolding
of the native speaker. Her (about) 30 connected utterances were produced in an
often dialogic activity whose transcription amounted to 182 (D turns. On one of
the first occasions that Noyau reports on a sequence ofconnected events uttered
by Zahra (about her language classes), her analysis of the use of /ef as regards the
phonological alternatives est'is' and et'and' in spoken French is ambiguous:

(8.12)  ZA 1.2
(1)  toujours fardoise le premier

always the slate tlrst
CE)  et ®45 (el fa<> et aprEs le livre

<pointlng to an exercise book>
and then lt'S this and after (that) the book

(3)  Iel la dame la cassette comme fa
and/is the woman the recorder like this

CA)  [e]  8 parle]
and/is he speak

(5)  et apris tous les,femmes ub comme la cassette
and then all the woman uh like the cassette recorder

(§)  et *is [e] le livre comme p
and then is/and the book like this

CT)  g la cassette iparle comme la dame
is/and the cassette recorder he speak like the lady

(8)   moi  li parle]  con:me  la cassetteme ne speak like the cassette
(9)   et apr25  le]  la dame tousl tous la dame  [i park] pour le  livre

and then is/and the lady all/all the lady he speak for the book

The use of the isolated Iel forms are interesting. They are embedded in the topic
component before the subject. Although they are ambiguous as regards 'is' and
'and' it seems more logical that in the utterances (2), (6) and (9) El meaning 'and'
after et *nk 'and then' would be to much of the same.

At the end of cycle 1, Zahra shows a variety of prefixation, with some
distributional restrictions, however:

before recognisable persons and objects:  li>f, A7, lz:l
before recognisable actions: F], [lil,[ili], [le], [e],001, [ijal, [ival

In the middle of cycle 1, a frequent predicating formula appears which, according
to Noyau, could be a candidate for expressing a perfective aspectual distinction:
Isajel v 'that's it V'. Noyau reports, furthermore, that Zahra makes use of some
predicative devices:

Isel Isfpaj: identificational and copula
Ria],   [jana], [janapa]: existential possession
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Note that Noyau also gives an aspectual viewpoint function to the use of Oanal for
presenting a durative (resultative) state in contrast to the perfective ls€i# for
marking the right boundary of a new situation (egressive operator).

(8.13)   lianal fle kasel l'assiette
there is a plate broken

(8.14) et toi [le kase]
and you broke it
oui madame [e] moi
yes madame (it) is me
eskYR.moi [le kase]excuse me that l broke it
et aprBs  [saji  [lasjelete  la poubelle
and then it S Over it S thrown in the dustbin

(8.15)    apres quand Gal [saje]- le travail apt#s mal a la ttte
and afterwards after finishing work afterwards I got a headache

Cycle 2
According to Noyau, for verbal morphology, some potential contrasts for the
same verbs appear for prefixation as well for suffixation:/traval vs »av€, f'work'
and » domant# vs lioomandef'ask'. The morphological contrast follows a situation-
internal semantic differentiation V- 0 for durative verbs versus v-Iel for punctual
verbs.

(8.16)    ZA 2.3
le commerce  [imars] pasl  Iisaze] a lafnunce
the trade it work not/ he change to France

Noyaugives also the followinginteresting example which shows that two different
meanings of the same verb, cbercberlook for' (1-state) and cberrber'fetch' (2-state),
give a different (pre)morphosyntactic encoding: V-0 for the 1-state content and
V-fel for the 2-state content. This supports the lexical aspect hypothesis:

(8.17)   ZA 2.3
et ap s  [cbercbJ celui-la la maison drand
and then look for this one the house big
et ap,25 IraSte] tous les cboses les fauteils les meubles
and then buy all the thin%s the armchairs the furniture
apres moi [parti] le maroc [iersel les enfants avec la cartejaune
then me go Morocco fetch the children with the yellow card

Cycle 3
Noyau's report on the final stage of Zahra's (slow) development of the
morphologisation process states, that, as far as the shape of V in utterances is
concerned, the prefixed morphs before movement verbs (which are conjugated
with Etre) are mostly TL-like: lilpart#. In analysing Zahra's last narrative, Noyau
says that the narrative "reveals the beginnings of morphological differentiation,
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which hints to an incipient systematisation ofthe contrast V-0/V-lel for + or -
completed". In the very last conversation, the verbal morphology clearly follows
the opposition: x-V-0 for prospective aspectual viewpoint and x-V-[ef for
completed perfect aspectual viewpoint. Note that, in the following example, the
relation 'IT-TU is explicitly specified as 'IT AT TU by the deictic adverbial
maintenant  'now: This implies that the form V-le) in this example cannot indicate
a past'IT < TU. The construction x-V-Iel clearly has a perfect value:

(8.18)   ZA 3.4
et  maintenant     tune]  pour  IS an«  le  tncot
and now I come back for change the sweater

This contrasts to V-0, which has an aspectual value of non-completedness:

(8.19)   ZA 3.4
ZA·.       et maintenant Isanzl pas et  [don] pas l'awnt?

and now not change and give not the money?
INT: alors quel est le proE me? vous  l'aveR.lavE?

so what's the problemP did you wash it?
ZA.·       oui + «25 li serl (wily not sm)

yes and afterwards lt shrinks
INT:      vous voulefun autre modile?

do you want another modelP
ZA:       non le mEme modile mais le tissu   el bon fi sel) pas

no the same one but the fabric its good it shrinks not

Although, according to Noyau, it is often difficult to state whether form contrasts

correspond to tense distinctions or rather to aspectual distinctions, she concludes

"As regards the grammaticisation of temporal means, the syntactic
differentiation of N from V has very slowly brought consequences as
regards the the functionig oflexemes for processes. The slight tendency
towards a morpohological differenciation of verbal forms according to
inherent temporal features has not stabilised. The type ofsemantic feature
it seems to De more sensitive to now is ASPELT, without clear-cut
distribution, but it has not undergone a reinterpretation towards temporal
relation. This learner gives an image o f how tile initial system can lead to
fossilisation."4170)

Summag  and preliminag  1!ypotbeses
The acquisition picture is clear for both Zahra and Abdelmalek; for a long period,
they do not succeed in unpackaging the cluster of unstressed French markings
entangled around the verb. They take over what is presumably the most frequent
form of the verb in which the verb occurs in the input as a basic ad single-used
form. This leads to a whole set ofholophrases (unanalysed chunks) without a clear
one-to-one mapping from function to form. It seems that, as a learner strategy,
they take advantage of the perceptual opacity of all the unstressed markings
around the verb. Therefore, in order to encode the viewpoint aspect anyway, they
develop free analytic forms which look like the proto-AUX in the Dutch learner
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data. Abdelinalek uses the modal auxiliary ilfiu,t »f, 'it's necessary', the target
ingressive 'commencerd' Ikomajf'start to' and the idiosyncratic De 4/,start to' and the
formulas Ire»il, 'it's over' and ls€ikl 'it's over' in order to convey respectively

prospective, ingressive, and egressive aspectual notions. Zahra and Abdelmalek
use the formula Isajel 'it's over' and Isefinl lit's over' for marking the end of a
situation or the egressive aspectual viewpoint, which implies perfectivity (cf.
Bohnemeyer 1998, see also section 2.4.3). Both use the existential predicative
marker )ana' for marking the beginning of a new situation (ingressive aspectual

viewpoint which implies imperfectivity).
In the next section, I discuss in detail the results of the analysis of the

diagnostic contexts of the main informants, Abdelmalek and Zahra. In addition,
I will also analyse the data of Abdessamad, an additional Moroccan-French
informant (see section 5.2).

8.2 Discourse analysis of the Modern Times film retellings

In contrast to the presentation of the empirical analyses for the Dutch data in
section 7.2, I present the Modern Times retellings of the learners of French in
parallel columns; in the left column, I present the retelling of cycle 2 and, in the
right, the retelling of cycle 3 is presented. I start with Abdelmalek For the
procedure of analysis of the diagnostic contexts, I refer to section 7.2. There I
explain in detail that my analyses are concentrated on those contexts in which at
least one of the three default discourse-pragmatic conditions of narratives (see
section 2.3.2) must be violated. The research questions and the hypotheses are
presented in section 5.2 and repeated in the introduction to this chapter. The
research questions are formulated in terms ofwhat is acquired, how is it acquired,
and why learners develop a partioilsir form for a particular tense or aspect notion.
In the last section, I summarized previous findings on the Morrocan-French data.
In this section, on the basis of an in-depth discourse analyses and more global
quantitative analyses, I will attempt to show in particular that

(a) the verb suffix (e.g., V-Iel versus V-0) is not the context which shows

acquisitional progress (as is argued by Noyau 1995);
(b) tense distinctions are not the first to be marked (the tense before aspect

hypothesis corroborated by Dietrich 1995 et al.: 270);
(c) the inherent lexical features of the verbs do NOT attract a particular

(pre)morphosyntactic coding (the lexical aspect hypothesis).
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ABDELMALEK

(1)  Tbe marking ofTsit < TI:  '1 bave stolen tbe bread"and 'l  bave found a house"
In (8.20) we see how Abdelmalek retells the bread-stealing scene, in cycle 2 (left
column) and in cycle 3 (right column):

(8.20) I HAVE STOLEN THE BREAD

AD 2.9 AD 3.9

Iii madi] non [fo tu sor]
he (the director of the prison) say you
must leave
lilma sortil
(he) leave

voila  [eparti]  avec unpetitjille eli lil mavole] un baguette  de pain
there leave with a uttle girl she/he steal a bread
[el  *ia  Ituvolel  un  ba tte de pain       l'autre elle  Imel#en]  Iimadil  non
is/and already you (=she) steal the other she come say no
a bread Bmetrape]   la plice  le  elle
charlie chaplin [ipas] avec la route catch the police she
charlie cfiaplin w21kwith (=on)       Iimadil  non  IseJ pas elle  Qlmavolel
the street 0eP) say no it is not she steal
voila  feveni]  la police [trap] lEel  moije  [vole]
avec

A.fille
it is me I steal

there is come the police catch bon il fmeatr®el le charles
tll gifl okay fhey catch charles
voz   Levenil charlie chaplin Imegenl le dam
there is charlie chaplin come the woman
(ilmadi].[se]  pas  le femme [tuvole] [tumadi] non [se] pas le cbarles Elmavolelne say is not the wife steal say no it is not (the) charles he steal
moi je  [volejme I steal
voila  le jille  [reste]  avec  l'autre  damethere is the girl stay with the other woman
l'autre dame voila tu Imadi]the other woman there is (she) say
voila le»me Ituvole]
there is the wife you (=she) steal

In general, it can be seen that Abdelemalek uses one single basic form for each
verb in each cycle. In cycle 2, the basic forms of venir and atr per are »enil and
Itnapl, in cycle 3, Ime enf and Imeatr*ef. Tile basic form of ain stays the same in
cycle 2 and 3 (lilmadij),and voler is in cycle 2 Ivokl and varies in cycle 3 between
levolej and Imavolej. I have already shown in section 8.1, that, according to Noyau
(1995), it is often impossible to determine whether the preverbal Ima-1 or Ime-1
morphemes also contain an oblique l" person pronominal form. Noyau proposes
a default perfective value for these forms in narratives. As far as her analysis of the
preverbal Imal in the cycle 3 retellings is concerned, I totally agree with Noyau.
However, I do not agree with Noyau's analysis that the functional distinction of
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the verb suffixesV-fl versus V-0 (in cycle 2 and in cycle 3) is based on the lexical
aspect of the verb type. My conclusion is that the inherent semantic features of the
verb have nothing to do with a systematic type ofearly morphosyntactic encoding.
I found that 2-state verbs were not only marked V-Iel and that 1-state verbs were
not only marked V-0. My observations in contexts such as (8.20) above show that
in cycle 2, pure 1-state verbs like rester'stay' take a V-Ief encoding and pure 2-state
verbs like attraper 'catch' occur in a basic V-0 (see also the list of basic forms in
section 8.3). This observation goes against the lexical aspect hypothesis.

I did not find any evidence for the thesis that the variation in the post-verbal
morphologyis determinatedbya difference in temporo-aspectual function in cycle
3, as is predicted by Noyau's Ha/t hypothesis. The verbal encoding V-fef moije

Ivolel,as in Charlie's reported speech (IT=TU) "I have stolen the bread",does not
differ from the verbal encoding of most of the other verb phrases. This implies
that the encoding V-Iel is the contrastive form for marking an perfect viewpoint.
The same coding is also used for verbs which do not express a post-state.
However, the use of *ia *glteady' in " ded  Ituvolel un  baguette de pain"  Beft column)
seems to be a more plausible choice for marking the post-state of the situation-
time voler.

In general, I observed that, for a functional distribution of morphemes, it is
only in the pre-verbal area that variation in form indicates a variation in meaning.
Notice that, in Abdelmalek's diagnostic contexts, nothingindicates that this verbal
variation expresses tense or aspect notions. The systematic formal differences of
the prefixes found in the diagnostics context indicated a variation in person
agreement:

cyde 2: lapetitefiliel lafemme  Ituavolel versusmoije  Ivole]
cycle 3: [ilmavole],   [elevole]  2nd moi je   [vole]

For the lst person only the clitic pronounje occurs in cycle II and III and, for the
3rd person, there is a clitic tu in cycle II and a clitic + prefix node lilmal in the third
cycle. This morphosyntactic variation shows no temporo-aspectual agreement
Apparently Abdelmalek has figured out that the personal agreement must be
marked in the prefix area.

There are no linguistic indications at all that Abdelmalek tried to embed the
retelling in the past in the retelling of cycle 2. An essential difference with the
analyses ofthe learner Dutch data is that French has no formal difference between
a past and present topic time shifter. In the Dutch data, the past topic time shifter
en toen indicated in a straightforward way that some learners had at least the
intention of embedding the whole retelling in the past. For the French data
analyses, I did not have this clear temporal anchor point.
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(2) Simultaneity; Tsitl cTI'l, Trl =TT2 and Tsit2  &/ SIT2
One example of simultaneity ofevents is to be found in Abdelmalek's retelling of
the scene in which the policeman/officer is phoning a police car while Charlie
enters a cigar-shop and takes cigars and sweets without paying and gives these to
little children (scene VIII, see section 7.2):

(8.21)   AL 2.9 AL 3.9
Dana] les cigarettes il [matel*n)  la police
there is cigarettes he telephone the police
Fip« dgarette il [mapartir] comme la [biro] de ciprettes
he take cigarette he leave as (to) the agarette shop
ganal   beaucoup  des petites filles             [mepr ]   le  cigarette  et  tout
there is mucn little girles take the cigarette and everything
it fdonj quelquecbose il  [madonl  lse pas]  [kil madone]  le petit deux
he give something les enfants

he gtve, do'nt kow what he givethe little two the children
[mepra] un cigarette [ilmafumil
take a cigarette, he smoke
lilmadi]   la police  voila  [i fo  tu  pejl
he says (to) the police you must pay

The most interesting form in this cycle 2 retelling is the  use of ganal 'there is'
which Noyau and Vdronique (1985,2000) consider as having a durative existential
value. This verb phrase seems to have the following function in establishing
temporal coherence in Abdelinalek's retelling set cigarettes and children on stage

(existential gam# 'there is') and let them stay there (durative, because there is no
right boundary) while Charlie takes the cigarettes and gives sweets to the children.
Again, it can be seen in this portion ofdiscourse that clear 2-state verbs likeprendn
X 'take X' and donnerX 'give X', do not take the V-/e/ suffix as predicted by the
lexical aspect hypothesis. The comparison of the verbal forms of cycle 2 to those
of cycle 3 show that the basic (single) forms Br€ and Iabnf of cycle 2, receive a
new' Imaf-prefix in cycle 2.  In fact, in this cycle 3 retelling almost all Abdelmalek's

verb phrases receive the default Ima/mel prefix for 34 person reference with
exception of the reported speech: l#bf tu Bef

ZAHRA
In analyzing Zahra's diagnostic contexts, we will see that the reported speech of
Charlie in Zahra's retelling in cycle 2 is literally the same as that in Abdelinalek's
cycle 2 retelling: Ir  moi Ivolel lepain. Zahra's retelling, just like Abdelmalek's, does
not show any functional distibution  of V-/e) and V-0 verbal endings. I did not
find evidence to support the lexical aspect hypothesis; no particular morphemes
for a particulgr semantic  type of verb.
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(1)  Tbemarking ofTsit<Tr: '1  bavestolen  tbe bread"and '1 bave found a bouse"

(8.22) I HAVE SrOLEN THE BREAD
ZA 2.9 3.9

cbarlot avec  le jille cbarlie Ipartil tout seul dans la rue
charlot and the girl charlie leave alone in the street
[jana]  un jille  [voN]   lepain apis un petit jille  It pole]  le pain
there is a eirf steal the bread then a httle girl steal the bread
gaj un la tlitme a»s  [jal  un police  [flvenijthere is a woman then there is a police come
il [venq avec charlie [ja] un  [msj81 et la Wdame
he(=sne) soes with (=to) charlie there is a man and a woman
Irogard]  Lt Jille  Ivolel  le pain et  le  [kori]  [de,j-ej  la powlice
see the girl steal fhe bread and is ran after the.police
apr*s la dame [iparle] a boulanger mesjo [seJ pas un mesj,
then the woman speak to baker mister it is not a mister
[rogard]   le fille   [ilavole]   le pain [se] la dame [t vole] le Wpain
see the girl steal the bread it is the woman steal the bread
aprfs [msjB] la boulanger a»s  i   [turn]  le jille  [  e  parti 
then man the baker then he go back the girl leave
fecbercbl  le jille aprKs  [icbercb]
la police
look for the girl and then look
for thepolice
Dana] cnarlie (ileparie] a [msjB]there is charlie speak to man
Ise]  moi  [vole]  le pain
it is me steal the bread
et la dame [e park] non  [se] pas cbarlot
and the woman speak no it is not charlot
[se]  k jille fe vote] te pain
tt lS the girl steal the bread

Except for  Irogardj  900k'  and  Ie/ iZerZ]  'search'  in cycle 2 and  Iturnl  retourner 'go
back' in cycle 3, all the verb phrases have a V-4/9 ending which depends on the
target infinitive form. The basic forms of the verbs remain the same in the third
cycle as they were in the second cycle; Ivol), Barlej, Iveng and fhan#. These data
also show that the lexical content of the verb does not attract a particular type of
prefix or suffix. Both 1-state verbs such as parler'talk' and 2-state verbs  such as
vokr'steal' take the V-lel suffix. I do not see any functional reason for the V-0
endings of Ie/i cbmbl,  Imgardj andin cycle 3  Iturnl.The set phrase  Danal develops
into the target-like il #b] in cycle 3 and is, as we will also see in the following
example, avery productive formula for framing Zahra's discourse. This is Zahra's
retelling of the scene in which Charlie eats a lot and does not pay:

(8.23)   ZA 2.9 ZA 3.9
ap#s cbarlot [le parti] 8 [lestow€i]       Fparti] 8 [lestowra] comme ia
then charlie go to a retaurant ne go to a restaurant like that
[jana] cbarlot l:letirel deuxplateaux       ildol  [domande]  les Wcboses pour  [maW'Ze]
there is charlie take two sides he ask things to eat
et aprisifdomad] a la dame
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pour (maZe] i[maZ]
and then he ask the woman he eat
to eat(food?) ap·As  le  Fpartil  sans I  sans  pas  i  Bewjel

et apes i [maL] tout seul then he leave without he pay
and then he eat alone

The retellings are almost identical in cycle 2 and 3; nothing has changed with
respect to the verbal morphology. The only contrastive forms of the same verb
are pour »izej 'to eat' versus liz,8Zl 'he eat: It seems that Zahra is aware of the
difference between the perfective i ImaZJ 2nd the non-finite pour ImaZel.

(2) Simultaneity; Tsitl cTI'l, Trl =Tr2  and Tsit2  =/ SIT2
In the last diagnostic context of Zahra's retelling we see her description of the
simultaneous events of Charlie and the girl sitting in the grass seeing a couple in
front of their lovely house and the 'finding their own house' scene:

(8.24) ZA
2.9 3.9

tous les deux aptis [ipart] aprKs   [ile  parti]    a  un petitjal'Wdina la [kowpan] then they go to a ilttle garden
both of them leave A la campagne aplis  le   [3 erSE]  un  petit
aprzs cbarlie  [iparq  Irogardl]  [st la maison maifson
then charlie spaK look lt ls tile house then look for a little house
apres eub dixjours ®rb  Ile partil  a  la mdwson
after ten days et la maison tout /
et  charlie  i  [cbercbe]  le jille then they leave for the little
and charlie look for the girl house
i   [cbmb]   le jille  a»s   [iparN]  charlie  +   le fille      et  la  maison  tout  le  platm-
he look for the girl then speak Charhe [il/tBb] +
the girl and the house allthe ceiling fall
Danal la maison
there is the house
ap, s cbarlie  [ipart] a la mer
then charlie leave for the sea (=water)
ffe t,Sber] avec la tete
Fall with his head
i [tob] a la mer
he fall in the water
li [sote]

he spring
In cycle 2, we see that Zahra uses the /anaf versus the Iref predicative marker in
order to contrast Charlie's and the girl's observing of the couple's house [se] la

maisonwith the possession of their own house Oanal la maison (the resultative state
of looking for a house). Again, no systematic distribution of prefixes or suffixes
can be observed. The contrastive forms lipal# versus gpallf and licberrbef versus
Icbercbj only seem to be phonological variants and/or an indication that Zahra is
self-conscious about the diversity of possible functional morphemes around the
verb.  Note  that  a free analytic proto-AUX element like  99/  from  the verb fain
triggers the contrastive forms such as 99 tm-berl versus lt,1-bl in cycle 2.
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ABDESSAMAD
Abdessamad is an informant whose acquisition process oftemporal reference has
not been analysed by Noyau (1995), V6ronique (1985,2000) or other researchers.
Therefore, I first briefly describe some of the essential features of temporo-
aspectual reference in his first film retelling.

Cycle 1
Abdessamad uses theinterestingconstruction likom f + V 11 times, which looks
like the French periphrastic construction for marking ingressive viewpoint
commencer d I/, 'to start to: He also uses the construction [ifinil + N two times,
which looks  like the target periphrastic egressive construction»ird  +  V 'to end
with', as in:

(8.25) AS
alors cbarlot  [i komSse maZe]
so Charlie starts to eat
6-)

alors cbarlot  [i komSse turn]. comme Faso Charlie starts to go back hke that
6-)
a»s[i fini maZe]  Die ratr]
after he finish eat he goes inside
bein   Isa  je]   Ble  parti]luz
it's over he has left he
alors  [i koniasej-toujours comme fa bonjour bein
so he start salways like that bonjour hein
60
Dsna]  la femme  Iele tasE]  tu  Ila di]there is a woman sne passes by she says
alors  tu   Ima  di]   [ja]une Jille   [ile  vole]du  pain
so she says there is a girl she has stolen a bread
8/-,

Ise) hti li koma-se marsl ap,25 litepralpelfille
it's him he starts to run afterwards he catches the girl
Iselmieux  Ii restjdans le prisonit's better he stays in prison
{se]  lui touiours    rest]aans  le prison.
it's him always he stays in prison
[ifo pa sortir]
he must not go out

We see in the example above that Abdessamad uses more free morpheme-like
elements in the preverbal area in order to mark the aspectual viewpoint Take /sa

jel il eparti lui'its done, he has left' which dearly expresses that the post-state of
flepartil indudes thebe*n-state of Okomasel to:jours comme fa boniour bein  'he st2rts
to make grimaces again and again'. This anchoring of two events expresses that
as soon as Charlie has left he starts to make grimaces. Note that the frequentative
temporal adverbial 'always' adjacent to the description of the situation comme fa
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bon,our bein denotes an iterative aspect From the stimulus, the film, it is known
that Charlie makes grimaces again and again.

Note that Abdessamad uses the deontic proto-AUX B ol + V lie must'
construction in order to express a hypothetical event in contrast to the default
perspective viewpoint The utterpnces  Ijalune fille  file  voleldu pain and  Isel  lui  fi
komise marjj f),9 li»nWejille are almost literally the same as those from the
Moroccan learners  ofDutch (see section 7.3.3).

Cycle 2 and 3
In the following'I have stolen the bread' retellings, we see that, in the third cycle,
Abdessamad uses the French past tense; the imparfait for the copula etre Iet© the
passe composd lila ekl and the predicative marker Iretel cYtait. In his cycle 2
retelling we flnd two typical holophrases  fil*artitravajel  it est parti travailler and
lia@elridal Yly a eu un acddent: Because of the fact that Abdessamad orders the
events in a different chronological line than presented in the stimulus-film, I have
to present larger pieces of discourse.

(1)Tbe marking of Tsit  < 'IT:  '1  bave stolen  tbe  bread" and '1  bave found a  house"

(8.26) I HAVE STOLEN THE BREAD

AS 2.9 3.9

i  Iveni]  voila moije  [domade]  travail      aprh cbarlo i  [ete]  au prison  deux joirs
he come look i ask work apm PRS
[ila ete]  au prison je  [se] pas then charlie was in prison for
[iledonel  un papierpour about two days
 travajl (ilesor]  de prison  [iledone]  le tapier
he give a paper for work ne  come out prison, he give the

docurnent

Iilepartitravaje] Rilepartitravaje]tie leave for work he leave for work
le cbff de usine  [imadi]  voila va  [SerSe]
une de
the director say and now go look for a
key

6.)                                              alors i (SE« n importe quoi
so he look for no matter what
6.)

Da]  une  petite  lilie  dans le,fago ap45  [ya]  une jille son pere  i  [travail  pas
there is a little girl in tile then there is a little girl her father
police car work not
meme  le jille   filfvole] parceque [sete] au cbomage
[ja] pas du patn it was in non-employment
the same girl steal because le jille.qyi  va  a  le  port  1   [vole]   les  bananesthere is no bread the girl who go to the port steal

bananes
Iilevole] les bananes et tout ca [ivole]  le pain et tout ca pour [mAZe]
ne (=she) steal the bananes she steal the bread and that all to eat
and everything
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[ileramenel les bananas a son pen le fille  le  tBbe
he (=she) take the bananes the girl fall
to her father
alors [jaBeksida]
then there has been an accident
[reveje]   le jille
wake up the girl                           (...)
(i di le] tar example
ne say.for example
reve  toi, revg toi fe] patron de la pain  Ileveny ]  derri2re
wake up wake up le jille

and the boss of the bread come after
the girl
[iletrape] [imadi] "pourquoi tu vole
le pain
he catch say you steal the bread
le cbarlot [madi]
charlot say
non  Ise] moije[volel  le pain
no it is me I steal the bread
[se] pas elit is not her

In cycle 2, the reported speech of Charlie 'I have stolen the bread' is absent.
Abdessamad only mentions this scene as a kind of flashback when he tells about
the encounter of Charlie and the girl in the police car. The only contrastive form
to the V-Iel one is the V-0 form in the command »vo7 toi'wake up: Because all
other verb forms are in V-/el format, there is no evidence to support the lexical
aspect hypothesis.The reported speech of'I have stolen the bread' in cycle 3 may
be almost considered literally the same as that of Abdelmalek and Zahra: [se] moi

je  [vole]  le pain.
Note that Abdessamad uses a V-le/ suffix for a 2-state verb in the utterance

voila va ISerSel une cle'and now go look for a key' (reported speech o f the director
of the enterprise). Again it seems that a proto-AUX -in this case the target
auxiliary va'goes' indicating prospective viewpoint aspect- triggers form vorigtion
in the main verb. In the succeeding utterance, Abdelmalek again uses the basic
forrn V-0  for  cbercber bok for':  alors  OSE«  n'  impom  quoi 'so he looks  for  no
matter what'. It seems that Abdessamad is aware of formal distinctions in the
suffix-area triggered by differences in prospective versus perfective viewpoint on
the events. On the basis of this diagnostic context, it seems that formal
distinctions are not based on differences in the inherent lexical features of the
predicate but on differences in aspectual viewpoint The verbal coding V-[0] for
a typical 2-state verb cluster Blesor) 'he comes out' also goes against the lexical

aspect hypothesis.

Below I present a part of Abdessamad's retelling which contains both
simultaneous events and the'finding the house scene'. Note that 1-state verbs take

a v-Ie/il suffix and a V-0 suffix in cycle 2: #,arlef and »stl. The 2-state verbs also
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take V-4/8 suffix and a V-0 suffix: Blpanil and liuv,1. In cycle 3, however, it
becomes more difficult to find 1-state verbs with V-pig endings and 2-state verbs
in the short V-0 form. Note, however, that the 1-state verb rester 'stay' takes a V-
feJ sufflx in filereste saswar).

(2)  Simultaneity; Tsitl cTI'l, Trl =Tr2  and Tsit2  9/ SIT2

(8.27)    lirestl fa gel un quart d'beure
he stays for an quarter of an hour
omme le jardin                            (...)in the garden
[ilvwar]   le  cbarlo  avec  le jille
1t shows Charlie and the girl
apr8s  [ilepark] avec cbarlot ®4s  [ilepartil avec le fille
afterwards he(she) Says to Charlie afterwards he has left with the girl
bon [ale] Conivai mtme temps  [il!Eveny] fur un gaRe un jardin
okay, let s go at the same tlme he arnves at a

Sarden[struve] une  [nwaie] par example tilmste saswar]  pour respire un peu
to find us a house for example      they stay to to have a little pause
Dd-e] le voila Dj-el tu [dor] Iiladom deJ la fille
avec moi he asks the Brl
come, there it is, come, [eskE vufavel le loyer
you sleep with me do you have a house
:  gel  un petit maison
there is/she has a little house
apris la fille Iileprepare mEize] le fille   Bmadi]  nonafterwards the eirl prepares food the girls says no
(ilemaZe] opr25 lilaraz.el fZanel pas m: aussi
ile eat and then he cleans up I not have he also
juvr]  la porte [ilaratre] Iileparti] dans cinfjoun comme ga
ne oRens the door he gets in he has left for vife days
jiBbej  un plancbe fur la ttte le jille   [ilefrekate]  beaucoup  de  coins
falls a beam on his head the girl visits a lot of corners
alors i Irogard] le fpate] alors cbarlot chaplin aussi
so he looks at the wood so charlie chaplin he too
i It)ral le IpaleJ la fille  Flatmve]  charlie chaplin
he takes the wood the girl has found charhe chaplin
i [desal tout alors filmadil voilaje  [truve]  le loyerhe turns down everything so he says i found a house

Saying Idel une maison lie make a house' (cycle 2) is unusual but the utteranceje
Itmvel  le fger in cycle  3 is almost standard  for all learners.  The  commands   (in
reported speech) are target language-like and contrast to other forms of the same
vet:bs in the rest of the discourse (e.g., Ig-e) versus I«D. In general the
utterances in the reported speech are very native-like in Abdessamad's cycle 2 and
in cycle 3. Take, for  example, in gde 2  bon  fale]   Ionival Istnivel  une  fnwajel 'bon, alleR.
on y  va, on  va  trouver une foyer pour nouf  and  [eskE  vufave]  le  Iqyer'est-ce  vous  avefune

foyee,
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The firstutterance in the example above contains two clear indicators ofdurativity
and ongoingness conveyed by the inherent lexical features of the verb rester and
the construction fafait'it makes' in combination with a temporal adverbial. This
leads to a picture of simulteneity of the events "sitting in the grass" ofCharlie and
the girl and the "saying goodbye" of the other couple outside the house.

Note that in Abdessamad's cycle 2 retelling, a lot of 2-state verbs have a V-0
ending·.  li rogard le patel and  fi pra le patel and Iiuvr la portel. However, in cycle 3
there's a tendency ofassociation of2-state verbs with V-le/9 endings and 1-state
verbs with V-0 endings. In the following section I present an overview of the
basic forms of the most frequently used 1-state and 2-state verbs in all the
Morrocan-French Modern Times retellings.

8.3 Quantitative overview of all the verbal forms used in
retelling Modern Times

The diagnostic contexts have shown that there seems to be one basic and single
form for each verb. Whereas I found a lot of prefixing and suffixing in
Abdelmalek's data, I did not find any indications that he associated a tense or
aspect value with these morphemes. Zahra's data show almost no verbal variation
at all. Only in Abdessamad's data does there seem to be a tendency to associate
2-state verbs with V-Il and 1-state verbs with V-0 endings. In this section, I give
an overview of the most frequently used 1-state and 2-state verbs in the Modern
Times film retellings. In particuhr I check, whether

(a)   a particular category of verb (1-state versus 2-state) takes a particular type of
verbal suffix (as has been concluded by Noyau 1995 on the same data)

(b)   there is a development of morphologisation from cycle 2 to cycle 3 (except for
Abdelmalek's »af 34 person agreement marking)

Abstracting from the personal pronoun markings in the prefix-area (if this is
possible), the following basic forms can be observed for the most frequent verbs
for each learner in cycle 2 and 3. I chose six change-of-state (2-state) verbs and six
1-state verbs.
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Table 8.1 Overview of basic forms used by the French informants in the
Modern Times retellings

Abdelmalek
2-state pMtiI voler tomber venir ouvrir retourner

cycle 2 eparti avole t6be evini uvr turn
cycle 3 maparti mavole mat6mbe mevj-e - iturn

1-state chercher rester regarder nnanger dormir connaitre

cycle 2 SerS reste rogard manZ dor kone
cycle 3 IneSerS reste rogarde main-Ze dor kone

Zarab
2-state partir voler tomber venir sortir retourner

cycle 2 eparti vole tr6b vj-e.
cycle 3 eparo tvole/evole tr6b ilveni isort iturn

1-state chercher parler regarder manger dormir connaitre

cycle 2 SerS parl rogard manZ dor kone
cycle 3 SerS tparl rogard manZ dor kone

Abdessamad
2-state pal:tir voler tonnber ventr sortir retourner

cycle 2 eparti evole et6be vj -e isort/
ilesorti -

cycle 3 eparti vole/evole et6be ileveni - iturn

1-state chercher parler regarder manger dormir connaitre

cycle 2 SerS parl rogard manZ dor kone
cycle 3 SerS parl rogarde manZ dor kone

This quantative overview shows again that there is no evidence for the lexical
aspect hypothesis (or Noyau's Hi, see section 8.1); both 1-state and 2-state verbs
take both V-le// and V-0 endings. Only in Abdessamad's data, do V-/e/il suffixes
tend to associate with 2-state verbs and V-0 endings with 1-state verbs. The
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general picture which emerges from this quantitative overview is of a system
taking one single form for each verb.

In the next section, I compare the data from the Modern Times retellings with
personal narrative data from the same informants. I explained earlier (see
introduction to chapter 7) that personal narratives, in contrast to film retellings,
have a deictic anchor point, which is (normally) the past.

8.4 Comparison with personal narratives

In the previous section, the Modern Times data allowed me to determine whether
and how the Moroccan-French informants indicate a violation of default
discourse-pragmatic topic and focus conditions. How do learners at different
stages express, for example, that events are overlapping each other instead of
following each otherP With respect to the question whether learners develop
morphological tense markings for expressing a change in the global 'IT-TU
relation, it was necessary to carry out comparative analyses with personal narrative
data. In contrast to the Modern Times retellings, these data are deictically
embedded in time and so they ask explicitly for a temporal relation between topic
time TI' and time of utterance TU.

In the film retelling tasks, the learner can choose either a past or a present
anchor-time (see section 2.3.2). In the Dutch data, the use of a past versus a

present topic tinie shifter was a clear indication ofthe learner's intention to embed
the whole story in the past or in the present For the French Modern Times data,
I did not have this indicator. In the following portions of personal narratives, I
look for form-function correspondences in general. In particular, I investigate the
analytic means (tadvs and proto-AUX) for marking aspect and tense distinctions
and, in addition, I check possible one-to-one mappings of lexical aspect and a
particular verbal encoding.

ABDELMALEK
In this personal narrative about an event that happened a few days earlier at work,
Abdelmalek uses 1-state (fmtej) and 2-state verbs (»nej) in a V-Ief form and
shows no indication of a past tense marking. Note that the reported speech is
apparently the place for morphological bootstrapping: Fanel and l#-el are target
-like forms ofj'en ail got this' and tiens!, the imperative-form of tenir'hold it'.

(8.28)   AL 27 a
le patron  Bvjen]  Rimadi]
the boss he come he say
oU tu va?
where are you going?
moi je  [di]:
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I say
voila  Banel  un  rendeffvous  8  cinq  beures
I have an appointment at five
il [madi] non tu Irestel jusdu'd cinq beures
he say no you stay till tive o' clock

je  [dille nste pas
I say i stay not
voilf je [done] les sousje [di]  0-e]
I glve the money I say hoid on

In the following (re)telling, about his arrivalin France, Abdelmalek uses the proto-
AUX Def 'make' in the preverbal area in the construction  9 a marS/ as an
ingressive operator. The 2-state verbs se tronper'err' and pa#ir'leave' occur with
a V-Ief ending and in V-0 form.

(8.29)  AL 2.1
moi je  [feamarS]  avec la route
I be in to walk on the road

je Itropel la route
I loose my way

je fpar] avec la route de tran
I leave with the way of the train
(.-)

apRs je   [par]  unjardin  grandjardin
afterwards I leave a garden a big garden
toujours)e  [dol jardin
every aay I sleep in the garden
ap,6 je [aerS] un travail a vendan*s
afterwards 1 look for work with reaping
jana beaucoup defqnolsthere is a lot with spanish
ils [travaj] tout lespagnol
they work all the spanish
voiki Je [restel ia
I stay here

Both 1-state verbs travailler«work' and 2-state verbspartir'leave' show up in V-0
form, a typical 1-state verb riter'stay' takes the V-lel suffix. Notice that the tadv
to€jours'always' at first position typically quantifies over topic times (=every day).

In the following personal narrative, Abdelmalek describes his daily routine.
Note the striking similarities (with respect to the learner variety and to the
content) with Ergun's description of a day in his life as described in example 6.1

(at the beginning of chapter 6).

(8.30)   AL 3.9
INT: comment tu t'ocape tu te ballades?

What do you ao, you walk around?
Al;        je  [vj-e]  un  cafz

I come to a cafe
je [pral un cdiI take a coffee
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je  [par]  au marcbd je  Frest]  avec mes coll2gues au marcbt
I leave for the market I stay with my collegeaus at the market
jusquu midije lpartil-
till twelve o'clock 1 leave
je [mAZ]
I eat
restaurant a la la canEbiere
restaurant i lala canEbiere
bon je  [maz] je  [r8ntre]  cbe R.moi
I eat I go home
(.-)

trois beuresje gel le kinije [sor] a trois beures et demie
three hours 1 go to the cinema I leave at half past three

je [parl un cotfl
I leave to a cafe

jusqy'8 sept  beures et demie je  Ipartilttll halfpast seven I leave
je [maZj a buit beures
I eat at eight o'clock

In the personal narratives, we see two deviant forms which contrast with the basic
forms used in the remainder of the narrative: [parti] and heb geslapen. For
Abdelmalek, the basic form in this personal narrative is the V-0 form and for
Ergun this is always the long form. I showed earlier that the initial vandaagavondZes
uur'today evening six o'clock' specifies the topic time 'IT in relation to the time
ofutterance TU. The diagnostic contexts have shown that the construction proto-
AUX HAVE  (ik bebgen*en) indicates the post-state of the event sleep in Ergun's
learner variety; at that topic Eme Tr'six o'clock' the sleeping was over. The same
interpretation is possible for Abdelmalek's utterances.»qu 9  mid je  Ipartif  'till
twelve o'clock I leave' and>squu set>t beuns et demie.ie #)a,117 'till half past seven I
leave'. This interpretation explains then the difference between the l)>arl formused
for the generic imperfective description of the daily events and the #,an# form for
describing a perfect aspectual viewpoint

ZAHRA
In a conversation about health insurances, Zahra says the following in order to
indicate that the two-monthly injections are over:

(8.31)   ZA 2.5
[se]  les pigures tout deux mois  [se finil
it is the injections every two months
GIl)

quand les dents malade et 605 [ek,i] les papiers pour les enfantswhen the teeth ill and then write thepapers for the children
apres  moi   (le Tti]   [Sers]   le  docteurpour les soins
afterwards i leave search the docter for care
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Note that Isersj occurs in a V-0 form whereas Noyau (1995; see also section 8.1)
has  argued that cbercber in the (2-state) meaning of'to fetch' should only occur in
the V-fel form in Zahra's utterances.

In Zahra's conversational narratives I also found four examples ofthe proto-AUX
ingressive marker  kombel from the verb commencer'to begin'.

(8.32)   ZA 3.9
il Ikomase] eub ImaZe] sep beures et demie
he begin  to  eat at half past seven

ABDESSAMAD
In the following personal narrative (cycle 1), Abdessamad tells about one of his
(past) experiences with bureaucracy at work.

(8.33)   AS 1.4
{sel lafemme   [  komase  le  prepare]   le  +   la feuille pour  le  congE
it iS the woman begins to prepare the paper for the leave
(...)

moije [travaj] deux jours
me I work two days
[i komase raplir] le fb,que moije Idi] ob non Isa va] non  [t ekn] pas
she begins to fill in tile cheque I  say: oh no it's okay do no write

Abdelmalek uses the construction Ikomdrel two tines. Over the whole retelling he
uses this very productive construction six times in order to focus on the beginning
of an event (ingressive aspect). The second set of utterances gives a clear picture
of the simultaneity of two events, conveyed by the ingressive  ko,mi)ef· The lady
begins to fill in a cheque li komber*lirfle cbeque and Charlie intervenes by saying
that she does not have to that ob non » val non li eknepas.

At the end o f the second cycle, there are no indications o f an emerging tense

system for contrasting past versus present in Abdessamad's personal narratives.
In the following retelling, Abdessamad tells about experiences he had in the past
while he was looking for a job. Even the predicative marker Irel is still used in its
present form.

(8.34)   AS 2.8
toujours moije  [SerSe]  eub  la place la
alrthe time me I look a place
Oal  rien ab palfoisje eub  g  eskril  dans  lentr*rise
there is nothin  someumes I write to an enterprise
et Iselcomme fa lilel besoin mafonnerieand this is how there is need for a bricklayer
par exemple  [i ma riivwaje]  un lettre
for example he send me a letter
maintenant go atadrE] alors [Z ata]
now have to walt so I wait
\ja] pas beaucoup de travail
there lS not much work
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The contrast between go atatrE],nd[Zata] shows that Abdessamad, at this stage,
is aware of differences between a hypothetical non-realized event and a realized
event. He marks this difference with a proto-AUX #ol for the hypothetical
construction and with different V-endings.

At the beginningofthe third cycle, Abdessamad's repertoire oftemporal reference
constructions in French is almost native-like. He reports on a sales interaction that
happened a week earlier and how he got held by the customs:

(8.35)   AS 3.2
moije   [aSte]   la  marcbandise  avec  un  Dpe  qui   gel  un fougonnette  a  toulon
me I have bought some merchandise with a type that makes(has) a van
in Toulon

mais moije [domade]- la facture
but I have askd for th bill
mais lui [jana] pas Iportel
but he has not taken
demainje [ve ale] 8 toulon
tommorow I will go to Toulon

je [SerSE]  le bonbomme
I look for the good man

je  [truvel je  [domaA
I find I ask
mardi demain je [ve ate SerSe]
Tuesday tomorrow I will go look

9 •ve  zap,«,i open the door
[ilapre*tel  la cariehe has presented his card
F pas      [domade]
1 not ask
moije [di]  [puve ratre] monsieur
me I s  you can come in. mister
ab  ben  tile  r rel  cbef moi
okay, he got in at my place

je  [aone]  les cbaises parce que  Qa]  deux personnes qui  [veny]I give the chalrs Decause there is two persons that come
fima di] oufje [swi] fatiguibehavesatdtomeouf I am tired
2arce que [vufabite] a quatri8me itage
because you live at tourth floor
(.-)

motje pas  [dispag]  ou quoi
me I not escaped  of what
je [swi] ici 8 cbeff moi en mtme tempsje  [vj-e dalive] d toulon
I am nere at my place and at the same tiem I just got back from Toulon
moije voilaje  [swi partg  a toulonie  [swifale]  d toulon
here I am I amleft trom Toulon I have been to Toulon
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Constructions likeje  Ive ale SerSel 'I will golook',  Ivufabitel   youlive',je  Itj-e darivel
1 just got back ', je  Iswi partil 9 am left, andje  Iswifalej 'I have been' indicate that
the verbal compound block has been broken down into at least the following
target functional components: Pro AUX V. Note that these constructions often
occur in reported speech episodes.

As far as the post-verbal suffix area is concerned the analyses are inconclusive.
It seems that the V-Ief versus the V-0 endings are non-functional. Abdessamad
uses »madl once and [domade] once without indicating a clear difference in
function. I did not find evidence supporting the lexical aspect hypothesis; both 1-
state verbs je »stl and 2-stateje »,f verbs both show the V-0 ending.

In this portion ofAbdessamad's personal narrative, for the first time, a clear
tense marking for future reference occurs using the French periphrastic
construction aller + V 'going to': mardi demain je  /ve ale SerSel. In gener«
Abdessamad uses analytical means instead of complex synthetic forms. Another
remarkable acquired form can be observed in the utterance je »'il ici d cbez moi en
mbne  temps je  Dj-e  darivel  a touton.The target construction viens deN expresses the
remote past'just V' in French. It is a periphrastic way of expressing 'IT after Tsit
the perfect aspectual viewpoint. Again Abdessarnad uses an analytic construction
following the one function one form principle (see section 4.3.3). In
Abdessamad's conversation atthe end ofcycle 3, heuses one compound synthetic
form  (futur du pass6, conditionne  je /vudn/. This is probably a non-analysed
chunk often used in polite questions.

Finally, consider Abdessamad's ingressive construction B komdref 8 Itdbel 'they
begin to fall' in this role-play 'chez le coiffeur':

(8.36) AS 3.8
oui mais aprzs les cbeveux [i komase] 8 Itobel
Yes but afterwards the hair begin to fall

8.5 Conclusion and discussion

This chapter has provided an in-depth analyses of the acquisition of the French
temporal reference system by Moroccan learners. In relation to the research
questions as stated in section 5.1.2, I want to summarize the results for the
Moroccan-French data in four parts.

(1) The verbal clusters mostly remained unanalysed by the Moroccan learners of
French until the end of the study. In general, the Moroccan-learners of French
took more time to disentangle the verbal cluster then the Moroccan learners of
Dutch. As I have already suggested before (section 3.3), this must be a direct
consequence of the opacity of the complex verbal cluster in French. These
learners seemed all to take over what is presumably the most regular form ofeach
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verb and this form has (at any stage) nothing to do with the lexical aspect of the
verb. The diagnostic contexts have shown that verbal forms (or better verbal
clusters) used for marking the post-state situations of "stealing the bread" and
"finding the house" were not different from the verbal clusters used in the
remainder of the retelling. The same holds for the retelling of the diagnostic
simultaneous contexts: I did not find any contrastive morphologisation for
marking simultaneity. At the end of the data-collection (after 30 months) Zahra
seemed to be aware of the diversity ofmorphemes around the verb but she could
not make a functional temporal reference system out o f it. Abdelmalek's learner
variety was a good example of how forms can precede function in the acquisition
of tense and aspect morphology. In the first cycle he already showed a lot of
verbal differentiation but without any functional contrast In the third cycle most
of this verbal forms receive the Ima/el prefix but as Noyau (1995: 178) already has
explained this prefix does not have a temporo-aspectual function in Abdelmalek's
cycle 3 learner variety. However, the learner variety ofAbdessarnad at the end of
cycle 3 clearly showed the discovery of some precise semantic values of the target
morphologicalmeans. Constructions likeje», ale/'I have been' andje Ive ale S ers el
'I will go search' indicated the analysis of the verbal compound block into: PRO
AUX V.

(2) The post-verbal suffix domain (e.g. V-/1 versus V-0) was not the context
which showed acquisitional progress (as is argued by Noyau 1995). It was in the
pre-verbal area that in these learner data morphological experimentation began.

Justlike the Moroccan (and the Turkish) learners ofDutch, theMoroccan learners
of French showed that free proto-verbal auxiliary like (proto-AUX) forms
adjacent to the verb were the first indications of a creative verbal differentiation.

With respect to the form-to-function-to-position correspondences, I did not
find a clear distributional system ofearly tense markers on first position and early
aspect markings in front of the (main) verb as I found in the Dutch data (see
section 7.6). There were, however, some striking structural similarities. First of all,
the very productive predicative markers Isel'it is' and Danal 'there is; were always
put in first position before the explicit 'subject' (see section 7.2). In most of the
cases these constructions had more or less the same function as the Dutch dan ir
'then is' and toen war'then was', namely to assert the existence or the presence of
the predicate and its arguments at a particular 'IT:

(8.37)   AS 2.8
[jana]  la femme  [ele pasE]
there is a woman comes by

(8.38)   MO 3.9
dan was die vrouw Zg tegen de bakker
then was that woman say to the baker
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The verbal cluster which describes the event itselfwas embedded after the explicit
subject. Unfortunately, the learners of French did not develop the past tense of
/ana/. However, in the conversational data I found a clear example of Retef as a
past tense marking embedded in first position:

(8.39)   AL 3.6
[sete] ife maladie
it was he make ill

Similar to what I have demonstrated for the Dutch data we see here again a
(contrastive) past tense marking in initial position to have wide scope over the
whole utterance (including the topic time TI). Note that the first tense and aspect
markings emerged at the position as where tadvs in (an earlier stage) expressed
respectively topic time TI' to time of utterance TU relations (for tense) and
situation times Tsit to topic time IT relations (for aspect). It seems that the
position of tadvs leaves traces for plugging in tense and aspect markings in a later
stage of acquisition. The »nal and Isel constructions mark the global topic time
TT- time of utterance TU relation at the beginning of the utterances. The
aspectual markers such as Isajel, Ikomirl,  ing were put in front of the verbal
cluster in order to specify the aspectual character of the verbal phrase.

(3) Tense distinctions were not the first to be morphologically marked (as is
argued by Dietrich 1995 et al. p. 271). The variation in proto-AUX in the pre-
verbal area expressed clearly differences in aspectual viewpoints. Abdelinalek and
Abdessamadused the modal auxiliary »f, thetargetingressive commencerd Ikommj,
the  idiosyncratic  g  df  and the formula Ire.#nl and  Irajel in order to convey
respectively prospective, ingressive and egressive aspectual viewpoint Zahra also
used the Isqiel and Ise jinij constructions for marking the end of a situation

(egressive operator, which implies perfectivity). In retelling the simultaneous
events Abdessamad used the rester + V construction in order to express
imperfectivity via a periphrastic construction of durativity.

I have also found several examples of how these learners used temporal
adverbials in order to express, via implicature, various aspectual viewpoints.
Abdelmalek used ®3 for marking a post-state viewpoint, Abdelmalek fagel +
temporal adverbial for marking durativity and so imperfectivity.

In sum, these analytical means acted as indicators of a violation of the focus
condition. These constructions expressed contrasts to the default perfective
viewpoint aspect such as a post-state d#3 and » jel or a pre-state liwl + v
aspectual viewpoint, an ingressive Ikomal and IR al or an egressive one Ding.
These were all proto-AUX like elements (with the exception of *3 and fa 091)
that is, linguistic auxiligry-like constructions which are put in front of the verbs
which they affect. From the diagnostic contexts it appeared that these proto-AUX
markings only indicate aspectual viewpoints and not temporal reference in terms
of a relation between the topic time and the time of utterance.
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(4) The inherent lexical features of the verbs did not attract a particular
(pre)morphosyntactic coding (the lexical aspect hypothesis). The data in the
diagnostic contexts did not support the tendency observed by Noyau that 2-state
verbs occur with a V-le ending and 1-state verbs with a V-0 ending. The data
clearly showed that 2-state verbs such as demander'ask' and ouvnr'open' for the
three Moroccan-French learners occurred in one single form which was not V-Iel
as expected by the lexical aspect hypothesis. Furthermore, 1-state verbs such as
rester 'stay' also occurred in a V-Il form.

With respect to the shaping and the pushing factors that determine the acquisition
of tense and aspect morphology, I discussed in section 5.1.2, three different
factors that determine the meaning, the position and the form of the earliest
verbal deviation: (1) the lexical aspect category of verbs, (2) the semantic,
structural and formal characteristics of the source language and (3) the semantic,
structural and formal characteristics of the target language. No traces are found
of a distributional system of particular morphemes onto a particular lexical type
of verbs (see (4) above) as is predicted by the lexical aspect hypothesis.
Furthermore, as far as concerns the influence of the source and the target
language, I have demonstrated that the Moroccan learners ofFrench seem not to
be sensitive to the morphosyntactic language-specific rules of the source and the
target languages. just like the learners of Dutch they put markers of aspectual
viewpoint in front of the verb after the "subject" and markers of tense in
utterance initial position to have wide scope over the entire utterance. This
language-neutral structural embeddingoftheproto-verbal elements shows that the
structural characteristics of the tense and aspect markings in the source and

language do not play a decisive role. However, the wide variety of ingressive,
egressive, imperfective, perfective, prospective and perfect viewpoint markers
could be an indication that the aspect-based Moroccan-Arabic has a particular
influence on the selection of information to be expressed in the learner French

temporal reference system.
Recollecting the hypotheses I stated in chapter 5 concerning the form and

meaning of the earliest verbal experimentations, these results clearly corroborate
the grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis. The driving force or the
communicative need to express aspectualviewpoint, needed for the establishment
of temporal coherence in discourse, is the main decisive factor that accounts for
the way these Moroccan learners of French enter the morphological tense and
aspect system m the target language.



Chapter 9

Conclusions and discussion

The general aim of this study was to provide an overview of the untutored
acquisition of temporal reference by second language learners of Dutch and
French during a two-and-half-year period. The data were collected from the onset
of the acquisition process in the host countries. The comparison between learners
with different source languages (Turkish and Moroccan-Arabic) acquiring the
same target language putch) and learners with the same source language
(Moroccan-Arabic) learning two different target languages (French and Dutch)
provided a good testing-ground for the investigation ofpossible source and target
language influences. The outcome of this longitudinal and cross-linguistic
investigation shows striking similarities and differences.

In this concluding chapter, I will first describe the findings of this study with
respect to the acquisition of a (second) temporal reference system (section 9.1).
A substantial part of this study consisted of the establishment of a discourse-
analytic framework to diagnose the expressive power of different learners'
linguistic repertoires. Therefore, in section 9.2, the development of these analytic
tools is recollected, before I give a stepwise description of the acquisition of
temporal reference in Dutch and French by the Moroccan and Turkish learners
in the present study (section 9.3). Finally, I discuss in a rather tentative way, the
factors or mechanisms which mighthave shaped and pushed the acquisition stages
as they occurred in the present study (section 9.4).

9.1 The findings of this study

The following are the general research questions stated in chapter 5 (section 5.1):

(1) What linguistic means do second language learners use to mark temporal
reference at a given stage ofacquisition? How are the temporal properties of
events conceptualised by the learner, how are the temporal concepts
expressed, and how do the various kinds of linguistic means Oexical,
grammatical, and discourse-based) interact under different contextual
conditionsP
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(2)   How does the balance between the various linguistic means change over timeP
What developmental patterns emerge in the course of the acquisition process,
both on the semantic level and in the learner's formal repertoire? How do
these learners enter the target language-specific grammatical tense and aspect
systemP

(3)   Why do learners develop a particular temporal form-function mapping? What
mechanisms or factors drive the learner to acquire aparticular temporal form-
function mapping? Or, conversely, what factors block -sometimes
permanently- the transition to a following stage of acquisition?

The overall picture which emerged from this study is that all learners of the
present study went first through a stage in which adverbs, in combination with
discourse-pragmatic means, established the most essential temporal relations. I
have shown that a clever management of the semantic and structural (scope)
properties of temporal adverbials (tadvs) may have blocked the morphological
development of tense and aspect markings for some learners. Whereas 9111earners
achieved the lexical stage of development fewer learners achieved the
morphological stage. For these learners, lexical means were, apparently, not
enough.

Those learners who left the basic lexical stage, developed free morphemes
(proto-AUX and proto-COP) in order to express grammatical viewpoint aspect
and tense. Proto-AUXwere embedded adjacent to the verb in order toexpress the
aspectual character of the verb and proto-COP were embedded in utterance-initial
position to anchor the total utterance at the time axis (tense). Evidence was found
that this development of verbal morphology was shaped by the prior structural
embedding of tadvs. Time setting adverbials were placed in utterance-initial
position to have wide scope over the total utterance. Adverbials that specified the
aspectud character of the verb were placed adjacent to the verb. The position of
tadvs seemed to function as a mould in which into which, in a later stage of
acquisition, free morphemes expressing tense and aspect could be plugged.

As far as semantic properties are concerned, the diagnostics of some well-
defined discourse-contexts showed that the earliest experiments with verbal
morphology expressed aspectual viewpoint. The learners of the present study,
although all learning a tense-based target language, developed a morphological
encoding for aspect (proto-AUX) first and only later for tense (proto-COP).

Two important conclusions can be drawn on the basis of these findings. One
is related to the structural properties of the temporal devices and the other one to
the semantic properties:

Tbe basicpositioningoftadvsfunctions as a mouldfor buildingup a second mo,pbofyntactic tense

and aspect gstem.
The first conclusion is that clear evidence has been found for specific placement
restrictions for temporal adverbials establishing temporal reference in the Dutch
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and French learner data. In accordance with the basic principles of information
organisation, the temporal adverbial in the topic component had scope, to the
right, over the whole utterance, while the adverb in focus affects just the focus, the
expression of the event or state expressed by the verb. No utterance-final adverb
was found expressing 'IT-TU(tense), nor was an utterance-initial adverb found
expressing TSit-'IT (aspect). The same distribution recurred later, with the same
systematic shift between initial and non-initial position for early tense and aspect

markings. I suggest that this basic information structure, with its clear topic-focus
partitioning and tadvs specifying adjacent material under scope, functions as a
mould for the learners' morphosyntactic development

In the case of the emergence of two proto-verbal markers, those in utterance-
initial position were related, as tadvs were before, to the time talked about, the
topic time TT. They indicated the BEFORE, AFTER, or SIMULTANEOUS temporal
relationship of the topic time 'IT to the time of utterance TU (tense). Early
proto-verbal markers in front of the event-specification (the verb) in the focus
constituent were related to the time of situation Tsit and indicated the BEFORE,
AFTER, or SIMULTANEOUS relation of the situation time Tsit to the topic time 'IT
(aspect). This positional distribution of proto-verbal markers entails that "the
temporal scene" is established in utterance-initial position and that the aspectual
character ofthe eventis specified in front ofthe event-specification itself.  In sum,
it seems that learners put together what belongs together.

Grammatical aspect marking bdore  tense  marking
The diagnosis ofthe semantic properties ofthe firstoccurrences ofmorphological
markers has also shown that proto-AUX aspect contrasts, embedded within the
focus component, precede proto-COP tense contrasts. These proto-verbal
auxiliary markings were a precondition for acqiliring the expression ofthe relation
between 'IT and Tsit (grammatical viewpoint aspect) which turned out to be
essential for the establishment of ternporal coherence in discourse. For some
learners of the present study, lexical and discourse-pragmatic ways for the
expression o fviewpoint aspect appeared to be communicatively inadequate in the
diagnostic contexts. In contrast, for the expression of tense, learners seemed to
be satisfied for a long time with tadvs and discourse-pragmatic means to indicate
the relation of 'IT to TU.

Besides the general aim of this study to describe the acquisition process (see
research questions 1 and 2 above),  a more challenging and tentative goal was to
explain why learners move one and go beyond a basic lexical stage of temporal
reference. Therefore, I needed analytic equipment which would enable me to
compare the power of different learner repertoires to express temporal reference
in discourse.
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9.2 The analytic equipment for studying temporal reference
in discourse

The theoretical observations made in the first part of this study (chapters 2 to 4)
revealed that the interaction between discourse principles at the global level and
temporallinguistic devices at the local utterance level plays a significant role in the
acquisition process of second language learners. Implicit discourse-pragmatic
principles and explicit linguistic means, i.e. lexical temporal adverbials and
morphosyntactic tense and aspect markings, work together to establish the
temporal coherence in discourse, inlearnervarieties andin fully-fledged languages.
Languages differ in the extent to which they provide lexical words, grammatical
constructions, or implicit means for temporal reference. What has to be inferred
in one language can be explicitlymarked in another, and this has consequences forthe way temporal coherence is established.

In learner varieties, the balance between what is said in words and what is
inferred changes during the acquisition process. This implies that temporal
coherence is established in different ways at different stages of development.Beginning learners first rely on an extensive scaffolding of the linguistic
contributions of the interlocutor (who explicitly marks the appropriate temporal
coordinates of the discourse) and they appeal strongly to the interlocutor's
inferential abilities. They may even use gestures to indicate basic temporal notions
like BEFORE, NOW, ITERATIVITY, ONGOIGNESS, etc. (see Gullberg 1998, cf.
Housen 1993, 1994). Later on, they develop tadvs and some learners show the
beginnings of development in morphosyntactic tense and aspect marking with
morphological experiments. The difficulty in the analyses of these learner data
which often rely heavily on contextually given or previously established
information and on presupposed shared knowledge is to make the right inferences
concerning the temporal information. This requires for well-defined analytic
equipment which can handle both temporal and discourse analyses.

The temporal framework I used in the present study is based on Klein (1994). I
needed a language-neutral framework which can handle the changing interaction
over time between the various linguistic temporal devices at the morphosyntactic,
lexical and discourse level. One of the primary concerns of this study was to
determine the forces responsible for the development of all types of linguistic
markings of temporality in second language learner varieties, and the partiallgr
shape of this development. Although the Reichenbachian (1947) tripartite system
(point of reference R, point ofevent time E, and point ofspeech S) is widely usedin the acquisition literature, I have opted for Klein's account because it clearly
distinguishes in a language-neutral way external temporal features (tense, aspect,
and positional adverbials) and internal temporal features of linguistic devices
("Aktionsart" and temporal adverbials ofduration etc.). In chapter 2, I presentedKlein's definitions of the three relevant temporal parameters, i.e. topic  time 'IT,
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time of situation Tsit and time of utterance TU, and showed in detail how his
definition of the topic time Tr gives content to the rather vague and multi-
interpretable point of reference R (Reichenbach 1947). In Klein's temporal
framework, which draws mainly on the classic three parameter approach (Paul,
1872), tense is defined as the temporal relation between topic time 'IT and time
of utterance TU, and (viewpoint) aspect as the temporal relation between topic
time 'IT and time of situation Tsit. The straightforward separation of tense and
aspect encodings as different temporal relations between different temporal
parameters, and a clear distinction between internal and external temporal features
allowed a better analysis of the way and the order in which temporal concepts or
functions are expressed in acquisition data.

My particular focus was in (the scope properties of) temporal adverbials,
because these lexical devices play an important role in learner varieties. I even
consider their expressive power to be a possible cause of st:agnation in the
acquisition process. Deictic tadvs are excellent alternatives for the expression of
past, present, and future tenses. I have shown that a straightforward lexical
alternative forthe expression of (grammatical viewpoint) aspectis difficult to find.
I demonstrated, in section 2.2.4,that, although temporal adverbials ofcontrast can
be considered as lexical compensatory devices for the marking of aspectual
viewpoint, the morphosyntactic aspect markings will always overrule the
contribution of adverbials  like sti# and al,ra*.

The discourse framework I used is based on the interaction between second

language acquisition and language use. Learners develop linguistic means in order
to communicate (better). The assumption is that the ultimate goal of second
language learners is to convey optimal (temporal) coherence in order to
communicate better. This approach also considers communication difficulties or
communicative shortcomings crucial to understandingwhatmay push the learner
to further acquisition. Learners develop tadvs because implicit temporal reference
is not transparent and efficient enough and so they also develop morphosyntactic
tense and aspect markings because ofthe communicative shortcomings of tadvs.
The challenge of this study was to pinpoint as precisely as possible these
communication difficulties and shortcomings. Therefore, I had to "measure" the
expressive power of the temporallinguistic repertoire ofeach learner at each stage

of acquisition, and compare these repertoires inter-individually and longitudinally.
What were the limitations of each repertoire? What can basic linguistic means
express and what can they not express?

As I explained at the beginning of this section, a lot of temporal reference can
be inferred from default discourse-pragmatic organisational principles. Ifsomeone
is telling a (personal) narrative, it can be inferred from the type of discourse that
the events follow each other and that the events already happened in the past. But
what if these basic discourse-pragmatic principles have to be violated for some
communicative reason? Then the learner can no longer rely on the basic discourse
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principles, but has to indicate this violation explicitly. In an inter-individual and
longitudinal comparison ofsome well-defined contexts, I diagnosed the expressivepower of the various repertoires of linguistic means.

First, I defined three default discourse principles which establish the temporal
frame in narratives, which are the main type of data of the present study. These
default discourse pEnciples are based on three larger types ofdiscourse principles,(I) the classic Principle of mentioning the events in their Natural Order (PNO,
cf. Clark 1973), (II) the Quaestio-model (Klein and von Stutterheim 198D which
considers each set of related utterances to be an answer to a particular "quaestio",
and (:[ID the Boundary-To-Order principle (Bohnemeyer 1998) which assumes a
complementary relationship between boundary information via aspectualviewpoint markings and ordering information via tadvs and connectives like 'after'
and 'before'.

Once the discourse type (e.g. narrative, descriptive) has been established, a
particular type of temporal organisation is implied. I explained that, on the basis
of the shared knowledge of these three information organisation principles, some
essential temporal inferences can be drawn on the basis of context without the
necessity of linguistic means to render the temporal relations explicit The learner
can benefit from this implicit default temporalinformation. Innarratives, essentialtemporal information can be inferred on default discourse conditions, which I
referred to as (a) the topic condition (PNO; the TTs in a related set of utterances
form a chronological chain), (b) the focus condition, Le. the event described in the
focus constituent of the utterance is "bounded" within the 'IT of the utterance;
this implies a default perspective viewpoint, and (c) the global 'IT condition (theglobal relation of TI' to TU in a related set of utterances stays the same unless it
is marked otherwise). Obeying these principles implies that the learner does not
have to mark explicitly at each utterance, in a partioilerly given text-type like a
narrative, that events are following each other and that 211 events happened in the
past.

However, some contexts of the Charlie Chaplin film fragment of Modern
Times (1936) used as a stimulus for the film retelling tasks, require a violation of
these basic constraints. These contexts are an excellent testing-ground for the
diagnosis of the various repertoires of linguistic means. What can learners express
and what can they not express at different stages of acquisition with respect to
contexts in which the violations of these basic discourse principals is requiredi
I defined as -'diagnostic contexts" those scenes of Modern Times which might
lead to a violation of the default discourse principles. That is,

(a) those scenes in which the events can not be told in chronological order
because some events in the film happen at the same time. This implies that
Tr(1) is not after TI'(2) but simultaneous to it and this implies a violation of
the topic condition;

(b) those events which call not be told from the default perfective aspectual
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viewpoint because, for example, the Tsit is before or after the 'IT. There is a
dissociation of TI' and Tsit, that is, between the temporal location of TT on
the time axis and the time that Tsit actually takes place. This requires a perfect
or a prospective aspectual viewpoint and thus a violation of the focus
condition.

A violation of the third condition, the global TT-TU relation, is more problematic
to capture in the film retelling data, but not impossible. Although a film retelling
is not embedded in time, learners have to anchor the events on an imaginary time
axis. They have to choose an anchoring tense. In the case of film retellings, this
implies an imaginary past or present'IT-TU relation. If learners deviate from the
anchoring verbal (past or present) form in the film retelling data, then this might
be an indication of a deviation from the global 'IT-TU relation. Still, I believe it
is difficult to count on learners' anchoring tenses in a type ofdiscourse that is not
anchored in time. That is why I also included the deictically embedded personal
narratives in the comparative analyses.

9.3 A stepwise acquisition process

The development of temporal linguistic means by the Turkish learners of Dutch
(Ergun, Mahmut, Osman, and Abdullah), the Moroccan learners of Dutch
(Mohamed, Fatima, Hassan K, and Hassan M) and the Moroccan learners of
French (Zahra, Abdessamad, and Abdelrnalek) learners of the present study can
be described in a stepwise model. The structural properties of these means
proceed in accordance with the following three stages, going from scope
adverbials to a syntactic structure.

Stage 1: Tbe  basic (lexical) staM
There is a structural embedding of tadvs in two distinct positions, one for
specification of the topic time (utterance initial position), and the other for the
specification of the situation dine (adjacent to the VP or, in the very early stages,
the 'word' denoting the situation). Fatima (M-D) and Zahra (M-F) fossilized at
this stage and only increased their tadv repertoire. The analyses in chapter 6 have
demonstrated that a basic repertoire of lexical tadvs allowed the learners of the
present study to express tense (IT-TU) and a limited number ofinternal aspectual
distinctions (such as habituality, continuity, and iterativity) using lexical contrast.

Stage 2: Tbefree mo*beme stage
Two distinct proto-verbal markers are structurally embedded at two different
positions. First, free morphemes occur to mark the situation time in a BEFORE-
AFTER-AT-relation to the topic time, adjacent to the VP, to indicate the aspectual
character of the VP. Ergun (T-D) used the proto-AUX BE+INF (ir) versus proto-
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AUX HAVE+INF (be€/91 verbal contrast to contrast imperfective versus perfect
aspectual viewpoint. Mohamed (M-D) used modal proto-AUX+V to encode pre-
state (prospective) aspectual viewpoint, the locative staat te 'st«, 4t te 'Sit'+ V
construction to express imperfective viewpoint, and HAVE+PP for perfect and
GO+PP for ingressive aspectual viewpoint marking. Abdelmalek and Abdessamad
(M-F) used the modal deontic auxiliary litol 'must', the target ingressive Ikomal
begin', and the idiosyncratic ingressive # 8/ 'make', and the formulae »»il'it's
over' and ls€jel in order to convey prospective, ingressive and egressive aspectual
viewpoint respectively. In retelling the simultaneous events Abdessamad used the
rester'stay' + V construction in order to express imperfectivity via a periphrastic
construction of durativity. These are all auxiliary-like forms, which are placed in
front of the verb to have scope over it and so express the aspectual character of
the event or state.  In a somewhat later stage ofacquisition, in the Dutch data, the
proto-COP zs (present) versus was (past) tense contrast occured in initial position
to mark the present versus past lT-TU relation.

In the French data, the function-to-form correspondences in the diagnostic
contexts are not so clear-cut as in the Dutch data. This might be a direct
consequence of the opacity of the complex verbal cluster in French. Alllearners
of French of the present study took a long time to disentangle the synthetic cluster
of morphemes around the verb into semantic units. However, although I did not
find aclear distributional system ofone-to-one mappings from early tensemarkers
in first position and early aspect markings in front of the (main) verb, there was
a sirnilarity with the Dutch data. The very productive predicative markers Isel
(identificational it is') and /ana/ (existential 'there is') have more or less the same
function as the Dutch din ir 'then is' and toen was'then was: These predicative
markers assert the existence or presence of the predicate and its arguments at a
particular'IT and they are always put in first position, before the explicit subject.

Mahmut, Osman and Abd„11:,h (r-D), andAbdelmalek (M-F) stabilized atthis
stage. They spelled out the notions of tense and aspect in free morphemes,
showing no packaging (infiectional devices) of morphemes on the basic forms.
These learners used relatively fewer tadvs at stage 2 than at stage 1.

Stage  3: Tbe packaging stage
This is the stage of packaging different proto-verbal markers (modality, tense and
aspect) in finite verb forms. Hassan K, Hassan L and Mohamed (M-D) tried to
package but failed. Only Abdessamad (M-F) at the very end of the data collection,
seemed to master paradigms of verbal inflection  for (at least) a couple ofverbs.

The utterances in (9.1) below are good examples ofstage 3 and show how Hassan
K a Moroccan learner ofDutch, tried to merge tense and aspect morphemes with
main verbs.  Hassan K failed to integrate the free past tense morpheme was and
the main verb kom'come', the event-speafication itself in (9.1 a). In Dutch, these
two forms should be packaged  into one complex finite verb form kwam'came
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placed in second position. In (9.1 b) he succeeds in fusing the main verb komen
'come' and a past tense morpheme, which yields the inflected verbal form kwamen
(indicating a simple past third person plural, but it also can be an unanalysed past
tense chunk). However, there is still a free past tense morpheme was in second
position, which is, in fact, the (syntactic) position for the inflected form kwamen.
In utterance  (9.1  c), the past participle gewoond 'lived' (perfect marking) is placed
in the correct position but lacks the auxiligry bee# 'have' to complete the
morphosyntactic perfectmarking. In utterance-initialposition, there is again a free
past tense marker which indicates a past topic time.

(9.3) 3.4 HK
a. ik was in nederland kom

I was in netherlands come
b dan die was een jongen b#  onsthen that was a    boy   with us

op vakantie kwamen
on vacation came

c    was in marokko vewoond b# ons
was in marokko Nved with us
fhen I came to the Netherlands, a boy came to us on vacation who
had lived with us in Marocco]

My hypothesis is that, in the last stage of this stepwise acquisition process of
morphosyntactic tense and aspect marking, I-2 learners have to learn as a last step
how to package these free morphemes in complex finite verbal forms expressing
both tense and aspect In the next section, I will discuss why (research question
3) the Turkish and Moroccan learners acquired the Dutch and French temporal
reference system in a three-stage model as I just described(research questions 1
and 2).

9.4 Competition and interaction as explanatory factors

Besides the description of the acquisition process, a second aim o f this study was
to capture the mechanisms and factors determining an adults' construction of a
new linguistic-communicative system, and their interaction (research question 3).
In the introduction of this  book, I  discussed two clusters of explanatory factors
that might account for the way second language learners acquire a second
temporal reference system: (1) the cognitive and linguistic make-up of learners,
that is, the information learners bring along into the acquisition task, and (2) the
propensity of learners to acquire, that is, the learners' communicative needs.  In
this final section, I will argue that both clusters of explanatory factors interact to
shape the learners' second linguistic temporal reference system but that their
relative weight changes over time.

Recollect, first, the two main conclusions of this study, (1)The basic positioning
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oftadvs functions as a mould for building up a second morphosyntactic tense and
aspect system, and (2) Grammatical aspect marking occurs before tense marking.

The first result is related to the structural properties of the linguistic means
acquired; the second is related to their meaning. The question is how cognitive and
linguistic predispositions interact with communicative factors to explain these
results. From the empirical analyses of the present study it has become clear that
second language learners are both guided and limited by the interaction of what
they know from their first language with what the target temporal reference
system looks like. For example, the Moroccan learners of French of the present
study took a long time to disentangle the opaque French verbal cluster into
semantic units in compatison with the Moroccan learners of Dutch which far
more easily unpacked the complex verbal clusters in Dutch. The Moroccan and
Turkish learners developed a wide range of aspectual viewpoint markings in the
tense-prominent target languages Dutch and French to fulfill their "aspect-
prominent source language needs". Furthermore, the Moroccan learners ofDutch
used a different basic verbal form (root + 4 than the Turkish learners of Dutch
(root + en). I explained this phenomenon by the interaction of a different basic
word order in Turkish (SOV) and Moroccan-Arabic (SVC)) and by the fact that
in Dutch, finite short forms are placed in second position and non-finite long
forms are placed in utterance-final position.

However, the empirical data have also clearly shown that, in spite of the
language-specific syntacticproperties ofthe source and targetlanguages, tadvs and
the early proto-verbal tense and aspect markings were all placed adjacent to the
material under scope. It is suggested in the present study that, because they are in
a situation of"language-stress", learners of a second language rely first on basic
syntactic, semantic and discourse-organisation structuting principles to organise
their utterances (topic-focus). That is, they put a topic and a time and/or place
setting in an initial topic constituent, and they place the event-specification, which
can then be further specified by, for example, temporal or spatialadverbials, in the
focus component Evidence has been found that learners' development of
verbal morphology is shaped by this prior structural embedding of adverbs. The
same distribution that was found for temporal adverbials in the early stages of
developmentrecurred later with the same systematic shift between initial and non-
initialposition fortense and aspect notions. 'I'his basic information structure (with
its clear topic-focus partitioning and temporal adverbs specifying adjacent material
under scope) functioned as a mould for the learners' progress. The internal
organisation of the learners' utterances observed in the present study was not that
of the source language nor that of the target language, nor a inixture of both. My
hypothesis is that under communicative pressure, learners put together what
(conceptually) belongs together irrespective of  the properties  of the source and
target language and their cognitive and linguistic make-up.

Assuming that communicative pressure pushes the second language learner to
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develop further linguistic means, the development of verbal tense and aspect
morphology must be explained by the communicative shortcomings of tadvs used
in an earlier stage of acquisition. It is the learner's propensity to acquire which
pushes him to embark on the "insecure" grammaticalisation process and to leave
the safe lexical stage ofmarking temporal reference by means of tadvs. Why, then,
is grammatical aspect acquired before tenseP Is it the influence ofthe source or the
target language, or can this order of acquisition be explained by communicative
factors? In the following, I will argue that both the morphological development
itself and the order ofdevelopment, namely grammatical aspect before tense, can
be explained in the same way: grammatical aspect, e.g., the temporal relation
between the topic time TT and the time ofsituation Tsit, the aspectual viewpoint,
can be better and more efficiently expressed by morphological markings than by
lexical tadvs, and is more "urgently" needed in the establishment of temporal
discourse coherence than in the establishment of tense. The question is whyP
First, I will describe what tadvs can express and what tadv can not express. What
are the communicative shortcomings of tadvs in comparison to morphological
tense and aspect marking? Secondly, why is aspectual viewpoint marking so
important for the establishment of temporal coherence in discourse?

First of all, I have to admit that it has been very difficult to determine why, for
some learners of the present study tadvs seem to have had particular
communicative limitations which could, apparently, be better solved by
morphological tense and aspect markings. The solution to this may also explain
why not alllearners developed morphological tense and aspect marking. Fatima,
Mahmut, and Zarah all " fossilized" at a basic level, in which they used tadvs and
did not develop morphosyntactic tense and aspect rnakings. The explanation for
the"fossilization"is necessatily very suggestive and needs to be better worked out.
Although I consider the entire sociolinguistic matrix a learner brings to the
acquisition as relevant to its speed and rate ofsuccess, I concentrate in the present
study on language-internal communicative factors, that is, the expressive power
of linguistic repertoires.

The use of tadvs can be considered as the most basic way of expressing
temporality. Most languages use a wide variety of all types of tadvs. Because these
express temporality in a lexical and not in a language-specific morphosyntactic
way, second language learners use them very successfully. In chapter 2, I have
shown that temporal adverbials express both internal and external temporal
properties of time spans (see 2.2.1). They can specify the internal duration, the
boundaries, and the frequency of a time span and they can specify the external
relationship between a 'IT, the time talked about, and another time span which is
given in context. If this other time span is deictically given, the temporal
relationship which is specified  is the one between the dine talked about TI' and
the time of utterance TU. The tadvyester*y, for example, indicates the temporal
relationship between TU to*y and the TI' tbe *y b€/on to*y. From section 2.1.2,
it is known that this lexical temporal marking indicates exactly the same external
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relationship as grammatical tense marking does on the verb; in this case, the
BEFORE relation  of 'IT to TU  (e.g; past tense).

In contrast, a lexical specification of an ordering relation between 1-I' and Tsit
(aspect) is not so evident as for a lexical specification for tense. Although tadvs
can specify very precisely 1Ts or Tsits themselves, they cannot specify an ordering
relationship between a TI' and a Tsit  nor the difference between a'IT included
in Tsit and a Tr included in 'IT. This implies that tadvs do not have the same
expressive power to indicate the aspectual perfect (IT>Tsit), prospective
(IT<Tsit), imperfective (IT included in Tsit) and perfective (IT includes Tsit)
variation as aspectual viewpoint markings do around or at the verb. Although I
demonstrated how one partic,ilgr type of tadvs, namely contrastive tadvs (FAC),
have the potential to express grammatical aspect, I had to conclude that
morphosyntactic aspect markings overrule the lexical aspectual devices (see
example 2.15) and that a more synthetic linguistic device is needed.

However, tense marking is a deictic relationship between the time ofutterance
TU and the time talked about 'IT. This implies that one of the two time spans is
already given, namely the time ofutterance TU. One deictic adverbiallikeyester*y,is enough to create the 'IT-'ru relationship. In the case of aspect marking,
considered a temporal relationship between the time talked aboutTTand the time
of the event talked about Tsit, both time spans are unknown. This means that a
triple specification is needed. The individual time spans 'IT and Tsit need to be
speafied, as does the relationship between them. Tadvs do not have the same
unambiguous and expressivepower as grammatical aspectual viewpointmarkings.A more synthetic linguistic device is needed and this involves grammaticalization
of the language variety.

In short based on my theoretical considerations in the first part of this study
my hypothseis was that the fact that second language learners develop
morphosyntactic tense and aspect markings at all can be explained by the same
reason as why they develop aspect before tense. Tadvs cannot express the
temporal relationship between 'IT and Tsit in the same straightforward and
efficient way as morphological aspectual viewpoint markers do. In contrast, tadvs
can express in straightforward and unambiguous way. The empirical analyses in
the chapters 6,7 and 8 corroborated this hypothesis.

The first occurrences of morphological tense and aspect markings observed
in the Dutch and French learner data were proto-AUX embedded in the focus
position of the utterance, adjacent to the verb, to indicate the aspectual character
of the verb. In the French data these were free morphemes with a clear semantic
content The Moroccan learners of French used the modal deontic auxiliary Stol
'must', the target ingressive /komarf 'begin' and the idiosyncratic ingressive l# al
'make', the durative nster'stay' + V and the formulae Ise»,7 'it's over' and Isuel
in order to convey respectively prospective, ingressive, imperfective and eressive
aspectual viewpoint. In the Dutch data, the first experimentation wiz  verbal
morphology was the proto-AUX HAVE+PP construction which, as I only could
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conclude on the basis of my diagnostic analyses, clearly indicated a perfect
aspectual viewpoint. Only later in the acquisition proto-COP'be' occurred which
indicated a present versus past contrast in the topic component of the utterance.
These observations in the French and Dutch data, I took as evidence for the
hypothesis that grammatical aspect is acquired before tense. The diagnostic
contexts have clearly shown that if the learners of the present study were
"obliged" to violate the three basic discourse-pragmatic principles, these
violations were indicated by proto-AUX in the focus component of the utterance
to express the aspectual character of the verb. For example, in case of two
different aspectual perspectives (IT-Tsit) for situations within the same deictic
temporallocation (IT-TU), the two differentviewpoints were differently marked.
However in cases that the same aspectual perspective on situations could be taken
but with different temporal locations, the tense contrast was not marked. The
morphological marking of aspectual viewpoint seems to be more
"communicatively needed" then the morphological marking of a tense contrast.

However, one may also believe that the use of the perfect HAVE+PP
construction in the diagnostic contexts of, for example, 'Charlie has stolen the
bread' (Tsit < 'IT=TU) could be better, and more simply, explained by the lexical
aspect association of 2-state verbs with a perfect instead of a grammatical
aspect:ual viewpoint explanation. This might be a vgrignt of the lexical aspect
hypothesis (cf. Andersen & Shirai 1994, Bardovi-Harlig 1999), which claims that
morphemes which, in the target language, mark pastness, anteriority and/or
perfectivity first appear with punctual and/or telic verbs. Notice that this is a
shaping factor or filtering mechanism which might guide the learner through the
complex target morphological tense and aspect system. This is not a pushing
factor. The "redundant" marking of the lexical internal features by a morpheme
which prototypically is the most congruent to these lexical features cannot be
explained by communicative factors.

In chapter 7, I demonstrated in detail by means of discourse-analyses that
although lexical aspect is an import cue in the shaping process of the acquisition
ofverbal morphology, it is the aspectual context which ultimately determines the
form and the meaning of the earliest proto-verbal elements. l'he communicative
"need" (the pushing factor) to contrast aspectual viewpoints on events overrules
the congruence principle of marking redundantly the lexical features of the verb
(a shaping factor). A quantitative analysis investigating the role of lexical (or
inherent) aspect in the developmental distribution ofthe temporal morphology of
all the verbs used  in the whole corpus of the learners of Dutch, has given me
more evidence to suggest that the single (shaping) factor lexical aspect' is not
enough to explain the verigtion in early proto-verbal tense and aspect markings.
Although the basic semantic features of the lexical content ofverbs (0-, 1- and 2-
state verbs) attract at first a partictilgr morphological coding, the diagnostic
contexts have shown, that in actual production, the aspectual viewpoint overrules
the lexical aspect marking.
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These results corroborate my conclusion, stated at the end of chapter 4 that the
relevance principle and the congruence principle, used as explanatory factors for
the affinity of certain tense-aspect morphology for verbs of particuler lexical
aspect classes within the form-to-function approach, are contradictory and used
for the wrong reasons. The relevance principle claims that learners will use
morphology that is relevant to the verb closest to the verb in question (Bybee
1985, Slobin 1985), and they will acquire these morphemes earliest (Andersen &
Shirai (1994). This principle guides learners to find morphological markings that
are relevant to the inherent aspectual meaning of the verb. The congruence
principle guides the learner to select from the range of acoustically perceptual
morphemes in the input, the morphemes whose meaning is most congruent with
the inherent aspectual meaning of a given verb. But, how can the morpheme that
is most congruent with the lexical content of the verb stem be of particular
relevance to the verb stem unless it is there to say the same thing twiceP Would it
not be more logical for the learner to first develop grammatical markings that can
help him/her to express that the aspectual viewpoint is in opposition witb the
internal features of the verbs, that is, to develop, for example, perfective markers
for verbs with a durative lexical aspect meaning and vice versa (see also von
Stutterheim 1991).

In my view, the relevance principle defined by Bybee (1995) can be better and
more logically used to support the grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis. If
one assumes that learners use first the morphemes most relevant to the verb, and
relevance is explained in terms of the way morphemes change the relation of the
basic verb meaning to the discourse unit (see Bybee 1985: 21, see also section
4.3.2), then it follows that grammatical viewpoint aspect marking must be the
most relevant marking to a verb and acquired earliest Grammatical viewpoint
aspect marking, affects the aspectual viewpoint (the relation 'IT to Tsit)
perspective on a situation/event dependent on the discourse context. Lexical
aspect only "echos" what is already there in the lexical meaning of the verb.

Finally, recglling the grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis, Bybee's
analyses of the verbal morphological inflection in a 501anguage sample also gives
another perspective on the order ofacquisition found in the present study aspect
before tense. In her language sample, she observed that aspect morphemes
occurred closer to the verb than tense morphemes. She concluded, inview ofher

«relevance principle, that tense seems to be less relevant to the verb than aspect:   a
tense distinction does not affect the meaning of the verb, since the situation
referred to by the verb remains the same whether it is  said to occur in the past or
present". The fact that the second language learners of the present study
developed first, those morphological elements that are most urgently needed in
order to establish temporal coherence in discourse and placed these proto-AUX
adjacent to the verb (and proto-COP "further awaf' in utterance-initial position)
is extra evidence for the grammatical aspect before tense hypothesis in the
perspective of the relevance principle
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Nederlandse samenvatting

In dit proefschrift worden de linguYstische middelen onderzocht die tweede-
taalleerders van het Nederlands en Frans verwerven om temporele concepten uit
te drukken. Het gaat zowel om verwijzingen naar de verleden, tegenwoordige en
toekomende tijd als om de uitdrukking van de volgorde van gebeurtenissen. De
impliciete en expliciete linguistische verwijzingen naar heden, verleden en
toekomst worden als tense aangeduid, de verwijzingen negr de volgorde van
gebeurtenissen als vieupoint a.ped. In de literatuur over temporaliteit en
(tweede)taalverwerving is sinds de jaren '80 (Bickerton 1982, Weist 1986) een
discussie gaande over de volgorde waarin deze verwijzingen verworven worden
Deze studie wil een wezenlijke bijdrage leveren aan deze discussie.

Er is gekozen voor een crosslinguYstische en longitudinale onderzoeksopzet De
spontane taaldata die in deze studie gebruikt zijn, zijn afkomstig uit de European
Science Foundation (ESF) Databank (zie Perdue 19932) wagrin taaldata zijn
opgenomen van verschillende groepen immigranten die begin jaren '80 naar
verschillende landen in Europa zijngekomen. De verwerving van het Nederlands
door leerders met een Turkse moedertaalachtergrond (Ergun, Mahmut, Osman
en Abdullah) wordt vergeleken met de verwerving van het Nederlands door
leerders met een Marokkaans-Arabische moedertaalachtergrond  (Mohamed,
Fatima, HassanK en HassanM.). De taalverwervingsdatavan deze Marokkaanse-
Arabische leerders van het Nederlands worden vervolgens weer vergeleken met
taalverwervingsdata van Marokaanse-Arabische leerders van het Frans (Zahra,
Absessamad en Abdelmalek). Deze crosslinguistische opzet maakt het mogelijk
om meer inzicht te krijgen in de rol van de moedertaal en de doeltaal in het
taalverwervingsproces. Alle informanten uit deze omvangrijke databank zijn bijna
3 jaar lang gevolgd vanaf het begin van het taalverwervingsproces.

Er zijn drie algemene onderzoeksvragen geformuleerd, waarvan de eerste twee als
volgt luiden:

(1) Welke linguistische middelen voor het uitdrukken van tijd worden door
tweede-taalleerders gebruikt in een bepaald stadium van verwerving? Hoe
worden de temporele eigenschappen van gebeurtenissen geconceptualiseerd
door de leerders, hoe worden deze temporele concepten uitgedrukt en hoe
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interacteren de verschillende soorten linguistische middelen (lexicaal
morfosyntactisch en discourse-pragmatisch) onder verschillende context:uele
condities?

(2)   Hoe verandert de balans tussen discourse-pragmatische, morfosyntactische en
lexicale middelen over tijd? Hoe dringen tweede-taalleerders hettaalspecifieke
morfosyntactische tense- en aspectsysteem van de doeltaal binnen?

Het algemene beeld dat uit deze st:udie naar voren komt is dat alle onderzochte
tweede-taalleerders eerst impliciet via discourse-pragmatische middelen naar tijd
verwijzen (bijvoorbeeld via plaatsreferenties: Ankara ik trouwen), en dan lexicaal
door middel van temporele adverbia (Gistmn ik Beekre Begengaan naa,). Sommige
leerders gaan uiteindelijk over tot werkwoordsmarkeringen om zo, via morfosyn-
tactische middelen, naar tijd te verwijzen (Ik war in Nederland kom).

Een belangrijke vraag waarop ik in deze studie een antwoord heb proberen te
geven is waarom deze leerders uberhaupt overgaan tot de verwerving van
taalspecifieke morfosyntactische middelen. Het repertoire van lexicale middelen
zoals temporele bijwoorden van tijd Qhteren, nadat etc.) om naar heden, verleden
en toekomst te wijzen en naar volgorde van gebeurtenissen is, zo blijkt uit de
taalverwervingsdata,  voor een aantal leerders niet voldoende. Dat leidt tot de
derde algemene onderzoeksvraag:

(3) Welke (verwervings)mechanismen offactoren dragen ertoe bij dat leerders een
bepaalde linguistische vorm voor een bepaald tijdsconcept ontwikkelen? Of,
omgekeerd, welke factoren blokkeren het malverwervingsproces zodatleerders

op een bepaald verwervingsniveau "fossiliseren"?

In het empirische gedeelte van deze studie heb ik door middel van comparatieve
en longitudinale analyses van de verschillende linguistische middelen gebruiktvoor
temporele referentie, de"uitdrukkingskracht" (expressivepower) vanverschillen-
de linguistische repertoires proberen vast te stellen. Deze comparatieve analyses
waren mogelijk vanwege het gebruik van eenzelfde stimulus (een compilatie van
filinscanes uit Modern Times) voor de elicitatie van taaldata. Vanwege het feit dat
de leerders gedurende drie jaar gevolgd zijn, was het mogelijk om ook de
ontwikkeling van de linguistische repertoires voor tijdsreferenties longitudinaal te
volgen. Deze comparatieve analyses hebben tot in detail de verschillende
uitdrukkingsmogelijkheden maar ook de communicatieve tekortkomingen van
verschillende linguistische repertoires voor de uitdrukking van tijd aan het licht
kunnen brengen.

Het antwoord op de laatste onderzoeksvraag is als volgt tot stand gekomen.
Ik heb geprobeerd om via zogenaamde diagnostische contexten (de na-vertelling
van bepaalde scanes uit Modern Times) zo precies mogelijk aan te geven welke
temporele referenties worden uitgedrukt door discourse-pragmatische middelen,
bijwoorden van tijd en soms door morfosyntactische middelen als (een prototype
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van) hulpwerkwoorden en/of werkwoordsinfiectie. Deze zogenaamde diagnosti-
sche contexten waren zo uitgezocht dat een aantal temporele referenties expliciet
door de leerders uitgedrukt moesten worden omdat anders de (temporele)
coherentie van hun verhaal verloren zou gaan. De gebeurtenissen in de na te
vertellen scBnes volgden elkaar bijvoorbeeld niet in chronologische volgorde op,
maar gebeurden bijvoorbeeld allemaal tegelijk De conclusie is dat leerders meer
en andere linguistische middelen verwerven om zodoende beter en efficiEnter te
connmunlceren.

Na een algemene inleiding in hoofdstuk 1, beschrijf ik in hoofdstuk 2 het
analytisch kader dat ik gebruikt heb voor de analyse van temporele referenties in
de leerdersvariBteiten. Ik betoog waarom ik heb gekozen voor het beschrijvings-
model van Klein (1994) en niet voor dat van het alom gebruikte model van
Reichenbach (194D. Alhoewel beide beschrijvingsmodellen gebaseerd zijn op een
drie-parameter model (Paul 1872), te weten, de tijd van spreken, de tijd van de
situatie en de referentie-tijd, heb ik gekozen voor Klein's model vanwege zijn
preciese inv,illing van Reichenbach's vage en steeds weer verschillend geinter-
preteerde begrip "reference time". Klein maakt een helder onderscheid tussen
externe en interne temporele referenties. Externe temporele referenties worden
veelal uitgedrukt doorwerkwoordsmarkeringen en door deictische bijwoorden van
tijd, zoals giste,en, vo<gendjaar etc. Tense geeft de externe temporele relatie aan
tussen de tijd van spreken (the time of utterance: TU) en de tijd waarover iets
beweerd wordt (de topic time: TI). Aspect geeft de externe temporele relatie aan
tussen de tijd waarover iets beweerd wordt (IT) en de tijd van de situatie zelf
(Tsit). Interne temporele relaties worden op hun beurt uitgedrukt door andere
typen van temporele bijwoorden zoals bijwoorden van frequentie (alt#4 of
bilwoorden van contrast (nobsteeds),mggrookdoorde semantische eigenschappen
van werkwoorden zoals slopen (een zogenaamd 1-stadiumwerkwoord) versus stelen

(een zogenaaind 2-stadium werkwoord).
In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijf ik ook het voor deze studie ontwikkelde discourse-

analytisch model voor de analyse van de int:eractie tussen discourse principes op
globaal niveau en het gebruik van linguYstische middelen op lokaal zinsniveau  Dit
model is gebaseerd op een drietal algemene principes van informatie organisatie:
(1) PNO, het principe dat gebeurtenissen in chronologische volgorde worden
verteld (Clark 1971,Labov 1972), (2) het quaestio-model (I<lein & von Stutterhem
1986) dat stelt dat elk stuk tekst beschouwd moet worden als een antwoord op een
abstracte vraag -de quaestio- en dat het type quaestio het type discourse bepaalt
(narratief, descriptief, etc.) plus de verdeling van informatie over de topic- en
focuscomponenten van de afzonderlijke zinnen, en tot slot, (3) inferenties op
basis van aspectueel viewpoint-operatoren die gebeurtenissen weergeven als
"beginnend", "voltooid", etc. (Bohnemeyer 1998). Deze principes leiden in
narratieve teksten tot de volgende condities die het mogelijk maken essentilile
temporele informatie af te leiden:
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(1) de topicconditie: alle afzonderlijke topic tijden 'IT's, in een aan elkaar
gerelateerde set van zinnen, vormen een chronologische ket ng;

(2) de focusconditie: de gebeurtenistijden Tsit, zoals beschreven in de focus
component van de afzonderlijke zinnen zijn min of meer gelijklijdig aan en
"gebonden" (hebben een eindgrens) binnen de topic tijd Tsit waarover een
bewering wordt geriegn; dit impliceert een perfectief viewpoint aspect op de
gebeurtenissen (IT=Tsit);

(3)  de globale Tr-conditie: de globale relatie van de topic tijd 'IT tot de tijd van
spreken TU blijft over de hele Set van gerelateerde zinnen gelijk tenzij anders
gennarkeerd.

Als een verteller de algemene principes navolgt dan hoeft hij of zij in een
narratieve tekst niet in elke zin aan te geven dat de gebeurtenissen elkaar
chronologisch opvolgen, dat er een defaultperfectiefviewpoint aspectgeldten dat
alle gebeurtenissen in het verleden zijn gebeurd. Deze situatie vergt slechts de
inzet van minimale linguistische middelen. Om de uitdrukkingskracht van
verschillende linguistische repertoires ten opzichte van elkaxr te vergelijken heb
ik na te vertellen contexten gezocht waarvoor de repertoires ten volle ingezet
moeten worden. Bepaalde sc8nes van Modern Times zijn uitermate geschikt om
de leerders te stimuleren hun repertoire zo breed mogelijk in te zetten omdat de
temporele referenties explicietgemaakt moeten worden. Hetgaat om de volgende
"diagnostische" scdnes of contexten:

(1) de scanes waarin gebeurtenissen tegelijkertijd en niet na elkaar gebeuren,
hetgeent betekent dat TT 1 niet gebeurt na TI'2, maar dat 'ITl =TI'2 en dat
houdt dan weer een schending in van de topicconditie;

(2)  de sc8nes die niet vanuit het default perfectief aspectueel viewpoint verteld
kunnen worden omdat de gebeurtenis bijvoorbeeld als een reeds voltooide
gebeurtenis moet worden beschreven zoals verwijzingen naar het meisje uit
Modern Times dat het brood be«t (perfect aspect, 'IT>Tsit) gestolen; er is
sprake van een dissociatie van 'IT en Tsit, hetgeen een schending is van de
focusconditie.

Een schending van de derde conditie, de globale 'IT-conditie, is moeilijk te
eliciteren op grond van een na te vertellen film omdat de gebeurtenissen in de film
niet echt in het heden, verleden of in de toekomst gebeuren, maar als het ware
liggen op een soort van imaginaire tijdsas. Om die reden zijn ook navertellingen
van persoonlijke gebeurtenissen in de analyses betrokken, omdat die wel deictisch
op de tijdsas zijn ingebed.

In hoofdstuk 3 beschrijf ik hoe externe en interne temporele relaties in de
brontalen, Marokkaans-Arabisch en Turks, en de doeltalen, Nederlands en Frans
worden uitgedrukt Ik leg daarbij de nadruk op een crosslinguistische vergelijking
van overeenkomsten en verschillen van de wijze waarop in deze talen bepaalde
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temporele concepten morfosyntactisch worden uitgedrukt. Het Marokkaans-
Arabisch, bijvoorbeeld, heeft geen werkwoordsinfectie voor de verwijzing vaar
verleden, tegenwoordige en toekomende tijd (tense). Het Marokkgans-Arabisch

werkwoordsparadigma dmkt alleen contrasten in viewpoint aspect uit zoals het
contrast tussengebeurtenissen die nogvoortduren (imperfectiefviewpoint aspect)
en gebeurtenissen die reeds voltooid zijn (perfect viewpoint aspect). Het
Nederlandse morfosyntactische systeem voor lijdsreferenties is gebaseerd op
contrasten in verwijzingen naar de verleden, tegenwoordige en toekomende tijd
(ik  liep,  ik  loop, ik Kal lopen). Het Turkse werkwoordsysteem heeft inflectie voor
beide temporele categorieEn. Toch is hetmogelijk ominhetMarokkaans-Arabisch
naar bijvoorbeeld de verleden of tijd te verwijzen (via temporele bijwoorden
bijvoorbeeld) en in het Nederlands naar imperfectief viewpoint aspect (met
constructies Ws b# is een boek aan bet lefen, b# r#t een boek te leZen). Alhoewel de
verschillende talen de meeste temporele concepten lijken te delen, best:aan er
duidelijke linguistische preferenties voor de wijze waarop deze concepten
uitgedrukt worden.

Ook zie ik de perceptieve transparantie van de te leren taal als een belangrijke
sturende factor in het taalverwervingsproces. Het wordt algemeen aangenomen
dat gesproken Frans gekarakteriseerd kan worden als een niet-transparante
linearisatie van onbenadrukte en homofone morfemen. Dit maakt het voor de
Marokkaanse leerders in deze studie extra moeilijk om de afzonderlijke elementen
te destilleren uit de stroom van woorden van hun Franse gesprekspartners. Zo
hebben de Marokkaanse leerders van het Frans lange tijd moeite met het uit elkaar
halen  van het cluster  il m 9  dit 'hij heeft mij gezegd' en nemen  ze  als  hele
werkwoordsvorm ilmadire  ge it m'a  dit  'ik ze© in plaats van dire.

Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een overzicht van recente literatuur op het gebied van
tweede-taalverwerving en temporaliteit. Ik mgek daarbij een onderscheid tussen
studies die een temporeel concept als uitgangspunt nemen ("function-to-form"
studies) en studies die de distributie van een bepaalde linguistische vorm (een
werkwoordsmorfeem) willen traceren ("form-to-function" studies). De eerstge-
noemde studies zijn geintereseerd in het totale repertoire van linguistische
middelen dat leerders ontwikkelen voor temporele referenties. De voringerichte
studies zijn vooral geinteresseerd in werkwoordsmarkeringen die tense en aspect
uitdrukken. Sommige onderzoekers pan ervan uit dat morfemen worden
ontwikkeld vanwege het uitdrukken van het lexicale aspect (de semantische
eigenschappen van het werkwoord:Aktionsar/), andere kennen de eerst ontwikkel-
de morfemen een discourse functie toe. Aan het slot van dit hoofdstuk beargu-
menteer waarom ik het niet eens ben met een aantal theoretische verklaringen
voor de gevonden resultaten in deze studies.

Ten eerste wordt in bijna al deze studies Engels en Spaans als doeltalen
gebruikt Voor de verklaring van de gevonden vorm (morfeem) voor functie
relaties worden prototypische kenmerken van imperfectieve en perfectieve
morfemen aangehaald die deleerderzouden sturen bij de verwerving van bepaalde
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tense en aspect morfemen. Juist in deze twee talen is er een duidelijk semantisch
contrast tussen morfosyntactische markeringen die imperfectief aspect (bijvoor-
beeld de Engelse progressive -ing vorm) en markeringen die perfectiefviewpoint
aspect (de Engele simple past -edvorm) aanduiden. Dit maakt deze morfosyntacti-
sche markeringen tot geschikte prototypische categorien van morfemen die
leerders zouden kunnen sturen in de (volgorde van) de verwerving van bepaalde
morfemen voor de uitdrukking van bepaalde aspectuele contrasten. Dit is zeker
niet het geval voor het Nederlands en Frans. Het Nederlands kent geen eenduidig
morfosyntactisch contrast tussenimperfectieve enperfectievemorfemen eninhet
Frans wordt het onderscheid imperfectief-perfectief alleen in de verleden tijd
uitgedrukt (de perfectieve "pass6 compos6" versus de imperfectieve "imparfait'D.
Ten tweede beargumenteer ik tegen een interactie van een relevantie en een
congruentie principe (Andersen en Shirai 1996) als verklaring voor de gevonden
relatie tussen bepaalde morfemen en bepaald categodeen van werkwoorden. Zo
zouden imperfectieve morfemen het eerst hechten aan werkwoorden met een
duratief lexicaal aspect (s»en) en perfectieve morfemen aan werkwoorden die een
verandering uitdrukken (zogenaamde 2-stadia-werkwoorden als stelen, vallen en
bnken).Ik betoog dat de werking van een congruentie principe dat stelt dat het aan
te hechten morfemen congruent zou moeten zijn met de betekenis van de
werkwoordstam in strijd is met de werking van een relevantieprincipe. Het
relevantieprincipe zegt namelijk dat het morfeem dat het meest bijdraagt aan de
verandering van de betekenis van de werkwoordstam in relatie tot de discourse-
eenheid (Bybee 1985: 21) het meest relevant is. Morfemen die volgens het
congruentieprincipe aan een werkwoord aangehecht worden omdat ze hetzelfde
uitdrukken als de lexicale betekenis van het werkwoord zelf, lijken dan eerder
redundant dan relevant. Het is daarom dat ik aan het eind van dit hoofstuk
voorstel op basis van Bybee's relevantie principe, om te onderzoeken of de eerst
verworven tense en aspect morfemen niet alleen een discourse functie (discousre
hypothesis) ofeen lexicaal aspect functie (lexical aspect hypothesis) maar ook een
grammaticaal viewpoint aspect functie (grammatical aspect hypothesis) zouden
kunnen hebben. Het lijkt namelijk meer relevant om die morfemen het eerst te
ontwikkelen die in oppositie zijn met de lexicale betekenis van hetwerkwoord. Op
deze wijze zou niet twee keer hetzelfde uitgedrukt worden maarzou een viewpoint
morfeem gebruikt kunnen worden om juist de lexicale betekenis van het
werkwoord te veranderen ten gunste van de discourse-context (en de duratieve
gebeurtenis s»en een eindpunt te geven).

In het empirische deel van het proefschrift begin ik in hoofstuk 5 met de
uitwerking van de onderzoeksvragen en hypotheses voor het lexicale en het
morfosyntactische stadium van taalverwerving. Vervolgens geef ik de socio-
biografische kenmerken van de kerninformanten van deze studie. Verder worden
de procedures beschreven waarmee de gegevens verzameld en geanalyseerd zijn.
De analyses zijn zowel kwalitatief als kwantitatief van aard en best:aan uit een
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combinatie van vorm- en functiegerichte analyses.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft het initi8le linguistische repertoire voor temporele

referentie dat door alle onderzochte Marokkaanse en Turkse leerders van het
Nederlands en Frans gebruikt wordt. Ik leg uit hoe een optimale benutting van dit
lexicale repertoire van temporele bijwoorden in interactie met de eerdergenoemde
discourseprincipes, een blokkerende werking kan hebben op een morfosyntacti-
sche ontwikkelingvan temporele referentie. Iklaat zienhoe een uitgekiendgebruik
van de semantische en structurele (positionele) eigenschappen van temporele
bijwoorden de uitdrukkingskracht van deze lexicale middelen kan opumaliseren.

De cent:rale vraag in hoofdstuk 7 is of de eerste hulpwerlavoord-achtige
vormen in het Nederlands van de leerders uitdrukkingen zijn van lexicaal aspect,
grammaticaal aspect of van tense. Op basis van de analyses van de eerder
genoemde diagnostische contexten is het mogelijk om de betekenis van deze
proto-morfosyntactische markeringen te ontrafelen. De bevindingen uit de
navertelling van Modern Times worden vergeleken met die van persoonlijke
vertellingen en de kwalitatieve data worden aangevuld met een inventaris van alle
werkwoordsvormen in de totale data set Hieruit blijkt dat de eerste verschijnings-
vormen van morfosyntactische markeringen in de vorm van een soort van
hulpwerkwoorden (proto-AUX) duidelijk grammaticaal aspect aangeven (de
externe temporele relatie tussen 'IT en Tsit) en niet de interne temporele
kenmerken van de lexicale betekenis van het werkwoord. Deze hulpwerkwoorden
werden door de leerders in de focus component van de zin gezet om zo het
aspect:uele karakter van hetwerkwoord aan te geven (perfect be#9, prospectiefgaan
en imperfectief 8, bijvoorbeeld). Pas later verschenen koppelwerkwoord-achtige
constructies (proto-COP) die de externe temporele relatie tussen TY en TU
aangaven (tegenwoordige tijd ir versus verleden tijdwa). Opvallend daarbij is dat
deze proto-COP in de topic component van de zin geplaatst wordt. In een
bepaald stadium van verwerving worden beide markeringen zelfs in 66n zin
gebruikt (en toen wa b# beeft valle,i).

Hoofdstuk 8 omvat een comparatieve malyse van de Franse taalverwervings-
data. De Marokkaanse leerders van het Frans blijken dezelfde strategie als de
Marokkaanse leerders van het Nederlands toe te passen. Ze halen vorm en functie
van het Franse morfosyntactische systeem uiteen en gebruiken hulpwerkwoord-
achtige constructies om viewpoint aspect aan te duiden. Proto-AUX als »l
'moeten', Ikomal %eginnen' en Instel'blijven' drukken respectievelijk prospectief,
ingressief en imperfectief viewpoint aspect uit. Net als hun Nederlandse
tegenvoeters plaatsen zij deze proto-AUX in de focuscomponent, vlak voor het
werkwoord.

In hoofdstuk 9 leid ik uit de resultaten en deelconclusies van het onderzoek  twee
algemene conclusies  af in relatie tot tweede-taalverwerving en wel de volgende:

(1) De structurele inbedding van temporele adverbia t#dens bet lexicale stadium van
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taalvenverving functioneert   als   een  soort  van   "mal"  voor   de     structurele   inbedding  van

modoontactiscbe markeringen in een later stadium van verwen,inh Proto-AUX en
proto-COP verschijnen in dezelfde positie in de zin als waar in een eerder
stadium temporele bijwoorden zijn geplaatst, met dezelfde semantische
eigenschappen. In de topiccomponent van de zin worden eerst temporele
adverbia en later proto-COPs geplaatst die de externe temporele relatie tussen
'IT en Tsit aanduiden. De proto-AUXs in de focuscomponent van de zin
hebben alleen scope over het werkwoord en drukken zo het aspectuele
karakter van het werkwoord uit In een eerder (lexicaal) stadium van
tallverwerving stonden op dezelfde plaats bijvoorbeeld frequentatieve
temporele adverbia (alt#* die op de plaats alleen over Tsit kwantificeerden.
Overeenkomstigde basisprincipes vaninformatie-organisatie plaatsen leerders
die elementen bij elkaar die semantisch gezien het meest bij elkaar horen.

(2)    I/iel;point a. bea wordt venvomen voor tense. De eerste morfosyntactische marke-
ringen worden door de leerders ingezet voor de uitdrukking van viewpoint
aspect en niet voor de uitdrukking van tense. Uit de analyses van de uitdruk-
kingskracht van verschillende linguistische middelen blijkt dat het gebruik van
lexicale middelen (temporele bijwoorden) voor de uitdrukking van tense voor
langere tijd toereikend is dan voor de uitdrukking van viewpoint aspect. De
analyses van de diagnostische contexten in Modern Times laten helder zien
dat schendingen van de basiscondities voor temporele coherentiein discourse,
de leerders er toe dwingen om morfosyntactische middelen te ontwikkelen
voor de uitdrukking van viewpoint aspect
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